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INTRODUCTION: 

The following is a transcript of public input during Phase 4 of the Official Community 
Plan (OCP) Review. Correspondence pertaining to requests of general information 
regarding meeting set up, times and schedules etc. are not included.  

These comments were provided by residents and stakeholders as part of the Official 
Community Plan Review consultation and this is a record of their feedback. Portions of 
this record are redacted in order to protect the personal information and identity of the 
residents and stakeholders.  
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SECTION I: WRITTEN STAKEHOLDER SUBMISSIONS 

Stakeholder outreach (including meetings and emails) generated 27 written 
submissions from the following (alphabetically):  

• Ambleside & Dundarave Business Improvement Association
• Ambleside & Dundarave Ratepayers’ Association
• BC Ferries
• British Pacific Properties Limited
• British Properties Area Homeowner Association
• Community Housing Action Committee
• DWV Community and Energy Emissions Plan Working Group
• DWV Strategic Transportation Plan Working Group
• DWV Upper Lands Working Group
• DWV Working Group Chair Focus Group
• Hollyburn Country Club
• HUB North Shore
• Lighthouse Park Preservation Society
• MyOwnSpace Housing Society
• North Shore Advisory Committee on Disability Issues
• North Shore Community Resources Society
• North Shore Disability Resource Centre
• North Shore Heritage Preservation Society
• Old Growth Conservancy
• St. Stephen’s Anglican Church
• TransLink
• Vancouver Coastal Health
• West Vancouver Blue Dot Committee
• West Vancouver Chamber of Commerce
• West Vancouver Foundation
• West Vancouver Memorial Library Board
• West Vancouver Seniors’ Action Table  (via Lionsview Seniors Planning

Society)
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S i t e  Ec onom ic s  L t d .  

E X E C U T I V E  S U M M A R Y

This report was commissioned by the Ambleside Dundarave Business Improvement Association (BIA) in 
June 2017 and the analysis was completed in January 2018. The purpose of this report is to outline the 
primary retail strategy to revitalize the Ambleside Commercial Core. The report reflects some original 
research and assumes that the reader is generally familiar with most of the issues facing this area. At the 
client’s instruction we have included findings from past reports and have used salient information from 
those reports where possible.  

The format of this report is a short executive summary followed by a more detailed, yet brief, 
backgrounder report and appendices. This assessment indicates the main direction and strategy which 
will revitalize the Ambleside Commercial Core and create an interesting and dynamic commercial “high 
street” for West Vancouver residents.  

For the purposes of this report, the name “Ambleside,” when used by itself, will typically specifically refer 
to the Ambleside Commercial Core, which is delineated on the map shown below: 

Observed Issues: 

The Ambleside Commercial Core includes approximately 200 grade-level businesses, including one-of-a-
kind specialty stores, lifestyle and outdoor stores, food retail stores and various and numerous dining 
options and all manner of financial and personal services, and by all rights should be a highly successful 
retail precinct. Nonetheless Ambleside and its commercial tenants have continually struggled. This report 
sought to unravel several issues regarding Ambleside:  

• The Ambleside Commercial Core area includes over 350,000 square feet of commercial space,
or the equivalent of a regional shopping centre, yet its commercial draw seems to be limited to
that of a neighbourhood-scale commercial facility.

• Real Estate in Ambleside has been stable and its key intersections offer some of the most
attractive suburban street front retail locations in western Canada. Yet, the area cannot attract
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new quality retailers or anchor tenants. Indeed, retailers reportedly are choosing to locate (or 
relocate) to other commercial centres on the North Shore.  

• Given the higher-than-average and increasing residential values, this area should have seen a
revitalization, yet this has not happened.

• Ambleside is often considered the centre of cultural and social activities in West Vancouver, it is
not so much for commercial activities, and while the commercial core is reasonably attractive and
popular it is not as vibrant as it could be.

Observed Facts: 

These paradoxes have been the subject of several studies over the years, and these studies have 
contributed important facts and insights to the research done for this report. Between studies completed 
by GP Rollo and Associates, Urbanics Consultants and Site Economics, several facts and trends have 
been observed:  

• While the Commercial Core offers over 350,000 square feet of commercial space, it is important to
notice that the average store size tends to be well less than 2,000 square feet, indicating more of a
boutique retail presence. The tenant mix includes many local tenants and only a few regional and
national chain stores.

• The Ambleside Commercial Core has a lack of anchor (or sub-anchor) tenants. This is a common
problem associated with commercial streets where their small parcels cannot accommodate the
larger floor plates that anchor tenants require. Absence of anchors would certainly contribute to a
smaller trade area.

• Less than one kilometer to the east is Park Royal Regional Shopping Centre, a large and attractive
super-regional shopping centre, among the largest in the nation. Park Royal Shopping Centre is
approximately 1.4 million square feet in size, with over 280 stores and anchored by The Bay, Simons,
London Drugs, Home Depot, Best Buy, Staples, Winners, Home Sense, The Brick, Sport-check,
Osaka Supermarket, Whole Foods Market, H&M and Old Navy. The presence and proximity of such
a competitor would surely relegate Ambleside to service the convenience needs of its immediate
residential population and/or service highly-specialized niches not available at Park Royal.

• Indeed, the Urbanics consumer intercept survey suggests this de facto neighbourhood-scale
convenience-oriented role for Ambleside. The most popular types of stores respondents travelled to
Ambleside for were grocery and food (32%), restaurants and cafes (23%), and pharmacies and
personal care stores (11%). This confirms that food and drug convenience retail is vitally important
yet there are few stores to service even this limited demand. Other than for food, the majority of
respondents reported doing their shopping at Park Royal.

• Zoning in the Ambleside neighbourhood designates specialized commercial zones which do allow for
a broad range of commercial and, to an extent, residential uses. They are, however, restricted to
relatively low densities, typically as low as an FSR of 1.0, increasable to 1.75 with the contribution of
Amenity Units to the District of West Vancouver. Ambleside is bounded on one side by the ocean,
which limits its reach. Surrounding it on other sides are residential areas which are similarly limited in
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density. Notably, other retail districts similar to Ambleside have been known to allow densities of at 
least 2.5, sometimes rising to 6.0.  

• The residential density on Marine Drive itself and within 2 blocks of the commercial area is low
compared to other town centres in Metro Vancouver; this has the effect of reducing the potential
population of the local trade area, limiting retail demand.

• The trade area is effectively stagnant at approximately 14,640 persons total. The median household
income in the trade area is well above the provincial average and the dominant household income
category is over $100,000 per year. Another salient characteristic of this market is the large number
of residents over 55 years of age; older people do not spend as much on typical retail goods.

• We have completed a retail demand analysis to conclude that even with generous levels of market
capture, the Ambleside retail trade area can only support about 308,000 square feet of retail now,
growing to about 317,000 square feet by 2036. These values are significantly lower than the 350,000
square feet of retail space within the Ambleside commercial area.

• While several dozen new residential units have been recently added to the Ambleside area and a few
more planned for the near future, they are too few to make an appreciable difference to the trade
area. Interestingly, several hundred units have either been recently built or are currently planned for
the area adjacent to Park Royal.

Recommendations: 

Analyzing the observations above, several general and complimentary approaches present themselves. 

• First, the District must increase allowed density in residential (and commercial) zones
to increase the number of customers in the Ambleside trade area.

• Second, the District must not impede consolidation of retail parcels to create
floorplates attractive to potential anchor or sub-anchor tenants.

• Third, augment the existing tenant mix with presently under-represented retailers.

Some details include: 

• The analysis has found that the most effective solution to enhance retail and commercial demand
would be to increase the local population with more dense forms of development. This would also
have the effect of creating new buildings with modern efficient retail premises.

• If several small sites were consolidated into larger master planned developments they could more
effectively create spaces and premises attractive to larger and more vibrant retailers who could act as
anchor tenants and make the area more attractive to consumers.

• Thus, a new a modern mixed-use density should be proposed for the Ambleside neighbourhood,
especially near the commercial core, likely matching the regional standard of 2.5 on small sites and
3.5 on larger sites. The District, like every other municipality in the metro Vancouver region, would be
well positioned to capture a share of the resulting land value increase in new Community Amenity
Charges. These funds can then be used to expand public amenities and service to limit any impact
from the new density.
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• As previously mentioned, there is an opportunity for an additional grocer/produce market. There is an
opportunity for entertainment and night life venues, particularly if there was a link to or views of the
nearby waterfront. It is suggested that some new tenants could seek liquor primary licenses
combined with the ability to offer live music and later operating hours.

• Other opportunities include shoe repair, fitness centre, optometrist, junior department store, general
store, variety/dollar store, women’s wear, men’s apparel (high end), unisex, other apparel, jewellery,
gardening, electronics, paint & wallpaper, antiques and art galleries.

• In general, there may be an opportunity to try and secure quality-of-life retailers who operate in a
socially responsible and eco-friendly manner. These are often characterized by selling organic or fair-
trade products.

• In terms of regional retail, the Ambleside Commercial Core could support more restaurants, specialty
retail, design/art and household/lifestyle furnishings stores.

• In terms of neighbourhood retail, it could support many more food retail, and convenience retail
stores. There is an opportunity for vintage clothing, for example; residents from across the North
Shore would trade-in high quality well-kept older fashions if young people were present in the area to
buy them. There is also demand for specialty food such as European delicatessens and high quality
green grocers.

• According to the Urbanics survey, some respondents mentioned that the majority of clothing and
grocery stores are too expensive and they would like to see more affordable options in the area.
Others mentioned there are too many “second-rate” restaurants such as fast-food and sushi and they
would like to see more upscale restaurants in the area. Several respondents discussed the lack of
retail, activities, or general draw for young people. The overwhelming number of hair, nail and beauty
salons in the area was generally disliked.

• Sidewalks and general pedestrian accessibility were often cited as problems in the Urbanics survey,
particularly for seniors. Sidewalks and buildings were described as rundown; many of those surveyed
would like the area to more closely resemble Dundarave, with more decorative planters and
landscaping. Respondents also felt that efforts should be made to add more parking by encouraging
developers to include more on-site public parking in new large-scale buildings. New development
and/or CACs could address these issues.

The commercial vibrancy of the Ambleside Commercial Core can only be enhanced with more local 
customers and by growing the local population base. This means increasing development density and 
permitting the redevelopment of single level retail with more traditional densities which like 2.5 and 3.5 
Floor Space Ratios rather than floor space ratios of under 2, which currently apply.  

Additional residential density with its new commercial premises, underground parking and additional local 
residents has brought back prosperity and vibrant commercial business activity wherever it has been 
permitted. Vancouver has had a traditional minimum standard density on arterial roads of 2.5 FSR and 
has had this for over 60 years, though many planners and analysts have argued that this figure is too low. 
This density is readily increased by the city to 3.5 and higher with the payment of additional community 
amenity fees, and this density often accommodates a 4 to 6 storey building.  
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1.1 Land Use Context 

The Ambleside neighbourhood is a well-defined and established residential and commercial community. It 
has been a relative success in the past and has evolved a unique urban role both as a local 
neighbourhood and in a limited way, a community-wide destination. It is the “downtown” of the District of 
West Vancouver, hosting the police and fire station as well as Municipal Hall.  

As can be seen in the land use map below, the Ambleside Town Centre area consists of the multifamily 
residential areas and the commercial district as contained by the Commercial Core boundary. The 
balance of the Ambleside neighbourhood is zoned for single-family residences and community-oriented 
uses such as parks, schools and recreational facilities.  

DESIGNATED LAND USES IN AMBLESIDE 

Sources: Ambleside Community Profile; Site Economics 

To the north are multi-family and single family residential buildings and to the south are public lands 
consisting of parks and beaches bordering on English Bay. The proximity to the ocean while a benefit in 
terms of providing a local attraction has the negative effect of reducing the number of residents within 
close proximity. A normal commercial area is surrounded by residential development serving residents 
from all sides (360 degrees) whereas Ambleside has residents only within a 180-degree radius (primarily 
to the North and West). Examining land use in detail, our attention turns to zoning as shown below.
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1.3 Access and Connectivity 
Regional and local access to the area is very good from every direction. Ambleside is well positioned to 
serve its own residents.  

• There is significant on-street parking which enhances accessibility to stop and shop and this could be
enhanced with a public parkade.

• Marine Drive is not a regional through route and thus most traffic is local.
• There is only modest transit service along Marine Drive and this does not provide a significant source

of patronage for the commercial stores. The main buses provide limited service. It would add to the
area’s vibrancy if there were better and more direct bus services connecting Ambleside to Downtown
Vancouver. An express bus is expected to start operation and enhance access.

AMBLESIDE TRANSPORTATION AND MOBILITY 

Sources: Ambleside Community Profile; Site Economics  
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1.4 Signage and Parking 

In general, exterior signage is one of the single most important marketing efforts a business can 
undertake. The signage for businesses on Marine Drive tends to be understated. New developments 
always use much larger signs and existing businesses should be encouraged to make more extensive 
use of signs. Changes to the sign by-laws are warranted, to encourage larger and more effective signage. 
This must be done in a manner which preserves the local character but allows businesses to become 
more visible to drive-by traffic. Potential customers could be induced to stop on their way home, by a 
bakery for example, if there was more effective signage and convenient parking. 

There are a substantial number of parking stalls on the street, but very few existing businesses can 
provide their own off-street parking. Efforts should be made to add more parking by encouraging 
developers to include more on-site public parking in new large-scale buildings.  

In general, some of the physical recommendations and observations are: 

• Improve connections to Park Royal and Downtown Vancouver.

• Add a public parkade.

• Make the area more attractive for locals by providing more outdoor seating and promoting
events which enhance community awareness of the area’s goods and services.

• Improved lighting would increase consumers’ comfort level as well as create a more positive
ambiance.

• To enhance the use of Ambleside in poor weather, and to help provide year-round activity,
weather protection over the sidewalk could be provided.

1.5 Rental Rates 

The Ambleside Commercial Core has relatively low rents which reflect low sales. Base rents as high as 
$33/sf (plus $20/sf additional rent) have recently been reported on Marine Drive for retail spaces in the 
1,500 to 2,000 block range. Rents on Lonsdale and in competitive malls are typically a little higher and 
warranted because sales are stronger.  
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2.0 URBANICS STUDY OF CONSUMER ATTITUDES 

A limited consumer intercept survey was conducted by Urbanics Consultants in the Commercial Core on 
seven weekdays from April 17th, 2013 to May 10th, 2013. A total of 103 persons took part in the survey. 
The Urbanics survey provided some insights, and they are summarized in this subsection:  

2.1 Consumer Intercept Survey – Respondent Demographics 

• Of those surveyed, 41% were 65 + years old, 20% were 55 – 64 years old, 8% were 45 – 54 years
old, 11% were 35 – 44 years old, 13% were 25 – 34 years old and 7% were 19 – 24 years old. It is
well knowns that older customers tend to spend less than younger consumers in their peak spending
years/

• 50% of respondents lived in two-person households, followed by 21% in three-person households
and 19% in one person households.

• 52% of respondents identified themselves as an established couple, empty nester or with adult
children at home, 24% identified themselves as single, 9% as a couple with no children, 8% as an
established single or two parent family, and 9% as newly with children.

• 43% of respondents identified themselves as retired, 29% as working full-time, 18% as working part-
time and 10% as not working.

• For total household income, 23% of respondents ranged from $0 - $30,000, 34% ranged from
$30,000 - $60,000, 28% ranged from $60,000 - $100,000 and 15% ranged from $100,000 - $250,000.

• 72% of respondents currently reside in West Vancouver, 21% in North Vancouver, 3% in Vancouver,
3% in Surrey and 1% in Richmond. This is a very localized trade area focussed on the immediate
area. Of the postal codes recorded, 46% were from V7V or West Vancouver South, 14% were from
V7T or West Vancouver Southeast, 10% were from V7W or West Vancouver West, 9% were from
V7P or North Vancouver Southwest and only 4% were from V7S or West Vancouver North.
Ambleside does not and cannot serve the entire city as it does not have the retail appeal or anchor
tenants to draw consumers. Park Royal has regional appeal and can easily draw consumers form
across the north shore and even downtown.

Source: Urbanics Consultants 
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2.2 Consumer Intercept Survey – Quantitative Results 

• 49% of respondents shopped in Ambleside more than once a week, 31% shopped one to three times
a week, and only 21% shopped once or less than once a month.

• The most popular types of stores respondents travelled to Ambleside for were grocery and food
(32%), restaurants and cafes (23%), and pharmacies and personal care stores (11%). This confirms
that food and drug convenience retail is vitally important yet there are few stores to services even this
limited demand.

• The least popular stores respondents travelled to Ambleside for were electronic stores (2%) and book
stores (2%).

• Other than for food, the majority of respondents do their shopping at Park Royal (56%), followed by
other shopping centres and main street retail in North Vancouver (21%). Park Royal is
overwhelmingly dominant and competitive and there is no commercial action which would make the
area more attractive that does not include major new redevelopments with modern retail premises
and more local customers living in new higher density buildings.

• Other main street retail areas often visited by respondents were Dundarave (34% visited), followed by
Granville Island (17%) and Horseshoe Bay (15%).

• 39% of respondents most often travelled to Ambleside by personal vehicle, 28% used public transit
and 27% walked. This confirms the local trade area.

• 37% of respondents think Ambleside’s parking facilities are average, 31% think they are poor and
20% think they are good.

• 53% of respondents think Ambleside public transit is good, 14% think it is average and only 8% think
it is poor.

• When considering walking distances while shopping, 44% of respondents believe 4+ blocks is
reasonable, 32% believe 3-blocks, 18% believe 2-blocks and only 5% believe 1-block.

• When asked what additional categories of retail they would like to see in the Ambleside area, the top
categories chosen were clothing, apparel or shoe stores (30%), restaurants or cafes (26%), electronic
stores (12%) and book stores (11%). The categories least chosen were hair and beauty salons (1%)
and hardware or office supplies (1%). Despite this the core strength of street front retail is food and
drug retail and services.  If these can be optimized with large new chain stores perhaps other
merchants can follow. The focus should be creating new developments and several large new retail
premises.

• The majority of respondents, 51%, would like to see more independent stores in the area, 23% would
like to see more chain or national tenants, 11% would like to see more department stores and 15%
had no preference.

Source: Urbanics Consultants
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2.3 Consumer Intercept Survey – Qualitative Results 

Cited Advantages – An encouraging result from the customer intercept survey was the overall positive 
attitude respondents had toward their Ambleside experience. 

• Functionality & Character - While many of those surveyed had suggestions for improvement, the
majority of respondents were generally pleased with the current Ambleside environment. To many,
the functionality of Ambleside was more important than the character of the area. The ability to have
one’s doctor, pharmacy, bank and a grocery store within a couple of blocks of one another creates a
convenience and functionality that is vitally important to many of those surveyed. Others said it had a
nice community-feel and the merchants and people were generally very friendly. This would only be
enhanced with higher density development which makes all of this possible.

Cited Disadvantages - Many of those surveyed could not think of any major disadvantages, believed 
major changes are unnecessary, or were generally against major development. Those with an opinion on 
the matter, however, answered as follows:

• Urban Design & Structure - Of the disadvantages mentioned, parking was a common complaint.
People fell into one of two diametrically opposed camps, those who felt there was ample parking and
those who believed that it is extremely difficult to find parking. Though, 37% of respondents rated
parking as average and 20% rated it as good. It is understood that the District may consider
improving public parking by participating in the development of a civic parkade. Sidewalks and
general pedestrian accessibility were often cited as problems, particularly for seniors. Sidewalks and
buildings were described as rundown; many of those surveyed would like the area to more closely
resemble Dundarave, with more decorative planters and landscaping. Too much traffic and too many
people in the area were other common complaints.

• Functionality as a Retail and Service Centre - While functionality was one of the major advantages
for those surveyed, some forms of retail which help create this functionality were often cited as
disadvantageous. The overwhelming number of hair, nail and beauty salons in the area was generally
disliked. Many respondents could not think of what types of retail Ambleside is in need of, but were
quick to say they did not need any more salons or banks.

• Retail Mix - Some respondents mentioned that the majority of clothing and grocery stores are too
expensive and they would like to see more affordable options in the area. Others mentioned there are
too many “second-rate” restaurants such as fast-food and sushi and they would like to see more
upscale restaurants in the area. Several respondents discussed the lack of retail, activities, or general
draw for young people. A number of people mentioned they are in favour of a movie theatre in the
area or more places for young people to hang out.

Source: Urbanics Consultants

It is our opinion that the disadvantages identified by the Urbanics survey could be addressed by 
new higher-density mixed-use developments. 
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3.0 AMBLESIDE RETAIL SUPPLY 

As stated previously, the Ambleside Commercial Core includes approximately 200 grade-level 
businesses, including one-of-a-kind specialty stores, lifestyle and outdoor stores, food retail stores and 
various and numerous dining options and all manner of financial and personal services. Ambleside 
represents a form of retail with market dominance over its immediate service area and thus distant retail 
competition is not critical to its continued performance or success.  

Of greater importance is simply fulfilling its readily viable economic role as a neighbourhood destination, 
given the opportunities and constraints of its location and built form. Despite this, competition can reduce 
potential retail sales and customer traffic, and limiting the number of anchor tenants available. In 
particular, Park Royal has the effect of limiting the trade area to the East and it tends to attract the larger 
anchor tenants which are strong retail traffic generators.  

The Ambleside Core is noteworthy and unusual in that it is a relatively large commercial area yet it 
only has one small supermarket anchor tenant.  This indicates a weak competitive position 
compared to Park Royal and the other retail alternatives. It needs, and the market could support, a 
new supermarket anchor but there are no large premises available for rent.   

Park Royal, which represents a very strong local and tourist retail facility, draws customers away from 
Ambleside and serves as an alternative food shopping destination. Conversely, it does create ideal 
customer traffic at the eastern end of the Commercial Core and stores could be oriented to better serve 
the high volumes of Park Royal customer traffic. 

The commercial area’s ground level tenants were recently inventoried, and several observations were 
made as to the retail role and function of specific areas in the Ambleside Commercial Core. Results 
indicated that the retail and service tenant mix varies in some important ways from the average for the 
BIA. The aerial image below zooms in on the area while showing the built form of its constituents.  

AMBLESIDE COMMERCIAL CORE AERIAL VIEW 

Sources: Google Maps; Site Economics 
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The table below delves somewhat deeper and summarizes the types of businesses operating on Marine 
Drive on a block-by-block basis by overall and average square footage and the number of businesses in 
each category.  

Sources: Site Economics; GP Rollo & Associates 

Restaurants of various kinds are generally the most common tenant type. Note the lack of larger tenants; 
as can be seen, there are few tenants over 3,000 square feet in size. The “Other Services” category 
includes beauty salons and hairdressers, as well as various services such as travel agents, realtors, 
florists and dry cleaners, among others.  

TENANT MIX BY CATEGORY - AMBLESIDE VILLAGE - MARINE DRIVE
Tenant Category & Location Total GLA Stores Avg. GLA Tenant Category & Location Total GLA Stores Avg. GLA
1300 Block Marine Drive 1600 Block Marine Drive

Restaurant 6,000  1  6,000  Financial & Legal Services 13,000  3  4,333  
Other Services 3,500  6  583  Other Services 9,000  4  2,250  
Home Furnishings & Accessories 2,000  2  1,000  Restaurant 6,688  3  2,229  
Vacant 1,500  2  750  Apparel 3,000  1  3,000  
Financial & Legal Services 1,000  1  1,000  Vacant 1,000  1  1,000  
Office 500  1  500  Grocery & Convenience 500  1  500  

1300 Block Marine Drive Total 14,500  13  1,115  1600 Block Marine Drive Total 33,188  13  2,553  
1400 Block Marine Drive 1700 Block Marine Drive

Restaurant 17,500  11  1,591  Grocery & Convenience 27,000  1  27,000  
Other Services 11,000  13  846  Restaurant 14,000  6  2,333  
Alcohol & Tobacco 5,000  1  5,000  Financial & Legal Services 8,000  2  4,000  
Home Furnishings & Accessories 4,000  2  2,000  Vacant 3,000  3  1,000  
Financial & Legal Services 3,000  1  3,000  Home Furnishings & Accessories 2,000  1  2,000  
Apparel 3,000  2  1,500  Other Services 1,500  2  750  
Office 2,500  3  833  Health Services 500  1  500  
Grocery & Convenience 2,000  1  2,000  1700 Block Marine Drive Total 56,000  16  3,500  
Vacant 1,500  2  750  1800 Block Marine Drive
Health Services 1,500  2  750  Other Services 18,000  11  1,636  
Multimedia, Books, Music 1,500  2  750  Home Furnishings & Accessories 8,000  2  4,000  
Pub 1,000  1  1,000  Restaurant 4,000  4  1,000  
Electronics & Appliances 1,000  1  1,000  Financial & Legal Services 4,000  3  1,333  
Footwear & Fashion Accessoriees 500  1  500  Apparel 3,000  2  1,500  
Toys/Hobbies/Pets 500  1  500  Home Improvement 3,000  1  3,000  

1400 Block Marine Drive Total 55,500  44  1,261  Vacant 1,500  2  750  
1500 Block Marine Drive Footwear & Fashion Accessoriees 1,000  1  1,000  

Restaurant 12,500  8  1,563  Health Services 1,000  1  1,000  
Grocery & Convenience 6,000  5  1,200  Grocery & Convenience 1,000  1  1,000  
Apparel 5,500  5  1,100  Toys/Hobbies/Pets 500  1  500  
Other Services 3,500  4  875  1800 Block Marine Drive Total 45,000  29  1,552  
Health Services 3,000  3  1,000  1900 Block Marine Drive
Vacant 3,000  2  1,500  Other Services 4,500  5  900  
Toys/Hobbies/Pets 2,000  1  2,000  Health Services 4,500  4  1,125  
Home Furnishings & Accessories 2,000  1  2,000  Restaurant 3,000  3  1,000  
Home Improvement 2,000  1  2,000  Electronics & Appliances 1,000  1  1,000  
Electronics & Appliances 1,000  1  1,000  Office 1,000  1  1,000  
Financial & Legal Services 500  1  500  Pharmacy 500  1  500  

1500 Block Marine Drive Total 41,000  32  1,281  1900 Block Marine Drive Total 14,500  15  967  
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3.2 Ambleside Tenant Mix 

The tenant mix includes many local tenants and only a few regional and national chain stores. It is very 
difficult to maintain a local character and at the same time generate high rental rates. Once an area 
becomes successful, the larger chain tenants tend to move in to fully exploit the more affluent wider 
market. The table below breaks the tenants down into local and non-local categories.  

Sources: Site Economics; GP Rollo & Associates 

TENANT MIX BY SCALE - AMBLESIDE VILLAGE
Row Labels Total GLA Stores Avg. GLA
Local

Restaurant 59,188  32  1,850 
Other Services 57,500  54  1,065 
Apparel 25,000  19  1,316 
Health Services 20,000  18  1,111 
Home Furnishings & Accessories 17,000  10  1,700 
Office 13,000  8  1,625 
Electronics & Appliances 10,000  4  2,500 
Grocery & Convenience 8,000  5  1,600 
Automotive Goods/Services 8,000  2  4,000 
Alcohol & Tobacco 5,000  1  5,000 
Fitness 5,000  2  2,500 
Restaurant 4,000  2  2,000 
Toys/Hobbies/Pets 4,000  4  1,000 
Sporting Goods 4,000  2  2,000 
Vacant 2,000  1  2,000 
Financial & Legal Services 1,500  3  500  
Footwear & Fashion Accessoriees 1,500  2  750  
Multimedia, Books, Music 1,500  2  750  
Pub 1,000  1  1,000 
Jewellery & Accessories 1,000  1  1,000 
Pharmacy 500  1  500  
Multimedia, Books & Music 500  1  500  

Local Total 249,188 175  1,424 
National

Grocery & Convenience 30,500  5  6,100 
Financial & Legal Services 28,000  8  3,500 
Restaurant 8,500  6  1,417 
Home Furnishings & Accessories 7,000  1  7,000 
Other Services 6,500  5  1,300 
Home Improvement 5,000  2  2,500 
Alcohol & Tobacco 5,000  1  5,000 
Financial Services 4,000  1  4,000 
Restaurant 500  1  500  
Office 500  1  500  

National Total 95,500  31  3,081 
Grand Total 356,688 219  1,629 
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Marine Drive can maintain a local character by trying to focus on its special location and unique aspects 
of design. Due to the competitive influence of Park Royal, Ambleside’s customer traffic is limited, and as 
such, it will always be able to offer reasonably priced space to unique, one-of-a-kind, and local tenants. 
Ambleside has a small trade area, and medium rents limit the number of potential tenants. 

The following table lists most of the grade level commercial tenants by category. 

Sources: Site Economics; GP Rollo & Associates 

Comments on the merchandise mix are focused on new opportunities. As previously mentioned, there is 
an opportunity for an additional grocer/produce. There is an opportunity for entertainment and night life, 
particularly if there was a link to the nearby waterfront such as views. It is suggested that some new 
tenants could seek liquor primary licenses which provides the ability to offer live music and later operating 
hours. 

Other opportunities include shoe repair, fitness centre, optometrist, junior department store, general store, 
variety/dollar store, women’s wear, men’s apparel (high end), unisex, other apparel, jewellery, gardening, 
electronics, paint & wallpaper, antiques and art galleries.  

TENANT MIX - AMBLESIDE VILLAGE
Type of Business Total GLA Stores Avg. GLA % of GLA

Restaurants 67,688  38  1,781 19.0%
Other Services (Beauty, etc) 64,000  59  1,085 17.9%
Grocery & Convenience 38,500  10  3,850 10.8%
Financial & Legal Services 29,500  11  2,682 8.3%
Apparel 25,000  19  1,316 7.0%
Home Furnishings & Accessories 24,000  11  2,182 6.7%
Health Services 20,000  18  1,111 5.6%
Vacant 14,000  14  1,000 3.9%
Office 13,500  9 1,500 3.8%
Alcohol & Tobacco 10,000  2 5,000 2.8%
Electronics & Appliances 10,000  4 2,500 2.8%
Automotive Goods/Services 8,000  2 4,000 2.2%
Fitness 5,000  2 2,500 1.4%
Home Improvement 5,000  2 2,500 1.4%
Restaurant 4,500  3 1,500 1.3%
Sporting Goods 4,000  2 2,000 1.1%
Toys/Hobbies/Pets 4,000  4 1,000 1.1%
Financial Services 4,000  1 4,000 1.1%
Footwear & Fashion Accessoriees 1,500  2 750  0.4%
Multimedia, Books, Music 1,500  2 750  0.4%
Pub 1,000  1 1,000 0.3%
Jewellery & Accessories 1,000  1 1,000 0.3%
Multimedia, Books & Music 500  1 500  0.1%
Pharmacy 500  1 500  0.1%

Grand Total 356,688 219  1,629 100%
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In general, there may be an opportunity to try and secure quality-of-life retailers who operate in a socially 
responsible and eco-friendly manner. These are often characterized by selling organic or fair-trade 
products. 

In terms of regional retail, Ambleside could support more restaurants, specialty retail, design/art and 
household/lifestyle furnishings stores. In terms of neighbourhood retail, it could support many more food 
retail, and convenience retail stores. The vacancy rate is relatively low at under 2%. Some of the vacant 
premises are in peripheral areas but some are relatively prominent. It is clear that asking rents typically on 
the order of $25 to $30 per square foot (per year) are a reflection of the old and inefficient buildings and 
not the market, which could be as high as $45 per square foot. There is ample demand for 
neighbourhood retail in the core area and its continued success can be expected. 

There are many potential tenants who are needed and would be suitable, but some of them may not 
locate here as the location may not be sufficiently “high-profile”. Tenants who would add significantly to 
the merchandise mix include ladies wear such as vintage clothing. People from across the North Shore 
would trade in high quality well-kept older fashions if young people would simply come to the area to buy 
it. There is also demand for specialty food such as European delicatessens and high quality green 
grocers.  

Ambleside could be a much more attractive commercial area but businesses simply do not have 
the ability to serve enough customers. The only reliable way to enhance the customer base is to 
increase the local population with more density. 

AERIAL RENDERING OF THE AMBLESIDE OCEANFRONT 

Source: Rennie Group 
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3.3 Absence of Large Anchor Tenants 

In the retail development industry, anchor tenants are vital to the success of any grouping of stores. The 
larger, more numerous and more important the anchor tenants, the busier and more successful the 
commercial trade activity. Anchor tenants bring the following to a commercial district or shopping centre: 

• An identity and reputation which has a positive impact on consumers’ attitudes towards an area;

• They define the commercial facility’s role and function within the community;

• They create a sense of stability, offering consistent operating hours with quality products and
services. A new high-quality supermarket would be essential to the future of Ambleside;

• They generate extensive customer traffic, for both themselves and nearby stores;

• They are typically the only tenants to market and advertise independently and heavily; and

• They are typically capable of securing large parking areas, which other nearby businesses are able to
utilize.

In most substantial commercial developments, the retail anchors are vital components. The lack of a 
larger anchor store, particularly a larger supermarket, is one of the primary reasons why the traditional 
commercial district can have difficulty attracting business. Ambleside has very few anchor tenants and its 
primary competitor Park Royal has a surplus of competitors with three supermarkets and other quality 
food retailers. The Ambleside Commercial Core’s lack of anchors is a common problem associated with 
commercial streets and their small properties which cannot accommodate larger floor plate businesses. If 
several small sites were consolidated into larger master planned developments they could more 
effectively create spaces and premises attractive to larger and more vibrant retailers who could act as 
anchor tenants and make the area more attractive to consumers.  

Another important type of retain tenant is the Sub-Anchor. This tenant category consists of relatively large 
and successful businesses which do not have the scale or customer traffic of a major anchor such as a 
supermarket or department store, yet they are larger than typical small-scale shops and stores which line 
most commercial streets and shopping mall corridors. A sub-anchor typically generates its own customer 
traffic and does not rely entirely on the customer traffic of other nearby businesses. As such, sub-anchors 
are an important tenant category whose presence supports a dynamic and appealing commercial street. 
Examples of sub-anchors include drug stores, large bank branches, green grocers / produce stores, busy 
restaurants, liquor stores, boutique consumer electronics (e.g. Apple Store), office supply stores, etc. 

While more sub-anchors are needed for Ambleside, many of them are regional, national, and even 
international chains and they cannot locate in the existing small and outdated premises being offered to 
rent.  
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4.0 COMPETING RETAIL CENTRES 

This section of the study outlines the retail competition and its influence on the subject site. The North 
Shore is generally characterized by a lack of retail space and there is ample opportunity for retail 
development. The analysis will focus on the feasibility of a medium-large scale neighbourhood shopping 
centre as the retail scenario is clearly feasible under any circumstances.  

Civic planning in West Vancouver has strictly limited retail development to Marine Drive and a select 
number of small areas. The limits placed on commercial space have allowed existing retailers to enjoy 
above average sales and dominate the market. Given the amount of growth that has occurred in the 
North Shore, more retail space is warranted. In addition, dated planning principles, which completely 
separated commercial and residential areas, and created large uniform residential subdivisions, have 
been discredited. Instead, new planning principles reflect the need for more proximate and convenient 
commercial facilities. It is now understood that no community should be deprived of access to commercial 
services if it is warranted by the market. Proximity to high quality retail space has sometimes become a 
measure of quality of life and it can create a sense of identity and place within the community.  

West Vancouver has permitted only six district villages and most of those are on the east side of the city, 
Park Royal, Ambleside, and Dundarave. Only two very small commercial villages are on the west side of 
the city, namely Horseshoe Bay and Caulfeild Village. There is clearly very strong underserved demand 
due simply to the restrictive planning policies of the District of West Vancouver. The proposed new 
Cyprus Village at Highway 1 and Cyprus Mountain has the potential to become a major neighbourhood 
shopping centre, putting more competitive pressure on Ambleside.   

RENDERING OF PARK ROYAL REDEVELOPMENT (2015) 

Source: parkroyalretail.com 
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The figure below illustrates some of the more important retail facilities and for precincts on the North 
Shore and is followed by a description of each project. Vancouver’s Pacific Centre and Robson Street, 
despite being across the Burrard Inlet, are regional destinations and were also included in this study. 

COMPETING RETAIL CENTRES 

Sources: Google Maps; Site Economics 

Ambleside faces heavy competition within West Vancouver, which has a strong retail presence with Park 
Royal Mall, the largest mall on the North Shore and several smaller neighbourhood serving retail villages. 
Less than 10 km outside of West Vancouver there are two additional malls, Capilano Mall and super 
regional Pacific Centre. 

West Vancouver is shaped by the geography of water and mountains and due to a shortage of flat 
development land it is under-served by retail stores. The subject site is at a unique location en route to 
the Cypress Mountain Ski Resort with no residential development to the north. There is relatively little 
local competition West of Dundarave and limited lands with approved zoning for retail. 

The following are retail centres which significantly impact consumer demand for Ambleside retailers: 

• Park Royal Shopping Centre is approximately 1.4 million square feet in size. This regional centre
consists of 280 stores and is anchored by The Bay, La Maison Simons, London Drugs, Home Depot,
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Best Buy, Staples, Winners, Home Sense, The Brick, Sport-check, Osaka Supermarket, Whole 
Foods Market, H&M and Old Navy. The sixth-most productive shopping centre in British Columbia, 
this regional shopping centre completely dominates destination retailing on the North Shore, 
attracting many customers from Downtown Vancouver. The mall has several supermarkets and also 
serves West Vancouver’s convenience retail needs. This has the most significant impact on retail at 
Ambleside. Customers who drive in from farther to the west will go to park royal as it is a huge mall 
with all their shopping needs. Ambleside cannot compete or offer an even moderate level of 
alternatives.  

• Dundarave Village is a small, one-block commercial area located on Marine Drive in West
Vancouver. This retail district is anchored by a very small IGA supermarket and sub-anchored by a
Shoppers Drug Mart. The street front retail has a wide variety of specialty food stores, coffee shops,
and restaurants, as well as service stores for financial and insurance. This shopping centre is easily
accessible and visible due to its location on the high trafficked Marine Drive. This has a minimal
impact on retail at the subject site.

• Capilano Mall is the second largest mall after Park Royal in the north shore. Anchor tenants include
Sears (which is closing) and Walmart, along with many other smaller stores, service outlets, and
professional offices.

• Pacific Centre located in Downtown Vancouver is approximately 1.3 million sq. ft. Large tenants
include Holt Renfrew, Sport Check and Atmosphere, H&M’s Vancouver Flagship, and Nordstrom
Department Store. It is consistently one of North America’s most productive shopping malls, presently
the third-most productive in Canada, with average sales of $1,531 per square foot in 2017.

• Horseshoe Bay Village Area located beside the Horseshoe Bay Ferry Terminal is a small strip of
local businesses, food establishments, and community-oriented services along Bay Street in front of
Horseshoe Bay Park. This commercial strip serves the local area of approximately 1,000 residents as
well as the traffic at the BC Ferries terminal. There are approximately 50 businesses located in the
complex, equating to roughly 50,000 sq. ft. of commercial space. Some notable tenants include
Starbucks Coffee, Subway Restaurant, Boathouse Restaurant, and the Bay Market.

• Caulfeild Village The small Safeway anchor is well below 30,000 square feet in size and offers a
limited selection. There are approximately 28 stores including sub-anchors such as Pharmasave, the
BC Liquor store, and Bank of Montreal. There are other stores and services including Starbucks
Coffee, Cobs, Subway Restaurant, medical and dental offices, beauty spa, hair salon, and an array of
restaurants, retail stores, and specialty food stores. There is some fashion which is unusual for such
a small mall and it reflects the high income of area residents. According to their leasing material the
asking rents are currently listed at $45.00 per sq. ft. for typical space and this would likely include a
tenant inducement of at least $22.5 per sq. ft. Caulfeild is now a successful and busy shopping centre
which has a low vacancy rate and high asking net rents; this success however is largely based on the
lack of retail competition and not on its own merits. It would appear that the success of this centre
rises largely from an increasing residential population with no local alternatives. Even if Ambleside
were able to become more attractive, it would still not be able to attract these customers from the far
west side of West Vancouver.
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5.0 AMBLESIDE RETAIL DEMAND 

This section of the report outlines the local demand for all types of retail services. Local demand is large 
and growing slowly. Demand for retail goods is essentially a function of the trade area population and 
average consumer spending, modified if necessary, by residents’ age and income characteristics. This is 
complimented by customers who come from outside the local area. 

5.1 Delineation of the Retail Trade Area 

When determining the geographic extent of the retail trade area, it is important to define the type of 
shopping facilities and contrast the anchor tenants with other competitors in the region. Shopping centres 
and commercial districts are often defined by the size and type of anchor tenants they offer. Anchor 
tenants tend to give street retail areas and shopping centres their image and identity. Anchor tenants 
have traditionally been either department stores and/or supermarkets; however, many different types of 
specialty tenants (e.g., big box) are also anchors. 

Ambleside has essentially two anchor tenants, the Fresh St. Market and Shoppers Drug Mart. The area is 
essentially convenience and neighbourhood oriented with a large restaurant and personal service 
component. The trade area is limited by the IGA to the West and the Whole Foods and Loblaw’s City 
Market to the East. The secondary trade area is all to the west and north however residents of these 
areas travel long distances to shop and drive well past the stud area for most of their shopping needs.  

A primary trade area is that geographic region from which residents could reasonably be expected to 
travel to the study area on a regular basis for convenience retail items, such as food and personal 
services or a limited selection of apparel and accessories. Note that this area is different from the 
Ambleside Commercial Core and the Ambleside Dundarave BIA boundary.  

The primary trade area is bounded as follows: 

• North: Highway 1

• South: English Bay

• West: 25th Street

• East: 11th Street

A map of these boundaries is shown below. 
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5.3 Ambleside Trade Area Demographics 

According to the 2016 census, the trade area residents have the following characteristics: 

Primary Trade Area Residents Demographic 
Summary 

Several statistics are of note: 

• The median household income is well
above the provincial average and the dominant 
household income category is over $100,000 per 
year.  

• Only one third of the homes are rented,
2,390 which is typical of the provincial average. 

• The average number of people per
household is 2.8 compared to a regional average 
of 2.6. As expected, there are far fewer children 
than average. 

• The salient characteristic of this market is
the large number of residents over 55 years of 
age. Older people do not spend as much as 
young on typical retail goods. 

• The growth rate is effectively stagnant.

Total Population

2017 Total Population by 
Age 14,640

Median Age
2017 Total Census 
Families 3,814

2017 Educational 
Attainment (15 years+) 12,938

2017 Households 6,911

2017 Occupied Dwellings 6,911

Average household 
income
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5.4 Retail Expenditures in the Ambleside Trade Area 

In order to estimate retail demand, it is necessary to establish the average amount of retail dollars spent 
by the trade area residents. This spending represents the retail expenditure potential that is available to 
the existing and future stores located within the trade area. 

Total retail spending at each store type for all of B.C. is outlined in the Statistics Canada Retail Trade 
Journal. This total, divided by the number of persons in the province, reveals retail demand per capita. 
Average spending excluding automobiles is $9,150 per year. Average spending at supermarkets and 
other grocery stores is $2,390.  

West Vancouver, however, is not an average BC market, with per-capita incomes over 80% higher than 
the provincial averages. Thus, it can be assumed that trade area residents will spend more per capita 
than their average BC counterparts. This average per capita spending, multiplied by the total trade area 
population reveals the overall level of demand over a series of years. 

Trade Area Retail Expenditures by Store Type 

The preceding table indicates spending potential by retail category of the trade area population based on 
per capita spending.  

$62,225,300 $62,660,900 $63,099,500 $63,541,200 $63,986,000
$3,192,100 $3,214,400 $3,236,900 $3,259,600 $3,282,400
$6,954,600 $7,003,300 $7,052,300 $7,101,700 $7,151,400

$10,409,100 $10,482,000 $10,555,400 $10,629,300 $10,703,700
$33,083,000 $33,314,600 $33,547,800 $33,782,600 $34,019,100

$115,864,100 $116,675,200 $117,491,900 $118,314,300 $119,142,500
$114,890,500 $115,694,800 $116,504,600 $117,320,200 $118,141,400
$26,135,700 $26,318,600 $26,502,900 $26,688,400 $26,875,200
$3,790,300 $3,816,800 $3,843,500 $3,870,400 $3,897,500
$5,252,500 $5,289,300 $5,326,300 $5,363,600 $5,401,100

$11,905,900 $11,989,200 $12,073,200 $12,157,700 $12,242,800
$40,266,800 $40,548,700 $40,832,500 $41,118,400 $41,406,200

$10,406,200 $10,479,100 $10,552,400 $10,626,300 $10,700,700
$97,757,400 $98,441,700 $99,130,800 $99,824,700 $100,523,500

$17,104,100 $17,223,900 $17,344,400 $17,465,900 $17,588,100
$10,573,400 $10,647,400 $10,721,900 $10,797,000 $10,872,500

$6,595,400 $6,641,500 $6,688,000 $6,734,800 $6,782,000
$17,980,300 $18,106,200 $18,232,900 $18,360,600 $18,489,100
$52,253,200 $52,618,900 $52,987,300 $53,358,200 $53,731,700
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The following table merges the competition and demand data into a general estimate of the possible 
market shares by tenant category. Once the total expenditure by the trade area population has been 
estimated by category, those values may be divided by an industry standard average retail productivity of 
$300 per square foot and multiplied by a capture rate for retailers within the trade area. Goods for which 
there is much competition nearby or where consumers will want to compare options will have a lower 
capture rate than more convenience-oriented retailing.  

Given the trade area population and market captures assumed, we estimate that the trade area can 
support about 308,000 square feet of retail now, growing to about 317,000 square feet by 2036.  

One can conclude that at present rates of growth, the Ambleside Commercial Core presently has more 
retail than its trade area population can support locally; as previously shown, the Commercial Core offers 
over 350,000 square feet of retail space. Also, since attracting larger anchor tenants is neither likely nor 
desirable, the only proactive option is to try to increase the local population. If there were more multifamily 
rental residential, there would be more customers and more potential employees for the retail. 

Indeed, it could be argued that the capture rates ascribed to the Ambleside trade area are generous, 
indicating an even greater difference between the amount of retail presently demanded and the amount of 
retail presently supplied. 

124,500  125,300  126,200  127,100  128,000  
8,500  8,600  8,600  8,700  8,800  
8,100  8,200  8,200  8,300  8,300  

20,800  21,000  21,100  21,300  21,400  
38,600  38,900  39,100  39,400  39,700  

200,500  202,000  203,200  204,800  206,200  
57,400  57,800  58,300  58,700  59,100  
8,700  8,800  8,800  8,900  9,000  
1,300  1,300  1,300  1,300  1,300  
1,800  1,800  1,800  1,800  1,800  
4,000  4,000  4,000  4,100  4,100  

13,400  13,500  13,600  13,700  13,800  
3,500  3,500  3,500  3,500  3,600  

32,600  32,800  33,000  33,300  33,500  

5,700  5,700  5,800  5,800  5,900  
3,500  3,500  3,600  3,600  3,600  
2,200  2,200  2,200  2,200  2,300  
6,000  6,000  6,100  6,100  6,200  

17,400  17,500  17,700  17,800  17,900  

307,900  310,100  312,200  314,600  316,700  
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6.0 RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT NEAR AMBLESIDE 

There are relatively few multi-family projects in West Vancouver compared to other municipalities in 
metro-Vancouver. All strata residential projects either recently sold-out, actively-marketing, or 
contemplated near or in the Ambleside neighbourhood are shown on the map below, relative to the 
Commercial Core. All projects are concrete condominiums.  

CONDOMINIUM DEVELOPMENT IN WEST VANCOUVER 

Sources: Urban Analytics; Google Maps; Site Economics 

The following tables provide details on recent multi-family condominium developments in the vicinity of 
the Ambleside Commercial Core.  

6.1 Recently Completed Projects 

Projects shown with red squares are completed and sold-out projects. The majority are near Park Royal 
and will have little effect on the Ambleside Commercial Core. One project sold out within the Commercial 
Core boundary, and that was Park View Place with 10 units averaging 940 square feet. The projects are 
all relatively small in terms of number of units, though the projects near Park Royal offered larger units 
than the project in Ambleside.  

Sources: Urban Analytics; Site Economics 
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6.3 Actively-Selling Projects 

Projects shown with aqua/blue squares are projects actively contemplated or are early in the 
development approval process. Two projects fall within the Commercial Core and promise 36 units of 
condo residential. On the other hand, an additional 550 units are being considered near Park Royal.  

Sources: Urban Analytics; Site Economics 

Though there is some residential development occurring in or near the Ambleside Commercial 
Core, the small number of units added will do little to adequately stoke retail demand. Many more 
residents will be required.  
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7.0 DENSITY AND POTENTIAL ZONING CHANGES 

As indicated in this and other reports Ambleside is subject to very strong competition which limits its 
potential to reach a regional population base. As such, its role and function is limited to remaining a 
neighbourhood convenience commercial area. In order to improve and optimize its business function, the 
local population base must grow as the geographic area cannot. 

This means new and higher density buildings should be encouraged along Marine Drive and the 
surrounding commercial streets as possible to ensure Ambleside businesses have more local customers. 
Given the restraints of competition additional local customers are the primary means by which market 
demand can grow. 

In addition to more local residents, Ambleside requires more modern street front retail space and larger 
commercial premises, some of which offer underground and structured parking. Modern and efficient 
commercial space is what vibrant and successful retail chain tenants and retail operators need in this very 
competitive market. Major retail like street front location and they are looking for and need large modern 
premises before they can even consider an Ambleside location. 

Thus, it is important to build new higher quality mixed use residential and commercial premises in order to 
support revitalization. This section of the report outlines exactly why the current zoning is insufficient and 
the permitted density must be increased if the area is to be improved and experience some badly needed 
redevelopment.  

The implication is that extremely low-density development patterns of one and two storeys and an 
FSR of under 2.0 is not economically or financially feasible. A new paradigm for densities of 2.5 to 
3.5 FSR is required to generate sufficient revenues to encourage widespread redevelopment along 
Marine Drive. 

7.1 Density in Other Town Centres 

The current density throughout the area is about 1.2 FSR but this can generally be increased to 1.75 by a 
developer paying for and thereby securing density bonuses. This is a relatively moderate FSR and well 
below the typical density found in new developments in other areas around Metro Vancouver.  

For example, take the city of Vancouver and the city of White Rock, two municipalities with similar 
geographic situations (focussed on the waterfront and the west side of the region) building densities are 
well over 2 FSR on small sites and often well over 3 FSR on large sites. As a result, there is extensive 
redevelopment in both of these cities on most of their arterial roads (similar to Marine Drive). 

Vancouver has had a traditional minimum standard density on arterial roads of 2.5 FSR and has had this 
for over 60 years, though many planners and analysts have argued that this figure is too low. This density 
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is readily increased by the city to 3.5 and higher with the payment of additional community amenity fees, 
and this density often accommodates a 4 to 6 storey building.  

White Rock with its lower land values has been compelled to increases densities to well over 3.5 and 
often as high as 5.5 and 6 FSR. This accommodates their typical 12-19 storey mid-rise condominium 
buildings. 

Our firm has completed dozens of density increase studies in both cities and the resulting 
buildings are considered a great asset for the community and for each of the commercial areas 
which experience the redevelopment.  

Additional residential density with its new commercial premises, underground parking and 
additional local residents has brought back prosperity and vibrant commercial business activity 
wherever it has been permitted.  

Thus, a new a modern mixed-use density should be proposed for the Ambleside neighbourhood and 
Commercial Core, likely matching the regional standard of 2.5 on small sites and 3.5 on larger sites. The 
District, like every other municipality in the metro Vancouver region, would be well positioned to capture a 
share of the resulting land value increase in new Community Amenity Charges. These funds can then be 
used to expand public amenities and service to limit any impact from the new density.  

7.2 Rental Residential  

The vast majority of new projects would likely be strata title residential condominiums, not unlike those 
previously mentioned, as such developments are often the highest and best land use. New strata 
residential development in a community can create the potential to increase the number of rental 
residential units; this can often be done when the municipality requires that a specified percentage of the 
new units be rental. 

Alternatively, for small projects municipalities can require financial contributions from developers equal to 
the value of 10% of their project and commit those funds to the construction of a single purpose built 
rental residential building. The financial contribution option is typically employed when the projects are 
relatively small and have less than 60 units. 

It is not logical for renters or seniors to oppose new rental accommodation which is often provided as a 
condition for approval of the additional strata title units. Rental residential is a very important land use and 
it adds to a local commercial areas vibrancy. If it is a priority for the Municipality they can readily make it a 
part of the community amenity contributions (CAC).  
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7.3 Commercial Premises 

It is important to note that the commercial area in Ambleside is relatively fixed and should not be made 
smaller or larger without very serious deliberation. The best way to adjust the commercial building area is 
to adjust the new building sizes but the mixed-use land area should remain the same. The total 
commercial area should remain relatively static in order to not lose market share and become even less 
successful. The status quo is relatively low performing retail and it could be much better with more local 
residents and more modern premises.  

The typical functional commercial area on a city block is perhaps 10-to-12 legally-separate lots, each 
measuring approximately 60-feet deep by 30-feet wide. This often sums up to around 20,000 square feet 
of commercial space per block face, or between 40,000 to 50,000 square feet of commercial space per 
city block, including both sides of the street. In Ambleside, older premises are often much too deep to be 
useful and often underutilize their space. In addition, valuable corner premises are often not fully used ad 
thus cannot fulfil their role of making areas more vibrant.  

In Ambleside, the older ad hoc building patterns did not take steps to optimize space in terms or either 
utility or consumer appeal and new buildings would be much more effective and attractive commercial 
premises which on their own can dramatically improve business sales. 

The BIA has indicated that they feel a hotel would be a welcome addition to Ambleside; to be feasible, it 
would likely require a minimum FSR of 5.0 and accommodate at least 80 hotel rooms. This is the industry 
standard minimum size for a boutique hotel in order to have economics of scale. It is technically possible 
to have fewer rooms if the hotel were part of a strata title condominium hybrid building as the condos 
additional value could support and supplement the hotels performance. 

An important factor in all street front commercial areas are anchor tenants. These are typically larger 
scale anchor developments which give the area its identity and image. They could locate on larger 
properties which should have higher FSRs. This would often be the location of any land uses which are 
not residential but above grade such as hotels or office buildings which may be a component of a mixed-
use project with retail at grade, substantial residential, and a hotel or office portion. It is important to note 
that most chain retailers would not go into Ambleside simply because they could not find a suitable 
modern premise within which they could do business. There are very few if any large or modern premises 
available for successful retailers and they are forced to locate in Park Royal to secure their optimal store 
module whether they want that location or not.  

It is vitally important that at least one or two of the largest commercially oriented sites on 
prominent locations be encouraged to redevelop with a supermarket anchor on the ground level. 
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7.4 Rezoning Effect on Land Value 
A primary objective of this section is to arrive at a valuation of a typical site based on two types of 

possible housing configurations, duplex under current zoning and apartment/townhouse through 

rezoning. 

Pro Forma Values 

The following section provides the preliminary pro forma for the site under assumptions for either 

1) Existing (maximum) zoning FSR 1.75 – low level townhouse

2) Concrete low rise 4 to 6 storeys proposed FSR 2.5 for small sites and FSR 3.5 for large sites

The potential range of land values are outlined in the following land residual model. The values are all 

very different as density adds value to the site. The current existing zoning is so limited that the project 

return is not attractive enough to spur new development. It is strongly recommended that density be 

increased significantly to add enough value to encourage new development. Of importance is that the city 

can capture much of that additional value by charging the developer new and higher CAC’s for density 

over 1.75. 

It should be noted that once these developments proceed they will remain in place for the very 
long term. It is best therefore to get significant density from prime sites as such density will be 
warranted if not immediately in the next 10 to 20 years. Density should be higher than what it is 
now and reflect the needs of the very long term. 

A valuation has been prepared for the current zoning and for the proposed new zoning using reasonable 

assumptions about possible densities and values. In terms of current market conditions, the optimal 

development form is likely apartment residential with commercial at grade level. If there is some flexibility 

in zoning to reduce commercial and reduce risk then it is assumed townhouses would be more 

appropriate.  

Costs and Revenue Assumptions 

Financial valuation includes a discussion of the financial costs, revenues, benefits, and sensitivities. A 

number of industry standard cost and revenue assumptions have been made for the preparation of this 

financial pro forma analysis. Estimated costs and revenues can be refined as more information becomes 

available for the development. 

These values reflect reasonable cost and revenue estimates for comparable properties, plus or minus 

10% depending on the development plan and assumptions. This estimate is based upon very broad 

assumptions. Detailed costing can only be done once the project is ready to commence and more 

information is available. The two primary inputs are hard costs per sq. ft. and selling values per sq. ft. The 

hard costs are derived from the Altus Cost Guide 2017 inflated to reflect recent increases. The selling 

prices are derived from comparable past projects listed in this study.  
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Selling prices can also be derived from prevailing rents. Retail rents for street front space are at least $30 

per sq. ft. and often as high as $45 for a newer premise. This would be capitalized at 5% in a new 

building to determine the selling value. Thus, the selling price of new high-quality strata title commercial 

space would be on the order of $900 to $1,000 per sq. ft. or higher. Selling values are always changing 

and mostly rising, rapidly. The Financial Analysis with typical industry standard costs and revenues is 

shown below. Clearly, Ambleside needs to make its zoning work for it and update densities to current 

market standards.  

Residual Land Value for Three Development Zoning Scenarios

Rezoning for higher density clearly increases the residual value of the land, and this could be 
used as a tool by the District to incentivize the development needed to bring the necessary critical 
mass of residents to the Ambleside neighbourhood. 

STANDARD DEVELOPMENT SCENARIO PRO FORMA
AMBLESIDE

DEVELOPMENT SPECIFICATIONS FACTOR ACTUAL FACTOR ACTUAL FACTOR ACTUAL
NET SITE AREA N ACRES / SQ. FT. 0.28 12,000 0 28 12,000 0 55 24,000
FLOOR SPACE RATIO 1.75  2.50   3 50   
GROSS BU LD NG AREA (SQ. FT.) 21,000 30,000 84,000
BU LDING EFFIC ENCY / NET BU LDING AREA 90% 18,990 90% 26,864 88% 74,068
NET COMMERCIAL 95% 7,600 95% 7,600 95% 7,600
NET RES DENTIAL 85% 11,390 86% 19,264 87% 66,468
AVG UNIT SIZE SQ. FT. / NO. UNITS 14   814 24  803 83  801

DEVELOPMENT HARD COSTS
SITE PREPARATION COSTS 50,000$     50,000$     75,000$     
BU LDING CONSTRUCT. CONCRETE COSTS @ SQ. FT. 350$    7,350,000$    360$     10,800,000$    360$     30,240,000$    
OFF SITE SERVICES EST MATE 50,000$     50,000$     75,000$     
TOTAL HARD COSTS 7,450,000$    10,900,000$    30,390,000$    

DEVELOPMENT SOFT COSTS
COMMUNITY AMENITY CHARGE 1 TO 1.4 FSR 15$    163,200$    15$     163,200$     15$     326,400$     
COMMUNITY AMENITY CHARGE 1 .4TO 1.75 FSR 50$    819,000$    50$     819,000$     50$     1,638,000$    
SCHOOL SITE ACQUISITION CHARGE PER UNIT 600$    488,143$    700$     561,867$     700$     560,573$     
GVRD DEVELOPMENT SEWER CHARGES PER UNIT 807$    656,552$    807$     647,752$     807$     646,261$     
MUNI. DEVELOPMENT COST CHARGES COMMERCIAL 9,196$     34,945$     9,196$    34,945$     9,196$    34,945$     
MUNI. DEVELOPMENT COST CHARGES RES DENTIAL 9,196$     128,744$    9,196$    220,704$     9,196$    763,268$     
GVRD DEVELOPMENT CHARGES COMMERCIAL 0.81$    6,164$     0.81$     6,164$    0 81$     6,164$    
ARCH. / PERMITS @ TOTAL HARD COSTS 8.5% 633,250$    9.0% 981,000$     9 0% 2,735,100$    
DISPLAY AND MARKETNG @ UNIT 7,500$     6,101,786$    7,500$    6,020,000$    7,500$    6,006,145$    
BU LDING F NANC NG COST 10.0% 745,000$    10.0% 1,090,000$    10 0% 3,039,000$    
OTHER SOFT COSTS 5.0% 372,500$    5.0% 545,000$     5 0% 1,519,500$    
CONTNGENCY HARD COSTS 5.0% 372,500$    5.0% 545,000$     5 0% 1,519,500$    
TOTAL SOFT COSTS 10,521,783$     11,634,631$    18,794,856$     
TOTAL DEVELOPMENT COSTS 17,971,783$     22,534,631$    49,184,856$     

DEVELOPMENT REVENUES & LAND VALUES
AVG. SALE PRICE PER SQ FT.  / PER UNIT ESTMATE 1,900$     1,545,786$    2,000$    1,605,333$    2,000$    1,601,639$    
COMMERCIAL 1,000$     7,600,000$    1,000$    7,600,000$    1,000$    7,600,000$    
RES DENTIAL 21,641,000$     38,528,000$    132,936,000$   
GROSS REVENUES 29,241,000$     46,128,000$    140,536,000$   
SELL NG COSTS @ UNIT 40,000$       560,000$    42,000$    1,008,000$    42,000$    3,486,000$    
TOTAL VALUE / NET REVENUE 28,681,000$     45,120,000$    137,050,000$   
PROFIT @ % OF COSTS AND NTEREST ON EQUITY 17.5% 3,145,062$    17.5% 3,943,560$    20 0% 9,836,971$    
LAND VALUE 7,004,155$    17,633,808$    74,542,173$    
LAND VALUE @ UNIT 8,609$     21,969$     93,082$     
LAND VALUE @ BU LDABLE SQ. FT. 334$    588$    887$    

AS IS ZONING LITTLE VALUE 2.5 MUCH BETTER HIGH BETTER

CURRENT ZONING
LOW DENSITY 

STANDARD ZONING
MEDIUM DENSITY

LARGE SITE ZONING
HIGHER DENSITY
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8.0 ANALYSIS AND CONCLUSIONS 

Every commercial district or shopping centre is developed with a defined role and function. The format for 
retail may be neighbourhood, destination, convenience, tourist, regional, downtown, entertainment or any 
other type of grouped commercial development. A retail trade area is a geographic region within which 
residents demonstrate a discernible consumer behaviour pattern, for example the catchment area for a 
neighbourhood supermarket.  

Due to very strong competition from Park Royal and the limited scale of the commercial component, 
Ambleside Commercial Core retailers will need to focus either on serving the immediate community (i.e. 
as a “neighbourhood” shopping district, and/or focus on niche goods and services otherwise not available 
at Park Royal.  

Park Royal is less than a kilometre away and offers an unusually wide range of goods and services and 
has a particularly large neighbourhood convenience retail component with three supermarkets and two 
large drugstores and most of the financial institutions. This has the effect of dramatically shrinking the 
Ambleside trade area and market capture potential. As a result, the Ambleside Commercial Core has 
more square footage of retail space than it has the demand, both currently and for the foreseeable future.  

The Ambleside commercial area is severely restricted in terms of having a small trade area and 
limited customer appeal offering only convenience retail. Thus, the most reliable way to improve 
sales is to add local customers to the immediate area in ever larger new forms of mixed use 
multifamily development.  No other action can measurably increase its appeal to the wider 
municipality due to the scale, scope and proximity of Park Royal.  

One of the functional problems with the built form of many areas is that they are spread out over a 
relatively large geographic area. As a direct result of distance and the poor visibility which results, it is 
difficult for businesses to generate mutual synergy (customers using several businesses at the same time 
because they are located in close proximity). In addition, excessive scale can dilute the positive influence 
of strong and attractive anchor tenants (supermarkets, department stores, etc.) who draw customers into 
the area.  

Ambleside’ commercial focus on Marine Drive is logical and well-designed as a linear strip. Retail 
development industry standards are a reflection of the expected patterns of consumer behaviour. It is 
widely accepted that typical consumers are unwilling to walk much more than 350 metres or 2 standard 
city blocks in one direction when shopping on a commercial street. This pattern is evident in most 
commercial districts where only two or three blocks in the core area are truly vibrant and attract premium 
shops which pay the highest rents. This core area tends to have major retail tenants, and chain stores. 
The balance of the commercial district, which is outside the main consumer strolling area, often consists 
of secondary retail, much of which can me marginal or struggling financially. 
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Marine Drive clearly reflects this pattern wherein the central portion is the most vibrant and the eastern 

and western ends are less vibrant. Prevailing rental rates reflect this change and are lower in areas which 

are more distant from the commercial core and its anchor tenants, Fresh St. Market and Shoppers Drug 

Mart. It is expected that the eastern areas will grow more vibrant with the forthcoming addition of the large 

new Grosvenor mixed-use commercial and residential building.  

Ambleside clearly requires a large new supermarket and higher-quality smaller green grocers in order to 

better compete with the massive competitive influence of Park Royal. Each one of Park Royal’s 

supermarkets likely has sales greater than all of Ambleside’s food retail businesses combined.  

Thus, after analyzing the available facts, we recommend several general and complimentary 
approaches: 

• First, increase allowed density in residential (and commercial) zones to increase the number
of customers in the Ambleside retail trade area.

• Second, allow consolidation of retail parcels to create floorplates attractive to potential anchor
or sub-anchor tenants.

• Third, augment the existing tenant mix with presently under-represented retailers.

Some details include: 

• The analysis has found that the most effective solution to enhance retail and commercial demand
would be to increase the local population with more dense forms of development. This would also
have the effect of creating new buildings with modern efficient retail premises.

• If several small sites were consolidated into larger master planned developments they could more
effectively create spaces and premises attractive to larger and more vibrant retailers who could act as
anchor tenants and make the area more attractive to consumers.

• Thus, a new a modern mixed-use density should be proposed for Ambleside, likely matching the
regional standard of 2.5 on small sites and 3.5 on larger sites. The District, like every other
municipality in the metro Vancouver region, would be well positioned to capture a share of the
resulting land value increase in new Community Amenity Charges. These funds can then be used to
expand public amenities and service to limit any impact from the new density.

• As previously mentioned, there is an opportunity for an additional grocer/produce. There is an
opportunity for entertainment and night life, particularly if there was a link to the nearby waterfront
such as views. It is suggested that some new tenants could seek liquor primary licenses which
provides the ability to offer live music and later operating hours.

• Other opportunities include shoe repair, fitness centre, optometrist, junior department store, general
store, variety/dollar store, women’s wear, men’s apparel (high end), unisex, other apparel, jewellery,
gardening, electronics, paint & wallpaper, antiques and art galleries.
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• In general, there may be an opportunity to try and secure quality-of-life retailers who operate in a
socially responsible and eco-friendly manner. These are often characterized by selling organic or fair-
trade products.

• In terms of regional retail, Ambleside could support more restaurants, specialty retail, design/art and
household/lifestyle furnishings stores. In terms of neighbourhood retail, it could support many more
food retail, and convenience retail stores...Vintage clothing. People from across the North Shore
would trade in high quality well-kept older fashions if young people would simply come to the area to
buy it. There is also demand for specialty food such as European delicatessens and high quality
green grocers.

• According to the Urbanics survey, some respondents mentioned that the majority of clothing and
grocery stores are too expensive and they would like to see more affordable options in the area.
Others mentioned there are too many “second-rate” restaurants such as fast-food and sushi and they
would like to see more upscale restaurants in the area. Several respondents discussed the lack of
retail, activities, or general draw for young people. The overwhelming number of hair, nail and beauty
salons in the area was generally disliked.

• Sidewalks and general pedestrian accessibility were often cited as problems in the Urbanics survey,
particularly for seniors. Sidewalks and buildings were described as rundown; many of those surveyed
would like the area to more closely resemble Dundarave, with more decorative planters and
landscaping. Respondents also felt that efforts should be made to add more parking by encouraging
developers to include more on-site public parking in new large-scale buildings. New development
and/or CACs could address these urban realm issues.

The commercial vibrancy of Ambleside can only be enhanced with more local customers and by growing 
the local population base. This means increasing development density and permitting the redevelopment 
of single level retail with more traditional densities which like 2.5 and 3.5 Floor Space Ratios rather than 
floor space ratios of under 2, which currently apply.  

Additional residential density with its new commercial premises, underground parking and additional local 
residents has brought back prosperity and vibrant commercial business activity wherever it has been 
permitted. Vancouver has had a traditional minimum standard density on arterial roads of 2.5 FSR and 
has had this for over 60 years, though many planners and analysts have argued that this figure is too low. 
This density is readily increased by the city to 3.5 and higher with the payment of additional community 
amenity fees, and this density often accommodates a 4 to 6 storey building.  
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Ambleside Revitalization Strategy – Appendices 
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A P P E N D I X  -  C L A S S I F I C A T I O N  O F  S H O P P I N G  C E N T R E S  

As the focus of this market study is retail, it is important to have an understanding of the basic nature of 
shopping centres versus commercial streets. Recent retail development trends have focussed on open 
shopping centres, anchored by large format discount stores, supermarkets and even promotional 
department stores. The standard mall classifications are as follows: 

Mall: Malls are typically enclosed, with a climate-controlled walkway between two facing strips of stores. 
The term represents the most common design mode for regional and super-regional centres and has 
become an informal term for these types of centres.  

Strip Centre: A strip centre is an attached row of stores or service outlets managed as a coherent retail 
entity, with on-site parking usually located in front of the stores. Open canopies may connect the 
storefronts, but a strip centre does not have enclosed walkways linking the stores. A strip centre may be 
configured in a straight line, or have an "L" or "U" shape.  

Neighbourhood Centre: This centre is designed to provide convenience shopping for the day-to-day 
needs of consumers in the immediate neighbourhood and, it is typically anchored by a supermarket. A 
neighbourhood centre is usually configured as a straight-line strip with no enclosed walkway or mall area, 
although a canopy may connect the storefronts.  

Community Centre: A community centre typically offers a wider range of apparel and other soft goods 
than the neighbourhood centre does. Among the more common anchors are supermarkets, super 
drugstores, and discount department stores. Community centre tenants sometimes contain off-price 
retailers selling such items as apparel, home improvement/furnishings, toys, electronics or sporting 
goods.  

Regional Centre: This centre type provides general merchandise (a large percentage of which is 
apparel) and services in full depth and variety. Its main attractions are its anchors: traditional, mass 
merchant, or discount department stores or fashion specialty stores. A typical regional centre is usually 
enclosed with an inward orientation of the stores connected by a common walkway, and parking 
surrounds the outside perimeter. Oakridge Mall is an example of a regional centre with plans to expand 
from 600,000 to 1.2 million sq. ft. within the next four years. 

Super-regional Centre: Similar to a regional centre, but because of its larger size, a super-regional 
centre has more anchors, a deeper selection of merchandise, and draws from a larger population base. 
As with regional centres, the typical configuration is as an enclosed mall, frequently with multi-levels.  

Fashion/Specialty Centre: A centre composed mainly of upscale apparel shops, boutiques and craft 
shops carrying selected fashion or unique merchandise of high quality and price. These centres need not 
be anchored, although sometimes restaurants or entertainment can provide the draw of anchors. The 
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physical design of the centre is very sophisticated, emphasizing a rich decor and high-quality 
landscaping. These centres usually are found in trade areas having high-income levels.  

Power Centre: A centre dominated by several large anchors, including discount department stores, off-
price stores, warehouse clubs, or "category killers," i.e., stores that offer tremendous selection in a 
particular merchandise category at low prices. The centre typically consists of several freestanding 
(unconnected) anchors and only a minimum number of small specialty tenants.  

Theme/Festival Centre: These centres typically employ a unifying theme supported by the individual 
shops in their architectural design and, to an extent, in their merchandise. The biggest appeal of these 
centres is to tourists; as they can be anchored by large restaurants and entertainment facilities. These 
centres, generally located in urban areas, tend to be adapted from older, sometimes historic, buildings, 
and can be part of mixed-use projects. The locations tend to have some sort of natural feature such as 
water, or a tourist attraction. 

Outlet Centre: Usually located in rural or, occasionally, in tourist locations, outlet centres consist mostly 
of manufacturers' outlet stores selling their own brands at a discount. These centres are typically not 
anchored. A strip configuration is most common, although some are enclosed malls, and others can be 
arranged in a “village” cluster.  

In terms of street front retail districts, they tend to be in the following general categories: 

• Historic Heritage District and Retail Areas such as Gastown. These tend to be tourist oriented.

• Neighbourhood Commercial Streets, such as West Broadway at MacDonald, and Fraser Street
near 49th Avenue or 4th Avenue at Vine Street in Vancouver. These retail centres are typical of
urban areas across North America, and are where local residents obtain most of their food,
services and other convenience needs.

• Fashion Districts, such as Robson and Alberni Streets in Vancouver. These areas have
overcome the negative impact of enclosed malls and are thriving.

• Entertainment Districts, such as the emerging Granville Street with its cinemas, restaurants and
nightclubs.

• Business-Serving Retail Districts, such as on many downtown streets and part of Broadway
Avenue in Vancouver. These areas are dominated by restaurants and personal or business
services.
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A P P E N D I X  -  R E T A I L  T R E N D S

As with any retail market study, it is important to address a number of important retail development trends 
influencing the region: 

SHOPPING MALLS AND NEIGHBOURHOOD CENTRES 

• Regional enclosed malls have lost retail market share to other forms over the past 15 years. They
tend to be costly to operate and inconvenient to shop at for the majority of customers. This is due
to such factors as their lack of convenience for many residents within the mall’s large regional
trade area. Regional enclosed malls are a declining form of retail development and very few have
been built in North America since 1990. Despite this, they have maintained dominance over some
segments of the industry, particularly apparel. Without a large apparel selection, this type of retail
development is not effective. Without full line department store anchors, this type of development
is inconvenient without the end benefit of shopping there. Regional malls can rely on infrequent
but substantial vehicle based shopping trips by rural residents.

• Malls can be ineffective premises for retailers due to their inconvenient locations and/or
inconvenient space within mall area plans. Internal-only locations with weak exposure to major
arterials do not offer sufficient visibility for retailers seeking the maximum exposure to potential
consumers.

• Stand-alone anchors or anchors with just a few ancillary stores are becoming more common due
to their simplicity, convenience, and low operating costs.

• Modern malls have high anchor-to-CRU (commercial retail unit) ratios. This trend is evident in
virtually every recent development.

• Neighbourhood centres anchored by supermarkets and drugstores play a very strong role within
the local community. They generate high and consistent rental revenue and have low associated
leasing risk. These are a very popular form of retail development.

• Big-box specialty retail anchors which sell product lines such as books, crafts, toys, office
supplies, computers, electronics, sporting goods, shoes, pet supplies, home furnishings, furniture,
and home improvement merchandise, have grown to dominate shopping centre development.
Big-box stores are now seeking out street-front retail locations in urban markets and are
modifying their floor plans for these locations. These big-box tenants tend to locate on their own
stand-alone sites when possible.

STREET-FRONT RETAIL 

• Commercial streets are increasingly attractive locations for retailers as they offer maximum
customer convenience and independence from mall landlords. They also allow retailers to
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become an integral part of customers’ ever more differentiated lifestyles. Mass marketing is 
growing less effective than in the past and customers seek more unique and socially diverse 
experiences.  

• Street-front retailing is making a major comeback, in part, because it is convenient and it offers a
number of unique and interesting owner-operator tenants. The large chains are all trying to get
locations on good, high traffic streets in order to get closer to their customers, both physically and
in terms of their lifestyle. This trend is only expected to grow as it gains its strength from the ever
more pressing need for convenience for the local population base.

• Street-front commercial districts, with their more numerous, finer grain retail, are being
differentiated from malls, and offer a favourable and complementary shopping alternative. Dozens
of retail impact studies have been conducted when large new stores enter older communities with
established retail and generally there has not been any measurable impact.

• There is strong demand from supermarkets for in-fill sites in inner-urban areas. The supermarkets
tend to thrive with the associated denser population base and higher traffic volumes that such
locations provide. This would spin off benefits to the immediate area and make related
businesses viable. The major drawback is when there are few large vacant sites available.

RETAIL DEVELOPMENT 

• Virtually every major high-profile retail development site in urban areas is being proposed as a
mixed-use development. Whenever the site is near rapid transit or at a highway interchange,
developers are proposing street front retail, anchor tenants, structured parking, and extensive
residential above or around the periphery of the retail facility. A pure retail development is no
longer deemed viable or the highest and best use for high quality locations.

• Most new retail projects are inner urban, mixed use and high density. Many new urban projects
have a substantial multi-family component. In general, this form of retail is ever more specialized
and focused on specific customer needs. There is less speculative building than in the past.

RETAIL SALES 

• The wholesale to retail industry, typified by stores such as Costco, is still doing very well.

• The large discount chains are doing better than full price chains during the recession. Wal-Mart
has done relatively well and taken major steps to “improve” and “green” their practices and
image.

• Internet shopping is still growing steadily and is serving an ever increasing function in the market.
It has radically transformed the retail landscape and has reduced retail demand. Retail rents and
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space have become less valuable as major online retailers such as Amazon rapidly take ever 
increasing market shares.

While there is very little demand for anchor tenants in Ambleside the following table provides a list of all 
the smaller stores and retail categories. 

List of Typical Retail and Service Tenants by Category 

FOOD AND DRUG RETAIL LADY'S APPAREL ETHNIC
SUPERMARKET UNISEX
GROCER/PRODUCE UNISEX ETHNIC
GROCER SPECIALTY/ETHNIC CHILDREN’S APPAREL
CONVENIENCE STORE CHILDREN'S APPAREL ETHNIC
FISH MARKET FABRIC
MEAT MARKET BRIDAL 
BAKERY MATERNITY
PHARMACY THRIFT/SECOND-HAND MERCHANDISE
DRUGSTORE UNIFORMS 
FOOD SERVICE OTHER APPAREL
LICENSED RESTAURANT JEWELLERY
FAST FOOD SHOES
RESTAURANT / CAFÉ HOUSEHOLD / FURNISHINGS
RESTAURANT ETHNIC HOUSEWARES
SPECIALTY COFFEE/TEA SMALL APPLIANCES
OTHER FOOD RETAIL LARGE APPLIANCES
SERVICE HARDWARE STORES
BARBER + BEAUTY SALON GARDEN SUPPLIES
TRAVEL AGENCY ELECTRONICS / HOME ENTERTAINMENT
VIDEO RENTAL FURNITURE / HOME FURNISHINGS
SHOE REPAIR DURABLE GOODS/PAINT & WALLPAPER
DRY CLEANER/LAUNDROMAT AUTOMOTIVE
PRINTING / COPY GAS STATION 
ENTERTAINMENT TIRES/PARTS/ACCESSORIES
FITNESS CENTRE / YOGA AUTO SERVICE
VETERINARIAN/PET GROOMING AUTO / MOTORCYCLE SALES
OTHER SPECIALTY RETAIL
OFFICE/FINANCIAL SPORTING GOODS
STREET FRONT MEDICAL/DENTAL BICYCLE SHOPS
INSURANCE/REALTOR/INVEST. BROKER BOOKSTORES
FINANCIAL/BANK/CREDIT UNION TOYS/HOBBIES
ACCOUNTING/LEGAL/NOTARY OFFICE SUPPLIES
BUSINESS SERVICES HEALTH & BEAUTY ITEMS
OPTOMETRIST CARDS & STATIONARY
OTHER BEDDING & LINEN
GENERAL MERCHANDISE ART GALLERY/FRAMING
JUNIOR DEPARTMENT STORE CAMERAS / FILM / PHOTO
GENERAL STORE ANTIQUES
GENERAL STORE ETHNIC GIFTS 
VARIETY/DOLLAR STORE OPTICAL
APPAREL AND ACCESSORIES PETS & PET SUPPLIES
MEN'S APPAREL LIQUOR STORE / BEER AND WINE
MEN'S APPAREL HIGH END FLORIST 
MEN'S APPAREL ETHNIC RECORD & CD STORES
LADY'S APPAREL MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
LADY'S APPAREL HIGH END CELLULAR TELEPHONES
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A P P E N D I X  –  A S S U M P T I O N S  &  L I M I T I N G  C O N D I T I O N S

This market, economic, land use or development report / study has been prepared at the request of the 
client for the purpose of providing an estimate of economic feasibility or impact, development strategy or 
range of possible market values. It is not reasonable for any person other than the person or those to 
whom this report is addressed to rely upon this report without first obtaining written authorization from the 
client and the author of this report. This report has been prepared on the assumption that no other person 
will rely on it for any other purpose, and all liability to all such persons is denied. 

This report has been prepared at the request of the client, and for the exclusive (and confidential) use of 
the recipient as named herein and for the specific purpose and function as stated herein. The client has 
provided much of the site information and has represented that such material, such as ownership, rents, 
size, etc. is reliable. All copyright is reserved to the author and this report is considered confidential by the 
author and the client. Possession of this report, or a copy thereof, does not carry with it the right to 
reproduction or publication in any manner, in whole or in part, nor may it be disclosed, quoted from or 
referred to in any manner, in whole or in part, without the prior written consent and approval of the author 
as to the purpose, form and content of any such disclosure, quotation or reference.  

Without limiting the generality of the foregoing, neither all nor any part of the contents of this report shall 
be disseminated or otherwise conveyed to the public in any manner whatsoever or through any media 
whatsoever or disclosed, quoted from or referred to in any report, financial statement, prospectus, or 
offering memorandum of the client, or in any documents filed with any governmental agency without the 
prior written consent and approval of the author as to the purpose, form and content of such 
dissemination, disclosure, quotation or reference. 

If an estimate of economic, market or financial value of the real property / subject site which is assessed 
in this report is provided then it pertains to the approximate and general range of possible values of the 
freehold or fee simple, or leasehold or leased fee estate in the real property, based on vacant possession 
or subject to terms and conditions of the existing tenancy as described in this report. The property rights 
exclude mineral rights, if any. 

An estimate of economic, market or financial value, if any, contained in this report is founded upon a 
thorough and diligent examination and analysis of information gathered and obtained from numerous 
sources. Certain information has been accepted at face value, especially if there was no reason to doubt 
its accuracy. Other empirical data required interpretive analysis pursuant to the objective of this report. 
Certain inquiries were outside the scope of this mandate. In addition, any economic or financial estimates 
in this report are approximations only and may vary from final and actual market values. For these 
reasons, the analyses, opinions, and conclusions contained in this report are subject to the following 
contingent and limiting conditions. 

The property has been assessed on the basis that title to the real property is good and marketable. 

The author of this report cannot accept responsibility for legal matters, questions of survey, opinions of 
title, hidden or unapparent conditions of the property, toxic wastes or contaminated materials, soil or sub-
soil conditions, environmental, engineering or other technical matters which might render this property 
more or less valuable than as stated herein. If it came to our attention as the result of our investigation 
and analysis that certain problems may exist, a cautionary note has been entered in the body of the 
report.  
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The legal description of the property and the area of the site was obtained from sources which are 
deemed to be reliable. Further, the plans and sketches contained in this report are included solely to aid 
the recipient in visualizing the location of the property, the configuration, and boundaries of the site and 
the relative position of the improvements on the said lands. 

The property, if any, has been described on the basis that the real property is free and clear of all value 
influencing encumbrances, encroachments, restrictions or covenants except as any be noted in this 
report and that there are no pledges, charges, lien or social assessments outstanding against the 
property other than as stated and described herein. 

The property if any, has been described on the basis that there are no outstanding liabilities except as 
expressly noted herein, pursuant to any agreement with a municipal or other government authority, 
pursuant to any contract or agreement pertaining to the ownership and operation of the real estate or 
pursuant to any lease or agreement to lease, which may affect the stated value or saleability of the 
subject property or any portion thereof. 

The interpretation of any leases and other contractual agreements, pertaining to the operation and 
ownership of the property, as expressed herein, is solely the opinion of the author, and should not be 
construed as a legal interpretation. Further, any summaries of these contractual agreements, which may 
appear in the Addenda, are presented for the sole purpose of giving the reader an overview of the salient 
facts thereof. 

The property, if any, has been described on the basis that the real property complies in all material 
respects with any restrictive covenants affecting the site and has been built and is occupied and being 
operated, in all material respects, in full compliance with all requirements of law, including all zoning, land 
use classification, building, planning, fire and health by-laws, rules, regulations, orders and codes of all 
federal, provincial, regional and municipal governmental authorities having jurisdiction with respect 
thereto. (It is recognized there may be work orders or other notices of violation of law outstanding with 
respect to the real estate and that there may be certain requirements of law preventing occupancy of the 
real estate as described in this report. However, such possible circumstances have not been accounted 
for in the reporting process.) 

Investigations have been undertaken in respect of matters that regulate the use of land. However, no 
inquiries have been placed with the fire department, the building inspector, the health department, or any 
other government regulatory agency, unless such investigations are expressly represented to have been 
made in this report. The subject property must comply with such regulations and, if it does not comply, its 
non-compliance may affect the market value of this property. To be certain of such compliance, further 
investigations may be necessary. 

The property, if any, has been assessed and possibly valued in a general analysis on the basis that all 
rents referred to in this report are being paid in full and when due and payable under the terms and 
conditions of the attendant leases, agreements to lease or other contractual agreements. Further, it is 
assumed that all rents referred to in this report represent the rental arrangements stipulated in the leases, 
agreements to lease or other contractual agreements pertaining to the tenants' occupancy, to the extent 
that such rents have not been prepaid, abated, or inflated to reflect extraordinary circumstances, and are 
fully enforceable notwithstanding that such documentation may not be fully executed by the parties 
thereto as at the date of this reporting, unless such conditions have been identified and noted in this 
report. 
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The data and statistical information contained herein were gathered from reliable sources and are 
believed to be correct. However, these data are not guaranteed for accuracy, even though every attempt 
has been made to verify the authenticity of this information as much as possible.  

Any estimated economic or market or financial value does not necessarily represent the value of the 
underlying shares, if the asset is so held, as the value of the shares could be affected by other 
considerations. Further, the estimated market value if any does not include consideration of any 
extraordinary market value of the property, unless the effects of such special conditions, and the extent of 
any special value that may arise therefrom, have been described and measured in this report. 

Should title to the real estate presently be held (or changed to a holding) by a partnership, in a joint 
venture, through a co-tenancy arrangement or by any other form of divisional ownership, the value of any 
fractional interest associated therewith may be more or less than the percentage of ownership appearing 
in the contractual agreement pertaining to the structure of such divisional ownership. 

In the event of syndication, the aggregate value of the limited partnership interests may be greater than 
the value of the freehold or fee simple interest or leasehold interest in the real property, by reason of the 
possible contributory value of non-realty interests or benefits such as provision for tax shelter, potential 
for capital appreciation, special investment privileges, particular occupancy and income guarantees, 
special financing or extraordinary agreements for management services. 

Should the author of this report be required to give testimony or appear in court or at any administrative 
proceeding relating to this report, prior arrangements shall be made therefore, including provisions for 
additional compensation to permit adequate time for preparation and for any appearances that may be 
required. However, neither this nor any other of these contingent and limiting conditions is an attempt to 
limit the use that might be made of this report should it properly become evidence in a judicial proceeding. 
In such a case, it is acknowledged that it is the judicial body which will decide the use of this report which 
best serves the administration of justice. 

Because market conditions, including economic, social and political factors, change rapidly and, on 
occasion, without notice or warning, the estimate of market value expressed herein, as of the effective 
date of this report, cannot necessarily be relied upon as any other date without the subsequent advice of 
the author of this report. All macro economic data has been obtained from reliable sources however major 
changes in the economy are possible which could move entire markets and a reported value, if any, 
would move up or down with that market. The report typically assumes stable background economic 
conditions. 

If any economic, market or financial value or measure has been expressed herein it is in Canadian 
dollars. 
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A P P E N D I X  –  P R O F E S S I O N A L  R E S U M E  

SITE ECONOMICS LTD.
Richard Wozny, Principal 

Experience 

Site Economics Ltd. provides real estate development consulting services to developers, 
land owners, investors and the public sector. We have completed over 1,250 major 
projects with a cumulative value of over $120 billion. We have very extensive experience 
in all forms of large scale commercial, industrial, residential and institutional land 
development projects. 

Richard Wozny, the principal, has conducted hundreds of development and financial studies of shopping 
centres and commercial districts. He has worked on the development of thousands of acres of industrial 
buildings, including complex logistics parks, thousands of acres of residential sub divisions and hundreds 
of high density residential buildings and office towers. Richard has also conducted hundreds of store 
location and feasibility studies for retailers and financial institutions. Richard combines a creative project 
vision with pragmatic development analysis. 

Past Employment and Education 

Richard’s past work experience includes: Vice President and Manager of Advisory Services, Cushman & 
Wakefield Inc.; Principal, Site Economics Ltd.; Manager of Retail Development for Western Canada, 
Marathon Realty Company Ltd.; and Senior Consultant for Shopping Centre Developments, Thomas 
Consultants Inc. Richard completed a Master’s Degree in Regional Science at the University of 
Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA, a Master’s Degree in Religion at Temple University, Philadelphia, PA, 
and a Bachelor’s Degree in Philosophy at the University of British Columbia, Vancouver, BC. 

Strategic Real Estate Services 

Market Analysis  Proforma / Discounted Cash Flows 

Financial Analysis and Site Valuation Property Acquisition and Disposition Strategies 

Highest and Best Use Studies Strategic Review of Redevelopment Options 

Development Feasibility Studies  Shopping Centre / Downtown Revitalization 

Development Strategies & Optimization Market Impact Studies for Major Developments 

Supply and Demand Assessments Market Input for Land Use Planning 

Absorption and Price Assessments for 
Major Developments 

Site Selection and Location Assessment for 
Retailers and Landowners 

Site Economics Ltd. 
Suite 1500 – 701 West Georgia Street 

Vancouver, BC V7Y 1C6 Canada
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the fact. This must include IR5 information because RGS includes them in WV.  

Our preference is to see a comprehensive OCP document that has detailed components that will accurately
measure and manage both current and projected:  

traffic congestion (base on levels of service)
parking
historic/cultural resources
housing - (include metrics for affordable, family, supportive, seniors & rental - size, type, tenure, cost)
flooding/area sea level rise
fresh water supply
storm water/erosion
views and view corridors
privacy
noise
support of small independent shops and services

Each of the above must demonstrate baselines, targets, recommended actions for achieving targets, and the
factual basis for the effectiveness of each proposed action.
If the above components are only to be forthcoming in local areas plans (where it has been alluded the factual
basis for effectiveness will be made known) or other yet determined policy, the following draft OCP components
are inappropriate and should be removed:

All numeric housing unit targets in Section A.
2.1.1.5 from page 15. 

Sincerely,

Ambleside & Dundarave Ratepayers’ Association.
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SUMMARY OF COMMENTS 
FEB. 21, 2018 DRAFT OCP MEETING 

...           

1. Does this draft OCP provide adequate measures to support and retain
small independent shops and services in our villages?  (Reference page 33,
item 2.3.18.)

•     4
•      
•        . 
•         .
•        .
•      . 
•         

    .
•         
•           

       .    
    .  

•           
     .       

  .        .
•             . 4
•         
•            .
•           

    .
•         .
•     . 
•       . . .     

.
•             . 4
•      .
•     .      

.  
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• Park Royal competition and concentration. X2
• Retail competition with online.
• Construction workers taking business parking is an issue x4
• Too vague X26
• Do not understand.
• Planner’s jargon X2
• Want specifics about how small businesses/shops supported.  X3
• Compare costs of business licenses to other areas. X3
• Suite license is highest in lower mainland.
• Review Business taxes
• Employee recruitment not addressed. Low pay retail/service jobs will not be able

to live/rent here. X13
• How will you measure support of small business? X3
• Need specific supports for small, local, independent shops. X2
• We are missing policies to address staffing & workforce.
• Does not adequately deal with lack of parking.
• Does not deal with high/increasing rents/leases. X2
• Problems: employee transportation & inadequate transit; No measures for

affordable housing; Land and zoning.
• Was the economic development plan meant to address this?

2. Will provision of more diverse housing, including mixed
residential/commercial, help support and retain small, independent shops
and services in our villages?

• Not necessarily. Independent business need lower rents and new buildings will
cause an increase in rents. X2

• What is the impact of mixed housing on commercial rents? Need lower rents for
small business.

• Yes – to a degree.
• We need specific housing for our priorities of seniors & young families.
• What kind of housing for seniors & families?
• What kind or incentives/development can be made to retain shops?
• What is the impact of mixed housing on commercial rents?
• Difficult to create affordable housing and affordable retail units based on todays

rates.
• District needs to create opportunities for developers.
• Concern about workers & staff.
• Need affordable rental housing for employees.
• How can we be expected to believe more housing will save business when no

new housing is planned for Dundarave? X2
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• Can only help if occupied and not empty (i.e. investment home) X5
• No provision to ensure they are occupied.
• Needs adequate parking X13
• Only occupied homes have opportunity to support businesses
• More low-end townhouses.
• More density is not a solution to failing retail. X4
• Unaffordable housing will not help retail. X6
• Customers are not dependent on housing cost or income.
• Just drop in bucket.
• Will not make significant impact. Will not produce enough walk by traffic.
• Need affordable. X6
• Not affordable for staff X4
• Not affordable for families.
• Not catering to seniors.
• Will provide housing for staff. X2
• More commercial space will hinder existing business.
• Rents
• No brainer.
• Good idea.
• Density brings elements.
• Will increase. commercial rents. X3
• Dependent in parking availability. X3
• Too many antidotal assumptions – i.e. we need new 3 bedroom homes to house

young families – but they can’t afford it. We are only building for very rich.

3. Traffic congestion (current and projected) is not addressed in the draft
OCP (pg. 35-36).  Should this be addressed in the draft?

• No doubt – this needs addressing in draft.
• Impact of “centre” expansion on traffic and parking needs addressing.
• Crucial to explore LRT and water taxi
• Parking X3
• Impact on development on parking availability. X2
• Customer parking taken away with development.
• Speed limits in Horseshoe Bay
• BC Ferry terminal expansion needs consideration
• Cycling lanes is a non-starter.
• Increase in population will cause more traffic congestion.
• Projected traffic patterns need to be bold enough to contemplate driverless cars.
• More collaboration with provincial & federal authorities.
• How can we be expected to believe more housing will save business when no

new housing is planned for Dundarave? X2
• Can only help if occupied and not empty (i.e. investment home) X5
• No provision to ensure they are occupied.
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• Needs adequate parking X13
• Only occupied homes have opportunity to support businesses
• More low-end townhouses.
• More density is not a solution to failing retail. X4
• Unaffordable housing will not help retail. X6
• Customers are not dependent on housing cost or income.
• Just drop in bucket.
• Will not make significant impact. Will not produce enough walk by traffic.
• Need affordable. X6
• Not affordable for staff X4
• Not affordable for families.
• Not catering to seniors.
• Will provide housing for staff. X2
• More commercial space will hinder existing business.
• Rents
• No brainer.
• Good idea.
• Density brings elements.
• Will increase. commercial rents. X3
• Dependent in parking availability. X3
• Too many antidotal assumptions – i.e. we need new 3 bedroom homes to house

young families – but they can’t afford it. We are only building for very rich.

4. Does this draft OCP provide adequate measures to prevent the
construction of “monster” homes?  (Reference page 16, items 2.1.8 to
2.1.11.)

• Should limit square footage and establish new regulations.

• Should not allow combined lots for single family use.

• Stop lot consolidation.

• Increase fines for illegal tree cutting.

• Must include all housing types. Not only square footage.

• Establish new regulations to control development consistent with existing
character.

• Keep wise of residential types.

• Reduce permitted square footage on large properties.

• Should be for all. Look at Mt. Pleasant examples.

• Need new regulations for all areas. X2

• There is a need to control the size of homes.

• The high level issue is addressed but needs more detail in specific plans.
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• Only adequate if District enforces their own bylaws (see part 2).

• Need demonstration of bylaw enfocement.

• Duplexes/Triplexes/apts etc. can be versions of monster homes.

• Building up of lots to increase height must be regulated. X3

• Limit height and size. (FAR) X16

• Need for smaller more affordable homes. X3

• There are many examples of too large homes. X15

• Many of these are vacant. X10

• Developers/real estate have too much influence

• Amalgamated lots need regulations with regards to setbacks, etc. X4

• Prevent consolidation of lots. X12

• Heritage conservation should apply to all neighbourhoods. X5

• Blocking views should be prevented.

• Bylaws / enforcement are not adequate. X15

• Lack of detail. X5

• Infill, coach houses preferable to monsters. X3

• Make character houses into several strata suites.

• Expropriate Monster on Mathers.

• Bonus density allows too many exceptions and variances. X15

• Eagle Island should not be exempted. X2

• Why is Eagle Island exempt?

• Oversized homes are offensive and environmentally unsound. X12

• Inaction to date (to prevent) unacceptable X7

• Should limit square footage and establish new regulations.

• Should not allow combined lots for single family use.

• Stop lot consolidation.

5. Does this draft OCP provide adequate measures to protect the unique
character and heritage of Ambleside and Dundarave commercial centres?
(Reference pg. 15, item 2.1.5; pg 19, item 2.1.14, pg 20, item 2.1.19; pg 31-
33, items 2.3.1, 2.3.4, 2.3.6 – 2.3.21.)
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• How about something for Horseshoe Bay other than a street scape plan?

• I have faith that commercial centres will thrive and continue to be values for the
essence of WV which would not be lost in plan implementation.

• Heritage committee to guide.

• Is it possible to specify construction materials etc. al. la Whistler?

• Both are a hodge-podge with no redeeming qualities.

• These areas will only be protected by low-rise development that is controlled and
regulated. The scale is the most important factor.

• Character is very missed. Shack to recent built with no linking character.

• Street scape is important.

• Select some recent Ambleside & Dundarave developments in scale and height
and style to preserve a village atmosphere.

• Lack of defined term.

• Not by increasing density page 32 2.3.11.

• We should have Ambleside like LaConner. Retain old buildings and build new to
fit in a set character.  X3

• DNV policy forces upgrades when renovation of  more than 10 sq. metres. X2

• Want seaside village.

• No more Grosvenors. X18

• I don’t want to be told we heard you don’t want another Grosvenor but then get
stuck with something just as big but a different shape.

• We need redevelopment but in appropriate design/character, but will likely be too
expensive for small business. X2

• Dundarave being preserved. Ambleside not. X3

• Dundarave nicer than Ambleside. X8

• Bonus density will remove heritage.

• Retain the low height in commercial centres. X5

• If LAP changes heights and density we will lose character.

• Hi-rise & Mid rise in commercial area will kill character.

• Need specific height limits. Not stories.  X9

• Need specifics X4

• District lands should not be sold.

• Citizens rather than council should decide if public lands sold.
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• District lands should not be sold but rather, leased.

• Neighbourhood boundaries are being changed arbitrarily by District.

• Where did Hollyburn go?

• Developers will continue to exploit.

• Developers not interested in heritage preservation. X2

• Owners need to be forced to do improvements on existing buildings.

• Property owners must be prevented from conducting demolition by neglect.

• Heritage is now lost. Too late. X2

• Unique character lost.

• We are not maintaining character now and will get worse if we increase height &
density X8

• Number of units for each area should not exceed 20% of current. After 5 years
conduct citizen review and decide if further increase.

• Need to use lanes for small shop fronts.

6. QUALITY OF LIFE The draft OCP touches on quality of life in broad terms
(reference pg 5, 1.3; pg 49, 2.9.7), but does not address protection of
specific quality of life factors which affect the livability and enjoyment of
your home, such as protection of privacy, views, view corridors and
sunlight.  Should the draft address these specific quality of life factors?

• Monster houses (2380 Lawson) must be addressed. X2

• Must post picture of project at front of property. Allow timely arbitration of
complaints.

• Views are valuable and paid for. They should be reasonably protected.

• Cluster high-density, medium high rise residential in areas with the least impact
of views. For instance – North and behind existing high-rises.

• In Japan they have sunshine laws. If sunlight access restricted by new
development monetary compensation must be provided.

• Very complicated with no clear solutions.

• I found plenty of attention to views and privacy in LAPS.

• I think careful thought should be given to larger structures that could impede
views. Let’s do what we can to preserve our natural setting.

• Adding proposed number of units will detract from QofL

• Quality of life is why we live here. X18
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• Quality of life is best part of WV X3

• We need details. Very important. X1

• Need protection of view corridors. X 8

• Need protection of views X13

• Need protection of views, privacy & sunlight. X 9

• Need protections in perpetuity. X4

• Need financial compensation for own

• Need more green space in commercial areas.

• Art, artists, poetry readings desirable.

• Waterfront & LAPS need to address views.

• How were target number of units arrived at?  X3

• Not through community consultation.

• Must address privacy, views, greenery. X3

• Tree bylaw is all about views and privacy. Same consideration should apply to
buildings.

• Difficult to address.

• Be specific with the factors. Ask the public what QoL factors THEY prioritize.

• Photography properties and consult neighbours first.

• WV residents guide says consult neighbours to preserve views, privacy etc. this
needs strengthening on OCP.

• Has always been in past OCP and is in resident guide. Needs to be in current
OCP.

• Property values are related to views X3

• Buildings oriented on east west basis produce more shadow. X2

• We should not allow empty homes owned off shore.

7. FAMILIES & SENIORS The draft OCP refers to evolving housing needs
and a priority to house young families and seniors (page 7, last paragraph
and page 14, 15, & 19, 20), but does not demonstrate how specific
percentages (page 14) and numerical targets for new housing units
(Section A, pg. 15-30) will achieve this, how this will be measured or how
expectations compare to existing policies.  Do you wish to see these (or
other) details in the draft OCP?

• Explore Abbeyfield. Single residence for several seniors with shared facilities.
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• Need infrastructure prior to increased development

• Infrastructure needs to be planned and priced.

• What is definition of affordable?

• Needs specifics re: priority housing.

• How will this address priority needs of seniors and young families?

• How can you cram so many units in Ambleside? How high are you expecting to
permit?

• District needs to promote affordable housing to promote balanced generational
mix.

• We need more gentle densification.

• We need smaller homes.

• I think the OCP is fine as high-level but need separate community specific plan.

• Need details/ specifics. X21

• Without specific it will not occur. Do not negotiate, rather specify

• Need definitions of affordable. X4

• Present bylaws not sufficient for much of Ambleside & Dundarave

• Need specific increased square feet.

• Need specific info & rational on population growth. X4

• What are plans if population does not grow as predicted? We are shrinking. What
if that continues?

• Nowhere for elderly in big houses.

• Is affordable in WV realistic? X3

• District lands only viable source of low cost housing. X5

• Need wider range of options than what is presented.

• What is baseline and how will it be measured? X6

• Really cheap rental is not desirable.

• Rental is only way to (relative) affordability.

• All new mixed use should be 50% rental.

• All new mixed use should be 100% rental.

• Support for low rise. Not for hi-rise.

• Need definitions of affordable
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• Nor sure OCP can achieve this.

• Not economic to subsidize families. X2

• Our populations is too small to diversify for every possible demographic.

• Number of units for each area should be set by citizens. After 5 years conduct
citizen review and decision if further increase.

• I would like ability to have fourplex for my extended family.

• 1500 Block is district land. Make it multi-everything. Child-care, housing, etc.

• Senior demographic growing in all of Canada not just WV. Need senior specific
homes. X8

• Need long-term care beds X2

• We need to retain green space in areas with higher density.

8. RENTAL The draft OCP contains specific numerical targets for new rental
housing or special needs housing will be attained.  The expectation is this
will be articulated in yet to be drafted Local Area Plans.  Should details on
how much rental and/or special needs housing and how such housing will
be attained, be included in this draft OCP?

• Fine to have broad targets, but each community is unique and different and
needs to be studied carefully for what addition unit numbers make sense X2

• Should be specific to LAPS

• Does the draft have a moratorium on existing rental? Is there are replacement
requirement?

• Well defined numbers but not with ability to fudge density with carrot amenities.

• Timing is critical. No more lengthy delays.

• Specify percentage that would be required in all new developments.

• Make all mixed-use rental only.

• Increased density cannot be supported by present infrastructure.

• With present zoning (part 2) this is not achievable.

• Make developments designate units for rental/special needs.

• Rental is only way to (relative) affordability.

• All new mixed use should be 50% rental.

• All new mixed use should be 100% rental.
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• There should be a moratorium on building any multi-family housing that is not
rental only. Do this for 10 years (minimum) and your force out speculators.

• Support for low rise. Not for hi-rise.

• Need smaller rental townhomes and housing for downsizers.

• Need ground-oriented housing.

• Municipality lands for low income housing.

• Need details/ specifics. X16

• Without specifics it will not occur. Do not negotiate, rather specify

• Need definitions of affordable.

• Need to know where it will be.  X14

• LAP will have their hands tied. X3

• Do not agree with projected number of units.

• Where did the number of units come from?

• You cannot force a strata to allow rentals.

• We quit allowing rentals in my building because it did not work out.

• Do not force stratas to have rentals – rather build rental only/ rental specific
buildings.  X3

• Need to address empty homes.

• Special needs housing, group homes, needs addressing.

• Really cheap rental is not desirable.

• District Lands (at Gordon) should be jewel to incorporate housing of all needed
types, facilities such as childcare, senior care, etc.  X2

• Number of units should be determined by community in LAPs.

9. CLARITY / CERTAINTY Does the draft OCP provide a satisfactory degree
of clarity and certainty about what may be built and where? (Section A,
pages 15-30.)

• Too many motherhood statements.

• Not enough specifics.

• Focus on priority housing and broaden it from centres to other neighbourhoods.
X2

• Impact on infrastructure needs addressing X2
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• Sense of distrust in way the draft has been vaguely presented. The cart has
already gone. The horse is trying to catch up.

• The draft needs flexibility to not tie the hands of council about what can be built in
future.

• Leave to LAPs to sort.

• There is no time to understand part 1 let alone how it impacts part 2. The
combined parts 1 and 2 need to be publicized and understood.

• You cannot approve until there is at minimum draft LAPS.

• Page 19, 2.1.14 – (prepare LAPs) it is very vague.

• I need more time to answer.

• There is difference between read and digest. X3

• Not enough specific information X7

• Not a clear picture of how we will grow. What we will look like. X2

• General and vague. X7

• Too much guessing.

• Lacks clarity.

• Too may motherhood statements.

• We deserve clarity – both residents and developers.

• Too much dependence on LAPS – cannot be considered without that context. X4

• As is it merely allows council to approve anything and everything.

• Words used are without meaning, i.e. “review”, “consider” X3

• Lack of specifics may allow more flexibility.

• Need to know how enforced.

• Need more info and area specific plans

• Ensure public input influences any re-zoning, not just OCP X2

• Needs a comparison with previous OCP – list and illustrate changes – X3

• It assumes many things will be addressed at actual time of development. This is
not good enough.

• Bonus density mentions too many times and not described. X3

• Clear H&D restrictions needed.

• Clarify actual height of “story”.
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10. TIME FRAME Is the time frame (Feb 13 - March 16)
 adequate for the public to digest and provide comment on 
 the draft  OCP? 

• Much more time is required to assess full impact of OCP and disseminate to
broader community for comment.

• Who decided this time frame? Way too short.

• Not adequately advertised.

• A sense of urgency is useful.

• Keep this process moving.

• Keep open until mid-April.

• The process is unwieldy. Get on with decisions and execution.

• I have not had adequate time to absorb and comment.

• Way to short especially if Planning will not address groups X11

• Need large public info meetings.

• Most people at table 5 had not read this.

• Needs to be reviewed by more people and in town hall /group format. X14

• How will public input be used?

• When is public hearing?

• No allowance for informed comment in such a short time frame.

• Only allows time to scan.

• Too serious an issue to limit input to abut 30 days.

• Need more opportunities to discuss with planners, neighbours, others.

• This is purposely rushed to avoid public comment.

• Why so quick at this – the MOST important phase?

• Time is adequate if citizen has been involved and this has been properly
advertised.

11. Are there other issues you wish to address?

• Why do we need to increase population? What will be the benefit? WV will be a
less livable community.

• A vibrant community needs a cross section of demographics and residents who
are less affluent.
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• WV needs to provide low-cost accommodations.

• The scope of the OCP is far too great.

• Improve centre parking – sensibly.

• Plan for growth outside of transit corridors and centres.

• Focus on missing middle near schools and improve transit to support these
areas.

• Factor Park Royal into Ambleside commercial potential.

• Overall very happy with OCP. Hope it keep moving.

• Traffic management is such a huge public concern but largely beyond municipal
jurisdiction. However visible local efforts to influence Translink are essential to
keep faith in OCP process

• Need more detail on parks and trails.

• The 1200 feet height limit or building on the mountain. The hope was to have this
dealt with directly in the OCP, instead the language is vague and leaves room for
developers

• Not enough time in relation to such an important document.

• Need minimum 3 months to learn & digest before comment.

• So important OCP should be referendum item. X2

• A point raised by our table in comparing the original OCP which was much more
community oriented.  That one was done by council, says our table, while this
one was done by planners.  A big difference says our table and it shows.
“We want the people to plan our community”
“Why done by planners?”
“Because our mayor believes in using ‘experts’ = our planners.”

• Planner DHawkin at a recent NS Housing meeting said that WV resists
development and council is afraid to take control.

• How can we trust planners that do not seem to respect community or council?

• How did the Monster on Mathers happen? What can be done to prevent another?

• How did the great wall of Lawson happen? What can be done to prevent
another?

• Such a huge outlay of effort and money to create a plan that works toward a
future WV designed by planners and developers, and ignores the wishes of the
population.

• Where is the listing of our heritage assets and how we will protect them?
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• Unless part #2 has been read and understood it is impossible to support this
portion X17

• Part #1 is a mere glossing over of what part #2 must detail.

• Page 16, 2.1.7 – No! – Protect present values of adjacent properties and views.

• Page 19, 2.1.13 – No! -  affect on traffic is too large.

• Page 19, 2.1.16 – No! -  developer will give up profits, the only way to affordable
housing is if the district owns and rents it. (see 2.1.20)

• Page 26, 2.2.3 – No! – This will open the door to go higher.  The height of
structures at 1200 ft. needs to be specified. i.e. no hi-rise at 1200 feet.

• Page 32, 2.3.11 – No to increased density by “bonus”.

• Page 35, The 2 bridges need upgrading and a 3rd crossing added.

• Page 36, 2.4.23 – Why should we pay for the fuel of low emission vehicles?

• The draft does not provide multiple options and the benefits of each option.

• Changes to laws, government programs, and other mechanisms required to
achieve the community's desired pattern of growth; and infrastructure
improvements, like new schools, needed to achieve the benefits of growth with
fewer pains.

• OCP and LAPs need to be done together. Need LAPS and other details. X 15

• Need to define each area clearly.

• Lack of transparency in large developments.

• Too broad to be of use. Not enough clarity.

• To full of platitudes and generalities. Not a Planning document.

• Use of words such as “encourage” and “consider” allows too much discretion for
planners.

• Need to define affordable.

• Who are we building for?

• I notice that storm drains are not handling run off in big storms and heavy rainfall.
(They spew water out rather than take it away – last storm dozens of examples in
Ambleside & Dundarave) New development will put even more pressure on the
storm water system. What is the current capacity? What is the forecasted
capacity needed? Who will build it? How? Where? How much? Shouldn’t this be
in place before we start saying how many new units we should add and where?

• I thought the whole rationale for allowing development in the upper lands was
because Ambleside and Dundarave has been “built out” to the desired maximum.

• This demonstrates a disconnect between the desires of residents and Planners.
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• Need to ensure reflects values & needs of community. Not convinced this has
occurred X3

• Young families not sufficiently addressed.

• Boutique hotels not a solution.

• No provisions to control character of villages & town centres.

• Real estate dirty money & empty houses not addressed.

• Need more council responsiveness to public rather than developers.

• Bylaws need enforcement.

• Trees

• No mention of Squamish Nation land or how future development of IR5. This has
potential to solve part of our high-density housing.

• Cannot discuss our OCP in isolation of Squamish Lands.  X4

• Lease on Park Royal Towers (huge stock of rental housing) is expiring in a few
years. This needs discussion.

• Site specific planning is done at expense of community and benefit of
developers.

• Any financial benefit of zoning should go to WV not developer. Should be neutral
for property owner and benefit to district.

• Not enough citizen input.

• 1% of WV pop. Took part in phase 1,2,3, & 1/3 were children. This is inadequate.

• Philosophy of Planners is not reflective of values of citizens.

• We are not beholden to Metro Vancouver growth strategy.

• We need specific and enforced. Not like how current OCP eroded. X2

• How high is a story? X4

• What is the rationale behind the assumed population growth of about 12,000? On
the population graph the slope looks as though it is following the long term
average but over the past 45 years the rate of growth has been slowing and is
tending to “plateau”.

• What about FAR’s in the Ambleside area with the prospect of multi-story towers;
the basic premise, i.e. the higher the building the more open space is left around
it, should be followed, otherwise the neighbourhood could become a
slum.  Infilling, as approved at 21st/Bellevue/Argyle, I believe was a retrograde
step.

• Low cost housing by private development is not really a realistic option, the
developer has to make a profit and the property still has a market value which will
become active when the units are sold or the whole complex is sold. The market
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value is basically the land value and with the situation in the Vancouver area, any 
subsidies for the structures are almost irrelevant. The best option for low cost 
housing, I believe, has to be on municipal land and the housing provided by the 
municipality, who would thereby subsidize rent levels from overall tax revenue. 

• Not enough attention is being paid to vehicular transportation – Ambleside
currently is a mess and can only get worse, bicycles are not the answer in this
area, too many seniors.  Thought has to be given to more arterials, particularly
East/West, including crossings of the Capilano River."

• I note with alarm that view protection has been severely weakened in the draft
OCP.

• it is very disappointing that the planning department were not prepared to attend
the meeting and answer questions from interested citizens.

• I am concerned with the short time the draft plan has been published and the
short submission date for comments - March 16 . Many residents have no idea
what this plan might mean for them. I think that there needs to be at least three
months of review and many community meetings before plan goes to council.

• I think the focus group meetings that were held this summer tended to drive
people to certain conclusions and has given the planning department some
unfortunate feeling that in fact we all want more development (related
construction) and density - fewer single family homes and a lot more townhomes
and apartments. While I think that we do have citizens nearing retirement who
want these types of properties I believe that there are plenty of apartments
available -  the gap perhaps is larger three bedroom plus apartments and low rise
townhomes or coach house (duplex, triplex developments) The idea of strong
demand from younger citizens is I think misguided as it seems unfortunately that
such apartments, townhouses or coach houses would remain unaffordable to
them.

• Most people I think are concerned about traffic gridlock on the North Shore and if
there are to be changes in density they want to understand how it impacts their
neighborhood. The other issue they are concerned about is neighbourhood
character and how this has been eroded over many years with very little concrete
action to try to resolve. Affordability is also a concern but I fear there are no easy
solutions to this one- recent steps taken by BC NDP may help a little here.

• The 53 page draft plan contains a huge amount of motherhood and apple pie but
very little that deals with traffic issues and very little explaining the need for
increased density and the impact on traffic and neighbourhoods of such
increases. The plan also has very little to say on neighbourhood character.

• Some more specific thoughts and questions where it would have been really
useful for some member of Council or Planning department at the meeting to
answer.

• Pages 3-6 try to explain the increased population forecast which I believe is the
driver in the draft OCP for the need for increased density.  Given that our
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population has been flat to declining I am not sure why we are now forecasting 
the population of West Vancouver to start rising again? I almost feel the draft 
OCP needed to justify increasing density and population growth is what was 
required. This seems to be a critical assumption and think needs to be well 
thought through as much of the following pages depend on this assumption. We 
need to understand the demographics of the forecast population growth surely to 
determine the type of housing they may need or want. 

• Page 7 & 8 deal with Housing affordability and diversity- Firstly nowhere in this
draft OCP do we define what our definition of affordability is - affordable to B.C.
citizens at large, those who already own homes and are downsizing, younger
people in B.C. ? With very high land prices more diversity of housing will not
necessarily make our housing affordable except to foreign investors or a wealthy
minority of the BC population. We have built Grosvenor one 7 floor and to be built
one 6 floor building and have under construction Cressy a 20 story? We also
have the Horseshoe Bay development and also under plan The Residences on
Marine -from $1.9 million to 2.75 million. None of these would be affordable at all
to the vast majority of B.C. residents and likely only affordable to those with
inheritances, downsizing from an existing home or foreign investors. So
increased density will not provide affordable housing only housing that is
marginally more affordable than a single family home.

• Employees of businesses will still have to commute to West Vancouver as even
the higher density smaller homes will remain unaffordable to most if not all- so
what we need is to make it easier for those employees to travel to the North
Shore by transit and road!!!

• Page 10 where we are in the process- as stated above I think the first three
phases and the discussions led by planning surprisingly led participants to the
solution that planning was directing residents to- I am not convinced that in many
instances this is really what residents of West Vancouver are looking for.

• Page 15- 2.1.1 - I think the concept here is valid but wording a little unclear- my
read is that draft OCP is saying throughout most of West Vancouver larger lots
will be able to be subdivided and also coach houses built - what is not clear are
actual minimum lot sizes (assume 33 foot) or minimum lot size where coach
House could be built.
Are we also saying that basement suites would be allowed anywhere as
well.

• Page 15 & 16 2.1.4 to 2.1.7 This seems to be what is defined as the Marine Drive
Transit Corridor which you are defining essentially goes along Marine Drive from
Park Royal all the way to Horseshoe Bay- all along this corridor Triplexes,
Duplexes and townhouses should be permitted - this would be up to three stories
- I am sure many
residents of single family homes along this corridor would have concerns re the
developments and impacts on views , traffic etc.

• 2.1.7 seems to essentially permit Council to spot zone certain sites- I realize that
Council wants flexibility but I think that Grosvenor ( with a very split Council) did
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not set a good precedent to grant Council this flexibility- (was pushed through 
with the vast majority of residents opposed.)- maybe would be OK if Council had 
a 75% majority to approve such cases. 

• 2.1.8 - this really is the only small section ( two small paragraphs) that talks about
respecting neighbourhood character for most residents- I think this is a real
priority for most of the community and therefore ideas to provide this respect
should be spelled out in more detail and given more prominence in the draft
OCP. This has been a major concern for most residents for many years and very
little if any action has been taken by our Council.

• 2.1.13 - Ambleside Town Centre 1,000 -1,200 new units or about a 25%
increase!!! Seems quite high. I note that 2.1.14 looks at confirming area of
Ambleside Town Centre which seems a larger area than would be currently
zoned for townhomes and apartments etc? The second point states "Determine
densities, heights, building forms that respond to neighborhood contest and
character"- what does this really mean – I think residents want to know where
high rises can be built and townhomes, duplexes etc. and how that may impact
them. Not clear to me here.
Next paragraph states "Prioritizing mixed-use and apartment forms in core areas
and ground oriented multi family forms (e.g. townhouses, duplexes) to transition
to adjacent single-family neighborhoods- Again using the Amblesde Town centre
Map I think residents want  to understand where Apartments can be built and to
what height , where townhomes can be built and to what height and where
duplexes etc. can be built- this is not clear to me from reading the plan.

• Section 2.1.16 re Advancing housing affordability, accessibility and sustainability- 
all sounds good in principal but who is going to pay for subsidies and how do you
determine who is worthy and who is not? it is interesting that we had some lower
rental housing and Council approved demolishment and building of Cressey
Apartment tower with unite selling well over $3 million each?

• 2.1.20 re Use of District Owned Lands to create affordable housing -but again
there is a clear cost to taxpayers and how do we decide who is to benefit
therefrom?

• Planning of the new Cypress West Neighborhoods-starting at 2.2.7 –all sounds
good but should we not determine what we will do with additional traffic- are
there plans to add another link to the Highway? If not we are creating a traffic
problem at the Cypress Bowl junction? we are of course adding to the Upper
Levels Highway Gridlock.

• 2.3 Local Economy and Employment- All sounds good but very general
statements that need an action plan and specifics to determine what , if anything,
the Municipality can actually do. The focus on more retail and restaurants sounds
wonderful but think of Amazon- Retail stores are struggling unless they can
create a real experience that makes people want to visit. We also have many
restaurants that struggle already- will adding more really help- with no growth in
population in West Vancouver customer growth will have to come from attracting
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visitors from elsewhere in Lower Mainland- this will add to traffic gridlock and 
discourage those form coming. 

• Our businesses and employer on the North Shore struggle today to get those
willing to commute to North Shore- we are unlikely to be able to make it
affordable to live here so we need to make it easier for those employees by
transit and road to get here!!!

• 2.3.10 Supporting tourism and visitors- Again sounds good but how do you
execute - also need to improve transit and road access to North Shore if you
want to attract tourists and visitors. The Evening Entertainment sounds again
wonderful but who are the customer base? We have an ageing population so not
sure who we are catering to? Have we good feedback from our residents that
they want this? cypress Park is great but again it is attracting huge volumes of
traffic and therefore this brings us back to the inadequacy of our road systems.

• 2.4 Transportation and Infrastructure - Surprising to me that we start of with
walking and cycling? We are an ageing population living on the side of a
mountain- is this really our top priority and that of our residents? I hope we are
not following Vancouver by adding bike lanes and creating further traffic gridlock.
Yes it would be good to have improved transit to connect communities and to
other parts of Lower Mainland and not just downtown- not really sure of need for
transit along Marine drive within West Vancouver- the demand I think is to make
it easier to get to other Municipalities in lower Mainland

• Expansion of the Ferry Terminal should be resisted without the Province
investing in improved transit and road access ( third crossing or additional lanes
on our bridges)- The Ferry traffic is a major contributor to the Gridlock.

• 2.4.12 Enhancing road network and sustainability I support but there is no real
mention of what ought to be the very top of the list- A third crossing or additional
lanes to our bridges- we need to get the Provincial and Federal Government to
realise that the most significant volume of traffic to and from the North Shore is
through traffic to ferries, Squamish and Whistler and visitors to Grouse Mountain
and Cypress Park- It is highly unlikely that they would use transit.

• 2.4.21- Prioritize sustainable transportation options and seek to reduce auto
dependency in private and public development projects- a great goal but how do
you actually  get construction workers out oft heir cars?

• Bike sharing , car and ride sharing ? Have you actually asked residents if they
would use that? I cannot see the demand for that now or in the medium future.

• Provide infrastructure for electric vehicles- do we really want  to subsidize Tesla
owners?

• Our clear priority needs to be firstly improved road systems including more lanes
of traffic to get on and off the North Shore  and across the North Shore, Improved
Transit would be next.

• 2.6= Parks and Environment- I think fair to say one of the joys of living here in
West Vancouver is our Parks and Access to the waterfront- lets keep that but
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also when we want to expand areas of plantings in our Parks be concious of 
maintenance- I think often we cannot maintain adequately existing planted areas. 
We do need also improved Parking at Lighthouse Park. 

• 2.8 Social Well being- Section seems to be largely all Motherhood and Apple Pie- 
yes all worthy but how do you action and what are costs versus benefits.

• In general as taxpayers we have seen significant increases in our taxes and
added billings for utilities- It is incumbent on our Municipal Government to
manage costs and staffing demands very carefully to ensure the services are
really meeting community wants and needs.

• In summary i think Residents priorities are:
1) Traffic challenges and gridlock - we need a solution for residents,
employees of our businesses and those passing through our community
2) Neighborhood character and concrete actions
3) Provision of more housing options but not large apartment developments
4) More affordable housing but I think recognised that there is no
easy solution that is not very costly..

• I do not think the draft OCP really deals with these issues very well
or clearly.

• We are already experiencing water shortages in the summer. We need clear and
specific plans to demonstrate How much water we use now, how much is
projected to be used in future, how future development will impact this and most
importantly WHAT are the plans to ensure we have adequate water supply.
Where is the scientific data?

• We need maps to show areas that may impacted by rising sea levels and the
plans to address this.

• I thought it was a requirement for an OCP to specifically address affordable
housing specifically defined as costing no more than 30% of average income. We
should know that amount and where are the plans for that type of housing. (what
we have now, how much more we will need, how we will obtain it, where it will
go)

• The plan should indicate how anticipated growth will impact our parks and
recreation facilities. A huge portion of users are not residents

• This is not an OCP. It is a war of attrition. First we were told our vision, values &
concerns would be addressed later, and later, and still later in OCP consultation.
Still not done and now we have a draft OCP and we are told we must wait until
Local Area Plans are developed to address issues we have wanted to table since
this whole (redacted) started! This is not good enough.

• I have yet to learn if the beautiful view I enjoy from my home now will be retained
or if I should sell now. I have participated at every point of the OCP process and
now I read this and I still don’t know.

• It will entail how many more public hearings on LAPs etc.?
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• The plan does not provide criteria to assess both past and anticipated growth on
current and projected:

a) traffic congestion
b) parking
c) historic/cultural resources.
d) affordable housing (size, type, tenure, cost)
e) flooding/area sea level rise
f) fresh water supply
g) storm water
h) rental units (size, type, cost)
i) supportive housing
j) seniors housing (size, type - include public long term care

beds, tenure, cost)
k) family housing (size, type, tenure, cost)
l) views and view corridors
m) privacy
n) noise
o) support of small independent shops and services
p) taxes & costs of infrastructure expansion.

We must have detailed components for each of these topic. We must 
accurately measure and manage current and projected metrics for each. THIS 
is what an OCP is supposed to do! 

• All this plan does is provide for building more. This has not and is not a solution
to our problems. This is not a means to achieve our goals.

• I have attended an “info-booth” and all Planning could say about every deficiency
I brought up is “We take our direction from Council”. Maybe Council, Planning or
both should be replaced.

• Building new housing will not stop, but must be recognized as the most
expensive housing option available. More thought must be given to preserving
existing housing stock in all areas and forms.

• At Cressy where we exchanged somewhat affordable units for unattainable
luxury.

• Without part 2 this is meaningless, but this was not available at the information
booth I attended. I was told it was online but it is too big for my computer to open.
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41 identified as living in West Vancouver and 7 identified as working in 
West Vancouver 

Supplementing this data are two further documents: One summarizing 
participant comments, the other participant questions.  

1. Does this draft OCP provide adequate measures to support and
retain small independent shops and services in our villages?
(Reference page 33, item 2.3.18.)

YES NO Don’t 
Know/ 
Unsure 

Not an 
Issue for 

Me 

Not 
Answered 

ADRA 
MEMBERS 

1 

3% 

32 

84% 

4 

11% 

1 

3% 
OTHERS 3 

27% 

5 

45% 

2 

18% 

1 

9% 
TOTAL 4 

8% 

37 

76% 

6 

12% 

2 

4% 

2. Will provision of more diverse housing, including mixed
residential/commercial, help support and retain small,
independent shops and services in our villages?

YES NO Don’t 
Know. 
Unsure 

Not an 
Issue for 

Me 

Not 
Answered 

ADRA 
MEMBERS 

8 

21% 

20 

53% 

9 

24% 

1 

3% 
OTHERS 6 

55% 

1 

9% 

4 

36% 
TOTAL 14 

29% 

21 

43% 

13 

27% 

1 

2% 
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3. Traffic congestion (current and projected) is not addressed in
the draft OCP (pages 35-36).  Should this be addressed in the
draft?

YES NO Don’t 
Know/ 
Unsure 

Not an 
Issue for 

me 

Not 
answered 

ADRA 
MEMBERS 

34 

90% 

2 

5% 

2 

5% 
OTHERS 9 

82% 

2 

18% 
TOTAL 43 

88% 

2 

4% 

2 

4% 

2 

4% 

4. MONSTER HOMES:  Does this draft OCP provide adequate
measures to prevent the construction of “monster” homes?
(Reference page 16, items 2.1.8 to 2.1.11.)

YES NO Don’t 
Know/ 
Unsure 

Not an 
Issue for 

me 

Not 
answered 

ADRA 
MEMBERS 

1 

3% 

34 

89% 

2 

5% 

1 

3% 
OTHERS 2 

18% 

6 

55% 

2 

18% 

1 

9% 
TOTAL 3 

6% 

40 

82% 

4 

8% 

2 

4% 
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5. Does this draft OCP provide adequate measures to protect the
unique character and heritage of Ambleside and Dundarave
commercial centres?  (Reference pg. 15, item 2.1.5; pg 19, item
2.1.14, page 20, item 2.1.19; page 31-33, items 2.3.1, 2.3.4, 2.3.6
– 2.3.21.)

YES NO Don’t 
Know/ 
Unsure 

Not an 
Issue for 

me 

Not 
answered 

ADRA 
MEMBERS 

1 

3% 

28 

74% 

3 

8% 

6 

16% 
OTHERS 2 

18% 

6 

55% 

1 

9% 

1 

9% 

1 

9% 
TOTAL 3 

6% 

34 

69% 

4 

8% 

1 

2% 

7 

14% 

6. The draft OCP touches on quality of life in broad terms (reference
page 5, 1.3; page 49, 2.9.7), but does not address protection of
specific quality of life factors which affect the livability and
enjoyment of your home, such as protection of privacy, views,
view corridors and sunlight.  Should the draft address these
specific quality of life factors?

YES NO Don’t 
Know/ 
Unsure 

Not an 
Issue for 

me 

Not 
answered 

ADRA 
MEMBERS 

32 

84% 

4 

11% 

2 

5% 
OTHERS 5 

45% 

3 

27% 

2 

18% 

1 

9% 
TOTAL 37 

76% 

3 

6% 

6 

12% 

3 

6% 
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7. The draft OCP refers to evolving housing needs and a priority to
house young families and seniors (page 7, last paragraph and
page 14, 15, & 19, 20), but does not demonstrate how specific
percentages (page 14) and numerical targets for new housing
units (Section A, page15-30) will achieve this, how this will be
measured or how expectations compare to existing policies
Do you wish to see these (or other) details in the draft OCP?

YES NO Don’t 
Know/ 
Unsure 

Not an 
Issue for 

me 

Not 
answered 

ADRA 
MEMBERS 

27 

71% 

2 

5% 

4 

11% 

1 

3% 

4 

11% 
OTHERS 4 

36% 

4 

36% 

1 

9% 

2 

18% 
TOTAL 31 

63% 

6 

12% 

5 

10% 

1 

2% 

6 

12% 

8. The draft OCP contains specific numerical targets for new rental
housing or special needs housing will be attained.  The
expectation is this will be articulated in yet to be drafted Local
Area Plans.  Should details on how much rental and/or special
needs housing and how such housing will be attained, be
included in this draft OCP?

YES NO Don’t 
Know/ 
Unsure 

Not an 
Issue for 

me 

Not 
answered 

ADRA 
MEMBERS 

25 

66% 

2 

5% 

5 

13% 

6 

16% 
OTHERS 4 

36% 

3 

27% 

1 

9% 

3 

27% 
TOTAL 29 5 6 9 
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59% 10% 12% 18% 
9. CLARITY / CERTAINTY: Does the draft OCP provide a

satisfactory degree of clarity and certainty about what may be
built and where? (Section A, pages 15-30.)

YES NO Don’t 
Know/ 
Unsure 

Not an 
Issue for 

me 

Not 
answered 

ADRA 
MEMBERS 

29 

76% 

6 

16% 

3 

8% 
OTHERS 3 

27% 

7 

64% 

1 

10% 
TOTAL 3 

6% 

36 

73% 

6 

12% 

4 

8% 

10. TIME FRAME: Is the time frame (Feb 13 - March 16) adequate for
the public to digest and provide comment on the draft OCP?

YES NO Don’t 
Know/ 
Unsure 

Not an 
Issue for 

me 

Not 
answered 

ADRA 
MEMBERS 

2 

5% 

34 

89% 

2 

5% 
OTHERS 5 

45% 

5 

45% 

1 

10% 
TOTAL 7 

14% 

39 

80% 

3 

6% 
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OFFICIAL COMMUNITY PLAN DRAFT: 
QUESTIONS FOR PLANNING 
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11. Can the targets be reached without significantly changing current
restrictions for     a) heights?

b) density?
c) setbacks?

12. What changes do you anticipate for    a) heights?
b) density?
c) setbacks?

13. Where do you anticipate each of these changes?

14. Why are no new housing units suggested for Dundarave?

15. Page 31 indicates Ambleside will change from a village to an “urban”
area. However, small village character is repeatedly listed as one of
Ambleside’s most desirable assets. (Recent Town Centre survey)
Why this disconnect?

16. Quality of Life:
a) Quality of Life in general was the central point of last OCP.
b) All former OCPs had provisions to specifically address views

and view corridors.
c) Quality of Life is a key measurement in Community

Satisfaction Surveys. (while still ranked high) has been
declining.

d) Quality of life was deemed the key element of any successful
OCP by ALL three (expert) speakers at the meeting held by
the Community Centres Society.

e) Key elements (views, privacy, light) in 2016 West Vancouver
Residents Guide identifies the preservation of views, view
corridors, privacy and sunlight as important quality of life
factors when building or renovating.

f) Tree Bylaw group meetings reflect a keen interest in views and
view preservation.  (Page 41, 2.6.5, “Balance tree retention,
replacement or compensation for their ecological value with
consideration to access to sunlight and significant public
views.”

 Yet, this draft does not define or measure quality of life factors.  
 Why does this OCP not 1) clearly define Quality of Life elements 
 and 2) provide a means to measure each for progress or decline? 
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 Why does OCP not address publicly owned lands such as 15th  
 and Fulton Avenue, Klee Wyck, and other areas? Please provide a 
 map. 

17. How many of the following do we currently have and how many
unit of each do we need?

a) supportive housing units.
b) rental housing units.
c) long term care (beds)
d) affordable housing units (based on 30% of average income)

18. All recent developments have been described as providing “diversity”
and options for both young families and downsizing seniors. However
they have not evidently achieved this. What verifiable data do you
have to indicate specific needs and options?

19. Why is there no summary document for the draft OCP? (IR5 Master
plan summary provides clear portrait of growth)

20. Why is there no comparison sheet to illustrate differences between
old and new OCP (what is same, changed, pending change and
demonstrate why changes are improvements.)

21. How is vibrancy measured?  If this is an objective, how will we know
When it is achieved?

22. What do the terms “explore” and “consider” mean in the context of the
draft OCP? Are they merely suggestions?

23. Metro Vancouver Growth Strategy includes IR5 (Indian Reservation
5) in WV projections.
Their proposed market housing and current rental housing (Park
Royal Towers – lease ending soon) have direct impact on WV
housing needs. Why is this not addressed?

24. What is the source for the above data?  What are the projected
numbers based on?

25. What are the baselines and measurement criteria for targets on
page14?  How were these criteria established?  What other
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 measurement criteria were considered? 

26. (page 14) Does “30% more diverse housing” include any new
housing units?

27. (page 14) How have these been evaluated? i.e. Are we measuring
right thing?
Measuring a 20% increase in participation in programs. Could this be
achieved with a population increase? Would it count only West
Vancouver residents or include the large portion of program users
residing elsewhere?  Why not measure of new West Vancouver
participants not previously enrolled in programs?

28. If this is supposed to be a high-level document, why does it have
prescribed numbers of housing units?

29. What are the alternatives to density bonuses?

30. Pg. 3 data uses 2011 numbers. Why not the more recent 2016 data?
(2016 census data was available early 2017.)

31. Whose vision is represented on p 13? This has been articulated by
Planners rather than community

32. How/when was VISION specifically developed by COMMUNITY?

33. How/when was the VISION validated by the COMMUNITY?

34. What is future for Klee Wyck?

35. How will the provisions to reduce off street parking requirement affect
congestion?

36. Why does the Transportation section not mention:
a) mobility pricing?
b) congestion?
c) levels of service? (measurements of delays at key points

and all intersections with a light.)

37. Do we have baseline level for service data?
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38. Should the OCP incorporate North Shore Transportation Planning
project findings?  If the study doesn’t produce any short term,
substantial solutions to traffic congestion, will projected number of
new housing units be reduced?

39. Eagle Island is exempted from change (coach houses) yet twice
Planning has endorsed a coach house proposal. Why this
inconsistency? What has changed?

40. Why will staff prepare report indicating how we fit into regional
context statement only after Draft OCP is approved? (Page 4.)
Would like to see report indicating how WV fits into regional context
statement as part of Draft OCP, not after Draft approved.

41. Page 7 indicates three quarters of the workforce and students
commute to West Vancouver from other areas, but does not provide
numbers of how many West Vancouver residents commute to other
areas. Why this omission?  Do we have these numbers? Can they be
included in the Draft report?

42. How do our numbers differ from other areas in the GVRD?

43. Please define “underutilized” as per page 19, 2.1.16.

44. What is a “commercial node”? Where are commercial nodes?

45. How will you measure support of small business?

46. How high is a “story”?

47. How will another monster on Mathers or great wall of Lawson be
prevented?

48. Page 19, 2.1.15 lifts the moratorium on development while Local Area
Plans are pending. Why would we allow development when further
certainty is pending?

49. What other groups has Planning met with re: draft OCP?  What are
their issues? Do you have a list of their Questions and Answers?
How did they poll their members for input?
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50. Is there a compilation of Questions and Answers from the Information
Booths and other individual engagements with Planning? If so can
this information be circulated to the public so they may have time to
read and comment?  (i.e. extend March 16 deadline)

51. Will the statement “responding to neighbourhood context and
character” apply to all neighbourhoods (including commercial)?
If not, why not?

52. Why is there no summary document for the draft OCP? (IR5 Master
plan summary provides clear portrait of growth)

53. Why is there no comparison sheet to illustrate differences between
old and new OCP which would demonstrate why changes are
improvements.

54. Why is Phase 4, arguably, the most important, so rushed?

55. Other than a public hearing, why is there no plan for public input to
any edited plan?

56. How will changes to the draft be made known to the public?

57. Can any changes to draft plan be highlighted? e.g. coloured font

58. Will the next phase go straight to a public hearing without further
public input.?

59. Will any changes to Section 2 require a public hearing?

60. Why is there no plan for public town hall meetings on this critical
document?

61. Why would Planning not meet with a large group of citizens
interesting in learning more about the draft OCP?

62. How can this draft OCP be assessed by the public without
considering all of Section 2?

63. Why was Section 2 not made available to many members of the
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 public who requested a copy? 

64. How does the Waterfront Strategy fit into this plan?

65. When will we have an opportunity to discuss location of an Arts
Centre?

66. All former OCPs had view protection provisions. Many people want
them strengthened, but they have been removed. Why are there
none in this OCP?

67. How/When did the view protection provisions in the former OCP
(Part 2?)  get removed? Please provide date of public hearing, and
motion.

“Policy BF-C-4 – Buildings up to three stories above the 
adjacent street in the Ambleside Town Centre may be 
considered to encourage meritorious design. Building design 
should contribute to visual street interest, not significantly 
reduce views from existing residential uses generally, maintain 
the overall low scale village character, not significantly impede 
available sunlight to the street, and not increase the total 
building floor area that would otherwise be permitted in a two-
story building.”  

68. The library recently disposed of historic OCPs making research
challenging. They provide historical context and chart changes. Can
Planning provide the WV library with copies of all historical OCPs and
amendments?

69. The justification to develop the upper lands was that Ambleside was
built out to desired capacity. What was the criteria for this original
decision, what has changed and when?

70. What does “informed by” on p. 9 mean?

71. How is vibrancy measured?  If this is an objective, how will we know
when it is achieved?

72. What do the terms “explore” and “consider” mean in the context of the
draft OCP? Are they merely suggestions?
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March 27, 2017 

District of West Vancouver 
Municipal Hall 
750 17th Street File: TDP_HSB_2018-03-18 
West Vancouver 
BC, V7V 3T3 

Dear Sir, Madam: 

DISTRICT OF WEST VANCOUVER OFFICIAL COMMUNITY PLAN (OCP) – DRAFT 
PLAN 

Thank you for consulting BC Ferries on the next stage of the OCP review – Draft Plan.  As 
a key stakeholder in the community, major employer and land owner in West Vancouver, 
BC Ferries once again welcomes the opportunity to be engaged in the review of the 
District’s OCP.   

Overview – BC Ferries Services Inc. 

BC Ferries is one of the largest ferry operators in the world, providing year-round vehicle 
and passenger service on 24 routes with 47 terminals, and a fleet of 35 vessels.  We 
recognize the importance of the coastal ferry system in the lives of the customers and 
the communities the Company serves. Sustainability of the ferry system and affordability 
of fares are key objectives at the forefront of all of the Company’s decisions and plans. 
We are the stewards of safe, reliable and sustainable marine transportation, providing an 
essential service that connects residents, business travelers, visitors and cargo safely to 
its destinations across British Columbia. 

BC Ferries is a commercial organization governed by an independent Board of Directors 
appointed by the BC Ferry Authority. 

BC Ferries understands that having a safe, reliable and affordable ferry system continues 
to be the most important consideration for our customers. 

BC Ferries Vision 

Our vision is as follows: 

To provide a continuously improving West Coast travel experience that 
consistently exceeds customer expectations and reflects the innovation and 
pride of our employees. 
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BC Ferries Response 

In addition to our comments submitted in our response dated September 1, 2017, and 
December 17, 2017 BC Ferries submits the following comments: 

Horseshoe Bay ferry terminal has been providing a key local and regional transportation 
service between the mainland, Vancouver Island, Bowen Island and the Sunshine Coast 
since the 1960’s.  The terminal serves over 5 million customers annually, which is likely 
to increase in the future, particularly with growth in the number of foot passengers.  The 
terminal is a significant contributor to the local economy both directly and indirectly.   As 
an employer in the local community, BC Ferries’ provides jobs for over 500 staff and 
contributes significantly to the local and regional economy through the purchasing of 
local goods and services. BC Ferries’ customers also help support the many local 
businesses in the Horseshoe Bay village. 

Horseshoe Bay will continue to be the major ferry terminal connecting communities and 
customers between the lower mainland, Vancouver Island, Bowen Island and the 
Sunshine Coast. With growing volumes of foot and vehicle passengers and aging 
infrastructure at the terminal, it is highly likely that, in the future, the terminal will need 
to be significantly improved and modernized.  BC Ferries has recently commenced a 
significant engagement process with the community, key stakeholders and First Nations 
to help us develop a new long term development plan for Horseshoe Bay.  More 
information on this initiative can be found at https://www.bcferries.com/about/hsbvision/ 

Draft OCP 

BC Ferries has reviewed the Draft OCP.  We are disappointed that the existing role and 
the opportunity to enhance Horseshoe Bay ferry terminal as a regional and local 
transportation hub is not specifically mentioned.  It is therefore important that the OCP 
provides policies which acknowledge the importance of the Horseshoe Bay ferry terminal 
to the local and regional transportation system and economy and that policies will 
support the future modernization of the terminal, particularly given that the majority of 
the terminal is legal non-conforming under s.528 of the Local Government Act and any 
significant redevelopment is likely to require rezoning and Development Permit 
applications to be submitted.  While we are aware that the intent is to produce a Local 
Area Plan for Horseshoe Bay, the proposed boundary for local area planning in Horseshoe 
Bay excludes the majority of the terminal and therefore it would be helpful if the OCP 
also provides policy context given the significant contribution that this terminal makes 
to the local and regional economy and which will support its future modernization 
and enhancement. 

Specific policy comments are as follows: 

Section 2.3 Local Economy and Employment 

2.3.3 Enhance Horseshoe Bay Village Centre as a regional gateway destination with 
commercial land uses, including such as: 

• Retail, service and restaurants centred on the waterfront;
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• Enhanced intermodal regional transportation facilities;

• Visitor accommodation;

• Tourism and recreation; and

• Secondary office use.

Supporting tourism and visitors 

Add new policy to section 2.3.10 as follows: 

Support the redevelopment and modernization of the Horseshoe Bay terminal as a key 
gateway for visitors to and from the Sunshine Coast, Bowen Island and Vancouver 
Island. 

Section 2.4 Mobility and Circulation 

Amend policy 2.4.10 as follows: 

Support the continuation of existing rail and ferry transportation services 

Add new policy 2.4.11 

The District will work with BC Ferries to produce a new Terminal Development Plan for 
Horseshoe Bay to improve access to, frequency and efficiency and support the 
modernization of the ferry terminal to improve customer experience and service 
reliability. 

In addition, there is a significant opportunity for the OCP to strengthen the collaboration 
between BC Ferries, the District of West Vancouver and TransLink to ensure an overall 
better and connected intermodal transportation service/mobility hub for our growing 
number of foot passengers. 

We would welcome the opportunity to meet with you to discuss our representations to 
date and to introduce our terminal development planning process for Horseshoe Bay. 

Yours Sincerely, 

Brian Green, MCIP, RPP, MRTPI 
Manager, Terminal Development 
E:  brian.green@bcferries.com 
P: 250 978 1479 
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Dear Council Members and The OCP Planning Department: 

We would like to give some thoughts and feedback on Phase 4 of the Official Community Plan, 
which now provides as a concrete basis for us to better understand the proposed changes to 
our community.  

After hearing from some of our residents and reaching out to others, we find that many are still 
unaware of the OCP, let alone the specifics of the recent Phase 4 Draft. This is concerning after 
the number of events (workshops, stakeholder meetings, World Cafes, and Youth Brainstorms) 
that have tried to engage the whole community.  Our Association has been reaching out to 
inform our residents, but find asking them to read a 53-page document and give feedback, is 
very onerous for many. It does not seem to be an effective way of soliciting feedback, 
particularly when most residents have extremely busy lives, and many have English language 
difficulties.  We have heard a number of suggestions that if the main details of the Phase 4 Draft 
were summarized into a much shorter written form (instead of a visual form) on changes 
compared to the old OCP, contained some information in Mandarin and Farsi and sent out to 
each household to inform them and then have them respond or comment, feedback would have 
been received from a larger group of our residents.  

We are concerned that residents not providing feedback may be interpreted as having a 
positive response when we are finding that so many of our residents have a complete lack of 
knowledge about the plans in place.  

For an Official Community Plan that will significantly change our community, this process 
seems very rushed.  The 2-week extension to March 29th is not enough time to make much 
difference when it happens to coincide with Spring Break and many families are away on 
vacation.  Surely, Phase 4 of the OCP should be given as much time as necessary to ensure all 
residents have been informed of the details and have their views listened to.   

The purpose of this letter is not to take a position on the many new details in the Phase 4 draft 
of the OCP. It is to convey some of the feedback we have had from our residents, and further, 
to express our concern that Phase 4 appears to be the most important Phase to date because it 
is more detailed and comprehensive, yet the time lines have been very tight.  
Despite the good efforts of the Planning Department to engage West Vancouverites, it is 
disturbing that we are finding that many of our residents are still unaware of the many changes 
planned for their own community. Further, the feedback process at this Phase 4 stage in the 
process is very onerous, particularly for our residents with language barriers.   

Please consider slowing this process down to ensure that all West Vancouver residents are 
fully informed, and able to more easily give their feedback on Phase 4 of the OCP before it goes 
any further.  

Yours Truly,  
British Properties and Area Homeowners Association  
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Dear Council Members and The OCP Planning Department: 

We would like to give some further feedback on Phase 4 of the Official Community Plan, which 
now contains the detail needed to better understand the proposed changes to our community.  

Again, we ask that this process not be rushed, as we find many of our homeowners are still 
unaware of the changes proposed for their community.  We have tried to reach out to a number 
of our residents, to inform them and get some thoughts and feedback from them. It is a difficult 
task and we are wondering why it has become the responsibility of a Homeowner’s Association 
to inform their residents on behalf of the District?   As mentioned in our last letter, we feel that 
asking them to read a 53-page document and give feedback is very arduous for many as most 
have extremely busy lives, and a good number of them also have English language difficulties.  
We have heard a number of suggestions that if the main details of the Phase 4 Draft 
were summarized into a much shorter form, contained some information in Mandarin 
and Farsi and mailed out to each household to inform them and then give options to 
respond or comment, feedback could be received from a larger group of our residents. 

This Official Community Plan will significantly change our community, yet it has been saddled 
with a very tight timeline since the Phase 4 draft was released. Again we feel that it is extremely 
important that this most important stage of the OCP to date, be given as much time as 
necessary to ensure all residents have been informed of the details and have their views 
listened to.   

Homeowners Feedback- 
In speaking to our homeowners, we have noticed a marked discrepancy between what is being 
proposed in Phase 4 and what most view as desirable. Many of the residents we have spoken 
to say that they actually chose to live in West Vancouver because of the lack of density- the 
park like, village atmosphere and the feeling of safety when one has a smaller, stable 
population. They do not want any major changes; they like the way things are.  We have also 
heard concerns that those who have a financial stake in this plan and those who do not reside 
here may have as much influence as the taxpayers who live here. Because of these concerns, it 
seems that feedback from West Vancouver residents should be prioritized, as they will be the 
ones affected by changes to their community. 

The second concern we have heard is that the serious traffic congestion we already have will 
become much worse.  During the past few years, It has become commonplace to hear 
residents complaints about traffic delays, bottlenecks and the inability to go almost anywhere 
after 3 PM in the afternoon. The main solution that has been presented is to get people out of 
their cars to walk or use public transportation. This is not at all practical or even optional for 
those who live in the British Properties. Our residents will be those who are stuck in their cars 
on Taylor Way during the proposed construction and long after. It is not practical or realistic to 
ask residents here to take a bus down to Marine Drive to get their groceries or to use the bus 
system to ferry their children around the North Shore to their after school activities or tutors.  
Even for those trying to utilize public transportation to get to Vancouver, getting to the ‘Park and 
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Ride’ at Park Royal to connect with bus lines on Marine Drive will be extremely difficult.  Until 
there is a realistic plan to ease the current congestion, they do not want to see any more large 
and disruptive construction projects, or an increase in the population of West Vancouver.  

This letter has conveyed much of the cohesive feedback we have heard to date from our 
residents. We also continue to express our concern that Phase 4 needs more time to be 
digested and commented on by a greater number of our residents. It is the most important 
Phase to date because it is more detailed and comprehensive; yet the time lines continue to 
be very tight.  
People should have a say in the future of their own communities and if many are unaware of 
these proposed changes to their community then it seems that the Municipality has failed to find 
successful ways to engage them.  
Again we ask that you consider slowing this process right down to ensure that all West 
Vancouver residents are fully informed, and able to give their feedback on Phase 4 of the OCP.  

Yours Respectfully,  
British Properties and Area Homeowners Association  

. 
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Mayor and Council 
District of West Vancouver 

 March 28th, 2018 

Dear Mayor and Council: 

Re: Community Housing Action Committee Support for the OCP Draft Plan 

Community Housing Action Committee (CHAC), a program of North Shore 
Community Resources, congratulates the District of West Vancouver on 
bringing this Official Community Plan (OCP) forward: it is most timely and 
represents a courageous, significant accomplishment, which fulfills the 
promise and commitment Council made to the people of West Vancouver. 

CHAC unanimously endorses the Draft OCP and looks forward to voicing 
our support at First Reading and Public Hearing. 

As well, we make the following general observations about the Draft Plan 
and expect to speak in more detail at both First Reading and Public Hearing, 
when scheduled. These observations are based on CHAC’s extensive 
participation in the twenty-month public engagement, which has been 
broad, deep, and varied--most recently its presentation to Council on 
February 15. Primarily, CHAC will comment on the Draft’s responses to “the 
unaffordable and limited housing options” facing the municipality. 

1. The Plan is thorough. It speaks to the importance of regenerating
neighbourhoods, to infill options and new forms, to respecting the
importance of neighbourhoods, the importance of local plans, and to
the critical issues of affordability, accessibility and sustainability. It
recognizes the serious housing situation in West Vancouver,
especially rental, which is a crisis of both supply and demand.
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2. We support the aims of subsections 2.1.12 through 2.1.23, with
some suggestions for strengthening, such as: providing targets, and
some tax relief to support upgrading, reducing parking
requirements, the use of District-owned lands, the use of Housing
Agreements, and increasing the minimum provision of accessible
and adaptable units, to name a few examples.

3. CHAC recommends the OCP include the early development, through
public consultation, of a contemporary Housing Action Plan, which
would specify policies and incentives for the securing of below-
market housing for low and moderate income families, including the
use of CAC funds to support affordable housing, and policies that
recognize the needs of disadvantaged renters, such as the disabled,
young adults, and the aging population in West Vancouver.

This Housing Action Plan should be a very high priority for the 
District and the Draft OCP should state this priority. 

4. CHAC also recommends the OCP include a commitment to
establishing a vision, policy and strategies of affordability, again
through public consultation, to guide the District, the public and
developers, as the Plan becomes more specific over time. While
there are many models of such policies of affordability, elsewhere in
Metro Vancouver, this one must be made in West Vancouver, for
people at different stages of their lives, of different incomes, who
live and work here.
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5. We approve of the directions in the “Future Neighbourhoods”
section of the Plan, especially 2.2.5, which requires that the
community should benefit from (all) financial and/or in-kind
contributions, including the provision and protection of parkland,
and of other amenities.

CHAC urges the Council to make as its highest priority the 
implementation of this OCP, adopting it before the expiration of its 
mandate. 

Again, we congratulate the District of West Vancouver on this exciting 
accomplishment, and look forward to assisting, however we can, in the 
development of housing policies and strategies as the District moves to put 
the OCP into action. 

Don Peters 
Chair, Community Housing Action Committee 

Cc: David Hawkins, Manager of Community Planning 
Murray Mollard, Executive Director, North Shore Community Resources 

The Community Housing Action Committee is a volunteer advocacy group 
dedicated to the security of appropriate and affordable housing on the 
North Shore.
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March 23, 2018 

Mayor and Council 

District of West Vancouver 

750 17th Street 

West Vancouver BC   V7V 3T3 

RE:  FEEDBACK ON THE DRAFT OCP, dated February 13, 2018 

Dear Mayor and Council, 

Congratulations on an excellent Draft OCP, Part One for West Vancouver – the extensive public 

engagement that supports this plan is unprecedented. The CEE Plan Working Group is very pleased to 

see climate change as a Key Trend, with numerous comments on energy and carbon emission 

reductions in each section.  This focus puts a high level of emphasis on the very critical issue of 

reducing our carbon emissions, particularly as West Vancouver has the highest emissions per capita in 

the Lower Mainland. 

The Working Group has reviewed the Draft OCP dated February 13, 2018 and are very excited with the 

‘real action’ within this draft the majority of which coincides with the CEE Plan recommendations 

which were previously adopted by Council.  However, we would like to suggest a few minor 

amendments (see attached). 

With sincere thanks for a good and thorough public consultation process and in hopes that the Draft 

OCP will (with minor amendments) finally be approved by the present Council. We believe that even 

with the current wording, the OCP will significantly advance our community energy plan and we urge 

Council to approve it before the next municipal election.  Let’s get it concluded and then move on with 

making West Vancouver the best community it can be for everyone - ‘creating a better climate for our 

prosperity, our health and nature’. 

Community Energy and Emissions Plan Working Group including: Charlotte McLaughlin (Chair), Rick 

Amantea, Jennie Moore, Freda Pagani, Peter Scholefield, Maciej Sobczyk, Tarah Stafford, David Van 

Seters 

Attachment 
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Attachment 

Detailed Comments on the Draft OCP dated Feb 13 2018  

from the Community Energy and Emissions Plan Working Group 

1.3 KEY TRENDS

In Section 2 Community Wide Directions on page 19, it is stated that transportation challenges are 

among those that need to be responded to, therefore ADD – Transportation as another key trend – OR 

add a reference to transportation issues such as increasing traffic congestion and needed 

improvements to transit options….

2A. HOUSING & NEIGHBOURHOODS

2.1.19   CHANGE – add “long term” in front of rental restrictions in new strata-titled developments and 

add “unless this contradicts existing legislation” (suggesting we do not want to encourage short-term 

rentals, i.e. Airbnb)

2.1.22   ADD NEW POINT – “Encouraging provision of opportunities for residents to share household 

goods” (e.g. sharing sheds like a ‘Thingery’ http://thethingery.com/) 

2.1.23 CHANGE “promote" to "require" and ADD "and carbon reduction" after "climate adaptation" 

2.2.4   ADD under bullet 7 – an identification and analysis of how the proposed development 

integrates with, impacts and enhances the community’s existing transportation network, including 

walking, cycling, and transit, with consideration to access and parking “and show how the new 

community will have greatly reduced dependency on single occupant vehicle transportation.”

2.2.13   ADD – Establish Cypress Village as a unique gateway to mountain recreation “with strong links 

to the rest of West Vancouver” incorporating distinctive uses and features (such as unique retail, a 

civic plaza, community and recreational facilities, and other public amenities) in addition to 

commercial and institutional uses that serve the local community. 

ADD 2.2.17 “Require a certain number of jobs to be created as a function of the rezoning” 

2B. LOCAL ECONOMY

2.3.5 ADD – Plan for a range of commercial uses in the new Cypress Village to create a successful 

mountain “gateway” village, to support local residents “and offer permanent local jobs”.

2.3.16 ADD under 2nd bullet – Technology-based employment creation in commercial areas where 

appropriate “including opportunities for energy innovation”.

2.3.16 ADD a bullet– “Actively explore opportunities to reduce carbon emissions in ways that also 

create jobs, e.g. retrofitting homes and apartments.”
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2C. TRANSPORTATION & INFRASTRUCTURE

After 2.4.6   ADD another bullet– “Encourage local business to increase biking infrastructure, including 

bike parking, and showers and lockers for employees.”

2.4.11 CHANGE - Partner with stakeholders, including TransLink, BC Ferries, neighbouring 

municipalities, First Nations, Metro Vancouver and senior governments to advance inter-municipal 

connectivity for all travel modes and explore alternatives (e.g. lower level road, rail, and ferry and 

water taxi services, and rapid transit connections and another transit crossing for Burrard Inlet) 

2.4.17 ADD - Develop parking management strategies in Town and Village Centres to meet community 

needs and support more sustainable modes of travel, “such as electric vehicles and bicycles”. 

After 2.4.24 ADD another bullet –“Monitor trends in electric autonomous vehicles and plan for the 

physical and institutional changes required.” 

After 2.4.24 ADD another bullet – “Expand access for all ages to the existing shuttle bus (free or by 

donation) between Dundarave and Park Royal.” 

2.5.1 ADD - Continue to monitor and address emerging needs of municipal utility systems (e.g. water 

supply and distribution, liquid and solid waste removal, drainage systems, “and energy supply and 

distribution”) and infrastructure to ensure the long term sustainable provision of reliable services.

2.5.10 CHANGE – Enable to “Expand” organics and food waste reduction through on-site home 

composting and reuse and ADD ”for single families and multifamily homes, while monitoring 

technology to take advantage of composting and using compost closer to ‘home’.” 

2.5.11 ADD - Facilitate reductions in demolition waste through source separation and diversion, 

“including whole-building demolition or deconstruction.”

2.5.18 ADD - Lead by example through actively pursuing “energy and” water conservation, waste 

reduction and recycling within civic facilities.

2.5.19 CLARIFY – definition of ‘corporate’ in relation to District targets (which are given in different 

numbers)

2.5.20 CHANGE – ‘Consider using’ to “Use” annual carbon tax refunds to support community-wide 

emissions reduction initiatives. 

2D. PARKS & ENVIRONMENT
After 2.6.6 ADD a bullet – “Encourage naturalization of landscapes more suitable to our local climate 

and soil conditions to reduce water demand and to support local ecosystems.”

2.6.21 COMMENT – we suggest that the ‘green roofs’ are not the best solution for the creation of 

energy efficient buildings. Recommend removing this from the footnote.
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2E. SOCIAL WELL-BEING

2.8 Subtitle CHANGE – “Supporting demographic and cultural diversity” 

2.8.7 ADD – Support the delivery of programs services, events and activities that celebrate the full 

spectrum of cultural “and ethnic” diversity of the District.

ADD 2.8.21 – “Strive to address the issues raised in the Vital Signs report, which is prepared every two 

years by the West Vancouver Community Foundation.”

ADD 2.9.14 – “Support the link between community health and reducing energy emissions, such as 

active transportation including walking and biking” 

Prepared by CEE Plan WG, March 23, 2018 
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Feedback from the ULWG to the Draft OCP 

Former members of the Upper Lands Working Group Present:  Heather Johnston, Brian Walker, 
Alan Bardsley, Graham Nicholls, Andy Krawczyk, Mike Fillipoff and Rebecca Buchanan 

At the conclusion of the Upper Lands Working Group process and after robust public 
consultation, the ULWG recommended several amendments to the then OCP affecting the 
future of the upper lands of West Vancouver, namely: 

§ At item 3.1.1.1, the ULWG recommended that the current restriction preventing
residential development above the 1200-foot contour line be maintained without
further consideration of a 1200-foot contour variation.

§ At item 3.1.1.2, that municipally owned lands above 1200-feet be permanently
protected as dedicated parkland.

Having individually reviewed and considered the draft OCP policy and having met, discussed 
and come to a consensus, the former members of the ULWG make the following comments 
with respect to the draft OCP policy items directly affecting the Upper Lands: 

§ At proposed item 2.2.10, the draft OCP is a clear departure from ULWG
recommendation 3.1.1.1, which was generated after 2 years of analysis of
environmental information, feedback from stakeholder groups, robust public
consultation and clear direction from the community members in West Vancouver.  The
members of the ULWG are disappointed that the work of the group and the lengthy
community consultation on this particular issue have been ignored in favour of a less
robust recommendation.

§ If recommendation 2.2.10 remains, the UILWG wish to emphasize that any residential
development above 1200-foot boundary must follow a thorough planning process, as
articulated at 2.2.3.  In this regard, the ULWG looks to the recommendation articulated
in the Parks Master Plan for the deaccession of parkland for the purpose of acquiring
new parkland that greater meets the needs and values of the community.

§ That said, the former members of the ULWG strongly endorse proposed item 2.2.11,
which mirrors the group’s recommendation at 3.1.1.2, to dedicate lands above 1200-
feet as parkland.
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Dear Mayor & Council: 

The undersigned were asked by the District of West Vancouver to serve as an OCP Focus Group advising the 
Manager of Community Planning & Sustainability and his team on the Official Community Plan process.  As past 
Chairs and Co-Chairs of Working Groups whose mandates covered various land use issues, we brought forward 
a deep body of research, community engagement, findings and recommendations that has advised the past four 
Councils in the following areas important to West Vancouver’s future, and for the last year has advised the OCP’s 
progress on: 

 Housing & Neighbourhood Character
 Transportation
 Climate Change
 Parks
 Strategic Planning
 Heritage
 Energy
 Upper Lands

We are agreed on West Vancouver’s urgent need to implement a new OCP.  While the Province recommends 
replacing an OCP every 5 years, we’ve been without a new one for 14 years.  During that time, West Vancouver has 
seen a radical decline in housing stock suitable to maintain or attract a demographic diversity that sustains our future, 
a decline of transportation vitality and rapid climate change. Our population is simultaneously aging and declining; 
thus we fail to fulfill our commitments to the Regional Growth Strategy or support our challenged business 
community’s desperate need for staff and sales. It has been so long since we’ve experienced the process of 
modernizing our OCP that we’ve forgotten the Province intended it as a policy guide not strictly constructed 
law.  Thus our community dissolves into erroneous pitched legal battles whenever new housing is proposed.  Council 
passed a little known housing moratorium last year, preventing from consideration existing and new housing 
applications with variance requests, other than those offering significant disability units. The cumulative result 
is:  West Vancouver has delayed housing so long that need has become crisis, and crisis is now emergency.  Status 
quo or dithering in an emergency sabotages our ability to survive as a community. 

Our Draft OCP is in the final stages of community review and input, having sustained the most extensive, lengthy and 
thorough community engagement in West Vancouver’s history—equal or superior to OCP engagement in our 
neighbouring, corridor or regional districts. At least 30 stakeholder groups have been visited individually, their 
suggestions added.  A Town Hall and a Public Hearing have been scheduled for even more community review.  Yet 
we are aware there a complaint has been lodged that this two year process is” moving too quickly,” that West 
Vancouver needs even more than two years to advise and review this draft, that the OCP should be delayed until 
mid-2019 or later, even though Council recently considered and rejected this request, heard from the public on it, and 
unanimously passed a motion to keep the OCP on schedule. 

We are writing to urge you to focus on the facts not the war cries of those who wish to see our OCP trampled and 
indefinitely delayed, thereby exacerbating our housing crisis and stalling the healthy benefits of the slow, modest 
housing growth the OCP recommends over decades. The facts are that OCP engagement has been lengthy, robust, 
thorough with historic engagement levels, well advertised and open to everyone in a  process spanning more than 24 
months.  The facts are that the need for housing has never been greater, that adding housing moderately will ease 
alarming rises in costs and keep our tax bases healthy. The facts are that the leaders of delay were actively involved 
in every well-attended engagement roundtable, but their positions represented the slimmest minority of voices around
those tables. By far, the vast majority of our citizens, evidenced by years of District engagement, are ready to 
address these critical issues.  The facts are that those who demand delay are—by accident or design—supporters of 
soaring house prices, massive profits, opaque investment property ownership and the disappearance of our middle 
class family demographic and decline of our businesses desperate for staff.  Our government must not allow a small 
group of naysayers to force on an entire community their idea of a future emptied of vision, families, shelter, mobility 
or fiscal responsibility. 
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March 10, 2018

Mayor and Council, District of West Vancouver

RE: Draft OCP Feedback 

Dear Mayor and Council,

HUB Cycling is a charitable organization working to get more people cycling, more often and making cycling 
safer and better through education, action and events. More cycling reduces greenhouse gas emissions, 
relieves traffic congestion and means healthier, happier and more connected communities.

We have reviewed section 2.4 Mobility and Circulation which covers pages 35 through 38 of the Draft OCP. 
We are pleased with the attention being given to measures to improve and encourage active transportation, 
especially cycling. Nonetheless, we would like to suggest some opportunities for improvement.

1. Encouraging walking & cycling

◦ HUB has identified a number of gaps in the West Vancouver cycling network through its
UnGapTheMap project. To emphasize the need to address these gaps, it is suggested in sub-
section 2.4.1 to add the wording “address the gaps” in addition to “completing the network”. To
reduce traffic congestion around schools and encourage more active transportation among
students, HUB has a Bike to School program that features bike education and events for community
schools. For this reason, we suggest that “including schools” be added to the last line of sub-section
2.4.1.

◦ In sub-section 2.4.2, to emphasize safety for cyclists, we would prefer to see the term “protected
bike lanes” rather than “dedicated bike lanes”. The Transportation Association of Canada (TAC)
defines a protected bike lane as: “an exclusive on-road bikeway delineated by a vertical barrier
element or equivalent separation from motor vehicle travel lanes”. We also suggest adding to this
sub-section: “cycle highways” which, at 5-20+ kilometres in length, are a desirable and very safe
type of protected bike lanes adjacent to major transportation corridors. An example of a shorter-
distance cycle highway is HUB North Shore's vision for a protected two-way cycleway connecting
Ambleside through Park Royal to the north end of the Lions Gate Bridge.

◦ It was good to see “wayfinding features” mentioned in sub-section 2.4.6, but they are also needed
along the cycling and pedestrian networks in addition to: “in and around centres and key
neighbourhood hubs”.

◦ We feel that currently there are not enough bike racks in the commercial districts of West
Vancouver. Additionally, the installation of secure parking facilities, lockers and showers at
business locations would help encourage more people to cycle. Therefore, we suggest adding the
following sub-section: “2.4.7 Expand parking and related destination infrastructure for cyclists”.

2. Supporting transit mobility and regional connections

◦ There are some excellent points in this section. We feel that along with the improvements to transit,
whether it be bus, ferry, train, rapid transit or gondola, these forms of mass transit need to be able
to accommodate people and their bicycles.

B1 - 343 Railway St, Vancouver, B.C. V6A 1A4
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March 3, 2018 

The revised OCP is a huge step forward.  As a representative of MyOwnSpace Housing 
Society, I welcome the opportunities that may follow from this point forward for 
affordable housing, especially specialized affordable housing.  The work that has been 
done towards the local area plan in the Park Royal area is progressive and much 
needed.  

I am a former long time resident of West Vancouver, and continue to reside on the 
North Shore. 

Constance McCormick 
MyOwnSpace Housing Society 
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Development and Inclusion Subcommittee Report: 
District of West Vancouver: OCP Review – Phase 4 “Draft Plan” 

Report Date:  March 29, 2018 

Meeting Date: March 2, 2018 

Meeting Time:  3:30 p.m. 

Meeting Location: DNV – 355 West Queens Road, North Vancouver 

ACDI members in attendance: Shayne DeWildt, Alexis Chicoine, Tom Crawford, Kamelia 
Abadi, Gardiner Dye  

ACDI Staff in attendance: Stina Hanson, Planning Analyst, DWV  

Author of Report: Alexis Chicoine 

Discussion Topic: District of West Vancouver OCP Review – Phase 4 “Draft Plan” 

Part 1: Summary and Background Information on Presented Project 

Project Details:  

The District of West Vancouver is currently reviewing its Official Community Plan. The OCP 
Review is proceeding through two main engagement streams: The first is a high-level review of 
policy chapters and the second is the preparation of more detailed local area plans for key 
centres and corridors including Marine Drive at Taylor Way, Ambleside Town Centre, Cypress 
Village, Horseshoe Bay Village and the Upper Taylor Way Corridor. Components of these two 
engagement streams will be referred to the ACDI separately.  

The Policy Chapter Review process includes four phases: 

The first three Phases are now complete. Each included a range of engagement opportunities: 
stakeholder meetings, surveys and workbooks, youth events, World Cafés, Ideas Forums, 
Directions Workshops and Pop-Up offices across West Vancouver.  The ACDI has previously 
provided input in Phases 2 and 3. 
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Accessibility Components of the Draft OCP: 

The OCP Review does not include a separate chapter or dedicated section regarding 
accessibility, rather accessibility is embedded into each OCP topic and therefore is referenced 
throughout the Draft OCP. 

Part 2: Recommended Changes and Additions to the Draft Plan by the ACDI: 

In Phase 4 a Draft OCP has been released for public review and comment. The Development 
and Inclusion subcommittee discussion focused on the draft policies of the three Draft Plan 
chapters with the most references to accessibility: Housing & Neighbourhoods, Transportation 
and Social Well-being. 

Housing & Neighbourhoods: 
Section A.1: Regenerating our neighbourhoods with an estimated 300 – 400 new 
sensitive infill units 

 Need to make sure that any incentives offered to encourage these kinds of new unit
types (coach houses, and duplexes) do not limit accessibility as given the demographics
included in the Draft Plan West Vancouver will be in increasing need of accessible units
provided in a range of housing types;

 Continue to include information on adaptable design as part of the guidelines for coach
houses;

 Consider variances if required to achieve better accessibility (e.g. to promote single-
level coach houses).

Section A.2: Expanding missing middle (e.g. triplex townhouse, mixed-use) options 
with an estimated 300 – 350 new units 

 Need to consider requiring a minimum percentage of accessible townhouses that are
pre-built to DNV Level 2 and level 3 standards;

 This should include elevators to remove the burden on persons with disabilities to
retrofit the units after purchase;

 Townhouse guidelines need to consider visitability (the ability of anyone to visit these
units) and the impacts that front stairs and landings have on this. The District has an
opportunity to set new standards for townhouse development and this should be a key
component of any townhouse guidelines going forward.

Section A.3: Respecting character and protecting heritage: 

 Review of regulations for single-family dwellings should be referred to the ACDI for
review;

 Need to make sure that any incentives offered to encourage these kinds of new unit
types (those encouraged or allowed through Heritage Revitalization Agreements) do not
limit accessibility as given the demographics included in the Draft Plan West Vancouver
will be in increasing need of accessible units provided in a range of housing types;
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Section A.4: Strengthening our centres & corridors through local area plans: 

 The ACDI looks forward to being consulted on the remaining Local Area Plans for
Ambleside, the Taylor Way Corridor and Horseshoe Bay.

Section A.5: Advancing housing affordability, accessibility and sustainability: 

 Support for provisions that support current renters including the prohibition of
stratification of rental buildings with more than four units and encouraging tenant
assistance for renters when displaced through the redevelopment of rental apartments;

 Secured market and non-market rental housing units should also include accessible
units for persons with disabilities;

 Support for provisions that support new market and non-market rental, seniors and
supportive housing units, however;

o Reducing off-street parking requirements should only apply to non-accessible
parking stalls. Rental buildings should contain the number of accessible stalls
that would be required had all parking been constructed

 Support for increasing the minimum provision of accessible and adaptable units;
 Housing developed on surplus District-owned land should include accessible units for

persons with disabilities.

Transportation: 
Section C1: Encouraging walking & cycling: 
 Improvements to the pedestrian network must also consider accessibility;
 New Urban Connector Trails should be accessible for those using mobility aides and

feature signage and wayfinding that is appropriate for those with low-vision or vision
loss (including tactile walking surface indicators) where appropriate.

Section C2: Supporting transit mobility and regional connections: 
 Support for partnerships with Translink to improve public transit service across the

District of West Vancouver.

Section C3: Enhancing road network accessibility, safety and efficiency: 
 Support for policy “2.4.14 – Incorporate universal access design principles in sidewalks,

pathways, transit and road improvement projects for pedestrians and cyclists of all
ages and abilities” this should include:

o Translinks Universal Accessible Bus Stop Design;
o Accessible Pedestrian Signals;
o Tactile walking surface indicators;
o the City of Vancouver standard for curb-cuts and letdowns

 Parking management strategies should not include any reduction in the number of
accessible parking spaces.
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Social Well-being: 
Section E.1: Supporting Demographic Diversity: 
 Policy 2.8.2 should be changed to read “Incorporate universal accessibility design in

public space, public facilities and programs to allow barrier-free access, inclusive of
users of all ages and abilities”;

 Policy 2.8.4 should be changed to read “Provide services, programs and facilities that
are inclusive of and encourage seniors and people with disabilities to function in a
barrier-free environment”;

Section E.2: Enhancing public facilities and spaces: 
 Need to ensure new civic facilities or facilities where civic services are being provided

are accessible, which includes having an adequate number of designated accessible
parking spaces.

Motion:  
ACDI appreciates the opportunity to provide input on the District of West Vancouver’s Draft 
Official Community Plan during Phase 4 of the OCP Policy Chapter Review. The above 
Development and Inclusion subcommittee report dated March 29, 2018 includes 
recommended changes and additions to the Draft Plan as part of Phase 4 consultation. The 
ACDI looks forward to seeing the Proposed Plan and participating in the final consultation on 
the Official Community Plan this spring.  
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Locinne Wallace, North Shore Heritage Preservation Society 

This is shared feedback from the North Shore Heritage Preservation Society. In regards to the 
OCP's Section 2.1.8 Respecting Character and Protecting Heritage, we would like to forward 
several suggestions: 

1) Expedite the Heritage Advisory Committee. We are happy Council and Municipal
Hall are in support of this.

2) Development permits for the retention of heritage properties need to be approved
more quickly. Time is a financial resource for a property owner to consider
retention vs demolition.

3) Provide financial tax incentives for retention of heritage properties (exemptions
for a portion of property taxes or waive other municipal fees, such as
development permit fees)

4) Provide technical advice for property owners to consider retention of heritage
resources.
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Mike Fillipoff, Board Member
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From: Jonathan LLOYD
To: OCP Review project
Subject: Feedback to OCP
Date: March-16-18 2:57:16 PM

From: Canon Jonathan LLoyd, Rector of St Stephen Anglican Church (and resident of West
Vancouver)

The Anglican Church of St Stephen started in 1913 and we therefore have over 100 years of
history as a community of people and as a community-hub building (in two different
buildings) serving the people of West Vancouver.  Much has changed in our local community
in the years from 1913 to 2018, as well as in the world (including two World Wars) and it is
good to ponder what changes challenge us now and in the future and to be engaged in these
important debates and conversations.  The members of St Stephen's Church and other local
churches are active residents of West Vancouver and stand ready to take part in building
vision and supporting plans that benefit the whole community.

As Rector, I welcome the OCP and thank West Vancouver Disrict for its bold vision and plan
for the coming decades.  As a Christian leader, I welcome the emphasis in the OCP on social
wellbeing, housing, sustainability and climate change.  The needs for our local community to
be a balanced, thriving, dynamic, and fair society are rooted in our Christian tradition. 
Spiritual wellbeing is related to our local environment.   As people of faith we are called to
work for a society in which there is balance, harmony, beauty, and opportunity for all.  It is a
concern to me that many people cannot find affordable homes to live in, whilst so many
properties are empty or under-used.  Action is needed now, in my view, to stop the population
reduction and to find a future that brings sustainability.

I am pleased that the OCB ackowledges the importance of our local churches as
neighbourhood-hubs, and it is important to note that our churches are not only for the
'religious' but are used by a wide range of people across West Vancouver - for Children's Day
Care, music and community choirs, health and wellbeing classes, voluntary organisations such
as Scouts and AA.  We also support homeless people, and those in distress from all walks of
life whio may fall through the net of other helping agencies.

We are ready to explore possible partnerships and synergies (as suggested in 2.1.6) and to play
an active part in the future health and balance of the wider community of West Vancouver.      

Thank you.
-- 
Canon Jonathan LLoyd

Rector, St Stephen's Anglican Church
West Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada

Tel: 604 926 4381
www.ststephenschurch.ca
www.vancouver.anglican.ca
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Via email: dhawkins@westvancouver.ca  
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RE: District of West Vancouver Official Community Plan: Part One (2017-18 OCP Review) 
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1 Provincial Health Services Authority (PHSA). (2014, October). Healthy Built Environment Linkages: A Toolkit for Design, Planning, Health (Rep.). Retrieved January 09, 2018, from 
Provincial Health Services Authority (PHSA) website: http://www.phsa.ca/Documents/linkagestoolkitrevisedoct16_2014_full.pdf
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the costs for the significant proportion of households spending more than 30% of their income on 
housing2. The draft OCP works towards creating neighbourhoods that support aging in place and 
providing individuals with the opportunity to access amenities through modes of active 
transportation. The OCP could strengthen its policies around the creation of neighbourhood hubs to 
ensure healthy and efficient land use by providing a stronger connection between housing, 
commercial opportunities and existing transportation networks to provide a variety of options for 
residents to travel to, from, and within neighbourhoods. 

Transportation 
The health benefits of active transportation (walking, cycling, and use of public transit) include 
improved mental and physical health1. The draft OCP identifies several opportunities to improve the 
streetscape, complete pedestrian and cycling networks to encourage physical activity and active 
transportation, and work with a variety of agencies to develop alternative transportation options in 
the District. However, active transportation policies could also be embedded throughout the 
document – for example, by including an active transportation lens in the Local Economy section. A 
stronger accessibility lens could also be applied to the Mobility and Circulation section to ensure 
that the needs of the young, frail, elderly, dementia, special needs, and others with physical, visual, 
hearing, and cognitive impairments are met. A focus on programs or enhancement of routes to 
provide safe routes to destinations could help enhance this section. 

Social Connections and Place-making 
Social connections have great impacts on individuals’ mental and physical health, adoption of 
health behaviours, and risk of death3. The draft OCP provides some opportunities for the creation 
of open or public space in key locations, and the discussion of neighbourhood hubs. However, the 
benefits of public spaces – such as providing space to congregate and connect with others – could 
be articulated more explicitly throughout the document, particularly when mentioning features that 
serve the local community and development of neighbourhoods and corridors. Opportunities exist in 
the development of local area plans, enabling the opportunity to speak to enhance the sense of 
community and belonging throughout the District. The OCP can leverage the opportunity to foster 
social connections through place-making in the public realm, recognizing that this benefits not only 
visitors and tourist to the area, but also residents. 

Demographic Trends 
The OCP has considered the resident and projected populations and what can be done to better 
accommodate their needs, particularly with respect to housing. However, the title "Aging 
population" does not adequately convey the demographic trend facing the District.  It implies the 
solution is to focus on seniors when that might actually worsen the situation.  A better title would be 
"Aging population and loss of young families" as the solution will involves improving affordability 
and living conditions for young families in the District. The needs of the frail, elderly, dementia, and 
special needs populations must of course also be considered. Ensure both seniors and young 
families are included as stakeholders when consulting with the community to acknowledge the 
challenges faced by these key populations and how they can be accommodated.   

Health Lens 
A health lens can be used to heighten support for different initiatives, particularly with respect to the 
development of mixed-use facilities, well-connected networks, and ways to promote social 
cohesion. Health language and rationale can be incorporated more thoroughly throughout the 
document or in opening paragraphs to illustrate the impacts and significance that some policies 
might have on health. 

2 Government of Canada Statistics Canada. “Census Profile, 2016 CensusWest Vancouver, District municipality [Census subdivision], British Columbia and British Columbia 
[Province].” Government of Canada, Statistics Canada, 16 Nov. 2017, http://www12.statcan.gc.ca/census-recensement/2016/dp-
pd/prof/details/page.cfm?Lang=E&Geo1=CSD&Code1=5915055&Geo2=PR&Code2=59&Data=Count&SearchText=West%20Vancouver&SearchType=Begins&SearchPR=01&B1=All&
GeoLevel=PR&GeoCode=5915055&TABID=1
3 Umberson, Debra, and Jennifer Karas Montez. “Social Relationships and Health: A Flashpoint for Health Policy.” Journal of Health and Social Behavior, vol. 51, no. 1_suppl, 2010, 
doi:10.1177/0022146510383501. 
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community within this 
natural setting. 
Considered together, 
these features create 
the quality of life that is 
cherished and that we 
look to protect. 
However, no community 
is static, and many 
changes are occurring in 
West Vancouver, with 
challenges that extend 
to the region and 
beyond. Some key 
trends are highlighted 
below. Long-term 
planning is an essential 
tool to ensure that we 
protect what is valued 
while continuing to 
thrive into the future. 

[...] 

West Vancouver’s 
population trends 
influence how we plan 
for the future. For 
example, the preference 
among many seniors to 
age in place in the 
community in which 
they are familiar 
suggests a need to 
ensure that there is 
appropriate housing and 
services available. This 
includes adaptable, 
single-level living, more 
supportive 
transportation options 
and accessible services 
that are conveniently 
located. At the same 
time, if we wish to 
encourage a more 
balanced demographic, 
we will need to provide 
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more housing options 
for younger adults to lay 
down roots here and 
provide land uses that 
support our local 
economy and local 
employment 
opportunities. 

11 1.3 Key Trends Aging 
Population 

(Section Title) The title "Aging population" does not 
adequately address the demographic 
trend.  It implies the solution is to focus on 
seniors when that might actually worsen 
the situation.  A better title would be 
"Aging population and loss of young 
families" as the solution involves 
improving affordability and conditions for 
young families. 

12 1.3 Key Trends Aging 
Population 

• The average
household size is
declining and is lower
than the regional
average;
• West Vancouver is the
only municipality in the
region with a declining
population, losing 0.5%
between 2011 and 2016
while the region grew
by 6.5%.

There is a mention of decline of 
population here while pages 3/4 (pdf pgs 
9/10) indicate expected growth. Is it worth 
addressing that there is a discrepancy 
here? 

11 
12 

1.3 Key Trends Aging 
Population 

West Vancouver’s 
population trends 
influence how we plan 
for the future. For 
example, the preference 
among many seniors to 
age in place in the 
community in which 
they are familiar 
suggests a need to 
ensure  that there is 
appropriate housing and 
services available. This 
includes adaptable, 
single-level living, more 
supportive 
transportation options 
and accessible services 
that are conveniently 

Appreciate the recognition of the need for 
more housing options for younger adults 
and to provide land use opportunities to 
support the local economy. 
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located. At the same 
time, if we wish to 
encourage a more 
balanced demographic, 
we will need to provide 
more housing options 
for younger adults to lay 
down roots here and 
provide land uses that 
support our local 
economy and local 
employment 
opportunities. 

13 1.3 Key Trends Housing 
affordabilit
y and 
diversity 

Housing affordability is a 
principal challenge 
across Metro 
Vancouver. Within this 
context, West 
Vancouver has the 
highest average housing 
costs for both 
homeowners and 
tenants. The median 
household income in 
our community—the 
highest in the region—is 
only half that required 
to finance the average 
apartment and roughly 
one-sixth that required 
to finance the average 
single-family home. 
With the region’s lowest 
rental vacancy rate 
(0.4% in 2017)2 it is 
difficult to find rental 
accommodation in West 
Vancouver. This 
constrained supply 
results in higher overall 
rental costs than in 
other Metro Vancouver 
municipalities. 

It could be beneficial to see the dollar 
amounts here to get a better 
comprehension of scale; however, 
understandable if it is not seen as 
reasonable to add it in. 

13 1.3 Key Trends Housing 
affordabilit
y and 
diversity 

Like how the need for affordable and 
diverse housing options is clearly 
identified. It has also noted reduced 
services but with shorter commutes, 
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ownership 
opportunities; 
• Providing floor area
exemptions for rental
coach houses secured
through Housing
Agreements; and
• Considering allowance
of a coach house and a
basement suite on a
single lot

21 2.1.3 Existing 
Neighbour
hoods 

Regenerati
ng our 
neighbour
hoods with 
an 
estimated 
300-400
new
sensitive
infill units

Expand opportunities 
for duplex housing by: 
• Reviewing regulations
to ensure the economic
viability of the building
form;
• Continuing to allow a
basement suite in a
duplex;
• Identifying areas
appropriate for rezoning
to allow duplex
construction; and
• Considering site-
specific rezoning
applications to allow
duplex construction
appropriate to the
subject site

Good to see that rezoning applications will 
be entertained for duplex construction. 

21 2.1.4 Existing 
Neighbour
hoods 

Expanding 
missing 
middle 
(e.g. 
triplex, 
townhouse
, mixed-
use) 
options 
with an 
estimated 
300-350
new units

Increase “missing 
middle” housing options 
with ground-oriented 
multifamily on 
appropriate sites along 
the Marine Drive Transit 
Corridor (see Map 2) by: 
• Considering proposals
for sites adjacent to
“neighbourhood hubs”
such as schools, places
of worship, parks,
recreational facilities,
local commercial nodes,
and existing multifamily
uses;
• Reviewing proposals in
relation to site

This presents a good opportunity to 
include connectivity / proximity to mixed 
use development 

21 2.1.4 Existing 
Neighbour
hoods 

Expanding 
missing 
middle 
(e.g. 
triplex, 

Good to see the neighbourhood hubs are 
emphasized; this promotes social 
connections, increases walkability and 
physical activity 
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townhouse
, mixed-
use) 
options 
with an 
estimated 
300-350
new units

characteristics (e.g. site 
area, configuration, 
access) and 
compatibility with the 
neighbourhood context 
and character; and 
• Considering one or
more of a range of
housing types including
duplexes, triplexes,
rowhouses, and
townhouses to a
maximum of three
storeys.

21 2.1.5 Existing 
Neighbour
hoods 

Expanding 
missing 
middle 
(e.g. 
triplex, 
townhouse
, mixed-
use) 
options 
with an 
estimated 
300-350
new units

Encourage mixed-use 
and live-work 
development on existing 
commercial use sites 
Districtwide (see Map 
10) by:
• Permitting residential
uses above street-level
commercial; and
• Allowing a maximum
of three storeys where
there is not a height
limit established
through Local Area Plans
or Guidelines.

Again, it is great to see the mixed-use and 
live-work development; this also reduces 
GHG emissions and each neighbourhood 
has a mix of land uses and densities that 
provide options to live, learn, work and 
play.  More intensive land uses are 
connected and focused around transit, 
alternative transportation modes and 
parks.  All citizens can easily assess daily 
shopping and recreational needs in their 
neighbourhood regardless of mode choice. 

22 2.1.9 Existing 
Neighbour
hoods 

Respecting 
character 
and 
protecting 
heritage 

Protect buildings, 
structures and 
landscapes on the 
District’s Heritage 
Register by: 
• Allowing the
conversion of single-
family homes into
multifamily use (e.g.
duplex, triplex);
• Allowing infill options
(such as cottages or
coach houses) on the
same lot;
• Varying siting to
protect valued trees and
landscapes;

Allowing for infill options on the same lot 
is another solution for affordability 

22 2.1.9 Existing 
Neighbour
hoods 

Respecting 
character 
and 
protecting 
heritage 

Highlight and capture views that 
emphasize the important characteristics of 
a neighbourhood (street façade, urban 
park, urban square, village green, 
boulevard, laneway, etc.) that can create a 
strong sense of community. 
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• Encouraging
protection through
bonus density;
• Considering financial
incentives (e.g. the
reduction of
development fees or
charges, tax incentives);
• Reducing off-street
parking requirements;
and
• Securing protection
through Heritage
Revitalization
Agreements

22 2.1.10 Existing 
Neighbour
hoods 

Respecting 
character 
and 
protecting 
heritage 

Support the Lower 
Caulfield Heritage 
Conservation Area by: 
• Reviewing proposals
against neighbourhood
guidelines;
• Consulting with the
community on all
proposals requiring
significant change of a
park, public right-of-way
or boulevard; and
• Ensuring all tree
cutting on public land
complies with the Tree
Bylaw and Caulfield Park
Management Plan.

This section has a very specific objective 
and seems to be one of the few, why? 

25 2.1.14 Existing 
Neighbour
hoods 

Strengthen
ing our 
centres & 
corridors 
through 
local area 
plans 

Prepare local area plans 
by: 
• Confirming boundaries
and new unit estimates
through the local area
planning processes (see
Maps 5-7);
• Determining densities,
heights and building 
forms that respond to 
neighbourhood context 
and character (e.g. 
topography, natural 
features, site area, 
transportation and 
amenities); and 

Creating a local area plan with a mixture of 
buildings, unit sizes and housing types.  
Housing options provide choice within the 
neighbourhood, appealing to a range of 
incomes, family types and opportunities 
for “aging in place”. 

25 2.1.14 Existing 
Neighbour
hoods 

Strengthen
ing our 
centres & 
corridors 
through 
local area 
plans 

Would there be an appetite to include consideration 
of open or public space here for the purposes of 
strengthening the sense of community through 
centres and corridors in the local area plans? 
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• Prioritizing mixed-use
and apartment forms in
core areas and ground-
oriented multifamily
forms (e.g. townhouses,
duplexes) to transition
to adjacent single-family
neighbourhoods.

25 2.1.16 Existing 
Neighbour
hoods 

Advancing 
housing 
affordabilit
y, 
accessibilit
y and 
sustainabili
ty 

Support rental housing 
and renter households 
by: 
• Prohibiting
stratification of existing
rental buildings with
more than four units;
• Encouraging additional
infill rental units
through bonus density
where there is
underutilized site area;
• Encouraging tenant
assistance for renters
when displaced through
the redevelopment of
rental apartments;
• Enabling full or partial
replacement of rental
units through bonus
density for the
redevelopment of rental
apartments; and
• Securing market and
non-market rental
housing units through
Housing Agreements.

Nice focus on rental-specific housing 

26 2.1.17 Existing 
Neighbour
hoods 

Advancing 
housing 
affordabilit
y, 
accessibilit
y and 
sustainabili
ty 

Promote new market 
and non-market rental, 
seniors and supportive 
housing units in 
appropriate locations 
close to transit and 
amenities by: 
• Encouraging new
rental units through
bonus density;
• Considering cash-in-
lieu contributions to the
District’s Affordable

Good to see that new market and non-
market rental, seniors and supportive 
housing units will be located relatively 
close to transit and amenities.  These 
amenities will provide a built environment 
more conducive to health and social 
interaction. 
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Housing Fund when 
preferable for meeting 
the District’s housing 
objectives; 
• Considering financial
incentives (e.g. the
reduction of
development fees or
charges, tax incentives);
• Reducing off-street
parking requirements;
and
• Securing market and
non-market rental
housing units through
Housing Agreements.

26 2.1.19 Existing 
Neighbour
hoods 

Advancing 
housing 
affordabilit
y, 
accessibilit
y and 
sustainabili
ty 

Ensure that new multi-
family and mixed-use 
housing development 
meets the community’s 
needs by: 
• Requiring a range of
unit sizes (from one to
family-friendly, three-
bedroom units);
• Supporting a variety of
housing forms, including
lock-off units, that allow
housing to adapt to suit
different life stages of
residents;
• Prohibiting rental
restrictions in new
strata-titled
developments; and
• Increasing the
minimum provision of
accessible and
adaptable units.

Supportive of the family friendly 3 
bedroom units; however, it is also 
important to create universally accessible 
units 

26 2.1.19 Existing 
Neighbour
hoods 

Advancing 
housing 
affordabilit
y, 
accessibilit
y and 
sustainabili
ty 

Good foresight illustrated in the desire to 
increase accessible and adaptable units 

26 2.1.20 Existing 
Neighbour
hoods 

Advancing 
housing 
affordabilit
y, 
accessibilit
y and 
sustainabili
ty 

Use surplus District-
owned lands to increase 
the availability of more 
diverse and affordable 
housing 

Clear desire to work towards more 
affordable housing has been integrated 
throughout the draft OCP. 
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26 2.1.22 Existing 
Neighbour
hoods 

Advancing 
housing 
affordabilit
y, 
accessibilit
y and 
sustainabili
ty 

Advance community 
energy efficiency and 
reduce GHG emissions 
by: 
• Supporting alternative
transportation through
housing location and
parking requirements;
• Increasing the share of
efficient building forms;
• Requiring leading
energy efficiency
standards and
considering site design
and orientation;
• Encouraging
renewable energy
generation; and
• Supporting building
retrofits for improved
energy efficiency

Pleased to note the support for alternative 
transportation options before movement 
towards improved energy efficiency, but 
also that there is a focus on reducing 
GHGs. 

32 2.2.3 Future 
Neighbour
hoods 

Managing 
new 
developme
nt in the 
Upper 
Lands 
through 
Area 
Developm
ent Plans 

Determine through a 
planning process, 
including technical 
analysis and public 
input, if there are 
demonstrable 
community benefits that 
would warrant 
consideration of: 
• any exceptions to the
restriction on residential
development above
1200 feet; or
• any increases to the
overall residential
density provisions below
1200 feet.

Suggest a commitment to using a multi-
factor lens in this analysis to capture the 
non-quantitative values that might impact 
the results (e.g. such as health, social 
cohesion, sense of community, safety) - 
this will prevent everything being driven 
by a numeric or financial dominance. Ideas 
might include the need to use value-based 
decision making tools (e.g. structured 
decision making, multiple account 
evaluation). 

32 2.2.4 Future 
Neighbour
hoods 

Managing 
new 
developme
nt in the 
Upper 
Lands 
through 
Area 
Developm
ent Plans 

Ensure Area 
Development Plans 
incorporate (but are not 
limited to): 
• an identification and
analysis of how the
proposed development
integrates with and
impacts the
community’s existing

Good to see the integration of existing 
transportation network of walking, cycling 
and transit with the new proposed 
development. 
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32 2.2.4 Future 
Neighbour
hoods 

Managing 
new 
developme
nt in the 
Upper 
Lands 
through 
Area 
Developm
ent Plans 

transportation network, 
including walking, 
cycling, and transit, with 
consideration to access 
and parking 

Ensure Area Development Plan provides 
real mobility choices for residents to travel 
to, from and within the neighbourhood.  
Streets and trails are well connected to 
encourage active modes of travel.  Traffic 
and parking are managed and do not 
dominate the area. 

32 2.2.4 Future 
Neighbour
hoods 

Managing 
new 
developme
nt in the 
Upper 
Lands 
through 
Area 
Developm
ent Plans 

Ensure Area 
Development Plans 
incorporate (but are not 
limited to): 
• an approved area
defined by major
features that is
sufficiently large to
permit the proper
planning for road
networks, public
facilities and parklands,
and comprehensive
neighbourhood designs;
• a proposed land use
plan with types of
commercial and housing
uses (including rental
and non-market), and
any lands required for
community facilities
(including consideration
of the need for school
sites), that relates the
proposed land use to
the terrain, including
type of development,
anticipated site
coverage and overall
square footage;
• the location and
intended function of
parks and open spaces
(for example, active,
passive, preservation)
and the use of natural
and landscape features
(such as creek corridors

These have good general connection to 
smart growth principles, but it would be 
great to emphasize how transportation 
isn't just for recreation but the importance 
of creating full and complete networks 
that lead to places. This is also an 
opportunity perhaps approach a point 
specificially on the inclusion of public 
spaces / neighbourhood park space for the 
purposes of creating community, and not 
to just visually / aesthetically frame and 
connect neighbourhoods 
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and greenbelts) to 
frame and connect 
neighbourhoods and 
achieve an irregular 
mountain outline or 
“soft edge” to 
development; 
• the location and
preliminary design for
major roads and trail
systems and other
public infrastructure
requirements and a
description of how road
and driveway
configurations are sited
to respond to terrain;
• an identification and
analysis of how the
proposed development
integrates with and
impacts the
community’s existing
transportation network,
including walking,
cycling, and transit, with
consideration to access
and parking;

33 2.2.5 Future 
Neighbour
hoods 

Managing 
new 
developme
nt in the 
Upper 
Lands 
through 
Area 
Developm
ent Plans 

Ensure the community 
benefits from new 
development by: 
• requiring equitable
and proportional
financial and/or in kind
contributions and the
provision of necessary
parkland, infrastructure,
housing, amenities and
facilities from private
development; and
• maintaining the value
of public lands as
potential development
sites or as sites to be
protected as parkland
whose development
potential can be
transferred to more

Is there a current "Community Amenity 
Contribution" (or the like) document that 
exists that clearly lays out what exactly is 
considered to be a community benefit? 
Who are the community benefits intended 
for? (e.g. if there is a higher density 
dwelling unit, is providing services to 
those who live in it sufficient for a CAC?) 
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Employme
nt 

l centres
and nodes

heart of West 
Vancouver with 
commercial land uses, 
such as: 
• Retail, service and
restaurants centred on a
vibrant, urban “main
street”;
• Arts and culture
spaces;
• Offices;
• Civic services and
facilities;
• Visitor
accommodation, such as
boutique hotels; and
• Waterfront recreation.

purposes in Ambleside. Could be an 
opportunity to speak to the benefits of 
providing mixed use (including 
residential). 

37 2.3.1 
2.3.2 
2.3.3 

Local 
Economy 
and 
Employme
nt 

Strengthen
ing our 
commercia
l centres
and nodes

2.3.1 Emphasize 
Ambleside Municipal 
Town Centre as the 
heart of West 
Vancouver with 
commercial land uses, 
such as: 
• Retail, service and
restaurants centred on a
vibrant, urban “main
street”;
• Arts and culture
spaces;
• Offices;
• Civic services and
facilities;
• Visitor
accommodation, such as
boutique hotels; and
• Waterfront recreation.

2.3.2 Recognize Park 
Royal as the Regional 
Shopping Centre with 
commercial land uses, 
such as: 
• Larger format retail,
service and restaurants;
• Entertainment; and
• Offices.

Can these sections have reference to safe 
routes, active routes, and active 
transportation trails? Particularly to 
Ambleside Centre, Park Royal, and 
Horseshoe Bay? 
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Transportation, including accessible and 
affordable public transport, is a key factor 
influencing active ageing. In particular, 
being able to move about the District 
determines social and civic participation 
and access to community and health 
services. 

41 2.4 Mobility 
and 
Circulation 

Encouraging to see this section 
emphasized as a priority. 

41 2.4.1 Mobility 
and 
Circulation 

Encouragin
g Walking 
and cycling 

Complete the 
pedestrian and cycling 
network with 
integration to transit, 
Town and Village 
Centres, community 
facilities, parks and trails 
system (see Map 11). 

Completing the pedestrian and cycling 
networks is fantastic. 

41 2.4.2 Mobility 
and 
Circulation 

Encouragin
g walking 
& cycling 

Provide attractive 
alternatives to driving 
by enhancing the safety, 
accessibility and 
connectivity for 
pedestrians and cyclists 
through measure such 
as: 
• Key new connections;
• Wider and weather-
protected sidewalks;
and
• Dedicated bike lanes.

Very impressed that there is an 
acknowledgement to needing to provide 
attractive alternatives 

41 2.4.9 Mobility 
and 
Circulation 

Supporting 
transit 
mobility 
and 
regional 
connection
s 

Continue to develop and 
refine streetscape 
design guidelines to 
support transit and 
active transportation 
prioritization in Town 
and Village Centres and 
around neighbourhood 
hubs. 

VCH would support this initiative. 

41 2.4.11 Mobility 
and 
Circulation 

Supporting 
transit 
mobility 
and 
regional 
connection
s 

Partner with 
stakeholders, including 
TransLink, BC Ferries, 
neighbouring 
municipalities, First 
Nations, Metro 
Vancouver and senior 

A seniors stakeholder group is missing 
from the ones listed 
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41 2.4.11 Mobility 
and 
Circulation 

Supporting 
transit 
mobility 
and 
regional 
connection
s 

governments to 
advance inter-municipal 
connectivity for all 
travel modes and 
explore alternatives 
(e.g. lower level road, 
rail, and ferry and water 
taxi services). 

VCH? School district? Disability group? 

42 2.4.14 Mobility 
and 
Circulation 

Enhancing 
road 
network 
accessibilit
y, safety 
and 
efficiency 

2.4.14 Incorporate 
universal access design 
principles in sidewalk, 
pathways, transit, and 
road improvement 
projects for pedestrians 
and cyclists of all ages 
and abilities. 

Universal designs for accessibility is 
fantastic. 

42 2.4.14 
2.4.15 
2.4.16 

Mobility 
and 
Circulation 

Enhancing 
road 
network 
accessibilit
y, safety 
and 
efficiency 

2.4.14 Incorporate 
universal access design 
principles in sidewalk, 
pathways, transit, and 
road improvement 
projects for pedestrians 
and cyclists of all ages 
and abilities. 

2.4.15 Optimize safety 
and visibility of arterial 
roads and intersections 
for all road users. 

2.4.16 Develop traffic 
calming guidelines to 
manage streets serving 
primarily local traffic 
and residential access. 

Roads are well-maintained, wide and well-
lit, have appropriately designed and 
placed traffic calming devices, have traffic 
signals and lights at intersections, have 
intersections that are clearly marked and 
have consistent, clearly visible and well-
placed signage. 

42 2.4.15 
2.4.16 

Mobility 
and 
Circulation 

Enhancing 
road 
network 
accessibilit
y, safety 
and 
efficiency 

2.4.15 Optimize safety 
and visibility of arterial 
roads and intersections 
for all road users. 

2.4.16 Develop traffic 
calming guidelines to 
manage streets serving 
primarily local traffic 
and residential access. 

Consider inclusion of Crim Prevention 
Through Environmental Design (CPTED) 
principles in design? 

42 2.4.20 Mobility 
and 
Circulation 

Enhancing 
road 
network 

Collaborate with 
TransLink, Provincial 
government, First 

VCH? Seniors / disability groups as well? 
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accessibilit
y, safety 
and 
efficiency 

Nations, neighbouring 
municipalities, and 
schools to improve 
transportation safety 
and network to facilitate 
the movement of 
people and goods in the 
District and the North 
Shore. 

42 Mobility 
and 
Circulation 

Promoting 
sustainabili
ty and 
innovation 

Great to see this section and thinking 
progressively, as well to reduce GHGs 

42 2.4.24 Mobility 
and 
Circulation 

Promoting 
sustainabili
ty and 
innovation 

Use health impact 
assessments to evaluate 
public health 
consequences of 
transportation planning 
decisions (e.g. air 
quality, injury 
prevention, physical 
activity). 

While the desire to want to use HIAs is 
admirable, approach with caution as to 
complete an HIA well (often lacking 
appropriate data to measure what we 
want to measure). They are time 
consuming and very resource intensive to 
perform well. Recommend either 
referencing scoping an HIA or a rapid / 
desktop HIA, or commitment to have a 
health account in decision-making 
processes for example. 

42 2.4.24 Mobility 
and 
Circulation 

Promoting 
sustainabili
ty and 
innovation 

Noted that HIAs were listed here for public 
health consequences; very encouraging to 
see! 

45 2.5.4 
2.5.5 

Municipal 
Operations 
and 
Infrastruct
ure 

Applying 
best 
practices 
for 
municipal 
utilities 

2.5.4 Review and 
enhance municipal 
utility systems’ 
resiliency to future 
climatic conditions and 
extreme weather 
events. 

2.5.5 Consider potential 
community health, 
climate change and 
natural hazard risks 
when planning for 
municipal infrastructure 
and operations. 

Please remember the most vulnerable 
populations are impacted by natural 
hazard risks and extreme weather events 

45 2.5.5 Municipal 
Operations 
and 

Applying 
best 
practices 
for 

2.5.5 Consider potential 
community health, 
climate change and 
natural hazard risks 

Great to see the inclusion of the potential 
community health risks for municipal 
infrastructure and operations. 
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Infrastruct
ure 

municipal 
utilities 

when planning for 
municipal infrastructure 
and operations. 

45 2.5.8 Municipal 
Operations 
and 
Infrastruct
ure 

i. Water
Conservati
on

Encourage water 
conservation through 
leak detection, water-
metering and 
community-wide 
education programs. 

May wish to incorporate more water 
saving awareness campaigns at the earlier 
years e.g. schools 

45 2.5.9 
2.5.10 
2.5.11 
2.5.12 

Municipal 
Operations 
and 
Infrastruct
ure 

ii. Waste
Managem
ent &
Recycling

2.5.9 Increase 
community-wide 
diversion rates to meet 
regional solid waste 
management objectives 
of 80% diversion by 
2020 and work 
progressively towards 
maximizing diversion 
rates beyond 2020. 

2.5.10 Enable organics 
and food waste 
reduction through on-
site composting and 
reuse. 

2.5.11 Facilitate 
reductions in demolition 
waste through source 
separation and 
diversion. 

2.5.12 Manage food 
waste attractants 
through education and 
enforcement to reduce 
human-wildlife conflicts. 

Recommend speaking to the local EHO for 
further information on this topic; also 
suggest the use of translations to educate 
on waste reduction to various population 
groups 

45 2.4.15 Municipal 
Operations 
and 
Infrastruct
ure 

iii. Sewage
& Drainage
System

Employ alternative 
storm water 
management 
techniques such as 
infiltration, absorbent 
landscaping and natural 
environment 
conservation to reflect 
natural conditions and 
preserve pre-
development conditions 

DoWV recognized the importance of 
preparation for storm events; storm 
management techniques 
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influence the social and economic 
characteristics of a neighbourhood, which 
can disproportionately impact individuals 
who are disadvantaged because of their 
age, socioeconomic status, education, 
gender, culture or other qualities. 

53 2.8 
2.9 

Access and 
Inclusion 

My Healthy My Community 
neighbourhood results show that 25.4% of 
residents in the District live alone (more 
than both the Metro Vancouver and 
health authority) (see My Health My 
community Neighbourhood Atlas: 
http://www.fraserhealth.ca/MHMCAtlas/i
ndex.html). This illustrates a need to 
enhance social inclusion through social 
well-being within the District. 

53 2.8.2 
2.8.3 
2.8.4 
2.8.5 
2.8.6 
2.8.7 

Access and 
Inclusion 

Supporting 
demograp
hic 
diversity 

2.8.2 Incorporate 
universal accessibility 
design in public space 
and programs to allow 
barrier-free access, 
inclusive of users of all 
ages and abilities. 

2.8.3 Improve access to 
services and resources 
for youth, seniors and 
persons with disabilities, 
including considerations 
for improved walking, 
cycling and transit 
connections and shuttle 
services. 

2.8.4 Provide services, 
programs and facilities 
that are inclusive of and 
encourage seniors and 
people with disabilities 
to function 
independently. 

2.8.5 Provide services, 
programs and facilities 
to support children, 
youth and families in 
meeting their diverse 

Great to see this section address inclusion, 
equity, diversity of populations and how to 
address some of the proposed 
demographics for DoWV 
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needs and foster their 
sense of belonging. 

2.8.6 Review programs, 
services and facilities to 
remove potential 
barriers and support 
orientation and 
integration of new 
residents and 
immigrants. 

2.8.7 Support the 
delivery of programs, 
services, events and 
activities that celebrate 
the full spectrum of 
cultural diversity of the 
District. 

53 2.8.8 Access and 
Inclusion 

Supporting 
demograp
hic 
diversity 

Collaborate with North 
Shore municipalities, 
Vancouver Coastal 
Health, and key seniors’ 
service organizations to 
develop plans, programs 
and services for aging 
adults with dementia 
and other cognitive 
challenges. 

Good to see VCH listed as a collaborator 

53 
54 

2.8.9 
2.8.10 
2.8.11 
2.8.12 
2.8.13 
2.8.14 
2.8.15 
2.8.16 

Access and 
Inclusion 

Enhancing 
public 
facilities 
and spaces 

Healthy, active communities can be 
promoted by:  
a) planning public streets, spaces and
facilities to be safe, meet the needs of
pedestrians, foster social interaction and
facilitate active transportation and
community connectivity;
b) planning and providing for a full range
and equitable distribution of publicly-
accessible built and natural settings for
recreation, including facilities, parklands,
public spaces, open space areas, trails and
linkages, and, where practical, water-
based resources

53 2.8.13 Access and 
Inclusion 

Enhancing 
public 
facilities 
and spaces 

Use placemaking 
strategies to promote 
public space animation, 
enhancement and 
management. 

Consideration of the utility of placemaking 
to also promote community cohesion and 
promoting social connections. 
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54 2.8.17 Access and 
Inclusion 

Promoting 
an 
engaged 
communit
y 

Engage the community 
in planning for services, 
programs, and facilities, 
and municipal decision-
making. 

Encouraging to see that the community is 
involved in planning and municipal 
decision making 

55 2.9.5 Community 
Health and 
Cohesion 

Enabling 
an active 
communit
y 

Provide accessible 
recreational programs 
and services to 
encourage physical and 
mental wellness for all 
ages, abilities and 
income. 

Good to see this section is addressing 
accessible recreational programs and 
services for all ages, abilities and income 

55 2.9.10 
2.9.11 
2.9.12 
2.9.13 

Community 
Health and 
Cohesion 

Enhancing 
communit
y health 

2.9.10 Use community 
grants and permissive 
tax exemption to 
encourage the long-
term sustainable 
operation of community 
organizations that 
support West 
Vancouver residents. 

2.9.11 Explore 
opportunities with 
community partners 
including Vancouver 
Coast Health, senior 
levels of government 
and School District #45 
to provide a full 
continuum of support 
services to address 
issues related to mental 
health, addictions, 
health services, housing, 
employment and food 
security. 

2.9.12 Support the 
development of an 
integrated food system 
for the District and 
North Shore with 
programs that provide 
access to safe and 
nutritious food choices, 
including urban 
agriculture, community 

Community health can speak also to 
physical health (e.g. focus on physical 
activity perhaps), mental health (e.g. 
focuses on provision of green space; areas 
that might reduce stress - finding ways to 
encourage people to get outside for 
example), and social health (e.g. 
opportunities to increase social 
connections). 
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gardens, farmers’ 
markets, and other 
related initiatives. 

2.9.13 Support 
measures to increase 
community resiliency 
during emergencies, 
disasters and extreme 
weather events and 
mitigate impacts for 
vulnerable populations 
(e.g. children, seniors, 
homeless and people 
with disabilities). 

55 2.9.11 
2.9.12 
2.9.13 

Community 
Health and 
Cohesion 

Enhancing 
communit
y health 

2.9.11 Explore 
opportunities with 
community partners 
including Vancouver 
Coast Health, senior 
levels of government 
and School District #45 
to provide a full 
continuum of support 
services to address 
issues related to mental 
health, addictions, 
health services, housing, 
employment and food 
security. 

2.9.12 Support the 
development of an 
integrated food system 
for the District and 
North Shore with 
programs that provide 
access to safe and 
nutritious food choices, 
including urban 
agriculture, community 
gardens, farmers’ 
markets, and other 
related initiatives. 

2.9.13 Support 
measures to increase 
community resiliency 

Great to see this section 
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during emergencies, 
disasters and extreme 
weather events and 
mitigate impacts for 
vulnerable populations 
(e.g. children, seniors, 
homeless and people 
with disabilities). 

55 2.9.19 Community 
Health and 
Cohesion 

Enhancing 
communit
y health 

2.9.12 Support the 
development of an 
integrated food system 
for the District and 
North Shore with 
programs that provide 
access to safe and 
nutritious food choices, 
including urban 
agriculture, community 
gardens, farmers’ 
markets, and other 
related initiatives. 

May wish to incorporate some language of 
enhancing North Shore Food Policy and 
collaborating with North Shore Table 
Matters 
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COMMENTS ON THE DRAFT WEST VANCOUVER OFFICIAL COMMUNITY PLAN  

FROM THE WEST VANCOUVER BLUE DOT COMMITTEE (WVBDC) 

LISA BRASSO, AILEEN MCMANAMON AND LORI WILLIAMS 

MARCH 14, 2018 

These comments about the proposed Official Community Plan (OCP) are offered as part of the WVBDC’s 

commitment to working with the District of West Vancouver (The “District”) to ensure that the District’s 

Blue Dot Campaign Commitments are met.   

Introduction 

On July 20, 2015, the District adopted the Blue Dot Campaign declaration and recognized the right to a 

healthy environment.  The key aspects of this declaration are: 

 the right to breathe clean air

 the right to drink clean water

 the right to consume safe food

 the right to access nature

 the right to know about pollutants and contaminants released into the environment

 the right to participated in decision making that will affect the environment

The WVBDC will not make comments on the draft OCP relating to all of the above rights.  Our focus will 

be on the District’s obligations to its residents surrounding the right to breathe clean air and more 

generally, on the OCP’s proposed measures to address the impacts of climate change and its own and 

the community’s GHG emissions. 

In 2017, the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change stated that the next three years (2018-2020) 

will be crucial.  The Panel calculates that if emissions can be brought permanently lower by 2020 then 

the temperature thresholds leading to runaway irreversible climate change will not be breached.  If 

current GHG levels continue, the Paris Accord targets cannot be reached and the world is on pace for 

dramatic and life threatening changes.  This is not hyperbole.  This is the future for the residents of West 

Vancouver and the rest of the world.  Now is the time to take decisive action and the OCP is the 

document with the potential to create meaningful change. 

https://www.theguardian.com/science/2016/aug/06/global-warming-target-miss-scientists-warn 

In setting the Community Context, the Draft OCP states, “Our natural setting has shaped how we have 

developed and grown over a century, and it will also inform our opportunities and responsibilities as we 

plan for the future. In light of the challenges we currently face, we suggest it is imperative that goals, 

objectives and measures taken today be as leading edge and ambitious as befits a municipality as 

naturally privileged as West Vancouver, so that it may grow, develop and thrive for another century.  
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Comments Relating to the Reduction of GHG Emissions 

We understand that the draft OCP is designed to be a document that “lays out high-level decision–

making framework for the future” and that its goal is to provide “… a general statement of objectives 

and policies to guide planning and land use changes.” In our opinion, even at a high-level, the current 

draft of the OCP does not contain a framework for the future that will guide decision makers to 

sufficiently reverse the District’s contributions to greenhouse gas emissions (GHGs) of 6 tonnes per 

capita, which currently exceed the regional average of 5 tonnes per capita. This is already a significant 

indicator of underperformance, but even more alarming when one considers that West Vancouver has 

virtually no industrial contribution to this figure. 

Under the heading “Climate Change” on page 8, the OCP sets out the reality that the District’s current 

GHG emissions are higher than the regional average.  This rate of emissions is made up of both 

Municipal (corporate) and household (community) contributions.  Later in the document, the OCP sets 

out specific goals for both corporate and community contributions to GHGs. 

The District currently has two plans in place to deal with its GHG emissions: the “Corporate Energy and 

Emissions Plan” from 2012 and the “Community Energy and Emissions Plan” from 2016.  Each plan has a 

different GHG reduction goal and timeline.  

Reducing Corporate GHGs 

The District emissions are from its buildings and infrastructure and its fleet and mobile equipment.  

These assets are completely within the District’s control.  Decisions can be made to reduce GHG 

emissions significantly if those decisions are made a priority.  Financial concerns will always be raised as 

a rationale for slower progress toward greater efficiency.  While steps have been made to reduce 

emissions to date (which have also led to significant cost savings), the WVBDC believes that more 

priority must be given to increasing the reductions as quickly as possible.  Paragraph 2.5.19 of the OCP 

states: 

“The District has a goal to implement corporate energy and emissions reduction initiatives to advance 

towards the District’s Corporate GHG reduction target of 33% below 2007 levels by 2020 and 80% by 

2050”.   

The long range target should not be seen as aspirational but as a target to be met and surpassed ahead 

of time.  We believe that the OCP should encourage that kind of leadership. Thus, it is our suggestion 

this paragraph should read: 

“The District has a goal to implement corporate energy and emissions reduction initiatives to advance 

towards the District’s Corporate GHG reduction target of 33% below 2007 levels by 2020 and 80% by 

2050 and will do its utmost to reach the 80% target significantly sooner than 2050. These reduction 

targets must be taken into account, ahead of pure fiscal considerations, when making equipment, 

infrastructure, fleet and other procurement decisions due to the additional environmental and social 

return on investment of the more sustainable alternative.” 
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Reducing Community GHGs 

We know from the District’s Working Group on Community Energy and Emissions Plan (CEEP) report 

from 2016 that the major sources of GHG emissions in the District are: 

 The majority of West Vancouver’s current GHGs are from energy-related activity, primarily the

combustion of natural gas for building energy and gasoline for transportation, generating

carbon dioxide.

 Over half of current GHGs are in Buildings. This building-dominated emission profile is unusual in

BC, and is attributable to the high share of older and larger single detached homes, and smaller

household sizes.

 Transportation is the second largest emission sector. Like other BC communities, transportation

has been the fastest growing sector over the last twenty years due to the shift towards light

trucks, mini vans and SUVs, and longer driving distances.

 The smallest share of West Vancouver GHGs is from the Solid Waste sector. West Vancouver’s

unparalleled leadership in recycling and curbside composting is rapidly shrinking these emissions.

(page 1 of the Report)

From the CEEP Report we also know that research shows that about 95 per cent of West Vancouver’s 

GHGs are generated by the community.  54 per cent of those GHGs come from heating homes. The rest 

of the GHGs produced in the community (41 per cent) come from on-road commuting and solid waste (4 

per cent). 

Under the title “Building Climate Resiliency”, the OCP states at paragraph 2.6.18: 

“Implement community energy and emissions initiatives to advance towards meeting the District’s 

greenhouse gas emissions reduction target of 40% below 2010 levels by 2040.” 

The WVBDC feels that this timeline is too slow.  Given the rate of demolition and building, it may also 

miss an important window of building replacement that could significantly improve the municipality’s 

current poor performance (120% of average) vis-à-vis other regional municipalities. We know that action 

must be taken more quickly to reduce GHG levels. The CEEP Report itself set out the need for greater 

reductions than its stated 50% emissions reductions by 2050 and the need to align them with the OCP 

80% reduction by 2050: 

“E CLIMATE ACTION MONITORING & CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT 

• update the CEE Plan by 2025, renewing efforts and filling the gap between actions in this plan and its

associated 50% emission reductions by 2050, and the official OCP 80% reduction target by 2050”

By implementing a variety of tax incentives and building regulation changes, to name but two tools, the 

District has the ability to mandate more energy efficient homes through construction and retrofitting.  

The WVBDC committee believes that the goal set in this case, should be much more ambitious so that 

the reductions occur faster than the plan currently sets out.  The community goal should be consistent 
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with the corporate goal to reduce confusion and to set truly aspirational goals for reducing GHGs in the 

District. Our suggestion for paragraph 2.6.18 is: 

“Implement community energy and emissions initiatives to advance towards meeting the District’s 

community greenhouse gas emissions reduction target of 33% below 2007 levels by 2020 and 80% by 

2041 and will do its utmost to reach the 80% target significantly sooner than 2041.”  

Comments Relating to Other Climate Change Initiatives 

On page 42 of the OCP is the heading “Building Climate Resiliency” at paragraphs 2.6.18 – 2.6.21.  These 

paragraphs address energy and emissions initiatives, land use regulations, enhanced creek corridors to 

deal with floods and the use of green infrastructure. The District has a report from the Climate Action 

Working Group which appears to have addressed GHG emissions but not an overall strategy for how the 

District will deal with additional threats.   

What is missing from the OCP are two requirements: first, a paragraph in which the District will 

comprehensively identify and assess the threats posed by climate change and set out specific steps for 

how to address and monitor those threats. The city of Halifax has created a comprehensive Climate 

Change Risk Management Strategy to prioritize its increased risks from higher sea levels and extreme 

weather that could be used as a guide.   

https://www.halifax.ca/sites/default/files/documents/about-the-city/energy-

environment/MunicipalClimateChangeActionPlanReport.pdf 

The second missing paragraph is the requirement for all municipal departments to have a climate 

change risk management policy to addresses the health and safety of the residents in a changing 

climate. In 2014, Toronto city council passed such a requirement.   

https://www.toronto.ca/legdocs/mmis/2015/hl/bgrd/backgroundfile-81509.pdf 

Additional Comments 

Housing is, of course, a significant issue well beyond our municipal borders, and the plan is pointed in 

addressing the West Vancouver housing situation’s specific climate impact. 

(Page 7, P 3) ‘The limited supply of affordable and diverse housing directly impacts our transportation, 

environment, economy and social well-being.’  

WVBDC would only reiterate that many of the housing changes we have seen have disproportionately, 

adversely affected our climate given the overwhelming contribution by the community to our GHG 

emissions. The OCP, and many related working group reports that have coincided and informed the 

plan, is right to address this issue. We would however urge that it be addressed with incentives and 

disincentives, specifications as well as clear guideline, in light of its fundamental impact on every 

resident’s quality of life and on the future viability of the community – economically, environmentally 

and socially.  
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Many of the items outlined in the Housing section of the plan are sound. We would however suggest the 

following wording be considered where the GHG emissions of housing are directly addressed: 

Paragraph 2.1.22 

Advance community energy efficiency and reduce GHG emissions by: 

 Supporting alternative transportation through housing location and parking requirements

 Increasing the share of efficient building forms

 Requiring leading energy efficiency standards and considering site design and orientation

 Encouraging renewable energy generation; and

 Supporting building retrofits for improved energy efficiency

The WVBDC suggests that this wording does not reflect the ability that the District has to effect change 

in this area.  In our view, the wording should be more assertive as follows: 

“Advance community energy efficiency and reduce GHG emissions by: 

• Requiring alternative transportation through housing location and parking requirements,

• Increasing the percentage of efficient building forms,

• Requiring leading energy efficiency standards and considering site design and orientation,

• Requiring renewable energy generation;

• Providing direct incentives for building retrofits for improved energy efficiency”, and

• Curtailing the disproportionate demand on municipal resources by single family dwellings to the

detriment of the community as a whole by encouraging multiuse dwellings and densification.”

Paragraph 2.5.5 

“Consider potential community health, climate change and natural hazard risks when planning for 

municipal infrastructure and operations.” 

The WVBDC is of the view that this paragraph is not sufficiently assertive when the need to address 

community health and climate change are at issue.  We suggest the following: 

“When planning for municipal infrastructure and operations investment, require community health, 

climate change and natural hazard risk impact assessments, alongside economic and financial 

considerations. Decisions must be informed by global best practices, leading environmental standards, 

UN and other social conventions and the Regional Growth Strategy.” 
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From: Farran, Nancy
To: OCP Review project
Subject: OCP Comments from the West Vancouver (Community) Foundation...
Date: March-12-18 11:36:44 AM

The Board of Directors of the West Vancouver Foundation has had the opportunity to review and
discuss the Draft Official Community Plan (OCP).  We are pleased to see that there is much
alignment between the contents of the Draft OCP and the West Vancouver Foundation’s VitalSigns
research and reports. We encourage a swift approval and adoption of the Draft OCP as many of the
issues it addresses are urgent and require immediate attention.

We were also pleased to hear that the VitalSigns reports acted as resources for the OCP Review and
that key findings were referenced in the OCP process.  Many of the themes that the VitalSigns
project surfaced appear to be similar to what the DWV Planning staff heard through the OCP
engagement process (e.g., mental and physical health, aging population, barriers to belonging, lack
of housing options). We note that many of these have been integrated into the Draft OCP such as:

· Removing barriers and supporting orientation and integration of new residents and
immigrants

· Providing meaningful engagement, consultation and volunteer opportunities
· Supporting community organizations that support WV residents through grants and

permissive tax exemptions
· Supporting programs, services, events and activities that support age diversity and celebrate

cultural diversity
· Supporting a variety of community activities through policy, facilities and grants
· Enhancing information sharing and meaningful participation in civic affairs through

accessible communication (i.e. universal access and multilingual considerations).  The OCP
Review Process demonstrated positive first steps here with youth events and a Chinese
language workshop

· Incorporating accessibility design in public spaces and programs for a barrier-free and
inclusive public environment

· Encouraging the participation of children, youth, families, seniors and people facing
disabilities

The VitalSigns research also highlighted the relationship between social well-being, the
environment, housing, transportation and jobs.  We note that these relationships are also addressed
within the Draft OCP. In particular, in relation to increased and better housing options, we note the
positive additions of:

· The regeneration of existing neighbourhoods with infill options (smaller homes on smaller
lots, enabling coach houses and expanding duplexes)

· Protecting heritage by allowing multi-family use and infill
· Expanding the missing middle (triplex and townhouse options next to schools and parks;

missed use and live-work in commercial areas)
· Ensuring that new multi-family and mixed-use housing meet community needs (range of

home sizes and more innovative, accessible and adaptable homes)
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· Policies to protect existing rental housing and to promote new market and non-market
rental, seniors and supportive housing

We commend the District of West Vancouver Planning staff for their commitment to engagement;
their sensitive incorporation of important policies and recommendations; and their balanced
approach.  With its clear and actionable recommendations, we believe that this OCP has the ability
to protect what makes West Vancouver special, and develop the housing options, social programs
and economic policies to ensure that West Vancouver becomes a vibrant and resilient community
once again, where everyone is valued, contributes and feels they belong.

With thanks for your diligent and hard work,

The Board of Directors of the West Vancouver Foundation

Nancy Farran, Board Chair

West Vancouver Foundation

775-15th Street
West Vancouver, BC V7T2S9

| w: westvanfoundation.com | o: 604-925-8153 | t: @WestVanFdn
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April 5, 2018 

TO Stina Hanson & David Hawkins 
District of West Vancouver 

RE: West Vancouver Seniors Action Table 
Comments on DWV draft Official Community Plan 

Thank you for taking the time to review the draft OCP with WV SAT, and for the opportunity to 
review and comment on this phase of the process. WV SAT used the Highlights document 
provided by DWV which extracted seniors’ related items in the draft. Comments were edited for 
clarity only. 

Comments were gathered during a review of the draft OCP, at which we were able to review 
part of the Housing section (March 21). Additional comments were provided during the plan 
review with planning analyst Stina Hanson (March 28). More comments were provided by  
seniors in the community and from WV SAT members.   

Specific comments and requests for information are in this review. Here are some general 
comments on the OCP and process: 

While recognizing the OCP is an aspirational document with a longterm horizon, commenters 
sought specifics in certain areas (District plans to address current housing and transportation 
issues) and looked for details about sources and research for elements of the plan that are specific 
(housing units, for example). 

WV SAT members who participated in the comments process felt the review period for a plan 
that will affect and influence the community greatly was too short, with an extension that 
coincided with spring break, given the complexity of the information in the plan. Others felt the 
review time was sufficient, given that the community will have additional opportunities to 
comment. 

If we can clarify or provide additional information, please do get in touch.  

Laura Anderson 
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West Vancouver Seniors Action Table + Lionsview Seniors Planning Society 
Comments:  District of West Vancouver draft Official Community Plan  
delivered April 5, 2018 

contact:  Laura Anderson, Coordinator, WV SAT   

______________________________________________________________________ 

Key: Working with the Highlights document, comments are red, seniors related items 
are blue and purple. 

______________________________________________________________________ 

Consider including information about West Vancouver as an Age-friendly, and 
soon to be a Dementia-friendly community in section 1 and / or 2 of the draft OCP. 

Age Friendly Priorities and the Draft Official Community Plan: 

 Draft OCP seeks to embed Age-friendly Priorities in all topic areas;

 District demographics and projections highlight that seniors are a key
demographic now and in the future;

 Seniors have been engaged throughout the OCP review process (e.g. 31% of all
survey respondents were over 65, and engagement events were held in the
Seniors’ Activity Centre);  Is a record of engagement events and activities

specifically directed towards seniors during the public process available?

 Sincere thank you to all Seniors Action Table members who have participated
so far.  and we appreciate the opportunity to discuss and comment.

WHO Age Friendly Priorities: 
A. Outdoor spaces & public buildings:
Does the natural and built environment help older persons get around easily and safely in 
the community? Does our environment encourage active community participation? OCP 
Policies that address this: 
Examples from “Local Economy”: 

2.3.13 Support placemaking through an attractive public realm and experience 

2.4 “Transportation”: 

2.4.1  Complete the pedestrian and cycling network 
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2.4.2  Provide attractive alternatives to driving by enhancing the safety, 
accessibility and connectivity for pedestrians and cyclists through: 

 Wider and weather-protected sidewalks; and
 Dedicated bike lanes.

1.1.4 Develop minimum pedestrian and cyclist design and infrastructure 
guidelines. 

1.1.6 Expand wayfinding features (e.g.centres, schools, parks, churches and 
community facilities).  

2.4.14 Universal access design principles for sidewalk, pathways, transit, and 
road for all ages and abilities. 

2.4.16 Traffic calming guidelines for local traffic and residential access. 
2.4.20 Collaborate to improve transportation safety and network to facilitate the 

movement of people and goods in the District and the North Shore. 

Each of the above could be redrafted to include an Age-friendly component.  

Specifically:  reduce speed zones in the area bounded by 20 and 22 streets, and 
by Gordon and Bellevue Avenues to 30 kph.  Extend crossing signal time at 
intersections at Marine at 21 and 22 streets (currently the crossing time is 32 
seconds). Right (and left) turnings by vehicles is an increasing area of concern 
for pedestrians, particularly seniors.  

Examples from “Parks & Trails”
2.7.1  Maintain and care for the District’s parks and open spaces with the 

following values: 
 Active living, health and social and spiritual well-being;
 Inclusiveness, accessibility and respect for all people;
 Atmosphere that fosters community interaction and involvement;
 Public safety and security;

2.7.6  Support activities in parks and open spaces including volunteer 
stewardship activities, invasive plant management, environmental art. 

2.7.14 Establish new trails to improve connectivity across the District. 
2.7.17 Improve safety, universal accessibility, and signage / wayfinding for 

community members of all ages and abilities, as defined by the
principles adopted by Age-friendly communities.  

Examples from “Social Well-being”: 
2.8.1  Meet community needs as demographic changes occur, with strategies for 

the delivery of services. 
2.8.2  Incorporate universal accessibility design in public space and programs for 

users of all ages and abilities. 
2.8.3  Improve access to services and resources for youth, seniors and persons 

with disabilities. 
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2.8.4  Provide services, programs and facilities that encourage seniors and 
people with disabilities to function independently, encouraging private
sector businesses and services to support accessibility 
requirements.  

2.8.18 Provide meaningful volunteer engagement opportunities 
2.9.1  Optimize the use of existing recreation facilities to facilitate participation 

for all ages and abilities. 
2.9.8  Support the West Vancouver Memorial Library as a lifelong learning 

institution, community gathering space and resource centre for people of 
all ages. 

B. Public Transportation:
Can older persons travel conveniently and in safety wherever they want to go in the 
community? OCP Policies that address this: 
Examples from “Transportation”:

1.1.6Work with TransLink to re-think and improve public transportation, with an
emphasis on demographic and ability trends. 

1.1.9Develop streetscape design guidelines to support active transportation. 
1.1.11 Partner with stakeholders to advance inter-municipal connectivity for all 

modes and explore alternatives (e.g. lower level road, rail, and ferry and 
water taxi services). 

2.4.14 Universal Age-friendly access design principles for sidewalk, pathways, 
transit, and roads for all ages and abilities. 

Examples from “Social Well-being”:
2.8.13 Use placemaking strategies to promote public spaces with consideration
of logistic, disability and age specific inclusion and participation needs. 

Additional comments on Transportation: 

The OCP promotes walking and cycling, neither are practical modes of transit for 

seniors, people with disabilities and mothers with babies and toddlers, 

particularly with the need to travel and park for shopping, health services and 

recreation.  

Wider and weather-protected sidewalks are mentioned - where and when will they 

be installed?  

Existing sidewalks (particularly within the Ambleside business district) are 

tripping hazards - is there a plan to fix them?    

Transit (bus) service is already at a breaking point with existing density. How will 

transit will be improved, what impact future development will have on transit 
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service or traffic congestion, given the need for people to drive and park near a 

transit hub. Noted that the OCP is not a transportation document, yet housing 

and other key elements of the plan are dependent on transportation in various 

forms. 

C. Housing:
Are the housing needs and preferences of older adults considered during the planning 
process by a diverse range of agencies and institutions? OCP Policies that address this: 

Examples from “Housing & Neighbourhoods”:
2.1.1-3 Allow for more housing options in neighbourhoods to enable older adults 

to downsize within their neighbourhoods through: 
 Allow subdivisions to create smaller homes on smaller lots
 Incentivize heritage preservation and restoration
 Expand coach houses with rental and ownership options
 Consider new locations for duplexes

Note:  improve bonus density incentives in Ambleside / Dundarave with 
consideration of smaller lot sizes and proposed building allowances. 

1.1.1-14  Prepare Local Area Plans for Ambleside Town Centre, Taylor Way 
Corridor and Horseshoe Bay: 

 Work with the community to determine forms and heights
 Confirm unit estimates and plan boundaries through that

process

Note: explain to OCP readers that LAPs are not yet in place, refer to the 

Marine LAP as an example. 

2.1.16 Support rental housing and renter households by prohibiting stratification, 
encouraging tenant assistance if renters are displaced, enabling rental 
replacement through bonus density and securing market and non-market 
rental through Housing agreements. 

Note: include working with BC housing and tenancy to develop workable 
rental arrangements in West Vancouver. 

Note: Hollyburn Family Services is developing a North Shore based 
Seniors’ Roommate Registry. 

1.1.17 Promote market and non-market rental, seniors and supportive housing 
units in appropriate locations by encouraging new units through bonus 
density, considering contributions to the District’s Affordable Housing 
Fund, financial incentives, reduced off-street parking and using Housing 
Agreement to secure rental units. 

1.1.18 Work with non-profit housing groups and senior government to maintain 
and create new non-market rental, seniors or supportive housing. 

1.1.19 Ensure that new housing development meets the community’s needs (e.g. 
range of unit sizes, variety of housing forms, including lock-off units, 
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prohibiting rental restrictions and increasing the provision of accessible and 
adaptable units), and associated transportation (public transit,
pedestrians and private) needs (see Note below). 

1.1.20 Use surplus District-owned lands to increase diverse and affordable 
housing, with consideration of support for seniors with financial
needs, for care workers and for community workers. 

Note: recommend consideration of Age-friendly transportation needs in all 
housing planning:  public transit, personal vehicles, ride-sharing and Uber-type 
transit, pedestrianism. 

A. Housing & Neighbourhoods

 2.1.17 suggests reducing off-street parking requirements as one means of

promoting new market, non-market rental, seniors and supportive housing

units in appropriate locations close to transit and amenities.  How will this

impact seniors who find a car is essential?  Also, young mothers with

strollers, etc., who also find a car essential to ferry their families about?

They will all likely own a car, even if they use it less, they still need

somewhere to park.

 2.1.20 Use surplus District-owned lands to increase the availability of more

diverse and affordable housing.  type, size, or tenure of housing; what is

considered affordable, and implementation not defined.

Is a map or list of District-owned lands available?

 2.2.7 > 2.2.16 Cypress Village  Consider building a memory care community

on this site. http://vancouversun.com/news/local-news/the-village-is-just-

one-model-for-people-with-dementia-says-seniors-advocate.  The Village,

under construction in Langley, is modeled on dementia-friendly

communities in the Netherlands, Switzerland, the UK and USA.

B. Social Participation:
Do older persons have opportunities to develop and maintain meaningful social networks 
in their neighbourhoods? OCP Policies that address this: 
Examples from “Transportation”:

2.4.1  Complete the pedestrian network with integration to transit, centres, 
community facilities, parks and trails system, separate from cycling
pathways, with consideration for seniors, persons with disabilities, 
mothers with strollers, and others who may require mobility aids. 

2.4.14 Universal access design principles for sidewalk, pathways, transit, and 
road for all ages and abilities, separate from cycling pathways, with
consideration for seniors, persons with disabilities, mothers with 
strollers, and others who may require mobility aids. 
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2.4.16 Traffic calming guidelines for local traffic and residential access. 

Examples from “Social Well-being”: 
2.8.11 Support community hubs and explore neighbourhood hubs based on 

community partnerships.
2.8.15 Support community activities (e.g. community-wide events to smaller 

private events) through policy, facilities and grants. 
2.8.16 Work with schools and community groups to coordinate use of facilities. 
2.9.2 Explore space sharing and versatile design of parks, greenways and 

recreation spaces, with consideration of Age-friendly principles.

2.9.4 Support complementary uses, activities and special events in parks. 
2.9.10 Use community grants to encourage the long-term sustainable operation 

of community organizations. Note:  well done. volunteer based
community organizations must continually reframe activities, even 
those proven to be successful, and re-apply for funding (already 
minimal) annually from a limited and decreasing pool of funders.  

C. Respect and Social Inclusion:
Are public services, media, commercial services, faith community and civil society 
respectful of the diverse needs of older people, and willing to include them in all aspects 
of society? OCP Policies that address this: 
Examples from “Local Economy”:

2.3.21 Encourage local businesses to employ socially and environmentally-
responsible practices (e.g. accessibility features in commercial spaces);  

Examples from “Social Well-being” 
2.8.4  Provide services, programs and facilities that encourage seniors and 

people with disabilities to function independently  with consideration for
those with cognitive challenges.  Note: recognizing that a senior may 
have chronic health conditions, physical disabilities and cognition 
challenges. 

2.8.17 Engage the community and stakeholder groups, including seniors,  in 
planning for services, programs, and facilities, and municipal decision-
making, with the inclusion of Age-friendly principles.

2.8.18 Provide meaningful volunteer engagement opportunities 
2.8.19 Enhance information sharing and participation in civic affairs through 

accessible communication (e.g. universal access). 
2.9.10 Use community grants to encourage the long-term sustainable operation 

of community organizations. 
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D. Employment and Volunteerism:
Do older persons have opportunities to participate in community decision-making? Do 
older persons have opportunities their experience and skills to the community in paid or 
unpaid work? OCP Policies that address this: 
Examples from “Local Economy”:

2.3.17 Foster partnerships achieve mutual economic development objectives. 
2.3.18 Support small business 
2.3.21 Encourage local businesses to employ socially, and environmentally-

responsible, and Age-friendly practices (e.g. accessibility features in 
commercial spaces); 

Examples from “Social Well-being”: 
2.8.17 Engage the community in planning for services, programs, and facilities, 

and municipal decision-making. 
2.8.18 Provide meaningful volunteer engagement opportunities. 

E. Age Friendly Communications and Information:
Are older persons aware of programs and services available in their community? Is 
information readily available, appropriately designed and delivered to meet the needs of 
seniors? OCP Policies that address this: 
Examples from “Social Well-being”: 

2.8.19 Enhance information sharing and continuous participation in civic affairs 
through accessible communication (e.g. universal access). 

2.9.8  Support the West Vancouver Memorial Library and the West Vancouver
Seniors’ Activity Centre as a lifelong learning institutions, community 
gathering spaces and resource centres for people of all ages. 

F. Community Support and Health Services:
Do older persons have access to social and health services they need to stay healthy and 
independent? OCP Policies that address this: 
Examples from “Housing & Neighbourhoods”:

1.1.17 Promote new market and non-market rental, seniors and supportive 
housing units in appropriate locations 

Examples from “Local Economy”:
2.3.16 Support emerging economic opportunities (e.g. expansion of the 

healthcare sector including independent and assisted living and residential 
care) 

Examples from “Social Well-being”: 
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2.8.1  Meet community needs as demographic changes occur, with strategies for 
the delivery of services. 

2.8.2   Incorporate universal accessibility design in public space and programs 
for users of all ages and abilities. 

2.8.4  Provide services, programs and facilities that encourage seniors and 
people with disabilities to function independently, with consideration of
social isolation among seniors. 

2.8.8  Collaborate with service providers, seniors’ focused community
organizations, and individuals and their families, to develop Age- and 
Dementia-friendly based plans, programs and services for aging adults 
with dementia and other cognitive challenges, and their families and
support networks. 

2.9.10 Use community grants to encourage the long-term sustainable operation 
of community organizations, with recognition of current demographic
evidence that 51% of West Vancouver’s population is now single, and 
the community is trending sharply towards aging.

2.9.11 As a priority, collaborate with community partners to provide a full 
continuum of support services to address issues related to mental health, 
addictions, health services, increasing homelessness, housing, 
employment and food security. 

General Comments and Recommendations: 

1. Recognition, appreciation and preservation of Heritage & History, not

mentioned in the plan, are essential elements of a community’s well being. West

Vancouver is one of the few municipalities in British Columbia with no office

dedicated to community heritage and history, nor a council liaison,

notwithstanding the restoration of a heritage committee intended to replaced the

defunct heritage commission.

Consider including a map of heritage sites, institutions and historical resources, 

identifying those which may be threatened by anticipated growth, and initiatives 

for recognition and preservation.   

Consider including community information and educational initiatives about WV 

community history and heritage that are intergenerational, that involve local 

organizations, schools. It is important to note the history of West Vancouver, 

incorporated in 1912, is still within living memory, that is, West Vancouver 

seniors recall the stories and memories of their parents, who settled and built the 

community. 
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2. D. Parks & Environment / Protecting and Enhancing Ecological Integrity 

and Building Climate Resiliency 

Clearcutting housing sites on a large scale creates glare and builds heat, 

conditions which compromise ecological integrity and has a negative impact on 

climate resiliency. 

Clearcutting housing sites on a large scale creates the potential for landslides. 

Water restrictions during dry, hot summers are not enforced currently; how will 

restrictions be implemented before 2041 to protect our water reserves? 

2.7 Parks & Trails 

2.7.3  Strategic dedication of acquisition of parkland 

Consider including Point Atkinson (and Lighthouse Park) in this section. 

Note: Lighthouse Park is described as a national historic site, however, 

Point  Atkinson is the actual national historic site.   

DFO lease on Point Atkinson ends in 2026, therefore the light station’s 

future, and that of Lighthouse Park as well, should be included in the OCP. 

2.7.6  support compatible activities to advance enviro. stewardship goals. 

Does this clause address support or enhancement of community based 

organizations - Streamkeepers, Old Growth Conservancy, Foreshore / 

Shoreline protection? 

3. Regarding elements yet to be incorporated into the plan: how will the

community review and comment on these additions?

4. How will future plans for redevelopment of the Seniors Activity Centre site

(as presented in March at the WV SAC AGM) fit in with the OCP?

5. How will developments underway by the Squamish Nation and North

Vancouver, (specifically towers at Cap Road / Marine Drive) be addressed in

the OCP, particularly as these developments will increase population density

and further strain transportation and roadway resources?

6. Consider including in the second stage of the OCP approval process:

• a summary of the OCP main points

• a glossary of terms (e.g. rental, market, non-market / affordable)
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• a timeline of the next phase of public consultation

• and a note about the OCP mandate that clarifies scope.

7. E.   Social Well Being

cultural contributions from West Vancouver’s indigenous population is 

absent from the plan, as are  those from newcomer groups. 

arts and culture seem to be included in a minor way, given the abundance 

and variety of practitioners, community organizations and outlets/ 

8. West Vancouver is an Age-friendly community.

• Consider including the fact that WV is an Age-friendly community and has

been so since 2012 in section 1 and / or 2 of the draft OCP.

• Age-friendly principles and practices bring benefits to seniors and their

families, to persons with disabilities and to parents with young children,

and therefore the community as a whole.

• Adhering to Age-friendly principles contributes to a sustainable quality of

life for the community.

• Commitment to Age-friendly principles will be maintained and enhanced

as the community grows and develops.
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Revitalisation Agreements. 
2.1.10 Changes to changes to parks or public right of way must get public 
approval not just Planning or Council approval 
2.1.11 Why would Eagle Island get this ruling while others areas don't. 
2.1.13 The rugby fields and the squash club with parking should be protected 
from any development. 
2.1.14 This should be approved by a citizen vote not by Council. 
2.1.15 This should be approved by a citizen vote not by Council. 
2.1.16 There should be limit on sizes defined  
2.1.20 The use of District lands should not be used without the vote of 
Citizens, should not be aCouncil decision. 
2.1.21 The new regulations should be approved by tax payers. 
What about adding new parking regulations that encourage contractors and 
developers to have a more efficient and less pollution for employee 
transportation. 
2.1.17 What does this mean. You certainly should not allow contractors to 
buy revisions to bylaws without the approval of Citizens. 
2.2.2 This should be approved by Citizens not Planning and Council, they 
should make the recommendation but Citizens should have the vote. 
2.2.4 Again this should be approved by Tax Payers  
2.2.5 Should not be decided by financial values but by a citizen vote. 
2.2.7 Should be approved by Citizens and administered by Council 
2.2.9 Should be approved by Citizens and administered by Council 
2.2.11 and 2.2.12 Should be approved by Citizens and administered by 
Council 
2.2.13 to 2.2.16 Should be approved by Citizens not by Planning and 
administered by Council 
2.3.1 How about providing better parking, like marking the parking spots so 
parking is more efficient. People drive onto Park Royal if they can't find a 
place to park in Ambleside. 
2.3.4 Dunderave needs nothing other than cheaper rents and better parking 
that can be provided by painting the parking spots on Marine Drive. 
2.3.7 What about the boat launching ramp at Ambleside, this needs to be put 
back in use. 
2.3.10 This should only be allowed if the accommodation is registered and 
they pay extra taxes for it. 
2.3.11 There should be a height limit for hotel buildings.  
It should be noted that we lost an attractive heritage hotel when Council 
allowed the Park Royal Hotel to be demolished for a developer to put in 
apartments. 
2.3.16 Technology employment should only be created in commercial areas. 
2.3.19 Park areas should not be used 
2.3.21 We should should encourage local businesses but not foreign 
2.4.1 Don't want Spirit Trail on Seaview Trail, it should stay pedestrian. 
2.4.2 Most bikers are not friendly and do not obey the traffic laws and we 
don't have police out there enforcing our laws. 
2.4.10 Very important that we do this. 
2.4.14 Pedestrians cannot use sidewalks and pathways with cyclists, 
majority of cyclist ignore pedestrians as if they have right of way. 
2.4.17 And have the parking spots marked (painted) 
2.4.19 Limit the number of vehicles that contractors can bring to a site and 
have the bylaws enforced, which you don't do now. 
2.4.22 Enforce the bylaws on cyclists 
2.5.1 Stop the complete coverage a site with concrete so existing drainage is 
not changed 
2.5.5 Encourage a hospital being built in West Vancouver. 
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2018/03/06 17:59  In order for the commercial district to survive in West Vancouver, the issues 
of demographics and density need to be addressed.  We need a revised 
OCP that allows for higher density, mixed-use buildings, and parcels of land 
need to be encouraged in order to allow for anchor tenants, which are vital in 
any successful business district.  We have plenty examples in Metro 
Vancouver where such changes are successful.  Stop listening to the nay-
sayers who don't want change.  We have incredible natural surroundings 
that should be attracting outsiders, however those who do visit the area do 
not utilize the other amenities, as what we currently have to offer is not 
attractive enough to make a day-tripper want to stay.  We need a healthy 
combination of people coming from outside West Vancouver to experience 
all that we have to offer, while growing the local population by offering more 
affordable housing options.  If we keep focusing on meeting the needs of the 
large population of retirees the community is going to continue to decline.  
We need residents of all age groups to live here and spend their money 
here. 

2018/03/06 19:09  we hope  to Support  the densification along Taylor Way Corridor. 
concern of diminishing population and affordability and encourage multi 
family home and condo development with additional units in order to achieve 
affordable prices through smaller units which will enable younger 
generations to enter the market and engage in and develop the community 
as a whole. 
help our community  for rental dwellings affordable and working place and 
residential  be close to each other , therefore less commuting would have  
lots of benefit  like less cost less pollution and no traffic .  
I am really  interested to increase the boundary east of Taylor Way along 
Anderson Crescent inclusive of Eden Place and 8th St. 

2018/03/07 11:02  I think the planning staff have done a very good job engaging the community 
broadly.  The plan is clear and makes me feel hopeful about the future of 
West Vancouver.   

I would like to recommend that staff look at creating more opportunities for 
duplex and other denser housing options in and around schools.  For 
example, expanding the Dundarave area to Kings, between Irwin Park and 
Pauline Johnson elementary schools.  Also, a larger area around Hollyburn 
Elementary and West Vancouver Secondary schools. Enacting a principle, 
that WV schools are hubs for duplex and other smaller housing options for 
families. 
With respect to reconciliation, I would like to recommend that major street 
names (and building signage for district buildings like the recreation centres; 
seniors centre; and municipal hall appear in both Indigenous and English 
language, on street signs. 
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2018/03/11 14:52   and support that the land use not change as there are 
issues around parking and barge access.  I support coach houses but only 
when they do not impact on a neighbourhood around access.  We have our 
own dock but even then there are supposed to be extra dock space incase 
the weather is bad and we cannot access our docks.  That means there has 
to be 9 extra spaces on the communal dock, which there are not, at present. 
Therefore we cannot increase the island density.  If we were granted extra 
dock space and parking space I would support a land use change. 

With thanks 
 

2018/03/12 0:07  I am against rezoning. 

2018/03/12 8:06 I hope the distric would rezone more area to duplex and townhouses to 
make the housing pricing more affordable. 

2018/03/12 8:08 No more Monster Houses! 

2018/03/12 8:09  No more Monster Houses! 

2018/03/12 8:10  No more Monster Houses! 

2018/03/12 8:10  No more Monster Houses! 

2018/03/12 8:40  Protect the west Vancouver living environment is important 

2018/03/12 10:02  I have the concern about the rezoning area.  I think the rezoning area should 
be considered seriously. In the very limited area to build high density condo 
or high building is acceptable(Near by Park Royal, Taylor way). But in a large 
area to build duplex or triplex it will impact the character of  neighbourhood 
definitely. Is there will be a city we want to live any longer? If only put the 
plan on house, city don't have the plan on transportation, traffic road, 
commercial facilities, how can be the city will be?  
I don't agree with the rezoning plan! 

2018/03/12 11:02  West Vancouver is the most desired high-end community in BC, as a 
residence, we don't want our community to be expanded to a more-
populated community with more people, more traffic, small house, rental 
houses etc.  

The change of building forms and neighborhood character do not help with 
economy, but will bring more criminal and safety concern.  

I strongly against the change of building forms and neighborhood character. 
2018/03/12 11:17  I have concerns about the preservation of Whyte Lake and Nelson Canyon 

Park areas. From the Map on page three of the "Official Community Plan 
Part Two" it looks like this area is for "future neighborhoods" . I find the 
Protection Guidelines UL8 on pg 86 to be very vague. 

2018/03/12 11:53  I have carefully read your master plan and want to congratulate you on a 
very complete survey of resources and what can be done to improve the 
lives of those living here. I agree 100% on your plans. Preserving what we 
have and providing more amenities (cheaper housing for younger workers 
well as the generation of sons and daughters growing up here) are so 
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other municipalities being constructed in the lifetimer of any one of us. 
Vancouver has made it abundantly clear that they will not permit the 
construction of any additional road, tunnel or any other practical form of 
passage through that city. 

Please consider what you are proposing. So long as you remain in West 
Vancouver it is reasonably easy to shop, dine and enjoy life. But bear in 
mind that not everyone can stay in West Van and must commute. Don't 
make commuting more difficult. 

I do understand that most of our children do not have the money to reside 
here but to think to construct more and more crowded residences which 
might allow them to live here is insane. 

Your proposal of constructing more places to live in Ambleside Centre and 
other parts of West Van will make living here less attractive and less 
desireable and likely still expensive. 

Please consider how present residents feel. 

Please wake up! 
2018/03/12 14:18 Some densification & more affordable housing is badly needed in West 

Vancouver. This could be achieved by changing by laws & allowing larger 
properties to be subdivided. I do believe though that we should preserve the 
village character of our waterfront. Development should be sensitive to the 
present low density, village feel of Ambleside & Dundarave. 

We do not need more development (which is unaffordable to all but the very 
wealthy) similar to the oversized development currently under construction at 
14th and Marine! 

Future development should be designed to aid the local population to find 
affordable accommodation, not just line the pockets of developers & allows 
overseas buyers to speculate & park their millions in our real estate market! 

Thanks for giving the opportunity to express the above opinions. 
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2018/03/12 14:45 I love the zoning for separate titles in the Ambleside 
 I would love to redevelop my home into strata 

sip [intelligible] titles duplex and coach house –it would allow me to 
[intelligible] to my kids & still live in the same neighbourhood. Great idea. City 
must make it easy for us to do this. Thank you!! 

Add more vibrancy to neighbourhood–Ambleside/Dundarave zoning–spot 
zoning on corner key locations on 15th/11th/12th commercial below 
multifamily above or on corner grocery store, coffee shop, wine bar, love to 
see this. 

Please please make re-zoning cheaper & standardized & helpful 
homeplanners with creative ideas for separate title coach houses & budgets 
for building. Simplified development creates less stress & less worry and less 
mistakes in a shorter need time frame: 
- commercial zoning (spot) panel
- design panel
- zone panel
-creative development panel (coach house/triplex/duplex ideas)

2018/03/12 14:49 Page 16 - Respecting character and protecting heritage: 
-Vague and general guidelines
-Suggest more specific objectives:
1. Expedite MAC and Community involvement
2. Fast track development permits for retaining heritage properties
3. Tax (property) exemptions in heritage properties --> eg:
-tax exemptions in heritage portion of property if using density bonds or other
development incentives
- waive development permit fees for heritage owners who contemplate
retaining structure(s)
-waive or refund municipal fees for retaining heritage

2018/03/12 17:56  Good afternoon, my officers, 

I just noticed that our OCP like that today. I never been reached before about 
our OCP from city. Generally the new OCP will develop the density of whole 
area, but there is no one main traffic plan to solve our terrible situation. I 
really doubt who made this plan, do they live in WV, or do our OCP members 
live in WV?  
 As a local resident, I totally agree to build more affordable homes for young 
people or local people, but most important is that we should have a good 
plan to solve our current bad traffic issues first. We can not suffocate at road 
every day, and we can not absorb more people to live in terrible crowded 
traffic city.  

So please add main traffic plan to the OCP first. 

Very appreciate it if could get any feedback from OCP committee 
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2018/03/12 21:09  I just want to take this opportunity to thank the district for taking the initiative 
and doing the right thing by asking the residents of West Vancouver what 
they want to see for the next 20 years in the community.   

I know there has been alof of skeptical criticism that nothing will ever be built 
because West Vancouverites has always been known for anti-developement. 
Senior's land.....  land owner that doesn't want their view to be 
blocked or their nice privacy set backs to be at least 20 meters away from 
their neighbours. Not willing to co-operate and do land assemblies to create 
more housing supply that's needed to support the community.  I think If we 
can learn from other municipalities's mistakes and sucess.  The effort of this 
OCP will not be a great success, but also a model for other municipalities 
who's thinking of conducting OCP to follow.  

I grew up in West Van,  
  West Van is home to me, but unfortunately with school and job.  I 

recently moved to Vancouver.  Ever since I moved to East Vancovuer, 
 I am impressed by the OCP that the city of Vancouver 

initiated.  They went from single houses to townhouese, row housese and 
low rise apartments on quiet residential neighbourhoods.  I see more options 
suitalbe for differnt needs whether young professionals or families looking for 
smaller sizes, but not necessary 1 bedroom apartments.  It's impossilbe for 
young families or professionals to afford single houses or duplex.  But with 
Townhouese, Row houese offers enough indoor room and also some 
outdoor space at a more affordable price.  It's just impossible to feed a family 
plus a full-time gardener to take care of the 10,000sf lot! 

We are losing talents and younger generation to other municipalities.  I think 
if West Van can offer the same type of housing choices Vancouver does, 
who would want to move away from home.  I would move back in a heart 
beat! 

Thank you very much for taking the time. 
2018/03/13 2:08  STREET AND SIDEWALK LIGHTING 

Surprisingly, this topic has NOT been discussed or addressed. 

Lighting is a very important aspect of planning our environment whether it's 
our home or our community or city. 

Light pollution is a source of concern for cities around the world. When 
planning the future of a city, community, or municipality, it is important to 
consider how lighting affects residents, wildlife, and the environment.  

It is important that we avoid light pollution and install non-light-polluting 
sidewalk lamps and street lamps.  

Light pollution is caused when city sidewalk and street lamps are unshaded 
and allow light to radiate 360º into the environment around the source.  

We plan our home lighting, and we spend money to install the right kind of 
lighting for specific situations. Basically, in our homes, we want the two kinds 
of lighting available to us in nature via daylight (light) and night (nearly dark): 

1) USEFUL - bright lighting, to perform various activities. This is the purpose
of daylight.
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2) RELAXING - low lighting, to allow us to relax in our environment without
disturbing our circadian rhythm (our internal clock). This is the purpose of
pre-darkness.

So why would we not spend as much care and consideration planning the 
lighting in our communities and cities? 

As human beings, we need and want to see the stars. And we need 
darkness to sleep. 

Plants and animals depend on Earth’s daily cycle of light and dark rhythm to 
govern life-sustaining behaviors such as reproduction, nourishment, sleep 
and protection from predators. 

Scientific evidence suggests that artificial light at night has negative and 
deadly effects on many creatures including amphibians, birds, mammals, 
insects and plants. 

PLEASE, PLEASE, PLEASE. I AM REQUESTING THAT A NEW 
CATEGORY BE CREATED FOR LIGHTING. 

We want city sidewalk and street lighting that does NOT create light 
pollution. 

We want all city sidewalk lamp standards to have shades that direct the light 
downward. 

You can read more on darksky.org. 

It's time that West Vancouver city hall planners dragged themselves into 
2018 and learned from more enlightened city planners and scientists and 
environmentalists around the world. GET WITH IT. 

I/WE WANT INCLUDED IN THE OCP: 

- NO MORE LIGHT POLLUTION.

- ONLY NON-LIGHT-POLLUTION STYLE LAMP STANDARDS TO BE
USED FOR SIDEWALKS AND STREET LIGHTING IN WEST
VANCOUVER.

- NEW EMPLOYEES HIRED/OLD EMPLOYEES FIRED IF THEY CANNOT
GET UP-TO-DATE ON LIGHT POLLUTION.

West Vancouver city hall does not care about light pollution. The same 
employees have made the same poor choices in lighting for over two 
decades. That's as far back as I can remember although I have lived in West 
Vancouver since 1952. 

Not once in decades has city hall ever talked about the issue of light 
pollution.  

The environmental strategy of West Vancouver's city hall is all smoke and 
mirrors. It only cares about fish. It doesn't care about other wildlife and birds, 
and it most certainly doesn't care about the environment its residents have to 
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live in. If West Vancouver city hall cared about the environment, it wouldn't 
fill it with street and sidewalk lighting that radiates light in 360º, creating 
enough glare to blind pedestrians, night-flight birds, drivers, and residents 
trying to enjoy the natural nighttime environment and the privacy of their 
homes.  

I WANT: 

NO LIGHT POLLUTION. 

NEW RULES ON WHAT SPECIFIC TYPES OF NON-LIGHT-POLLUTING 
STANDARDS CAN BE USED FOR SIDEWALK AND STREET LIGHTING. 

Do I make myself clear? 
2018/03/13 2:23  I want a working group on sidewalk and street lighting. 

I want sidewalk and street lighting that does NOT create light pollution. 

Light pollution is created by light standards that allow light to radiate 360ª 
degrees into the sky and environment. 

Light pollution is known to have negative affects on wildlife and human 
beings.  

See darksky.org for the best, most up-to-date information on light pollution 
and how to reduce it. LEARN ABOUT IT. 

I want shaded sidewalk and street lamp standards that direct light 
downwards, so it doesn't create light pollution and glare. Glare can cause 
traffic accidents. 

West Vancouver is an environmental nightmare when it comes to street and 
sidewalk lighting. 

Do we want Marine Drive to resemble the Las Vegas strip at night? No 
resident wants that. Yet, West Vancouver's employees in charge of street 
and sidewalk lighting have - FOR DECADES - chosen and installed the 
worst kind of light polluting lamp standards along West Vancouver's 
Ambleside waterfront, ruining a nighttime experience for pedestrians. These 
employees should be fired immediately and replaced with more 
environmentally intelligent and progressive individuals. I am not kidding. 
Over the years, I have made complaints about their lighting choices but my 
intelligence and knowledge was dismissed and these individuals were never 
fired. As a result, they have spent taxpayers' money on creating light 
pollution. They know no shame. 

I, for one, am sick of it. 

So, i request that you CREATE a working group to implement and choose 
NON-light-polluting alternatives to the polluting street and sidewalk lighting 
that West Vancouver currently has installed - especially along and close to 
the waterfront. Lighting that invites late-night strolls instead of walking under 
a glare. Lighting that doesn't pollute and harm wildlife. it's their environment 
too. 
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2018/03/19 9:14  I have read the Draft Official Community Plan and would like to acknowledge 
how well feedback from the public during the consultation process was 
captured. I attended many of the events and was pleasantly surprised by the 
appetite of the community for positive change to address the serious issues 
facing the community that are described so well in the Key Trends section of 
the Draft. 

I have a couple of comments to make: 
- 2.2.9 Rather than "seek to etc." I would suggest the words "enable the
transfer of etc."
-2.2.10 I am sure that you will receive strong negative feedback regarding
this section i.e., suggesting that the Municipality stay firm regarding any
development above the 1200 foot contour. I would like to state firmly that it is
important to retain this flexibility in order to give the Municipality a strong
position when working with British Properties on the Cypress Village
Development. Perhaps you consider adding wording as a preface to the
effect of "While respecting the entreaty of the Upper Lands Working Group to
limit development above the 1200 foot contour, consider etc.
-I would like to see a strong statement regarding the necessity of public
transit for Cypress Village
-I would also like to see a statement requiring the creation of a certain
number of jobs in the Cypress Village planning area (rf. Burnaby around
Metrotown)
-2.4.15 Add "crosswalks" after "arterial roads"

I would like to thank you for the dedication, patience and extreme 
professionalism of staff throughout this process and I would like to 
congratulate you for so successfully addressing the Key Trends outlined in 
the introduction to the Plan in the Community-Wide Directions of the Draft 
Plan. It will be a positive guide for the future development of West 
Vancouver. 

2018/03/19 9:23  1. No. of duplexes needs increasing (substantially)
2. Other housing options needs increasing substantially for seniors & young
families
3. Other housing options needs increasing substantially for workforce.
4. Climate change is the challenge of our time
5. Reinstitute "panhandle" lots (that used to be legal) to increase housing
units
6. Protect heritage houses by density transfer (to distant sites if necessary)
(e.g. Gordon Smith residence)
7. Increase no. of accessible units by increasing site coverage to permit
exterior elevator installation in houses.
8. p. 31 Yes! Emphasize Ambleside as the municipal town centre. Important
foil for Pk. Royal
9. p. 36 Introduce traffic calming measures in speed-way areas like the 2200
& 2300 blocks Marine Dr.
10. p. 36 Add more park & ride facilities
11. p. 40 & 42 Sections 2.5.19 and 2.6.18 appear inconsistent & confusing.
Please clarify
12. p. 42 Careful about green roofs. They have higher costs for structure and
maintenance, shifting municipal drainage costs to private owners.
13. p. 47 Increase transit frequency at busy times at Park Royal (heading
across bridge)
14 p. 50 Map 15 should show the Ferry bldg Gallery
15. The draft OCP is otherwise excellent!
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*This could be senior accessibility and lower cost housing as we already own
the property. ENVIRONMENTAL PLAN. It is essential that underground
water management be a critical part of any new development. New house
construction is impacting water issues as foundations are dug deeper & they
are hitting underground creeks & streams. Existing infrastructure is
impacted. Range of housing types is essential. DON'T APPROVE DESIGN
LIKE THAT ON VERY UNATTRACTIVE FOR THIS
COMMUNITY.

*NO MORE THAN 3 STOREYS ON MARINE DRIVE

2018/03/19 10:01 In general, this OCP Draft looks good, and we agree with most of it. 
2.1 Existing neighbourhoods: 
-NOT in favor of coach houses, prefer subdivision of existing lots; better re-
sale value.
-we ARE in favor of more duplex and triplex and townhouse zoning along all
of Marine Drive corridor, including Cypress Creek area.
2.2 Future neighbourhoods:
- W. Van should accept more high-density development in support of R.G.S.
because it is preferable to build housing on hillsides & not on agricultural
land.
-New subdivisions should be small lots only (e.g. 60' x 120')
-2.2.7 -2.2.16 sounds extremely complicated! Good luck with this.
2.3 Local Economy:
- 2.3.7 We need a public boat launch replacement between Ambelside and
Dundarave.
-2.3.10 Definitely in favor of boutique hotels in town centres.
2.5 Municipal Operations and infrastructure:
-2.5.9 Ban the sale & use of plastic bags
-2.5.13 Continue policy of maintaining pedestrian trails on top of sewage
systems, e.g. in Caulfeild. Use to connect cul-de-sacs.
2.6 Natural Environment:
-2.6.5 Balance tree retention...with consideration for safety from danger of
over-mature trees or dead trees.
-2.7 Parks & Trails
-2.7.15 Make advancement of Spirit Trail a top priority and re-claim
encroachments by private owners on to road & rail easements.
2.9 Community Health and Cohesion:
-2.9.1 Optimize use of existing recreation facilities by converting under-used
tennis courts to pickleball courts.

2018/03/19 10:10 Most importantly, those of us who have chosen to live in the "Ambleside 
Town Centre" areas are here because we highly value the views, access to 
the Seawalk, cycling, W.V. Community and Aquatic Centre, SAC. So far, 
we've been able to pay for it! The character of Ambleside should remain a 
residential area with limited height of ALL building of 6 storeys. Do NOT give 
"in lieu of " concessions to developers wanting to add height. 
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emission vehicles (this should not be subsidized by the community at large). 

I essentially agree with all of the following comments from another citizen 
as outlined below: 

Firstly I am concerned with the short time the draft plan has been published 
and the short submission date for comments - March 16 now amended to 
March 29.  Many residents have no idea what this plan might mean for them. 
I think that there needs to be at least three months of review and many 
community meetings before plan goes to council for approval. 

I think the focus group meetings that were held this summer tended to drive 
people to certain conclusions and has given the Planning department some 
unfortunate feeling that in fact we all want more development ( related 
construction) and density - fewer single family homes and a lot more 
townhomes and apartments. 

While I think that we do have citizens nearing retirement who want these 
types of properties I believe that there are plenty of apartments available -  
the gap perhaps is larger three bedroom plus apartments and low rise 
townhomes or coach houses ( duplex, triplex developments). The idea of 
strong demand from younger citizens is I think misguided as it seems 
unfortunately that such apartments, townhouses or coach houses would 
remain unaffordable to most of them. I know that most of friends’ children do 
not live in West or North Vancouver as it is just too expensive for them. 

Most people I talk with are concerned about traffic gridlock on the North 
Shore and if there are to be increases  in density want to understand how it 
impacts there neighbourhood and traffic.  

The other issue they are concerned about is neighbourhood character and 
how this has been eroded over many years with very little concrete action to 
try to resolve.  

Affordability is also a concern but I fear there are no easy solutions to this 
one- recent steps taken by BC NDP may help a little here but not enough to 
make West Vancouver affordable any time in the near future , if ever. ( 
recent developments Grosvenor, Cressey, Horseshoe Bay and planned 
development on Marine Drive bear this out- increased density is not creating 
affordable homes). 

The 53 page draft plan contains a huge amount of motherhood and apple pie 
but very little that deals with traffic issues and very little explaining why the 
need for increased density and the impact on traffic and neighbourhoods of 
such increases. The plan also has very little to say on preserving 
neighbourhood character. 

Some more specific thoughts and questions where it would have been really 
useful for some member of Council or Planning department at the ADRA 
meeting to answer. So I am hoping by writing that I will get answers. 

Pages 3-6 try to explain the increased population forecast which I believe is 
the driver in the draft OCP for the need for increased density.  Given that our 
population has been flat to declining I am not sure why we are now 
forecasting the population of West Vancouver to start rising again? I almost 
feel the draft OCP needed to justify increasing density and population growth 
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is what was required. This seems to be a critical assumption and think needs 
to be well thought through as much of the rest of the plan depends on this 
assumption. We need to understand the demographics of the forecast 
population growth surely to determine the type of housing they may need or 
want or could afford. 

Page 7 & 8 deal with Housing affordability and diversity- Firstly nowhere in 
this draft OCP do we define what our definition of affordability is - affordable 
to B.C. citizens at large, those who already own homes and are downsizing, 
younger people in B.C. ? With very high land prices more diversity of 
housing will not necessarily make our housing affordable except to foreign 
investors or a wealthy minority of the BC population. We have built 
Grosvenor one 7 floor and to be built one 6 floor building and have under 
construction Cressy a 20 story . We also have the Horseshoe Bay 
development and also under plan The Residences on Marine -from $1.9 
million to $2.75 million. None of these would be affordable at all to the vast 
majority of B.C.residents and likely only affordable to those with inheritances, 
downsizing from an existing home or foreign investors. So increased density 
will not provide affordable housing only housing that is marginally more 
affordable than a single family home. 

Employees of businesses here  will still have to commute to West Vancouver 
as even the higher density smaller homes will remain unaffordable to most if 
not all- so what we need is to make it easier for those employees to travel to 
the North Shore by transit and road!!! This begs discussion re adding lanes 
to our bridges or a third crossing. 

Page 10 where we are in the process- as stated above I think the first three 
phases and the discussions led by planning surprisingly led participants to 
the solution that planning was directing residents to- I am not convinced that 
in many instances this is really what residents of West Vancouver are 
looking for. 

Page 15- 2.1.1 - I think the concept here is valid but wording a little unclear- 
my read is that draft OCP is saying throughout most of West Vancouver 
larger lots will be able to be subdivided and also coach houses built - what is 
not clear are actual minimum lot sizes ( assume 33 foot) or minimum lot size 
where coach House could be built. Are we also saying that basement suites 
would be allowed anywhere as well? 

Page 15 & 16 2.1.4 to 2.1.7 This seems to be what is defined as the Marine 
Drive Transit Corridor which you are defining essentially going along Marine 
Drive from Park Royal all the way to Horseshoe Bay- all along this corridor 
Triplexes, Duplexes and townhouses should be permitted - these would be 
up to three stories - I am sure many residents of single family homes along 
this corridor would have concerns re the developments and impacts on views 
, traffic etc. Not sure I have understood this properly though? 

2.1.7 seems to essentially permit Council to spot zone certain sites- I realize 
that Council wants flexibility but I think that spot zoning re Grosvenor ( with a 
very split Council) did not set a good precedent to grant Council this 
flexibility- (was pushed through with the vast majority of residents opposed.) 
Not surprisingly this has created a low level of trust among residents. It 
would therefore be better if Council had a 75%  or better still 100% majority 
to approve such cases should they arise. 
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2.1.8 - this really is the only small section ( two small paragraphs) that talks 
about respecting neighbourhood character. For most residents I think this is 
a major priority and therefore ideas to protect neighbourhood character 
should be spelled out in more detail and given more prominence in the draft 
OCP. This has been a major concern for most residents for many years and 
very little action has been taken by our Mayor or Council. In the meantime 
we continue to see many monstrosities built that have a very negative effect 
on existing long time residents’ quality of life. 

2.1.13 - Ambleside Town Centre - the plan proposes  1,000 -1,200 new units 
or about a 25% increase!!! Seems quite high. I note that 2.1.14 looks at 
confirming area of Ambleside Town Centre which seems a larger area than 
would be currently zoned for townhomes and apartments etc? The second 
point states "Determine densities, heights, building forms that respond to 
neighborhood context and character"- what does this really mean? I 
residents want to know where high rises can be built and townhomes, 
duplexes etc and how that may impact them. They would also like to know  
the maximum number of stories for such dwelling types.  Not clear to me 
here? The same questions re types of buildings allowed and number of 
stories apply to other areas such as Horseshoe Bay and Cypress. 

Next paragraph states "Prioritizing mixed-use and appartment forms in core 
areas and ground oriented multi family forms (eg townhouses ,duplexes) to 
transition to adjacent single-family neighbourhoods” Again using the 
Ambleside Town centre Map I think residents want  to understand where 
Apartments can be built and to what height , where townhomes can be built 
and to what height and where duplexes etc can be built- this is not clear to 
me from reading the plan. 

Section 2.1.16 re Advancing housing affordability, accessibility and 
sustainability- all sounds good in principal but who is going to pay for 
subsidies and how do you determine who is worthy and who is not? 
Affordable to whom?  It is interesting that we had some lower rental housing 
and Council approved demolishment and building of Cressey Apartment 
tower with units selling well over $3 million each? 

2.1.20 re Use of District Owned Lands to create affordable housing There is 
a clear cost to taxpayers and how do we decide who is to benefit therefrom? 
Again affordable to whom? 

Planning of the new Cypress West Neighborhoods-starting at 2.2.7 -all 
sounds good but should we not determine what we will do with additional 
traffic- are there plans to add another link to the Highway? If not we are 
creating a traffic problem at the Cypress Bowl junction? We are of course in 
any event adding to the Upper Levels Highway Gridlock. I think this 
development should be deferred till we have solutions completed that relieve 
the gridlock that we have currently. 

2.3 Local Economy and Employment- All sounds good but very general 
statements that need an action plan and specifics to determine what , if 
anything, the Municipality can actually do. The focus on more retail and 
restaurants sounds wonderful but think of Amazon- Retail stores are 
struggling unless they can create a real experience that makes people want 
to visit. We also have many restaurants that struggle already- will adding 
more really help? With no growth in population in West Vancouver customer 
growth will have to come from attracting visitors from elsewhere in Lower 
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Mainland- this will add to traffic gridlock and discourage further those who 
may consider coming. 

Our businesses and employers on the North Shore struggle today to get 
those willing to commute to North Shore to work. We are unlikely to be able 
to make it affordable for employees  to live here so we need as a priority to 
make it easier for those employees by transit and road to get here! 

2.3.10 Supporting tourism and visitors- Again sounds good but how do you 
execute - also need to improve transit and road access to North Shore if you 
want to attract tourists and visitors. The Evening Entertainment sounds again 
wonderful but who are the customer base? We have an ageing population so 
not sure who we are catering to? Have we good feedback from our residents 
that they want this? Cypress Park is great but again it is attracting huge 
volumes of traffic and therefore this brings us back to the inadequacy of our 
road systems and transit. 

2.4 Transportation and Infrastructure - Surprising to me that we start off with 
walking and cycling? We are an ageing population living on the side of a 
mountain- is this really our top priority and that of our residents? I hope we 
are not following Vancouver by adding endless bike lanes and creating 
further traffic gridlock. 

Yes it would be good to have improved transit to connect communities and to 
other parts of Lower Mainland and not just downtown- not really sure of need 
for transit along Marine drive within West Vancouver nor who would use it- 
the demand I think is to make it easier to get to other Municipalities in lower 
Mainland ( on and off North Shore) 

Expansion of the Ferry Terminal should be resisted without the Province 
investing in improved transit and road access ( third crossing or additional 
lanes on our bridges)- The Ferry traffic is already a major contributor to the 
Gridlock on the Upper Levels and our bridges. 

2.4.12 Enhancing road network and sustainability I support but there is no 
real mention of what ought to be the very top of the list- A third crossing or 
additional lanes to our bridges- we need to get the Provincial and Federal 
Government to realise that the most significant volume of traffic to and from 
the North Shore is through traffic to Ferries, Squamish and Whistler and 
visitors to Grouse Mountain and Cypress Park- It is highly unlikely that those 
through  travellers would  use transit. It is also highly unlikely that 
Construction workers would use transit either. 

2.4.21- Prioritize sustainable transportation options and seek to reduce auto 
dependency in private and public development projects- a great goal but how 
do you actually  get construction workers out of their cars? We need some 
concrete ideas here such as ensuring on all major developments that 
developer stores tools on site and provides compulsory ride sharing from say 
Burnaby and other locations. 

Bike sharing , car and ride sharing ? Have you actually asked residents if 
they would use that? I cannot see the demand for that now or in the medium 
future. 

Provide infrastructure for electric vehicles- do we really want  to subsidize 
Tesla owners?  
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Again our clear priority needs to be firstly improved road systems including 
more lanes of traffic to get on and off the North Shore  and across the North 
Shore.  Improved Transit to other Municipalities would be next. 

2.6 Parks and Environment- I think fair to say one of the joys of living here in 
West Vancouver is our Parks and access to the waterfront- lets keep that but 
also when we want to expand areas of plantings in our Parks be conscious  
of maintenance- I think often we cannot maintain adequately existing planted 
areas. We do need also improved Parking at Lighthouse Park. 

2.8 Social Well being- Section seems to be largely all Motherhood and Apple 
Pie- yes all worthy but how do you action and what are costs versus benefits. 

In general as taxpayers we have seen significant increases in our taxes and 
added billings for utilities- It is incumbent on our Municipal Government to 
manage costs and staffing demands very carefully to ensure the services are 
really meeting community wants and needs and to assist making living in our 
community more affordable. I am not convinced that enough attention paid to 
managing costs. 

In summary on speaking to many of my friends and acquaintances I think 
Residents priorities are: 

1) Traffic challenges and gridlock - we need a solution for residents,
employees of our businesses and those passing through our community

2) Neighborhood character and concrete actions to address which is long
overdue.

3) Provision of more housing options that fit nicely and architecturally into
neighbourhoods- but definitely not large and very expensive high rise
development

4) More affordable housing but I think recognised that there is no easy
solution that is not very costly.

2018/03/26 2:38  1. Concerns with public engagement on Draft OCP, including:
a. The time frame for public feedback (originally 4-weeks) is not nearly long
enough;
b. 2-week extension to deadline (to March 29) is still not enough, it also
coincides with spring break (note – public given 2 months for feedback on
Interim Tree Bylaw and while a difficult issue, arguably the OCP is far more
complex, but only allowed 6 weeks);
c. Staff refuse to meet with groups of citizens (e.g. ADRA hosted meeting)
only with individuals or stakeholder boards of directors.  (Note - Interim Tree
Bylaw are hosting 4 education sessions to answer questions and collect
comments before closing public input);
d. No opportunity for citizens to hear and learn from others
questions/comments, including stakeholder boards.  The public is not
provided with the results of staff’s research.  Community feedback must be
made available to the public.  (Example – At a presentation to CHAC, D.
Hawkins said planning team went out to where seniors congregate and
spoke to seniors.  Where did staff go to reach out to seniors? Who/how
many did staff talk to?  What did you ask them and what were the
responses?)  This information must be provided before closing public input.
e. No opportunity for public input on any revisions to the draft, except at a
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Public Hearing.  (An important and complex document such as the OCP, in 
all likelihood, will require more than a few “tweaks” to get right.  The last 
OCP required a number of “back and forth” with the public before finalizing.) 
f. Town Hall meeting planned AFTER deadline for public input.

2. The Draft excludes Squamish Nation land (IR#5), yet the Regional Growth
Strategy (RGS) includes Squamish Nation lands in its projections for WV.
The Squamish have a master plan which envisions significant residential
development (which conceivably could meet most if not all of WV’s housing
needs) – this must be considered if we are to make informed decisions about
WV's future, particularly relating to housing and traffic congestion.

3. Pg 4 indicates WV’s population is expected in increase by ~10,000 people
by 2041, however this is not supported by current trends.  WV has
historically gone through demographic cycles where population has
decreased.  What are projections for increase in population based on?  Build
it and they will come?  What are the demographics and needs of this
anticipated population increase?  Per Urban Futures report (pg 26), adding a
total of 10,682 residents over a 30-year period, would represent faster
growth than was experienced over the past 30 years.
Also, the Draft does not indicate how ~5,000 new housing units could be
accommodated by 2041, it just provides some numbers.

4. Quality of life is of utmost importance but only briefly mentioned.  The
Draft does not identify specific quality of life factors (such as privacy, views,
access to daylight, etc.) or say HOW we will protect them.  QoL needs to be
defined in measurable terms so we may monitor progress -- are we going in
the right direction?

5. Pg 5 …our housing stock has limited options for seniors to downsize. I
disagree with this statement.  How can you substantiate this claim when
there are over 1,000 units of multi-family strata or rental housing currently
approved or under construction?  Particularly as the Urban Futures report
indicates that 61% of WV households are mortgage free.  What hasn’t been
addressed is seniors that need to move into assisted living.  (Note –
Vancouver Coastal Health units are open to whole region – how to ensure
WV seniors are accommodated?)

6. Pg 7 - Housing affordability and diversity.
The idea that adding more housing and smaller homes will be relatively more
affordable/attainable than our housing stock today is not supported as
evidenced by current and recent development (Grosvenor, Cressey, The
Residences on Marine, Sewells, Evelyn by Onni, etc.)

7. Pg 8 – Climate Change does not address water shortage or storm drain
capacity.

8. Pg 10 – OCP Review Process.  It is not clear how public input will help
refine this draft into a final proposal for Council’s consideration.  Will this be
based on the most “mentions” received?  The least objections?  And why will
public input only “refine” and not change or shape the final proposal?

9. I don’t like or agree with the vision statement (pg 13 – What is our vision
for an even better WV?)  Define what a “complete, connected and inclusive
community” is; what is a “vibrant economy”?  This terminology is subjective
and should be omitted.  The visions statement should say something about
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quality of life. 

10. WV does not have a Housing Policy, yet as per Staff’s Demographic,
Housing and Employment Projections report (June 2016): the future
population of West Vancouver will be determined in a large part by its
housing policy and land use decisions.
(The 2012 Housing Action Plan is the closest thing we seem to have, but it’s
not a policy.)

11. The Draft does not define the goal(s), and quantitative metrics
(measurable targets) for assessing attainment of them.
a. Pg 14 Objectives are not quantifiable or measurable, nor is it indicated
how we will achieve them.
b. No base line numbers are provided – don’t know what you’re measuring
from.
c. Housing & Neighbourhoods – build more diverse housing types, sizes,
costs and tenures.  Diversity is not an objective and I understand Staff will
consider ANY new housing to be “diverse”.
d. Transportation – By 2041, we aim to (have) 25% more people walking,
cycling and taking transit.  Why are you only measuring these 3 modes when
objective is to improve transportation for ALL modes of transit?
e. Parks & Environment – protect our natural systems and reduce
greenhouse gas emissions.  Why are we only measuring GHG emissions
when protecting our natural systems is also listed as an objective?
f. Social Well-being – By 2041, we aim to (have) 20% greater participation in
services & programs.  Which services and programs?

12. The Draft does not provide an accompanying narrative to the policy
statements to provide background and rationale and explain what is new and
different from the policies outlined in the 2004 OCP.  (This information is
needed before public comment closes.)

13. Does the table of contents “themes” represent the OCP priorities?
The Draft omits key themes (Section 2 – Community-Wide Directions) such
as Arts & Culture, Neighbourhood Character, Commercial Neighbourhoods
and Municipal Lands.  It is not enough to interlace policy statements on
these important topics throughout the 5 identified themes.  The missing
components are significant enough to deserve their own topic sections.
(Case in point: the public has been anxious to comment on a location for a
new Arts building, but are bounced back and forth between Parks &
Recreation -- who say this is a land use decision, and Planning staff -- who
say site-specific planning is not within the scope of the OCP.)

14. The Draft plan talks about Transportation but says very little about traffic
congestion – a main priority for many -- or about the projected impact of
increased density on traffic congestion.

15. Pg 16, Item 2.1.7 - I have concerns with this.  We should avoid site-
specific (spot) zoning.
2nd bullet "Considering sites or assemblies that present a degree of physical
separation from..."  -- change "degree" to a defined and retained boundary.
4th bullet "...apartment buildings to a maximum of three storeys" -- need to
specify height.
I agree with the 5th bullet item about reviewing form & character to support
siting and designs that respond & contribute to neighbourhood context and
character and would like to see this mentioned more in the Draft plan,
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2018/03/29 0:52  1. Concerns with public engagement on Draft OCP, including:  
a. The time frame for public feedback (originally 4-weeks) is not nearly long 
enough; 
b. 2-week extension to deadline (to March 29) is still not enough, it also 
coincides with spring break (note – public given 2 months for feedback on 
Interim Tree Bylaw and while a difficult issue, arguably the OCP is far more 
complex, but only allowed 6 weeks); 
c. Staff refuse to meet with groups of citizens (e.g. ADRA hosted meeting) 
only with individuals or stakeholder boards of directors.  (Note - Interim Tree 
Bylaw are hosting 4 education sessions to answer questions and collect 
comments before closing public input.); 
d. No opportunity for citizens to hear and learn from others 
questions/comments, including stakeholder boards.  The public is not 
provided with the results of staff’s research.  Community feedback must be 
made available to the public before deadline for input.  (Example – At a 
presentation to CHAC, D. Hawkins said planning team went out to where 
seniors congregate and spoke to seniors.  Where did staff go to reach out to 
seniors? Who/how many did staff talk to?  What did you ask them and what 
were the responses?)   
e. No opportunity for public input on any revisions to the draft, except at a 
Public Hearing.  (An important and complex document such as the OCP, in 
all likelihood, will require more than a few “tweaks” to get right.  The last 
OCP required a number of “back and forth” with the public before finalizing.) 
f. Townhall meeting planned AFTER deadline for public input (should be 
before deadline for public comment). 
 
2. The Draft excludes Squamish Nation land (IR#5), yet the Regional Growth 
Strategy (RGS) includes Squamish Nation lands in its projections for WV.  
The Squamish have a master plan which envisions significant residential 
development (which conceivably could meet most if not all of WV’s housing 
needs) – this must be considered if we are to make informed decisions about 
WV's future, particularly relating to housing and traffic congestion.   
 
3. Pg 4 indicates WV’s population is expected to increase by ~10,000 people 
by 2041, however this is not supported by current trends.  WV has 
historically gone through demographic cycles where population has 
decreased.  What are projections for increase in population based on?  Build 
it and they will come?  What are the demographics and needs of this 
anticipated population increase?  Per Urban Futures report (pg 26), adding a 
total of 10,682 residents over a 30-year period, would represent faster 
growth than was experienced over the past 30 years.   
Also, the Draft does not indicate how ~5,000 new housing units could be 
accommodated by 2041, it just provides some numbers. 
 
4. Quality of life is of utmost importance but only briefly mentioned.  The 
Draft does not identify specific quality of life factors (such as privacy, views, 
access to daylight, etc.) or say HOW we will protect them.  QoL needs to be 
defined in measurable terms so we may monitor progress -- are we going in 
the right direction?   
 
5. Pg 5 …our housing stock has limited options for seniors to downsize. I 
disagree with this statement.  How can you substantiate this claim when 
there are about 1,000 units of multi-family strata or rental housing currently 
approved or under construction?  Particularly as the Urban Futures report 
indicates that 61% of WV households are mortgage free.  What hasn’t been 
addressed is seniors that need to move into assisted living.  (Note – 
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Vancouver Coastal Health units are open to whole region – how to ensure 
WV seniors are accommodated?) 

6. Pg 7 - Housing affordability and diversity.
The idea that adding more housing and smaller homes will be relatively more
affordable/attainable than our housing stock today is not supported as
evidenced by current and recent development (Grosvenor, Cressey, The
Residences on Marine, Sewells, Evelyn by Onni, etc.)
The Draft plan should provide criteria for assessing the impact of past and
anticipated growth on affordable housing; and show the current supply-
demand for affordable housing and the supply-demand for affordable
housing with anticipated growth.  It should recommend actions for resolving
the shortage of affordable housing and provide the factual basis for the
effectiveness for each action.

7. Pg 10 – OCP Review Process.  It is not clear how public input will help
refine this draft into a final proposal for Council’s consideration.  Will this be
based on the most “mentions” received?  The least objections?  And why will
public input only “refine” and not change or shape the final proposal?

8. Pg 13 -- I don’t like or agree with the vision statement.  Define what a
“complete, connected and inclusive community” is; what is a “vibrant
economy”?  This terminology is subjective and should be omitted.  The vision
statement should say something about quality of life.

9. WV does not have a Housing Policy, yet as per Staff’s Demographic,
Housing and Employment Projections report (June 2016): the future
population of West Vancouver will be determined in a large part by its
housing policy and land use decisions.
(The 2012 Housing Action Plan is the closest thing we seem to have, but it’s
not a policy.)

10. The Draft does not define the goal(s), and quantitative metrics
(measurable targets) for assessing attainment of them.
a. Pg 14 Objectives are not quantifiable or measurable, nor is it indicated
how we will achieve them.
b. No base line numbers are provided – don’t know what you’re measuring
from.
c. Housing & Neighbourhoods – build more diverse housing types, sizes,
costs and tenures.  Diversity is not an objective and I understand Staff will
consider ANY new housing to be “diverse”.
d. Transportation – By 2041, we aim to (have) 25% more people walking,
cycling and taking transit.  Why are you only measuring these 3 modes when
objective is to improve transportation for ALL modes of transit?
e. Parks & Environment – protect our natural systems and reduce
greenhouse gas emissions.  Why are we only measuring GHG emissions
when protecting our natural systems is also listed as an objective?
f. Social Well-being – By 2041, we aim to (have) 20% greater participation in
services & programs.  Which services and programs?

11. The Draft does not provide an accompanying narrative to the policy
statements to provide background and rationale and explain what is new and
different from the policies outlined in the 2004 OCP.  (This information is
needed before public comment closes.)

12. Does the table of contents “themes” represent the OCP priorities?
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The Draft omits key themes (Section 2 – Community-Wide Directions) such 
as Arts & Culture, Neighbourhood Character, Commercial Neighbourhoods 
and Municipal Lands.  It is not enough to interlace policy statements on 
these important topics throughout the five identified themes.  The missing 
components are significant enough to deserve their own topic sections.  
(Case in point: the public has been anxious to comment on a location for a 
new art building; but are bounced back and forth between Parks & 
Recreation -- who say this is a land use decision, and Planning staff -- who 
say site-specific planning is not within the scope of the OCP.)    

13. The Draft plan talks about Transportation but says very little about traffic
congestion – a main priority for many -- or about the projected impact of
increased density on traffic congestion.  The plan should set forth the
congestion level of service deemed acceptable then show current congestion
for major intersections and the congestion for major intersections with
anticipated growth.  The plan should recommend actions for resolving
congestion and provide the factual basis for the effectiveness of each action.

14. Pg 16, Item 2.1.7 - I have concerns with this.  We should avoid site-
specific (spot) zoning.
2nd bullet "Considering sites or assemblies that present a degree of physical
separation from..."  -- change "degree" to a defined and retained boundary.
4th bullet "...apartment buildings to a maximum of three storeys" -- need to
specify height.
I agree with the 5th bullet item about reviewing form & character to support
siting and designs that respond & contribute to neighbourhood context and
character and would like to see this mentioned more in the Draft plan,
including in commercial areas.

15. Pg 19, items 2.1.12 and 2.1.13  – I disagree.  Housing unit numbers
(even as “estimates”) should be removed from this document (including on
pg 15 – Regenerating our neighbourhoods with an estimated 300-400 new
sensitive infill units; and Expanding missing middle (e.g. triplex, townhouse,
mixed-use) options with an estimated 300-350 new units.)
The Marine Drive LAP was completed prior to the Draft OCP and in
response to 3 development applications.
There is nothing that supports or establishes how the allocation of these
numbers (at 2.1.12 and 2.1.13) was determined.
The housing unit estimates do not appear to be based on analysis of data-
based growth trends and projections.
There has been no discussion with the public about the distribution of new
housing units.
These numbers have no basis in land availability or neighbourhood
character.
Allocation of area specific numbers (even estimates) do not belong in a high-
level document.
Is this a policy document or a land use plan?  Is policy to build 1,000-1,200
new housing units in Ambleside?
Putting housing unit numbers (even estimates) in this high-level document
moves beyond what we’ve been talking about (objectives and policies) and
focus ends up on “how do we meet these estimates”.  These numbers (even
as “estimates”) will be used by developers to leverage their applications and
staff will be inclined to support those applications based on the “suggestions”
provided in the OCP.

16. Pg 19, item 2.1.14 – Prepare local area plans by: Confirming
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boundaries and new unit estimates through local area planning processes 
should be changed to CONSIDERING boundaries through the local area 
planning processes. 
 
17.  Pg 19, item 2.1.15 – Pending adoption of local area plan, consider 
proposals within the local area plan boundary by: …This entire bullet (2.1.15) 
should be eliminated – it is not a policy and is so broad it opens the door to 
any rezoning application to come forward (NOT the specificity the public has 
been asking for) and allows for development before we’ve finished Part 2 of 
the OCP. 
 
18.   Pg 19, item 2.1.16, Pg 20, item 2.1.17 and Pg 32, item 2.3.11 (and 
wherever else bonus density is mentioned) – I disagree with the use of 
bonus density in the absence of a framework defining what bonus density is 
acceptable and in what circumstances -- there needs to be some metrics 
attached.  By and large density bonuses have only given us more luxury 
condos.  I would like to see other options besides bonus density.  
 
19.  Pg 19, item 2.1.17 – I disagree with reducing off-street parking 
requirements.  Lack of parking is a common complaint, even in residential 
neighbourhoods it’s a problem for visiting guests to find street parking. 
 
20.  Pg 31, item 2.3.1 -- Emphasize Ambleside Municipal Town Centre as 
the heart of WV with commercial land uses such as: Retail, service and 
restaurants centred on a vibrant, urban, “main street”; -- Omit “vibrant” and 
“urban”, vibrant is too subjective and urban is at odds with seaside village 
character of Ambleside. 
 
21.  Pg 31, item 2.3.4 – Regenerate Dundarave and Caulfeild Village 
Centres with small-scale, street-level retail, service and restaurants, 
secondary office use, and mixed residential and commercial uses.  Include 
Ambleside village. 
 
22.  Pg 31, item 2.3.6 – Expand commercial and mixed-use zones to 
broaden economic opportunities and stimulate employment growth.  I 
disagree with this.  WV is purposely a predominantly residential community.  
Also, your population profile estimates indicate there will be a 72% increase 
in seniors and only 20% in older adults and 9% younger adults.  The 
expected demographics suggests people will be retiring from the work force 
as they age, so commercial space requirements should reduce. 
 
23.  Pg 31, item 2.3.7 – …provide for ancillary and secondary marine related 
uses at marinas.  What do you have in mind?  Would this allow for a bistro at 
the Hollyburn Sailing Club?  There isn’t public support for commercial 
structures on the waterfront. 
 
24.  Pg 33, item 2.3.18 – Support small business.  It is not the District’s 
responsibility to assist start-up businesses.  I think the District would do 
better to support existing small businesses by improving sidewalks and 
lighting, encouraging businesses to beautify commercial areas, improving 
parking and exploring creative solutions to keep lease rates in check (like 
keeping the commercial area strictly commercial as the City of Vancouver 
has done with Denman and Davie streets). 
 
25.  Pg 33, item 2.3.19 – Consider opportunities to support economic 
objectives on District-owned lands.  I need more information, what might this 
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2018/03/29 12:09  The OCP process has provided a very welcome opportunity to provide input 
and I thank Council for extending and supporting this initiative. Their 
conclusions  are still vague at this point but there seems little doubt that 
Council would like to increase density in the areas which already have the 
highest densities.  If one translates the vague numbers and ideas to concrete 
buildings, traffic and likely affordability the measures suggested do not, 
(unfortunately), seem likely to improve land use, create a better living 
environment or indeed encourage business to locate to our denser areas. 
Doing new or different things is always harder and may alienate a different 
and perhaps vocal minority within the community. It does seem though that 
this is an important point in the development of the District and we really 
should look at alternatives that emphasise our values and our considerable 
attributes to the benefit of all. We have 90%, (plus), of our available land tied 
up in expensive single family homes, some very large. We need to ask if a 
6,000 sq ft single family home is really that different to a quadplex of the 
same size and style?  Why this might be so, and should the OCP care?. We 
need to evaluate the impact of adding all expansion to specific 
neighbourhoods that comprise a small portion of our total, versus spreading 
out the density by infilling between single and multifamily homes, and 
mandating  a more resonable size for new development. There is clearly a 
tipping point where adding density destroys neighbourhoods and it seems 
we could well be close ... and of course we also seem to have ambitions to 
add more commercialisation to the waterfront at the same time...... 

Before looking in detail at what is suggested and trying to suggest alternate 
approaches it is likely useful to look at our major issues and how/why they 
have developed.  

a)Housing affordability
The rising land costs have made building affordable homes difficult. At one
time, (not too long ago), Ambleside was a place where one could find
condominiums at reasonable prices, what is being built now seems to start at
$1500 a square foot if one is very lucky. Horseshoe Bay, as well, used to
provide reasonable housing for seniors and young families. The latest  new
development there turns out to be anything but affordable, with prices at
around $1000 a square foot. One cannot expect a young family to live in 400
square feet of space, nor can one expect that they can finance a 1.5 million
dollar “starter home”. Unfortunately we have continued to make decisions
that take us in exactly the wrong direction. We have lots of land, but the
tendency has always been to try and cram more into the already dense
areas which already have very high land costs and at the same time to use
land wastefully to build low density suburbs. Taking the so called flexible
zoning approach that was shoehorned into the OCP by a previous Council,
the current Council has managed to approve buildings in a low density zone
that are close to double that allowed in the denser, so called apartment zone
in Ambleside.  Such zoning flexibility hands developers who manage to
assemble larger properties a wonderful payday, and, as a result, landowners
believe they can get more for their land by waiting rather than conforming to
the current OCP.  Unfortunately these developments typically house very
large apartments, so the actual people or unit density is low, and the cost per
square foot is such that very few people working within Ambleside could
even think of affording them. Such developments solve none of our real
problems, and their approval is one of the major factors driving the increase
in housing costs in Ambleside/Dundarave; they will also encourage the future
demolition of smaller more affordable rental units. The new buildings often
offer retail or restaurants at ground level, these draw additional, non local,
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non commuting, traffic to the area and will make large demands on parking 
often with little provided for them by the developer.  Someone will have to 
pay the capital and service costs of the additional parking and one has to 
believe that larger facilities should pay these costs so as to maintain a level 
playing field with existing business. 
b)Traffic density and the environment
Congestion is now a major problem in the Metro Vancouver area. West
Vancouver has  made some particularly unfortunate planning decisions that
have lead to the concentration of District wide facilities in a very small
proportion of our land base, on the very edge of the District. The Park Royal
mall lies on a major pinch point for most commuters. The mall expansion and
condominium developments, over the past 10 years or so, have lead to
considerably increased non commuting traffic being added to the normal
flow. (The fact that the mall is separated by 6 lanes of traffic and that there is
no pedestrian under or overpass does not help). We have continued to add
residents along the same Marine Drive corridor in Ambleside and Dundarave
where the secondary retail and business areas are concentrated. As
mentioned in the previous paragraph, newer developments aim to add retail
and restaurants to ground floors which attracts additional non commuting
traffic. We have also seen fit to locate our library and main recreation centre
on the same stretch.
At the same time as “densifying” with large expensive units in Anbleside, we
have also built a considerable number of very large,  (and extremely low
people density), developments above the Upper Levels with little in the way
of facilities or neighbourhood employment opportunities. This has created
considerably more traffic down 15th Street and Taylor Way for those
residents to commute, shop, make use of services etc, again in the same
Park Royal/Ambleside/Dundarave areas.

Council  needs to look very carefully at how close the existing Marine Drive 
and Taylor way routes are to capacity.  As we approach full capacity, small 
increases in volume lead to increasingly large increases in congestion; 
adding just a few more trips per hour has the potential to create huge 
queues. The latter is important, not just because of the frustration involved, 
but because pollution from automobiles is much higher in stop and go traffic 
than when moving steadily. Finally it is well established that one should not 
place extensive developments along already busy roads. It is especially 
important to avoid continuous high buildings on the side of such roads since 
they trap much more of the pollution. (Thse buildings also create large 
continuous shadows through the winter months, as well as unduly restricting 
view corridors in both directions).  The health issues related to living along 
busy roads, have been identified and confirmed, one can see horrible 
examples of this sort of development along busy streets in metro Vancouver 
and the start of this in West Vancouver. Fairly recent studies have mapped  
pollution in the Vancouver area, including the Ambleside/Park Royal corridor; 
we need to study these, and update the data before moving to densify the 
Marine Drive and Taylor Way corridors further. (It would have been a very 
good idea to have done this when money was being thrown at “Ambleside 
Now” and the Grosvenor development which offends on all of the above 
counts). 

c)Parking
It seems strange to talk about a parking problem when one refers to local
shopping neighbourhoods that, by definition, should provide good pedestrian
access and adequate parking. Unfortunately we already have a situation
where the local retail areas have a chronic shortage of parking. Pedestrian
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access can also be challenging because of traffic volume and speed. The 
problems in our core contribute to the popularity of the low rise, parking and 
pedestrian friendly  Park Royal Village which poses a serious threat to 
maintaining a vibrant centre in Ambleside. We have allowed this situation to 
develop in Ambleside and to a lesser extent in Dundarave. The reasons are 
many, but if our population is not increasing even as we add housing units, 
then we need to be building a different type of housing to accomodate young 
people, families and yes seniors on limited income .....and the environment 
has to be pedestrian friendly. 

Demographics 
Adding to our current issues, we will have a large number of the baby 
boomers retiring over the next 10 years. It would seem sensible for them to 
have opportunities to stay within the District, but be able to move to smaller 
accomodations. To make this possible we, (ideally), have to provide 
pedestrian friendly “village centre type environments” so that when they give 
up their cars they can still live an independant life style. Ideally of course the 
cost of these accomodations should be equal to or lower than that of the 
single family homes on the West side of the District that they will likely 
vacate in retirement. The alternative is to try and service these people in 
their current homes and that seems unlikely to be feasible within the current 
scheme of things. 

Each of the basic problems discussed above influences the decisions each 
one of us makes on a daily basis, the problems also tend to augment each 
other. As an example, not having affordable housing drives younger families 
and people working in West Vancouver  outside the District. These people 
then commute back to West Vancouver, adding to the traffic and the parking 
problems. As another example, the rising land costs are undoubtedly related 
directly to the expectation of increased density that developers believe is 
possible in Ambleside/Park Royal/Dundarave. Such policies then form a 
positive feedback loop which makes building reasonable cost accomodation 
in pedestrian friendly clusters extremely unlikely unless we stop doing what 
we are doing and take a more considered view of things.. 
All of the above issues are amenable to improvement through the OCP but I 
see relatively little attempt to address them.  Nothing on traffic, very little on 
affordability. The solution apparently is to add density to Marine Drive,  
Taylor Way, Horseshoe Bay and the new “mountain village”.  So how does 
this help, other than comply to some random number pulled out by the RGS?  
Will these be low cost units? Will the people living in these units be able to 
shop, work, play locally, or will they be adding again to the traffic woes?  We 
should remember that West Vancouver has been adding units in most years 
over the last decade, and as we do this population continues to drift down, 
again, we need to do something different. 

I would like to say, (again), that I very much appreciate the effort underlying 
the OCP initiative. I agree that now is the time to make fairly radical changes 
to how we think about lifestyles, values, communities, and how we can use a 
new OCP to move ourselves forward. My hope for West Vancouver is that 
we capitalise on our natural surroundings, that we manage to break out of 
the typical metro Vancouver planning mode, and that we move to a 
concentration upon the creation and preservation of several independent 
village style locations across the District. What I mean by a village style 
location is an area which is pedestrian friendly, (and likely by definition 
through traffic unfriendly!), that contains most of the necessities, (shopping 
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and services), within walking distance. We should strive to add educational 
facilities to these, and we should seek to compete for employment 
oppotunities in these areas.  Most importantly, the location and style of any 
increased units should allow their cost to be affordable. 

it is fairly obvious that the basis of such neighbourhoods already exist in 
West Vancouver and we could consider encouraging areas which have not 
blossomed in the past. Unfortunately, some of the older centres such as 
Ambleside and Park Royal are suffering from the affects of traffic, 
overbuilding, and overly  expensive new housing;  likely  Dundarave will be 
next. For most residents it seems the questions is how can we modernise, 
accomodate more population in an affordable manner, and still retain a 
healthy environment? The answer, provided we are really considering 
current residents, rather than a different target group, is categorically not to 
build more monstrous $2000-$3000 per square foot condo buildings along 
Marine Drive and Taylor Way, nor does it seem that adding considerably 
more commercial and recreational activity along the waterfront will be 
positive for local residents.  So what might work?  

a) Why not start to recreate the village environments through traffic calming.
One would normally expect that traffic regulations would be more stringent in
areas of high population density, especially if there is a high proportion of
either children or seniors. We have added low speed zones in the West of
the district while traffic moves much too fast through high population
shopping zones in Ambleside, Dundarave and Park Royal. The answer to
this in many European towns has been to banish traffic from these zones
comletely. The latter requires the building of parkades on the outskirts of the
regions. A less invasive approach is to allow only public transit through these
zones and the least pedestrian friendly approach is to simply regulate local
traffic speed at a much lower level,  say 30km/hr. The imposition of such a
limit on Marine Drive or Taylor Way would likely not impact Lions Gate traffic
which at best has one lane in each direction on the bridge at a maximum of
60km/hour to service all Marine and Taylor Way traffic bound to or from
Vancouver.

b)Instead of providing $2000-$3000/sq ft condos along Marine and Taylor
Way that have negative impacts on traffic. parking, pollution and general
affordability, why not concentrate on smaller, lower cost, infill projects in
these areas and start to acquire land around other potential “village centres”
where costs can be more easily controlled and suitable low cost
accomodation provided.

c) Lets think hard about the influence of further commercialisation of the
waterfront. We are not starting from an industrial site as is the case in Lower
Lonsdale or False Creek/Granville Island; they perhaps have an excuse for
just paving everything over. Lets also think about other pieces of waterfront
rather than just Ambleside Beach and the seawall, ....from Sandy Cove, 
Caulfield Cove, Cypress, Lighthouse, Eagle Harbour, Gleaneagles, to 
Whytecliffe. We can do tasteful things there too that open them up to more 
general use. 

d) Lets think about providing resident only parking zones in Ambleside and
Dundarave in the same way as Vancouver does in the West end to avoid
similar problems.

e) Lets decrease the amount of development of large areas of low density
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housing with no local facilities and require that the some of the necessary 
facilities are available or are built as part of the development. 

f)Lets consider the addition of a cost for developments which do not include
affordable housing. Lets consider a reduced rate for rental housing.

g) Lets severely limit the use of flexible zoning and give more certainty to
both residents and developers. This also, (perhaps most importantly). would
help discourage speculation in raw land.

h) Lets take a serious look at traffic and pollution along all major arteries with
some analysis of the sensitivity of these routes to increased activity. This is
likely to be complicated by the influence that future road taxing schemes
might have on the most congested areas.  We do though need to have a
solid comprehensive model rather than looking at traffic on a development by
development basis, (without in some cases even knowing the type of
facilities that may eventually be acconodated), and guessing about pollution
levels in specific areas.

2018/03/29 12:13  Transit 
-Please add more buses, especially 250
-Please improve ventilation in the bus, it is too hot inside

Housing 
-Please provide options for visitors to stay in West Van
When we have relatives or friends over from another region, we want them
to stay in a motel or hotel however there is none in West Van

2018/03/29 12:16  NO MORE!!!!! 

I AM ABSOLUTELY AGAINST MORE DENSITY IN WEST VANCOUVER 
ANYWHERE NEAR THE WATERFRONT OR AROUND PARK ROYAL. 
THESE AREAS ALREADY HAVE TOO MUCH TRAFFIC CONGESTION 
AND THE NEW RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS AROUND AMBLESIDE 
INTERFERE WITH OUR ABILITY TO ENJOY THE QUIET BEACHES AND 
WATERFRONT. DENSITY, LACK OF PARKING, AND TRAFFIC 
CONGESTION HAVE NEARLY RUINED WEST VANCOUVER.  

I'VE BEEN A RESIDENT HERE FOR OVER 50 YEARS AND I SAY NO 
MORE! 

NO MORE. 
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about 37,000 persons/year during the past 30 years and is forecast to add 
about 36,200 per year to 2041. DWV added about 172 persons/year 1981-
2011 and the OCP  is forecasting annual additions doubling to 356 
persons/year 2011-2041, resulting in a 2041 population of 54,000. What can 
you point to in this OCP document that would justify that kind of jump in 
DWV population growth, especially when DWV has the highest housing 
costs in the region? 

If however, like the GVRD, we added population at about the same rate as 
the past 30 years, we would have a 2041 population of about 48,500, an 
increase of 5160 persons. Or, if you follow the population trend line in the 
chart on page 5, you end up with just under 50,000 persons in 2041, an 
increase of about 6700. In either case, the expected population growth is 
substantially lower than the 10,000 persons assumed in the OCP. 

Planning staff informed Council that this was a Scenario population forecast 
methodology. That methodology usually describes alternative plausible 
outcomes but this document goes forward with housing requirement 
estimates based on the highest Scenario, with no explanation of the 
alternatives. To get informed public input, residents should have been made 
aware of this. 

With the high Scenario chosen, the OCP forecasts that population per 
household ratio will decline from 2.55 to 2.47. That assumption seems 
reasonable, given the expected demographics. If you follow the OCP  
Scenario, DWV requires about 5000 units. But, if you apply that forecast ratio 
to the trend line population increase of 6700, DWV would only need about 
2700 new housing units...not 5000. And, if you add population at the same 
annual number as the previous 30 years, DWV will need only 2100 new 
units. The Cypress Village proposals alone offer a range of between 1800 
and 3800 housing units, under their alternative Scenarios.  

The OCP further indicates that 72% of their expected additional 10,682 
population will be seniors and 20% older adults. But it forecasts that the 
employment to population ratio will increase from 33% to 38.5%.  Why? The 
expected demographic suggests people will be leaving the workforce due to 
age...therefore, that ratio should decline. 

Housing Affordability and Diversity: 

If this OCP is expected to deliver affordable housing for our apparent priority 
target groups (downsizing seniors and young families), affordability must be 
defined, and clearly shown how those housing priority target groups can be 
affordably accommodated with this OCP. Otherwise what are we densifying 
for...to provide housing for speculators or offshore buyers, to increase 
municipal tax dollars, to provide jobs for the GVRD construction industry? 
Without defined priority housing target groups, an assessment of affordability 
and a resultant clear strategy to achieve affordable solutions for those target 
groups, we are just building for the sake of building with a scattergun 
“increased diversity” approach that risks unacceptably altering the valued 
character of both commercial and residential neighbourhoods.  

It is commonly accepted that an affordable purchase price for housing is up 
to 5 times annual household income. The average DWV HH income is about 
$80,000 which places an affordable purchase price at about $400,000. Given 
current the average market price for a SF house is around $3,000,000 and 
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for condos between $1750 and $3000/sq.ft., a 1000 sq.ft new condo unit 
would cost between $1,750,000 and $3,000,000. So, to purchase a SF 
house or condo at current market prices would require an annual household 
income of between $350,000 and $600,000. Please provide your definition of 
affordable housing in this OCP and, with an affordability analysis, explain 
how this OCP will facilitate the development of housing for our priority 
downsizing seniors and young families.  
 
Most of the urban economists analyzing the housing situation in the GVRD 
agree that we cannot “build to affordability”. Vancouver, Surrey, Coquitlam, 
North Vancouver City have been building at record pace over the past 
decade but that has had no impact on prices. Studies have shown that 
GVRD densification on main transit routes and around stations during the 
past 5 years has actually reduced affordability and increased the “empty 
house” problem. Densification without affordability does not resolve the 
housing issue nor will it improve the DWV demographic. 
  
The most affordable rental housing in DWV today is the “aging apartment 
building” in the Ambleside and Park Royal areas. One building in Ambleside 
has just completed a major renovation and remodeling, and is offering good 
sized rental units at competitive rentals. Please explain what incentives this 
OCP has to encourage owners of these buildings to modernize their rental 
units suitable for downsizing seniors or supportive housing. 
 
DWV has opportunities to provide a housing complex for young families, 
downsizing seniors and supportive housing together on community owned 
land at 15th/16/th and Esquimalt/Fulton; and 22nd and Gordon. Where is the 
strategy to achieve these integrated objectives? This OCP should reflect a 
review of the Delbrook School area development and provide a framework 
for DWV development on municipal land in DWV that supports our housing 
priorities. 
 
Council has been advised that: "The most significant change in housing 
supply would be the increase in the number of apartment units over the next 
thirty years. The projected shift towards multifamily development, particularly 
apartment units, would imply greater land use efficiency." While this 
approach may speak to efficiency, where have DWV residents indicated that 
land use efficiency was a priority in meeting the community’s housing needs 
or objectives? 
 
DWV currently has 25% home-based employment but the OCP forecasts 
that only 10% of additional employment will be home-based. This is not 
consistent with current and expected social reality and trends. The chosen 
high population and reduced home-based employment forecasts lead to an 
exaggerated estimate of future commercial space requirements in support of 
mixed use development.  
 
The OCP indicates that residential densification in our commercial centres 
will result in residents living, working and playing within walking distance. 
Please provide information on the number and % of current residents at Park 
Royal, Ambleside and Dundarave that actually work in those centers. Retail 
and service merchants complain that they are unable to find employees but 
the OCP assumes that there is a lack of employment opportunities in DWV. 
Please explain the contradiction. Also, since most of our economic base is in 
the relatively low paying retail and service sectors, and the most recent 
apartment development approved in Ambleside is selling for $1950/sq.ft and 
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up, please explain how these employees will be able to reside close to their 
work in our retail/service centers. 

Targets to 2041: 

Given our current housing mix (Figure 4), please define what “30% more 
diverse housing” means and how you expect to confirm its achievement. Do 
you have a desired “diverse” housing mix? Can you confirm that mix is 
consistent with the needs/desires and affordability of our priority housing 
groups? 

While local merchants are currently complaining about the difficulty finding 
employees, there is no demonstrated strategy for providing “affordable” 
housing, and since the forecast population increase will contain 72% seniors, 
increasing the jobs to resident ratio seems like a formula for further job 
vacancies and / or increased workforce commuting to DWV.  

Housing and Neighbourhoods: 

2.1 This OCP is presented as a high level policy document. Therefore, it 
should not contain estimated new housing units in neighbourhoods, without 
doing the detailed neighbourhood character and land use capacity 
assessments required to derive those estimates, especially given the 
vagaries of the population and housing need forecasts presented earlier in 
this document. 

2.1.3 define “economic viability of the building form” 
2.1.4 From Taylor Way to Horseshoe Bay? 
2.1.5 The most recent mixed use development units approved in the 
Ambleside commercial center are selling for from $1950/sq.ft. and you 
expect buyers to work in the Ambleside retail and service sector...the lowest 
paying sectors of the economy. Please present your analysis that shows the 
reasonableness of this justification for mixed use in DWV. 
2.1.6 Please explain how “residential uses can be compatible with 
community use”? 
2.1.7 This OCP, Part 1 and 2 cover the whole of the DWV, no? So any 
proposal will be already covered by a policy in this plan, no? We do not want 
to get back into a spot zoning nightmare. 

Note: I really appreciate this OCP references to neighbourhood context and 
character and believe that this should be paramount to any development 
activity in both residential and commercial neighbourhoods. Please examine 
the Box on p.13...what do we value? Grosvenor blew Ambleside out of the 
water and has presented us with a tremendous, but not insurmountable, 
challenge to restore and strengthen the potentially unique Seaside Village 
(call it town if you insist) character of the center as an inviting contrast to PR. 
2.1.12 As said, this is a high level document based on controversial 
population and housing need forecasts. It should not have specific housing 
unit estimates in our neighbourhoods until the proper analysis in LAPs can 
be demonstrated. 

2.1.14 Missing middle ground oriented apartments/townhomes should be 
considered in core areas eg. as exists on NE corner of Marine and 
19th…very compatible with Village character... not every development needs 
to be mixed use. Your policies must ensure that we don’t allow Marine Drive 
DWV to become a twin of Marine Drive new mixed use developments in 
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North Van. Please explain why the rationale used for Davie and Denman 
mixed use restrictions should not apply to Ambleside. 

2.1.6 We need to put a definition, a description of alternative incentives and 
some parameters on “bonus density. Also need to define “underutilized site” 
2.1.7 Same bonus density comment. “Close to transit” spoken or unspoken 
seems to imply Marine Drive. A strategy that improves transit in other areas 
of the community...a route that runs around schools, churches other 
community amenities that may receive some densification, would be more 
beneficial to the overall community than forcing everything and bonus 
densifying on Marine Drive. 
2.1.20 Agree that we must assess and make more effective use of municipal 
lands to address affordability for our priority housing target markets (seniors, 
young families and supportive housing). 

Boundaries: 

I lived in Ambleside  The eastern boundary is 11th Street, 
not 13th,  and while you might cut it off at Inglewood, I would suggest you 
take it up to Mathers so you can strategically include areas around/ in the 
vicinity of Ridgeview, West Vancouver High, and Pauline Johnston 
schools...our greatest assets for young families...for duplex or other 
appropriate multi-family development. 

General Strategy: 

I don’t think that adopting the general GVRD strategy of densifying in/around 
commercial centers and main transit corridors is likely to be appropriate for 
DWV. In DWV we have only 1 transit corridor so the vast majority of the 
densification will be apartments and mixed use development along a Marine 
Drive “channel”...primarily in Ambleside and Park Royal...with constant 
transit service running back and forth. Yet, all these developments will still 
have resident parking at similar levels to the current. Hardly a traffic, 
liveability nor quality of life solution.  

I would like to see an integrated housing and transportation strategy around 
our high quality schools that is more dominant and better thought out for 
community benefit than the densification along transit corridors in our 
commercial centers, that is the foundation of this OCP document. While their 
may be an item in the document, it is not the foundational strategic element 
that it should be to bring young families to the community.  

Another foundational problem with this OCP is that it is based on the 
assumption that DWV is an “urban” municipality (check the definitions). It is 
not...and I firmly believe that if the public was asked that direct question you 
would get a resounding rejection. Just because some are willing to accept 
the title Town Center, instead of Village Center for Ambleside, does not offer 
a license to assume the DWV is “urban” and it should not be planned as 
such. 

Local Economy 

Where is the economic development strategy that must precede its inclusion 
in this land use document? Economic development is not fundamentally a 
land use issue. Where is the Economic Development Strategy that has gone 
through a rigorous, collaborative, public conceptualization and assessment 
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approved by Council? Without that, the following land use elements in this 
document are speculative. 

Regarding the economic ideas in this document...I will add my input this 
speculation. 

2.3.1 People do not choose to live in West Vancouver for its “vibrancy”, 
(syn...spirited, lively, high energy, vigorous, sparkling etc.)....quite the 
opposite. There are a number of places in GVRD that speak to those 
charcteristics...DWV does not/should not try to compete with or match that 
atmosphere. We are not a lively “urban” area!! We have the benefit of living 
close to an urban area, to enjoy its experiences when we want them, but we 
have the luxury of being able to leave that urban area and return to our 
calmer, environmentally connected, uncrowded, relaxed, well-serviced 
community to enjoy our 25+ diverse restaurants, our unique local merchants 
and services, our very liveable scale, and our quiet, safe neighbourhoods. 
We have our unique qualities...the qualities that we value. Just look at the 
box on p.13 and see what we Value. The economic development challenge 
is to strengthen the viability of our local economy by strengthening, 
leveraging and selling these qualities... unique Seaside Village character, 
waterfront, beach and forest hiking experiences, local merchants, liveable 
scale that completely contrasts with the vibrant, high energy urban areas that 
surround us. These need to be respected and showcased to strengthen the 
scale, pace, character and connectedness of our Village centers...not give us 
an “urban main street”!! 

2.3.2 Park Royal is a Regional Shopping Center attracting customers from 
Squamish to Deep Cove and the West End. The emphasis is on international 
fashion and other chains, and now, entertainment with over 1 million sq.ft of 
rentable commercial space. With this regional draw, it is a prime source of 
potential affluent customers for Ambleside and Dundarave, without overly 
densifying those centres with residents. But we must present a unique 
contrast to PR.  Again the economic development challenge is to provide 
and market a uniquely different experience to PR and leverage their 
customer draw. 

2.3.6 Do not overdue the mixed-use strategy and destroy the fundamental 
attraction of the area. Do you see Marine Drive NV as a successful mixed 
use strategy to strengthen the commercial sector. I don’t think so...please do 
not go down that sterile path. 

2.3.9 Update built form guidelines to what? We need a digital, visual 3D 
model that clearly shows the character that we are aspiring to in Ambleside 
Center, and it certainly is not Grosvenor. A developer should have to fit their 
design into the model village as part of the approval process and have it 
evaluated by the public and a DRC with a relevant mandate and teeth to 
ensure its expression of the aspired character. Emphasis needs to be on 
scale, boutique, local charm, village character and contrast to other 
communities around us. 

There is one foundational concept that you have to get out of your 
minds...DWV is not URBAN and it will be one of the last communities in 
GVRD, if ever, to be viewed as urban!!! 

For most residents, that still work “downtown”, DWV is a sanctuary...a place 
you begin to feel and relax with as you enter Stanley Park from Georgia, that 
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continues to reinforce itself as you cross the Lions Gate Bridge, and that 
firmly settles in as you approach your home in this quiet, seaside/mountain 
environmentally connected, community on the outskirts of urban Vancouver 
and at the entrance to the Howe Sound hinterland. Your challenge, as long 
term DWV Community Planners and Development Strategists, is to fight 
through the $$$$$ and strengthen that identity for the residents and for the 
enjoyment of visitors who we would love to share it with. 
 
2.3.10 I could support a reasonable tourism oriented element in our overall 
DWV-wide economic development strategy, as I recognize the economic 
value of an export base approach, but that would only be a supportive, not 
dominant, part of an economic strategy for Ambleside. Where is that overall 
development strategy? How does Ambleside fit? Where is the agreed policy 
framework? Where are the measurable objectives and expected results? 
These need to be agreed by the community before we start discussing 
boutique hotel(s) in Ambleside and the land use implications.  
 
2.3.11 Absolutely not...if there is a market for tourism accommodation we do 
not have to “incentivize” it and definitely not through “density bonusing”. You 
are using “density bonusing” as a blunt tool throughout this Draft like we are 
in an already dense “urban” environment with nothing to protect, ignoring the 
critical importance of charm, scale and character in the future development 
of our centers. The document has such a fondness for “density bonusing” 
that we need a thorough community discussion of the various incentives 
available and a framework agreement that specifies the situations in which 
each might be most suitable…that must include a community amenity policy 
framework that ensures any funds gained will be put to agreed priority 
community uses.  
 
2.3.13 This approach should be be integrated with a way-finding “Community 
Art” strategy...with our strong artist community, we could be the Community 
Art Capital of Canada. Spectacular introductory art pieces at the entrance to 
DWV on the MD/Taylor Way intersection, along the waterfront and seawall, 
and in our commercial centers with Community Art Trails...all trails could 
lead to an artists conclave and community facility at Keewick. 
 
2.3.15 We have recently approved a BIA for the Ambleside/Dundarave area. 
I totally agree that we needs to work in partnership but I would like to see 
what the property owners in that jurisdiction are prepared to do...I have seen 
nothing that makes me optimistic. Why have we not yet seen any evidence 
that they are willing to invest in the beautification of Ambleside. We need to 
start that partnership and we need to see that they are prepared to put skin 
in the game to support the communities interests. 
 
2.3.16-21 The ideas are fine and I support in principle, but specific proposals 
must be individually assessed. 
 
Transportation and Infrastructure: 
 
I agree with measures to support the improvement of all modes of 
transportation. Reducing GHGs is admirable and there are transportation 
trends throughout the world that are rapidly going in that direction. I believe 
this document puts too much faith in the idea that extreme densification 
along Marine Drive and in our centers will do much for the walking/cycling 
Live-Work-Play idea, and matched by a B-Line to North Vancouver, will 
make a significant contribution to relieving traffic congestion. Instead of 
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• Flooding/area sea level rise 
• Streams, lakes, rivers & tidal waters  
• Fresh water supply 
• Storm water/erosion 
• Private and public views and view corridors 
• Privacy 
• Noise 
• Air Quality 
• Green Space 
• Schools 
• Recreation, park facilities/congestion 
• Support of small independent shops and services 
• Traffic Congestion *** 
…..and how EACH will be impacted by projected growth.  
***Base on levels of service – please note this does not refer to transit 
service, rather it refers to road capacity as per the Transportation Research 
Board, http://trb.org that includes letter grades – i.e.  a “fail” would include 
two or more green light cycles to get through a traffic light, or, taking twice as 
long to travel during rush hour compared to say 10 am or 2 pm. – This 
capacity manual is U.S. based. I have not found a Canadian equivalent. I 
have been unable to determine if or how West Vancouver utilizes such data. 
Each of the above (bullets) must include measurable baselines, targets, 
recommended actions for achieving targets, and the factual basis for the 
effectiveness of each proposed action.  
Each of the above should be linked to overall quality of life and should be 
prioritized by citizens. Each component should clearly demonstrate how 
citizen quality of life will be preserved or enhanced.  
The OCP should clearly indicate the impact of each proposal on quality of life 
factors and citizens should be given the opportunity to choose options that 
best preserve or enhance their quality of life.  
 
Furthermore, I agree with all the following points made by another citizen: 
  
1.            Concerns with public engagement on Draft OCP, including: 
a.            The time frame for public feedback (originally 4-weeks) is not 
nearly long enough; 
b.            2-week extension to deadline (to March 29) is still not enough, it 
also coincides with spring break (note – public given 2 months for feedback 
on Interim Tree Bylaw and while a difficult issue, arguably the OCP is far 
more complex, but only allowed 6 weeks); 
c.             Staff refuse to meet with groups of citizens (e.g. ADRA hosted 
meeting) only with individuals or stakeholder boards of directors.  (Note - 
Interim Tree Bylaw are hosting 4 education sessions to answer questions 
and collect comments before closing public input.); 
d.            No opportunity for citizens to hear and learn from others 
questions/comments, including stakeholder boards.  The public is not 
provided with the results of staff’s research.  Community feedback must be 
made available to the public before deadline for input.  (Example – At a 
presentation to CHAC, D. Hawkins said planning team went out to where 
seniors congregate and spoke to seniors.  Where did staff go to reach out to 
seniors? Who/how many did staff talk to?  What did you ask them and what 
were the responses?)  
e.            No opportunity for public input on any revisions to the draft, except 
at a Public Hearing.  (An important and complex document such as the OCP, 
in all likelihood, will require more than a few “tweaks” to get right.  The last 
OCP required a number of “back and forth” with the public before finalizing.) 
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f. Townhall meeting planned AFTER deadline for public input (should
be before deadline for public comment).

2. The Draft excludes Squamish Nation land (IR#5), yet the Regional
Growth Strategy (RGS) includes Squamish Nation lands in its projections for
WV.  The Squamish have a master plan which envisions significant
residential development (which conceivably could meet most if not all of
WV’s housing needs) – this must be considered if we are to make informed
decisions about WV's future, particularly relating to housing and traffic
congestion.

3. Pg 4 indicates WV’s population is expected to increase by ~10,000
people by 2041, however this is not supported by current trends.  WV has
historically gone through demographic cycles where population has
decreased.  What are projections for increase in population based on?  Build
it and they will come?  What are the demographics and needs of this
anticipated population increase?  Per Urban Futures report (pg 26), adding a
total of 10,682 residents over a 30-year period, would represent faster
growth than was experienced over the past 30 years.
Also, the Draft does not indicate how ~5,000 new housing units could be
accommodated by 2041, it just provides some numbers.

4. Quality of life is of utmost importance but only briefly
mentioned.  The Draft does not identify specific quality of life factors (such as
privacy, views, access to daylight, etc.) or say HOW we will protect
them.  QoL needs to be defined in measurable terms so we may monitor
progress -- are we going in the right direction?

5. Pg 5 …our housing stock has limited options for seniors to
downsize. I disagree with this statement.  How can you substantiate this
claim when there are about 1,000 units of multi-family strata or rental
housing currently approved or under construction?  Particularly as the Urban
Futures report indicates that 61% of WV households are mortgage
free.  What hasn’t been addressed is seniors that need to move into assisted
living.  (Note – Vancouver Coastal Health units are open to whole region –
how to ensure WV seniors are accommodated?)

6. Pg 7 - Housing affordability and diversity.
The idea that adding more housing and smaller homes will be relatively more
affordable/attainable than our housing stock today is not supported as
evidenced by current and recent development (Grosvenor, Cressey, The
Residences on Marine, Sewells, Evelyn by Onni, etc.)
The Draft plan should provide criteria for assessing the impact of past and
anticipated growth on affordable housing; and show the current supply-
demand for affordable housing and the supply-demand for affordable
housing with anticipated growth.  It should recommend actions for resolving
the shortage of affordable housing and provide the factual basis for the
effectiveness for each action.

7. Pg 10 – OCP Review Process.  It is not clear how public input will
help refine this draft into a final proposal for Council’s consideration.  Will this
be based on the most “mentions” received?  The least objections?  And why
will public input only “refine” and not change or shape the final proposal?

8. Pg 13 -- I don’t like or agree with the vision statement.  Define what
a “complete, connected and inclusive community” is; what is a “vibrant
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economy”?  This terminology is subjective and should be omitted.  The vision 
statement should say something about quality of life. 

9. WV does not have a Housing Policy, yet as per Staff’s
Demographic, Housing and Employment Projections report (June 2016): the
future population of West Vancouver will be determined in a large part by its
housing policy and land use decisions.
(The 2012 Housing Action Plan is the closest thing we seem to have, but it’s
not a policy.)

10. The Draft does not define the goal(s), and quantitative metrics
(measurable targets) for assessing attainment of them.
a. Pg 14 Objectives are not quantifiable or measurable, nor is it
indicated how we will achieve them.
b. No base line numbers are provided – don’t know what you’re
measuring from.
c. Housing & Neighbourhoods – build more diverse housing types,
sizes, costs and tenures.  Diversity is not an objective and I understand Staff
will consider ANY new housing to be “diverse”.
d. Transportation – By 2041, we aim to (have) 25% more people
walking, cycling and taking transit.  Why are you only measuring these 3
modes when objective is to improve transportation for ALL modes of transit?
e. Parks & Environment – protect our natural systems and reduce
greenhouse gas emissions.  Why are we only measuring GHG emissions
when protecting our natural systems is also listed as an objective?
f. Social Well-being – By 2041, we aim to (have) 20% greater
participation in services & programs.  Which services and programs?

11. The Draft does not provide an accompanying narrative to the policy
statements to provide background and rationale and explain what is new and
different from the policies outlined in the 2004 OCP.  (This information is
needed before public comment closes.)

12. Does the table of contents “themes” represent the OCP priorities?
The Draft omits key themes (Section 2 – Community-Wide Directions) such
as Arts & Culture, Neighbourhood Character, Commercial Neighbourhoods
and Municipal Lands.  It is not enough to interlace policy statements on
these important topics throughout the five identified themes.  The missing
components are significant enough to deserve their own topic
sections.  (Case in point: the public has been anxious to comment on a
location for a new art building; but are bounced back and forth between
Parks & Recreation -- who say this is a land use decision, and Planning staff
-- who say site-specific planning is not within the scope of the OCP.)

13. The Draft plan talks about Transportation but says very little about
traffic congestion – a main priority for many -- or about the projected impact
of increased density on traffic congestion.  The plan should set forth the
congestion level of service deemed acceptable then show current congestion
for major intersections and the congestion for major intersections with
anticipated growth.  The plan should recommend actions for resolving
congestion and provide the factual basis for the effectiveness of each action.

14. Pg 16, Item 2.1.7 - I have concerns with this.  We should avoid site-
specific (spot) zoning.
2nd bullet "Considering sites or assemblies that present a degree of physical
separation from..."  -- change "degree" to a defined and retained boundary.
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4th bullet "...apartment buildings to a maximum of three storeys" -- need 
to specify height. 
I agree with the 5th bullet item about reviewing form & character to support 
siting and designs that respond & contribute to neighbourhood context and 
character and would like to see this mentioned more in the Draft plan, 
including in commercial areas.  
  
15.   Pg 19, items 2.1.12 and 2.1.13  – I disagree.  Housing unit numbers 
(even as “estimates”) should be removed from this document (including on 
pg 15 – Regenerating our neighbourhoods with an estimated 300-400 new 
sensitive infill units; and Expanding missing middle (e.g. triplex, townhouse, 
mixed-use) options with an estimated 300-350 new units.) 
The Marine Drive LAP was completed prior to the Draft OCP and in 
response to 3 development applications. 
There is nothing that supports or establishes how the allocation of these 
numbers (at 2.1.12 and 2.1.13) was determined.  
The housing unit estimates do not appear to be based on analysis of data-
based growth trends and projections. 
There has been no discussion with the public about the distribution of new 
housing units. 
These numbers have no basis in land availability or neighbourhood 
character. 
Allocation of area specific numbers (even estimates) do not belong in a high-
level document.  
Is this a policy document or a land use plan?  Is policy to build 1,000-1,200 
new housing units in Ambleside? 
Putting housing unit numbers (even estimates) in this high-level document 
moves beyond what we’ve been talking about (objectives and policies) and 
focus ends up on “how do we meet these estimates”.  These numbers (even 
as “estimates”) will be used by developers to leverage their applications and 
staff will be inclined to support those applications based on the “suggestions” 
provided in the OCP. 
  
16.   Pg 19, item 2.1.14 – Prepare local area plans by: Confirming 
boundaries and new unit estimates through local area planning 
processes should be changed to CONSIDERING boundaries through the 
local area planning processes. 
  
17.  Pg 19, item 2.1.15 – Pending adoption of local area plan, consider 
proposals within the local area plan boundary by: …This entire bullet (2.1.15) 
should be eliminated – it is not a policy and is so broad it opens the door to 
any rezoning application to come forward (NOT the specificity the public has 
been asking for) and allows for development before we’ve finished Part 2 of 
the OCP. 
  
18.   Pg 19, item 2.1.16, Pg 20, item 2.1.17 and Pg 32, item 2.3.11 (and 
wherever else bonus density is mentioned) – I disagree with the use 
of bonus density in the absence of a framework defining what bonus density 
is acceptable and in what circumstances -- there needs to be some metrics 
attached.  By and large density bonuses have only given us more luxury 
condos.  I would like to see other options besides bonus density. 
  
19.  Pg 19, item 2.1.17 – I disagree with reducing off-street parking 
requirements.  Lack of parking is a common complaint, even in residential 
neighbourhoods it’s a problem for visiting guests to find street parking. 
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20. Pg 31, item 2.3.1 -- Emphasize Ambleside Municipal Town Centre as
the heart of WV with commercial land uses such as: Retail, service and
restaurants centred on a vibrant, urban, “main street”; -- Omit “vibrant” and
“urban”, vibrant is too subjective and urban is at odds with seaside village
character of Ambleside.

21. Pg 31, item 2.3.4 – Regenerate Dundarave and Caulfeild Village
Centres with small-scale, street-level retail, service and restaurants,
secondary office use, and mixed residential and commercial uses.  Include
Ambleside village.

22. Pg 31, item 2.3.6 – Expand commercial and mixed-use zones to
broaden economic opportunities and stimulate employment growth.  I
disagree with this.  WV is purposely a predominantly residential
community.  Also, your population profile estimates indicate there will be a
72% increase in seniors and only 20% in older adults and 9% younger
adults.  The expected demographics suggests people will be retiring from the
work force as they age, so commercial space requirements should reduce.

23. Pg 31, item 2.3.7 – …provide for ancillary and secondary marine related
uses at marinas.  What do you have in mind?  Would this allow for a bistro at
the Hollyburn Sailing Club?  There isn’t public support for commercial
structures on the waterfront.

24. Pg 33, item 2.3.18 – Support small business.  It is not the District’s
responsibility to assist start-up businesses.  I think the District would do
better to support existing small businesses by improving sidewalks and
lighting, encouraging businesses to beautify commercial areas, improving
parking and exploring creative solutions to keep lease rates in check (like
keeping the commercial area strictly commercial as the City of Vancouver
has done with Denman and Davie streets).

25. Pg 33, item 2.3.19 – Consider opportunities to support economic
objectives on District-owned lands.  I need more information, what might this
mean/look like?

26. Pg 26, item 2.2.3 - I disagree with development over 1200 feet.  This is
contrary to public sentiment as established through the Upper Lands
Working Group.

27. Pg 39 – Water Conservation.  The Draft does not provide criteria for
assessing water supply adequacy.  Need to show the current drought-period
water supply and demand and how that will change with anticipated
growth.  The Draft also needs to show how recommended actions for
resolving water supply deficiencies and provide the factual basis for the
effectiveness of each action.

28. The Draft Plan is full of words like "consider" or "explore" and short on
action verbs.
It does not provide a clear strategy (for example, a strategy that provides
housing options for down-sizing seniors).
It does not provide the clarity and certainty one needs to have a level of
comfort and understanding about future development in WV.
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2018/04/03 12:14 We have a property that is 1.3 acres, which would be well suited for 
townhouses. This would be great for first time/families to be part of a 
neighbourhood that was created in the late 1950/early 1960 in Eagle 
Harbour. We are near transit, schools, Caulfeild Village, Eagle Harbour 
Beach. 

2018/04/03 12:17 Please consider the housing crisis in W.V., the OCP as it is currently written 
will not fix the problem fast enough. Please consider a parking plan that 
replaces before it removes. Lastly, consider the immediate need to redraft 
the Ambleside Local Area Plan. 

2018/04/03 12:21 Great first steps in draft but very concerned this will not build the community 
W.V. desperately needs - it was loud & clear at the OCP sessions that
diverse housing is NEEDED - this draft OCP is a timid approach. Be bold
planners and write this OCP to allow increased density - keep our community
here & encourage youth to move here. Consider allowing much higher
density in Ambleside. Please consider a parking strategy - replace parking
before removing & recognize the importance of increased parking in our
commercial areas. As a business owner in Ambleside I am very disappointed
to see the old Ambleside local area plan attached to the draft - please
consider the immediate need to develop a new area plan & connect all
current documents (waterfront, OCP & ALAP) to ensure the ability to build
the resilient community West Vancouver needs.
Please hear the support you have from residents & businesses to plan faster
in order to fix the current housing issues in W.V.
The Community needs you to be more ambitious now!

2018/04/03 12:32 Help us - existing home-owners - to densify. Change the restrictive FAR 
rulings to allow more ground-level suites - particularly in areas near transit. 
Encourage partnerships: make it easy for organizations with underutilized 
land to partner with a not-for-profit organization that wants to build housing.  
Encourage, inspire & reward creativity: lay out "pocket neighbourhood" 
solutions for residents to pursue... possibly on land owner or assembled by 
the municipality.  
Relax the demand for extra parking for ground-level/additional suites. Not 
everyone has or needs a car. 
Your goals for 300+300+500+1,700+1,000+500+200 new units (@ market 
[unintelligible]? or subsidized?)=4,300. What will be built to accommodate 
the rest of the 14,000 newcomers who are projected to arrive in 23 years (by 
2041)? Perhaps we won't need that many as our "population" is declining :) 

Using the principle of "if you build it they will come" - has any thought been 
given to creating a spectacular mixed-use village - or mixed prices? Funded 
by an empty house tax (once W. Van gets provincial approval for such a 
tax)?  
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SECTION III: EMAILS TO STAFF 

Some residents provided their feedback directly to staff via email, emails received are 
presented on the next page: 
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From:
To: OCP Review project
Cc: Peter Lambur
Subject: OCP feedback
Date: February-17-18 1:22:19 PM

I agree with infill options. Currently coach houses are approved on a case by case basis. It is my understanding only
four have been approved to date. While I am interested in this option  I find the
current process daunting and more complicated than it should be. I have the land, my house is small. I believe I meet
all the requirements. On trying to research it I found I needed a development permit, although the land is already
developed land with utilities and access. I need a building permit, which I can see. I also needed to be vetted by a
land and development, and someone mentioned I might also need a rental permit although this would be to house
my family, not to rent, I would probably still need it. I think there should be one permit. It should be basic and focus
on the priorities e.g. safety, building codes, also building size and adaptability to the neighbourhood as these seem to
be concerns. It should not require a lot of things that have no real relevance to the situation e.g. Topographical
survey of the whole lot, when only a very small corner of it is being used. It's as if you are trying to fit a new process
into an existing formula. People are turned off. Our kids have to move to other jurisdictions and you wonder why the
population is declining!? I was told I needed someone to guide me through the process. That is just added expense
and if it is true just shows how cumbersome and unworkable the situation is. I contacted one company, 
who were recommended and have done a lot of infill housing in Vancouver. They said they didn't wish to deal with
you again, as the one project they had been involved in was a nightmare. They lost their shirt on it and we're not
prepared to do that again. If an experienced firm can't succeed, how can the rest of us. This needs to be addressed
quickly, long before 2041.

Another concept I agree with is the idea of smaller lots. 
 I suspect that if one of us wanted to divide our lot, so  could build

a house there would be a lot of objection, not necessarily from the neighbourhood, but from the municipality and yet
why should rules change 

I see an OCP is a guideline. Currently there is far too much room for subjectivity, even with current area specific
policies. Is that because the district bylaws don't reflect the OCP? Agreeing on a direction is fine, but it has to be
workable and objective, not subjective.

Sent from my iPad

Sent from my iPad
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From:
To: OCP Review project
Subject: WV OCP
Date: February-20-18 11:40:56 AM

To whom it may concern

I am a long time resident of WV. I am impressed by the apparent change in the District's vision of housing
in WV. The previous "no change" and "status quo" approach that has prevailed for the past 30 to 40 years
has had a significant negative impact on housing options and affordability in the District. I want to live in a
vibrant diverse community. I do not want to live in a community that only offers housing options that are
not affordable to people that actually live here. 

children are unable to afford to live in WV due to the lack of smaller "affordable" housing. It is
absolutely critical that innovative approaches to be introduced so as to allow both young people and long
time residents the ability to live and stay in WV. In this regard, I fully support the section in the draft OCP
document that correctly identifies one of the key issues that is plaguing the District.  

"Over the life of this plan, a focus on housing diversity can deliver smaller homes—including more market
and non-market rental—that are relatively more attainable than our housing stock today and that better
matches our evolving needs"

In line with this key objectives and deliverable of the OCP, consideration should be given to allowing a
greater number of 33 foot lots in the Ambleside and Dundarave areas. These areas below the Upper
Levels Highway are close to transportation routes and are in close proximity to retail services and
community amenities. The number of 66+ lots that could be subdivided is low in number thereby having a
minimal impact on transportation. This is this same approach that the DNV has recently adopted 

Regards 
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From:
To: OCP Review project
Subject: Community plan and urgent care
Date: February-24-18 1:47:18 PM

I have just read your draft report on West Van and its future. I did not see anything specific about the possibility of
adding an Urgent Care health facility in West Van. I think this might be a good thing to advocate government for in
order to:
1. Add more employment here
2. Have options in case of an earthquake, or a traffic accident on major arterial routes ( Hwy 1, Marine Drive which
has limited access to North Van)
3. Provide quick service and less driving for emergency vehicles, saving lives
4. Reduce the waiting times at LGH

What do you think?
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4-Transportation and Infrastructure.
It is sometimes argued that because our current traffic situation is so chaotic at times,
and in certain places(such as Taylor Way and the east end of the Upper Levels)
therefore we should put an end to all development until we resolve the chaos. That is not
a solution. It only exacerbates the problem. We have a traffic problem because of our
poor arterial road designs, undeveloped connectivity to regional transit , as well as under
use(if not total lack) of any ride share instruments(such as Car  to Go).If we do not get on
to finding solutions for theses issues, a cut in development will only continue to choke our
community as  those who do not live in our community, or those who come in to service
our community , continue to use our limited transportation infrastructure.The Draft calls
for developments in each of the many needed  fronts. It calls for improvements in service
area and connectivity to regional transit, as well as looking for ways to add to our arterial
infrastructure, such as  the addition of the low level road connector which could bypass
the Lions Gate bridge. It also calls for greater development of walking and cycling paths,
promotion of ride share possibilities , as well as enhancing our infrastructure for low
emission and electrical vehicles in order to minimize the effects of carbon heavy
transportation modes on our environment .
5-Parks and Trails
The character of our community is beautifully defined  by our natural surroundings. Our
trails and parks are what connects us to the marvellous environment in which we live.
The OCP draft punctuates that relationship by calling for active management and
enhancement of our existing trail and park network.. Additional dedication of park space,
as well as increased trail connectivity is also called for. Both measures are indicative of a
pro-active , sensitive approach to this issue embedded in the Draft recommendations.

6-Social Well Being
, it is

always  re-assuring to see policies and directions which will continue to enhance that
successful enterprise, as well as look for additional ways to engage our community.The
Draft includes a variety of strategies to do so with a particular note being made about
ensuring that any strategies take into account our “demographic diversity” . By this it
notes that our community now, and in the future ,is increasingly diverse in age , ethnic
origins, as well as physical and mental  abilities. Future planning for a  healthy
community must understand that in order to provide services to such diversity of clientele
, it needs to also find ways of ensuring it reaches the needs of that diversity by instituting
programs such as wider use of translation and cultural adaptation services, activities
which recognize adults dealing with dementia, greater opportunities for youth, and child
care services, as well as increasing partnership projects , and activities with our First
Nations neighbours .Such initiatives are needed to ensure an inclusive community , as
well as a healthy, prosperous  one.

There are many additional details  included in the draft which I have not mentioned in this
brief survey look at it.. As I stated at the beginning, it is the purpose of this  draft to
continue a conversation begun sometime ago as we design our preferred future. It is
important for each of us  to participate in that conversation. It is also equally important ,
for this conversation to result in some specific direction , policies which will ensure an
excitement about that future and it’s possibilities. It is my belief that this OCP draft goes a
long way in doing exactly that.”

February 23/2018
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From:
To: OCP Review project
Subject: Input to official community plan
Date: March-06-18 8:35:53 AM

1. Boundaries for Ambleside Town Centre plan-the boundaries as drawn do not have flow for the
commercial/ retail/ residential interface -  the plan should link the Park Royal through to Ambleside-
suggest including the blocks from Fulton down to marine and east to Park Royal be all looked at as
one section. Too disjointed as drawn. Gaps with the town centre boundaries and Marine drive
corridor may lead to “balkanization” of the land, not a smooth transition.

2. Would love to see some pocket neighbourhoods as a way to provide mixed, multigenerational
affordable housing with a community focus- but no provision for this in the official community plan. In
order to be affordable it needs to be done in areas where there are large lots at “west Vancouver
reasonable prices”. Rather than large developer assembled plots-which defeats the affordability goal,
one or two large lots can support 4 to 8 smaller homes- and be undertaken by owners, perhaps
under some design guidelines  Ambleside not a good candidature with its many small lots that would
require assembly and high cost. But to encourage community based living, ideally it would be walking
distance or close to amenities Options include:

·  Cedardale- big lots and convenient placement

upper Ambleside- a few huge lots

Adjacent to major arterial roads- Taylor Way?

Marine drive- Alamont fronting on Marine so as to not impact on larger lots within the enclave?

lots that back onto the highway and/or railway tracks- allow the garages against that border
and smaller home in front

Lower Stevens Drive- easy access to transit?

Are there some areas in Horseshoe Bay that could work for this?

Worried that this form of liveable housing cannot be developed affordably unless some creative
leadership is shown.

3. Levering off of resources such as the DFO research facility to attract industry such as technology
and research firms is a great idea- but we need an incubator facility and a variety of office space to
accommodate this economic opportunity.

Regards
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From:
To: OCP Review project
Subject: Comments in favour of the Proposed OCP
Date: March-07-18 3:46:46 PM

I would like to commend the staff and Council on creating what is a fantastic piece of work.

To be consistent with the questions asked of an online comment option, I both live and work in West
Vancouver –  . I have lived in West Van almost uninterruptedly since 

 love the walkability of the
neighbourhood. 

To create a new OCP is a difficult and often political piece of work. I would encourage the thoughtful
adoption of the plan without undue delay. We long fight out the smallest of details and as a
consequence get mired in a culture of no change. We need to be bold and move forward. We cannot
see our population shrink, our children move away (as mine has done), and continue to watch the
gentle decline of the community we love.

As a resident  , I recognize that some of the change that is coming may not be in my very
best interest. View corridors will change, traffic will likely increase and, perhaps even, the lineups to
get coffee may grow. But these are small sacrifices if we create a vibrancy, a sense of belonging and
safety as more people on the streets and in our neighbourhoods actually increase confidence rather
than deplete it.

I would encourage you to act on the gentle densification options available with in-fill homes and
larger projects where they most make sense. Please address the “missing middle”. I would further
encourage you to push for everything that Translink can possibly provide for us, including more
frequent service and less crush on the buses. We will use them if it is easy.  Please bring us boutique
hotels so others can enjoy our community and support our businesses.  Please let Cypress Village
become a true village with a larger population that could support not only a coffee shop but
restaurants and a place where people can work. There is a dire shortage of good office space in West
Vancouver that I know from personal experience and I would love to see a community where people
could build businesses right here rather than cross a bridge to work. Any opportunity to create a
larger tax base should be explored.

You are on the right track as regards Social Well-Being and, as the demographic shifts continue, we
need to be responsive to the changes and build inclusion.

I would close by saying it is always easier to say “no” than “yes”. “No” sounds safe but is actually the
opposite. You will doubtless hear from more people who operate out of fear rather than hope for a
different  West Vancouver. Please remember that many of the apathetic voices support what you
stand for, and would embrace the changes proposed. For those of us who decide to put pen to
paper (or fingers to keyboard!), know that there are doubtless many other supporters out there as
well.

Yours truly,
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From:
To: OCP Review project
Cc:
Subject: Eagle Island
Date: March-09-18 2:08:05 PM

Hello,

My name is 
I am in total support of section 2.1.11 in the proposed community plan.

Thank you,

2.1.11 Support the small island character of Eagle Island by prohibiting attached or detached
secondary suites (i.e. basement suites or coach houses). 
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From:
To: OCP Review project
Subject: Eagle Island
Date: March-11-18 12:07:08 PM

Section 2.1.11 - Support the small island character of Eagle Island by prohibiting attached or
detached secondary suites (i.e. basement suites or coach houses).

 I support Section 2.1.11 because there is already insufficient
parking for cars for residents, and also insufficient capacity for additional barges unless dock space
is expanded.

Very best,
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From:
To: OCP Review project
Subject: About OCP
Date: March-11-18 10:57:12 PM

Hi there:

All in all, it is not to want W. Vancouver to become a concrete jungle like Downtown!

Thanks
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From:
To: OCP Review project
Subject: West Vancouver Community Plan
Date: March-12-18 3:42:26 PM

Dear Sir/Madame

Through a neighbor I have just become aware of West Vancouver's plan to allow
the subdivision of existing single family lots in order to build more smaller homes
and coach houses . 
That plan has never been put to the citizens of West Vancouver for their approval
and as one of those citizens I want you to know that I am totally opposed to it.
West Vancouver is one of the most livable communities in British Columbia because
past development has allowed for larger single family lots and considerable green
space around developments . This , over the years has attracted people who love
nature and the space to wander outdoors in neighborhoods with lots of green
space and walkable streets . 
I totally oppose any plan to change this historic character of West Vancouver and
am sure if you called for a referendum the majority of citizens in West Vancouver
would agree with me .

West Vancouver
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From:
To: OCP Review project
Cc: Michael Smith; Mary-Ann Booth; Craig Cameron; Christine Cassidy; Nora Gambioli; Peter Lambur; Bill Soprovich
Subject: Draft Official Community Plan
Date: March-12-18 4:45:53 PM

Dear Sirs/Madams,

We  have  recently  become  aware  of  the  proposed  OCP  which  would  allow  subdivision  and
densification  in  West  Vancouver.  While  this  may  be  a  developer’s  dream,  it  would  completely
change  the  character  of  West  Vancouver,  known  for  its  low  density,  beautiful  gardens,  extensive
green  space  and  quiet,  quaint  neighbourhoods.    As  this  would  fundamentally  change  the
municipality  we cannot believe this isn’t being put to a referendum. 

As we still have until March 16th  to have our  say, we would  like  to communicate  that we oppose

“regenerating”  the  neighbourhoods  of  West  Vancouver  that  are  currently  comprised  of  detached

single family dwellings to allow for more dwellings or increased density or other “regeneration” to
add housing units or reduce the green space we now enjoy. 

Our opposition includes the addition of the following to the OCP:

2.1.1: “Amend neighbourhood subdivision standards to enable the development of smaller houses
on smaller lots in existing detached residential areas.”  We strongly disagree with this proposal. 

2.1.1    Update  zoning  provisions  to  increase  the  supply  of  coach  houses  (“detached  secondary
suites”) in existing detached residential areas

2.1.3    Expand opportunities for duplex housing

2.1.7      Consider proposals within neighbourhoods for site-specific zoning changes

2.1.9   Protect buildings, structures and landscapes on the District’s Heritage Registrar by:
allowing the conversion of single family homes into multifamily use
allowing infill options on the same lot
encouraging protection through bonus density

2.1.13    Create capacity for 200 – 300 new housing units in Horseshoe Bay
This kind of density is inappropriate for this location.  Horseshoe Bay is not an urban area
like Ambleside and Taylor Way where people can very easily get around and commute
downtown by foot, bike, bus, taxi.  Although people in Horseshoe Bay walk around when they
are at home in the neighbourhood, they need to have cars to get to work, groceries, etc.  Most
people in this area have two cars despite the car-sharing companies in the area as it is a
reality of life out here.  This increase in density would likely add 400 – 600 new cars in
Horseshoe Bay on top of the multi-family developments now under construction.  That amount
of traffic increase is not realistic for the limited access / egress.  And allowing for the
development of housing that doesn’t accommodate realistic parking requirements is a poor
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From:
To: OCP Review project
Subject: Feedback
Date: March-12-18 8:06:11 PM

I have reviewed the OCP, and find that it is definitely aimed at creating an excellent community now and for the
future. I especially endorse recommendation 2.1.11 regarding Eagle Island, which will do much the to sustain the
unique community within a unique environment that it is.

Sincerely,
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From:
To: OCP Review project
Subject: OCP comment
Date: March-13-18 8:42:27 AM

Re Ambleside Local Area Boundary

It appears again as if the OCP is trying to push this boundary north from Fulton to Inglewood Avenue. The issue I
have, as a resident  is related to density factors as you move up the hill. In Ambleside today there are
towers of 8 to 10 stories in the region but all are below Fulton. I have not seen within the OCP specific language that
outlines at what level up the hillside such structures will be allowed. I would be specifically against any high rises
above the the current top level which effectively one could argue as being defined by either Esquimalt or Fulton
Avenues.

I realize the need for higher density though the expectation that this could result in more affordable housing is, from
both an economic and historic perspective, a pipe dream. The idea of smaller lots, coach Houses and duplex units
seems a logical progression for our community within what you have defined as the Ambleside Area Boundary. I
am, however, not in agreement with unit counts larger than this in part due to the inability of our community to
handle the traffic flow this would entail. No to triplexes, no to multi family ( more than two units per lot ) structures
and definitely no to any form of a high rise above Fulton in my opinion.

Finally, as to traffic flow, within West Vancouver we continue to do an adequate job of managing local flow. That
said the bigger issue of course is flow within the GVRD which, along with weather, is the top topic of discussion at
any social gathering. This is not an issue our council can control but we are now at a stage, I am sure you know,
where on a weekday after 3 pm it can be an enormous challenge to get out of West Van to either Downtown or to
the Ironworkers Bridge. Wish you all the best in gaining broad agreement on how to fix this issue.

Final comment on the redevelopment of the Ambleside waterfront including John Lawson Park and the area
between that park and Ambleside Park. Fully support what has been done to date. One strong suggestion would be
to consider constructing a permanent performance shell along that corridor. This could be designed for musical,
theatrical, movie and display purposes that would be available year round and would further support and encourage
local development of our arts culture.

Regards

Though not

Sent from my iPad
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From:
To: OCP Review project
Subject: In opposition to detached or secondary suites on Eagle Island
Date: March-14-18 2:27:34 AM

To Whom  It May Concern in the District of West Vancouver,

I am writing in regards to the official community plan, specifically in opposition to the
construction of detached or secondary suites on Eagle Island. 

 

Allowing the addition of secondary suites or coach houses would damage the feelings of
security and peace in this close knit community. Having a revolving door of potential renters
on the island who have no connection to its residents would have a negative impact on the
community. 

There is also the question of barges and parking spots. The island parking as well as the docks
are small and correspond to the current number of homes on the island. It is already a strain
for islanders possessing two vehicles. By trying to cram in secondary suites or coach houses
which would potentially house new residents this would put even more of a strain on the
already limited space for barges and cars.

Thank you for your consideration in this matter,

Sincerely,
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From:
To: OCP Review project
Subject: Draft OCP comments
Date: March-16-18 7:49:40 AM

Corporation of the District of West Vancouver
Planning Department

Dear Sirs/Mesdames:

I am writing to you as a West Vancouver commercial and residential land owner,
  I have read your

entire Draft OCP, which sadly,  I would speculate, would put me in the minority of West
Vancouver residents.

Firstly, I would like to compliment the author(s) of the plan for what for me was an insightful,
and very well written draft plan.  I have no doubt that the District has a first rate planning staff
in place that have a clear grasp of the issues confronting it.  The challenge for the Planning
Department,  I think, will be for West Vancouver residents and District Council to have the
courage and foresight to allow you to adopt the necessary changes to the OCP to address
West Vancouver’s  very real, and long unaddressed issues.  Good luck.

I was struck, though not surprised, at the shockingly low number of residents involved in the
OCP review process.  Page ten of the Draft mentions “…there have been approximately 3,000
instances of engagement….”.  In my opinion, this participation by a really small percentage of
our population leaves us vulnerable to direction by special interest groups, and their myopic
objectives.  I think it is incumbent on Council to pay attention to constituents, naturally, but
also to listen to the Planning staff, who have the experience, education, and long term vision
to guide the District when it comes to desirable outcomes for the whole of the population in
the long term.

Before I comment on the Draft OCP, I would like to relate to you my perspective in the roles
mentioned above in the context of the Draft OCP proposals. 

From my perspective, West Vancouver is wildly imbalanced in terms of the age of its
population, the variety and cost of housing available and the commercial shopping and dining
experiences available, and it has been so for decades because of lack of political will for
change. I feel that the root cause of all of these problems is an insufficient supply of housing
options.  It’s a supply side issue, plain and simple, that has cascading consequences for the
other four key areas your Draft OCP hopes to address.

As the owner of   Ambleside   I observe a community
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You have identified the issues confronting the District well

The amount of population growth in West Vancouver contemplated under the RGS seem
insufficient to address the concerns expressed above.  It’s not near enough change, but is in in
the right direction.

2.1

I like the idea of permitting more housing flexibility through duplex housing in existing
neighborhoods.  You should blanket zone the areas to pave the way.

I like the idea of allowing coach houses and basement suites. In the past, one has had to
choose between one or the other

I like the idea of three stories in established residential areas.  It works brilliantly in Kits Point. 
I am concerned that this limit not be applied to Local Area Plans like Ambleside and Dundrave
and Horeshoe Bay, where I think higher limits would be appropriate.

2.1.13: I don’t think the Draft OCP contemplates anywhere near a sufficient number of new
units to achieve what is necessary in the LAP areas described.  I regard the success achieved in
Lower Lonsdale in terms of housing supply and neighborhood vibrancy and would ask you to
compare the proposals in the Draft OCP against the number of housing units created in Lower
Lonsdale.  I don’t think you are creating near enough

2.1.14:  This appears concerning as it appears to call into question the existing 1.75 FAR
density up to four stories that is permitted at present.  1.75 FAR is not enough to induce real
change in housing form in the towncenter  areas, nor address the concerns identified in the
Draft OCP with demographics and housing supply.  We need far greater density in those areas
and we should not be afraid of some well designed point towers.  There are already towers in
Ambleside.  What’s wrong with more of them?  It’s the only way you are going to get a critical
mass of population there.

2.1.17:  I like the idea of density bonuses for rental housing.  Land used for condominium
apartments, is worth nearly twice what land used for rental ( at the same density ).  If you
don’t provide a density bonus of nearly double that of condo site, you won’t get rental
projects.
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2.1.19:Requiring a range of unit sizes and increasing the minimum provision of accessible and
adaptive units interferes with a developers natural response to commercial demand in the
marketplace and may compromise projects or increase consumer costs.  How about providing
incentives for the same?

I do like the idea of prohibiting rental restrictions and age restrictions.

2.1.20 I like the idea of using municipal land for rental specific projects. Just don’t have the
District try to build it itself.

2.1.22 and 2.1.23: Please remember that “requiring leading energy efficiency standards” may
unreasonably increase project costs.  This may result in a project not proceeding, or the costs
being passed to consumers, which makes the housing more expensive.  Developers have a
natural incentive to respond to consumer demand on this topic.

As a general comment, I have observed the the District will sometimes provide increased FAR,
but at the same time charge the developer for this.  Please remember that increasing the
costs of providing more density  tends to limit the amount of density produced or increase the
end cost to consumers buying or using that density. 

I am not in favour of DCCs and revenue from upzoning going into a municipal housing fund.  I
think the District would be better served in providing incentives through zoning to produce
the type of housing desired instead of trying to produce it by itself through land acquisition
and development. 

Thank you for reading my comments. Good luck with the process.

Kind regards,

West Vancouver, BC
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be allowed on Eagle Island. 

Exercise your right to comment on the draft Official Community Plan. 

 Your opinion matters.  Every opinion counts.

The process for establishing the new OCP is now in the final stages.  It has been a
comprehensive, expensive and time consuming exercise.  It will be relied upon by Council
to establish the path forward for the entire community, including Eagle Island, for many
years to come.  
The way to participate in that process and make your views known is by accessing the
OCP website through the link copied below.  The part that concerns Eagle Island is
at Section 2.1.11 which states:

Section 2.1.11 - Support the small island character of Eagle Island by prohibiting
attached or detached secondary suites (i.e. basement suites or coach houses).

It only takes a minute to make your views known and you are not limited to one
response per household.  You can respond from anywhere at anytime of the day. 

The District has requested comments prior to March 16. 

Here is the link.

https://westvancouver.ca/home-building-property/major-projects/official-
community-plan-review 

Kind regards
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(2) Gross Floor Area (One-Unit and Two-Unit Residential) [Bylaw 8464, May 30, 2016]

(a) combined and in total, shall not exceed the lesser of:

(i) 0.5 times the Lot Area; or

(ii) 0.3 times the Lot Area plus 92.9 square metres (1,000

square feet);

The City of North Vancouver is currently reviewing the Zoning Bylaw to increase coach houses
on smaller lots and allowing 0.5 FAR on all lots with the addition of a Coach House

Please include the above noted suggestions in the final OCP revision as an approach to
increasing Coach Houses in West Vancouver and allowing seniors to age in place while
creating affordable options for families.
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From:
To: OCP Review project
Cc:
Subject:
Date: March-16-18 11:29:18 AM

Dear Sir / Madam,
 
There is a Restrictive Covenant on title  which protects 

 from densification which we would like to see recognized by the municipality when
more detailed neighbourhood level subdivision and densification standards are being implemented. 
 
We are also requesting the following addition to the OCP:
 
Respecting character and protecting heritage

 
2.1.12 Support the “cottage country” character of Gleneagles by:

recognizing neighbourhood guidelines that limit subdivision and the number of allowable
dwellings per lot 

 
Sincerely,
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From:
To: OCP Review project
Cc:
Subject: DRAFT OCP INPUT
Date: March-16-18 1:54:50 PM

Dear Planner,
 
My wife and I  have reviewed the draft OCP and are in agreement with higher density 

 
Kind regards
 

 
 West Vancouver.
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From:
To: OCP Review project
Subject: draft ocp comment and questions
Date: March-16-18 5:35:41 PM

Hi there, I have a few comments and questions:

I note the Upper Lands Study recommends the following:

3.1.1.3 West Vancouver seek municipal ownership of vacant private lands that are
surrounded by municipal lands above 1200 feet, 

with a priority placed on lands with intact forests.

The draft OCP has the following language:
2.7.8 Seek to acquire vacant private lands above 1200 feet, with priority for lands with high
environmental value (e.g. intact forests) or high recreational potential.

Comment: The above policy is too vague. It needs a more specific strategy and timeline.
General comment: 1200 foot elevation is not a good public policy boundary, it should be
informed by ecological value, topography, etc.

Questions:

1. What kind of strategy are you proposing to acquire those properties above 1200 feet?  
2. Will you be offering development rights to owners of below

the 1200 foot mark similar to what is being proposed elsewhere?
3. Will there be fairness when transferring development rights for small lot owners, vs big

lot owners for upper lands properties?
4. Will the lands acquired be dedicated as public park?
5. What is the timeline for acquisition?
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From:
To: OCP Review project
Subject: Re: Community Plan
Date: March-17-18 12:24:16 PM

The following comments are offered (sorry one day late)

Parking:  You can plan & make changes to Ambleside all you want, But it will
Not result in a more vibrant area without parking.  Find a site to have a
Free Multi-level parking garage so people will frequent this area & support
merchants.  This is exactly what has been done in many European places, with
great success.

Be very mindful of replacing present buildings what our mayor describes as a
disgrace....these places are the bread & butter to locals with affordable
services, like a fish shop, tailors, unique grocers, bakeries, etc.  If you
take the buildings down they will leave because they cannot afford the rents
in new buildings & those that stay will have to increase their prices
substantially.   Instead meet with the owners....offer incentives to dick up
the buildings (paint & flowers do wonders)...work on a seaside theme for the
bldgs...After all we are Ambleside By The Sea.  Make these old buildings
shine with a nautical theme.  Offer monetary incentives to the owners to do
this.

Park System...Maintain what we have first before forging ahead with new
trails, etc.  Fix those Big Pot Holes that can damage cars...Put in
Toilets..Empty the garbage before it overflows...fill the dog bag
containers(often empty for 2 to 3 days at a time).  In other words, don't
bite off more than we can chew, charging forward with new initiatives before
we can properly maintain what we already have.

Transportation:  Cycling...carefully monitor usage before created more...if
not utilized enough to justify the cost, don't just forge ahead with them. 
Our topography & elderly citizen base does not justify this.

Buses...Need greater coverage...Where I live there is no bus so I am paying
taxes & getting no service.  I would love to be able to take the bus.

Spirit Trail...monitor closely the funds spent in future.  SeaView walk has
had too much unnecessary grooming done to it, to the detrement of the
walk..ie: cutting down of some trees & many shrubs so you now look at Marine
Drive instead of greenery,  Blackberry bushes whacked to the ground (that
locals have picked for years).  One wonders is they are milking it (the
golden goose that never stops giving).

Housing:  Consider seniors one level patio homes in clusters. 
  The biggest deterent is COST...Would you trade your house & nice

yard for a one or two bedroom apt. because that is all you would get from the
money from your house...then be saddled with monthly strata fees & special
assessments?
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on people who may actually work, or work outside of West Vancouver, is a gross oversight. 

This plan proposes 200-300 new housing units in Horseshoe Bay alone, allowing infill homes,
expanded duplex housing, smaller homes on smaller lots and coach houses. Beyond these
measures hurting the beauty and desirability of the area (sections 2.1.1 - 2.1.13) the arithmetic
of plan simply makes no sense.

In the population projections, the plan indicates a growth of more than 13,000 residents.
Without explanation, the plan increases the number of people employed in the District from
~19,000 (excluding Squamish Nations) to ~29,000 even though the report acknowledges that
there is a DECLINE in the number of jobs within the district. 

In addition to not providing any support for the increase in the number of jobs in the District,
the OCP also fails to provide an explanation as to why the ratio of employment to residents
should be increasing from 41% to 48%. 

The simple reality is that the District of West Vancouver is a commuter city for the City of
Vancouver and surrounding communities. Increasing the population density by at least 30%
(as is documented in the OCP) will increase traffic congestion by at least that amount, and
absolutely even more when you include increased traffic from ferry traffic, and communities
along the Sea to Sky highway.

With only two bridges, and two East/West arteries, there is no way the District of West
Vancouver can handle a substantial increase in population density. 

My family opposes this OCP, and will be sure to reflect that in our discourse and all upcoming
elections.

Resident, West Vancouver BC
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From:
To: OCP Review project
Cc:
Subject: Addition re Old-growth
Date: March-20-18 12:03:02 PM

 
I am interested in your considering adding the words “ old-growth “ to section 2.7.4  of Parks and
Trails (2.7), or other sections you may consider. The reasoning for this request follows:-
 
There is increasing general interest in old-growth forest stands and individual trees on the Coast of
B.C. and especially in the District of West Vancouver. There are forest stands of old-growth in such
areas as Lighthouse Park, Cypress Falls Park, other parks, and individual old-growth trees along many
of West Vancouver creeks. There are also many  
old-growth trees throughout West Vancouver which must be recognized as such. It is important that
there be reference to OLD-GROWTH in the OCP so that the residents and visitors are aware of old-
growth features and the integral part they play in the structure of our natural environment.
 
On  we suggest the following words be included in Section 2.7.4 of the
OCP:-
                ( e.g. rock outcrops ,forests including old-growth, viewpoints and shoreline and water
features), or
                ( e.g.. rock outcrops, forests, old-growth trees, viewpoints and shoreline and water
features.)
 
I look forward to hearing from you,
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(and not stagnant). The new OCP is definitely a step in the right direction.

Thanks for your time,

West Vancouver 
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From:
To: OCP Review project
Cc: Michael Smith; Mary-Ann Booth; Craig Cameron; Christine Cassidy; Nora Gambioli; Bill Soprovich; Peter Lambur
Subject: OCP
Date: March-23-18 12:45:53 PM

We as residents of West Vancouver object to 2.1.13 to create capacity for 200-300 new housing units in
Horseshoe Bay. 

 drove from their home near UBC to catch an early ferry from Horseshoe Bay to
Nanaimo to attend a wedding. They planned to park and walk on the ferry. There was no parking available even so
early in the day so they hurriedly took their car to ferry lineup and were told they would never make the wedding
and not knowing what more they could do, drove home exasperated. How can you consider densifying when there is
inadequate parking facilities at present. More density would only exacerbate the problem.  In this eco-climate these
people wasted their time and money polluting with a car in vain. 

Parking in Ambleside is becoming more difficult and the density along Marine at 13 is increasing.  I can’t imagine
where the elder residents of West Vancouver will park if trying to go to the 2 new restaurants going in to the
Grovenor development.

Densification is already a problem, often times waiting 45 minutes just to get on to North side of Lions Gate bridge. 
Increasing the proposed development of 4 high rises in that high traffic area makes one wonder who makes these
decisions - is it a robot or a human.  I suspect developers money has something to do with the decisions.

If there was ever a forest fire on the North Shore mountains - think of how the thousands of residents would find an
escape route. 

Increased tree cutting along Marine Drive  clearing, after tearing down houses, is slowly
eliminating the eagles habitat. 

The proposed changes I think are eroding the very reasons we chose  West Vancouver and I am sure voters, many
not alerted to the changes, would vote against many of the OCP proposals.  Maybe a referendum is in order. 
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increased density is not creating affordable homes).
>>>>
>>>> The 53 page draft plan contains a huge amount of motherhood and apple pie but very little that deals with
traffic issues and very little explaining why the need for increased density and the impact on traffic and
neighbourhoods of such increases. The plan also has very little to say on preserving neighbourhood character.
>>>>
>>>> Some more specific thoughts and questions where it would have been really useful for some member of
Council or Planning department at the meeting to answer. So I am hoping by writing that I will get answers.
>>>>
>>>> Pages 3-6 try to explain the increased population forecast which I believe is the driver in the draft OCP for the
need for increased density.  Given that our population has been flat to declining I am not sure why we are now
forecasting the population of West Vancouver to start rising again? I almost feel the draft OCP needed to justify
increasing density and population growth is what was required. This seems to be a critical assumption and think
needs to be well thought through as much of the rest of the plan depends on this assumption. We need to understand
the demographics of the forecast population growth surely to determine the type of housing they may need or want
or could afford.
>>>>
>>>> Page 7 & 8 deal with Housing affordability and diversity- Firstly nowhere in this draft OCP do we define
what our definition of affordability is - affordable to B.C. citizens at large, those who already own homes and are
downsizing, younger people in B.C. ? With very high land prices more diversity of housing will not necessarily
make our housing affordable except to foreign investors or a wealthy minority of the BC population. We have built
Grosvenor one 7 floor and to be built one 6 floor building and have under construction Cressy a 20 story . We also
have the Horseshoe Bay development and also under plan The Residences on Marine -from $1.9 million to $2.75
million. None of these would be affordable at all to the vast majority of B.C.residents and likely only affordable to
those with inheritances, downsizing from an existing home or foreign investors. So increased density will not
provide affordable housing only housing that is marginally more affordable than a single family home.
>>>>
>>>> Employees of businesses here  will still have to commute to West Vancouver as even the higher density
smaller homes will remain unaffordable to most if not all- so what we need is to make it easier for those employees
to travel to the North Shore by transit and road!!! This begs discussion re adding lanes to our bridges or a third
crossing.
>>>>
>>>> Page 10 where we are in the process- as stated above I think the first three phases and the discussions led by
planning surprisingly led participants to the solution that planning was directing residents to- I am not convinced
that in many instances this is really what residents of West Vancouver are looking for.
>>>>
>>>> Page 15- 2.1.1 - I think the concept here is valid but wording a little unclear- my read is that draft OCP is
saying throughout most of West Vancouver larger lots will be able to be subdivided and also coach houses built -
what is not clear are actual minimum lot sizes ( assume 33 foot) or minimum lot size where coach House could be
built. Are we also saying that basement suites would be allowed anywhere as well?
>>>>
>>>> Page 15 & 16 2.1.4 to 2.1.7 This seems to be what is defined as the Marine Drive Transit Corridor which you
are defining essentially going along Marine Drive from Park Royal all the way to Horseshoe Bay- all along this
corridor Triplexes, Duplexes and townhouses should be permitted - these would be up to three stories - I am sure
many residents of single family homes along this corridor would have concerns re the developments and impacts on
views , traffic etc. Not sure I have understood this properly though?
>>>>
>>>> 2.1.7 seems to essentially permit Council to spot zone certain sites- I realize that Council wants flexibility but
I think that spot zoning re Grosvenor ( with a very split Council) did not set a good precedent to grant Council this
flexibility- (was pushed through with the vast majority of residents opposed.) Not surprisingly this has created a low
level of trust among residents. It would therefore be better if Council had a 75%  or better still 100% majority to
approve such cases should they arise.
>>>>
>>>> 2.1.8 - this really is the only small section ( two small paragraphs) that talks about respecting neighbourhood
character. For most residents I think this is a major priority and therefore ideas to protect neighbourhood character
should be spelled out in more detail and given more prominence in the draft OCP. This has been a major concern for
most residents for many years and very little action has been taken by our Mayor or Council. In the meantime we
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continue to see many monstrosities built that have a very negative effect on existing long time residents’ quality of
life.
>>>>
>>>> 2.1.13 - Ambleside Town Centre - the plan proposes  1,000 -1,200 new units or about a 25% increase!!!
Seems quite high. I note that 2.1.14 looks at confirming area of Ambleside Town Centre which seems a larger area
than would be currently zoned for townhomes and apartments etc? The second point states "Determine densities,
heights, building forms that respond to neighborhood context and character"- what does this really mean? I residents
want to know where high rises can be built and townhomes, duplexes etc and how that may impact them. They
would also like to know  the maximum number of stories for such dwelling types.  Not clear to me here? The same
questions re types of buildings allowed and number of stories apply to other areas such as Horseshoe Bay and
Cypress.
>>>>
>>>> Next paragraph states "Prioritizing mixed-use and appartment forms in core areas and ground oriented multi
family forms (eg townhouses ,duplexes) to transition to adjacent single-family neighbourhoods” Again using the
Ambleside Town centre Map I think residents want  to understand where Apartments can be built and to what height
, where townhomes can be built and to what height and where duplexes etc can be built- this is not clear to me from
reading the plan.
>>>>
>>>> Section 2.1.16 re Advancing housing affordability, accessibility and sustainability- all sounds good in
principal but who is going to pay for subsidies and how do you determine who is worthy and who is not? Affordable
to whom?  It is interesting that we had some lower rental housing and Council approved demolishment and building
of Cressey Apartment tower with units selling well over $3 million each?
>>>>
>>>> 2.1.20 re Use of District Owned Lands to create affordable housing There is a clear cost to taxpayers and how
do we decide who is to benefit therefrom? Again affordable to whom?
>>>>
>>>> Planning of the new Cypress West Neighborhoods-starting at 2.2.7 -all sounds good but should we not
determine what we will do with additional traffic- are there plans to add another link to the Highway? If not we are
creating a traffic problem at the Cypress Bowl junction? We are of course in any event adding to the Upper Levels
Highway Gridlock. I think this development should be deferred till we have solutions completed that relieve the
gridlock that we have currently.
>>>>
>>>> 2.3 Local Economy and Employment- All sounds good but very general statements that need an action plan
and specifics to determine what , if anything, the Municipality can actually do. The focus on more retail and
restaurants sounds wonderful but think of Amazon- Retail stores are struggling unless they can create a real
experience that makes people want to visit. We also have many restaurants that struggle already- will adding more
really help? With no growth in population in West Vancouver customer growth will have to come from attracting
visitors from elsewhere in Lower Mainland- this will add to traffic gridlock and discourage further those who may
consider coming.
>>>>
>>>> Our businesses and employers on the North Shore struggle today to get those willing to commute to North
Shore to work. We are unlikely to be able to make it affordable for employees  to live here so we need as a priority
to make it easier for those employees by transit and road to get here!
>>>>
>>>> 2.3.10 Supporting tourism and visitors- Again sounds good but how do you execute - also need to improve
transit and road access to North Shore if you want to attract tourists and visitors. The Evening Entertainment sounds
again wonderful but who are the customer base? We have an ageing population so not sure who we are catering to?
Have we good feedback from our residents that they want this? Cypress Park is great but again it is attracting huge
volumes of traffic and therefore this brings us back to the inadequacy of our road systems and transit.
>>>>
>>>> 2.4 Transportation and Infrastructure - Surprising to me that we start off with  walking and cycling? We are an
ageing population living on the side of a mountain- is this really our top priority and that of our residents? I hope we
are not following Vancouver by adding endless bike lanes and creating further traffic gridlock.
>>>>
>>>> Yes it would be good to have improved transit to connect communities and to other parts of Lower Mainland
and not just downtown- not really sure of need for transit along Marine drive within West Vancouver nor who
would use it- the demand I think is to make it easier to get to other Municipalities in lower Mainland ( on and off
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North Shore)
>>>>
>>>> Expansion of the Ferry Terminal should be resisted without the Province investing in improved transit and
road access ( third crossing or additional lanes on our bridges)- The Ferry traffic is already a major contributor to the
Gridlock on the Upper Levels and our bridges.
>>>>
>>>> 2.4.12 Enhancing road network and sustainability I support but there is no real mention of what ought to be
the very top of the list- A third crossing or additional lanes to our bridges- we need to get the Provincial and Federal
Government to realise that the most significant volume of traffic to and from the North Shore is through traffic to
Ferries, Squamish and Whistler and visitors to Grouse Mountain and Cypress Park- It is highly unlikely that those
through  travellers would  use transit. It is also highly unlikely that Construction workers would use transit either.
>>>>
>>>> 2.4.21- Prioritize sustainable transportation options and seek to reduce auto dependency in private and public
development projects- a great goal but how do you actually  get construction workers out of their cars? We need
some concrete ideas here such as ensuring on all major developments that developer stores tools on site and provides
compulsory ride sharing from say Burnaby and other locations.
>>>>
>>>> Bike sharing , car and ride sharing ? Have you actually asked residents if they would use that? I cannot see the
demand for that now or in the medium future.
>>>>
>>>> Provide infrastructure for electric vehicles- do we really want  to subsidize Tesla owners?
>>>>
>>>> Again our clear priority needs to be firstly improved road systems including more lanes of traffic to get on and
off the North Shore  and across the North Shore.  Improved Transit to other Municipalities would be next.
>>>>
>>>> 2.6 Parks and Environment- I think fair to say one of the joys of living here in West Vancouver is our Parks
and access to the waterfront- lets keep that but also when we want to expand areas of plantings in our Parks be
conscious  of maintenance- I think often we cannot maintain adequately existing planted areas. We do need also
improved Parking at Lighthouse Park.
>>>>
>>>> 2.8 Social Well being- Section seems to be largely all Motherhood and Apple Pie- yes all worthy but how do
you action and what are costs versus benefits.
>>>>
>>>> In general as taxpayers we have seen significant increases in our taxes and added billings for utilities- It is
incumbent on our Municipal Government to manage costs and staffing demands very carefully to ensure the services
are really meeting community wants and needs and to assist making living in our community more affordable. I am
not convinced that enough attention paid to managing costs.
>>>>
>>>> In summary on speaking to many of my friends and acquaintances I think Residents priorities are:
>>>>
>>>> 1) Traffic challenges and gridlock - we need a solution for residents, employees of our businesses and those
passing through our community
>>>>
>>>> 2) Neighborhood character and concrete actions to address which is long overdue.
>>>>
>>>> 3) Provision of more housing options that fit nicely and architecturally into neighbourhoods- but definitely not
large and very expensive high rise development
>>>>
>>>> 4) More affordable housing but I think recognised that there is no easy solution that is not very costly.
>>>>
>>>> I realize the above is quite a lot to read through but so were the 53 pages of the draft OCP!! If you got to the
end thank you for reading and I hope that some of my comments will be taken into consideration before any final
OCP is brought to Council for approval.
>>>>
>>>> I look forward to hearing directly from you or receiving a reply from the Planning Department.
>>>>
>>>> Respectfully submitted,
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From:
To: OCP Review project
Subject: comments on OCP
Date: March-24-18 10:38:19 AM

To the Staff. Mayor and Councillors:

I would like to provide some feedback on the proposed Official Community Plan.

 
 I do NOT want Ambleside turned into a “Town Centre”! I

do not want increased density. In particular, I do not want buildings, particularly commercial
structures on Marine Drive to be any higher than the existing height.

I see that the OCP seems to limit heights to “three stories”, but my experience 
 has suggested to me that the definition of a

“storey” can be modified to suit the needs of developers or landlords. I also do not quite see how
the new OCP clarifies the issue of “special sites” which I understand have negotiable height
restrictions.

Next, I do not want to see vastly increased traffic in Ambleside from the addition of “boutique”
hotels, B&B’s and chain restaurants. Ambleside needs to remain a quiet, village by the sea. I would
like to point out that Deep Cove made attempts to “welcome” visitors and now it is unliveable by
those who actually reside there due to traffic and congestion. I would also note that, unless West
Vancouver builds more FREE parking (highly unlikely), all those visitors to “Ambleside Town Centre”
will park north of Marine Drive on the residential streets. I see that the West End of Vancouver now
charges in the vicinity of $500/year for residential parking permits. Are residential parking permits
also in the planning stages for West Vancouver? I also would like to see chain stores and big box
restaurants like “Earl’s, which will be moving into the Grosvenor development, stopped. However, if
this “revitalization” goes forward, only big box stores and chains will be able to afford the rent.

I do not agree that “revitalizing” West Vancouver by making Ambleside the target of development
will make it any more desirable or affordable. Perhaps it is time to say: Sorry, there is no more room
in West Vancouver, go somewhere else. Or council could actually try to control the astronomical
housing costs by controlling non-resident ownership and also empty houses.

Thank you,
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From:
To: OCP Review project
Subject:  - input to OCP draft review
Date: March-25-18 6:21:14 PM
Attachments:  letter re OCP March 2018.pdf

Hello,
 
A few comments to OCP attached.
 
Sincerely,
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From:
To: OCP Review project
Subject: Draft Official Community Plan : Part One dated February 13, 2018
Date: March-26-18 10:51:26 AM

West Vancouver, B.C.

2018 March 26

Mayor and Council
Municipality of West Vancouver
750-17th Street
West Vancouver BC, V7V 3T3

RE: Draft: Official Community Plan : Part One dated February 13, 2018

Dear Mayor and Council,
This letter is to support the above noted OCP Review. 

seniors looking to downsize with limited options to stay in the community”.
I urge Council to approve the OCP. 

Yours truly,
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From:
To: OCP Review project
Subject: Further comments on draft OCP - Old Growth Trees and Forest
Date: March-26-18 1:05:32 PM

I am very concerned about the complete lack of reference to protection of old growth in the OCP. This community
is blessed with trees over 250 years old and in some cases over 1000 years old. We are holding these rare assets
not just for our residents but for the world and future generations. Old growth trees are that important and need to
be recognized as such.There should be a policy statement at the highest levels to protect these unique heritage
assets by providing for it in the OCP. The presumption should be that old growth trees (over 250 years old) should
not be cut unless exceptional circumstances justify it as determined by Council after public input. Adding the
section described below will hopefully achieve that result: 

Protecting Old Growth Trees and Forest
2.7.18     Protect remaining old growth trees and forest under municipal control by:
        - Identifying the location of all remaining old growth stands including remnants within younger stands;
        - Prohibiting the cutting of or damage to old growth trees under municipal control, except in exceptional
situations, and only after a public consultation process with specific approval by Council;
         - Preventing any development or activity that may damage the ecological integrity of any remaining old
growth stands, expect as may be approved by Council after a full and fair public consultation process;
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From:
To: OCP Review project
Subject: Comments moving forward!
Date: March-26-18 9:48:59 PM

To  Council and volunteers/ professional input,

    I have to say I am blown away with the detail and scope of ideas! Thank you to all concerned with this proposed
action plan.
    I truly hope this entire package moves forward. I am born and raised in West Van and hope to stay here in a
smaller condo when my age and physical needs start to slow me down. Convenience for activities of daily living and
transit /recreation at reasonable cost will become paramount within this 10 years.
   Good luck and let us get on with it!

Sincerely,

Sent from my iPad
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From:
To: OCP Review project
Subject: OCP Thoughts for your consideration
Date: March-27-18 10:50:28 AM

To whom it may concern.
 
I largely agree with the ambitions of the OCP and offer a few points to consider in your final
recommendations.
 
With an aligned aim of having a thriving community long term, where there are options for both my
kids to live in the area we love, as well as provide opportunities for new residents and people who
work within West Vancouver, please consider the following:

·       You already recognize that West Vancouver offers very unique living experiences – from the
connection to the downtown core, shopping, restaurants, and abundant transit of
Ambleside, to the quiet, no street light, no amenity secludedness of Eagle Island - therefore
one solution will not fit all areas.  Keeping West Vancouver something for everyone deserves
the extra effort to  understand the unique attributes of each neighborhood.  For example, I
moved to Gleneagles to not be in the energy or convenience of Ambleside, enjoying the fact
that I live without streetlights, and am surrounded by trees.  Convenience was not my
primary motivator, nor is it the motivation of my neighborhood – therefore I perceive
elements of the plan, if applied carte blanche to all neighborhoods, would dramatically
change what people in my neighborhood already knowingly selected as our ideal
environment.

·       Density (smaller more affordable options) relies on infrastructure.  The smaller and more
affordable units generally mean that these residents may or may not have a car, and will
benefit from robust Transit and surrounding amenities within walking distance.  So being
mindful of how to create these opportunities, while not causing West Vancouver to
undertake massive infrastructure projects versus leveraging off of existing infrastructure
should be considered.  For example Horseshoe Bay with its transit hub and supporting retail
is already in place at one end, and Ambleside, the most metropolitan of all our communities
is at the other end.  These are logical areas to continue densification, with the emphasis on
rejuvenation and development heights in Ambleside.  Transit and amenities are in place, it is
already the town center, and the merchants and restaurants would thrive, helping to make it
a place that will shed its “dead by 10 pm” reputation and attract younger people who would
otherwise be in Kitsilano, Yaletown, or even more recently Lower Lonsdale.

·        to live in Point Grey before moving here      there, 
an argument for splitting lots to increase opportunities for families.  Some argued then, that
it would put an end to monster houses and create affordable options.  Practically speaking it
did the following, and that is why we left: 

o   Inflation: 1+1 does not equal 2 – the portions of a subdivided lot would sell at a
premium per square foot per over larger lots as it was more accessible to more
people. 

o   Speculators: Every small lot was maxed out in its buildable square footage, as this was
a “small lot” that was more affordable to more people.  The speculators gutted the
character of neighborhoods East of Blanca developing smaller homes.  West of
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Blanca, the City recognized the unique character of a neighborhood called “Little
Australia” and maintained that area in its true character – a great live example of
why it is important to protect some areas, because once they are gone, they cannot
be gotten back.

o   Deforestation: With people speculating on their lots, there is no room for trees given
both the building envelope required to max the development, and they interfered
with having sun in all areas of the yard, as the sunny lot sells for more than a shady
lot

o   Congestion:  More cars to park and no “onsite” parking rules led to streets too
congested by parking for kids to play safely on, and cars unable to pass each other.

o   Sense of Community : was diminished by people  looking to stay to themselves as they
could be far more anonymous in a more crowded environment. 

 
 
I guess the big point I am hoping to make is that while evolution and progress are inevitable, it does
not need to fit every street or area the same.  There is low hanging fruit in existing areas with
infrastructure, where the existing  mindset of the people that chose to move there is to embrace
increased convenience,  and other areas of West Vancouver, where the mindset of the people that
moved there was to have  a different pace and setting.  Please reconsider the nature of each unique
neighborhood when deciding if lot subdivision is true to the experience that the existing residents
sought out.
 
I welcome the opportunity to discuss further if you wish.
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estimates for future population and housing growth.  The 5,000 new housing units is described on p.
4 as being “accordingly” derived from the RGS and/or the Urban Futures analysis (which actually
projects more like 3,600 units); it is also described as a number that “could be accommodated”
under the draft plan, as an “estimate”, and as a “guide” to plan for housing needs, and it is tied to
the “projected” population growth.  These all mean different things - I don’t know if I should
consider it a forecast, a target, or a scenario. The rationale for this foundational element of the OCP
is insufficiently explained.

The “Past and Projected Population” chart on p.5 chart is also not credible, if a “projection” is to be
taken as a forecast or a most probable estimate.  Over the past 40+ years, the population growth
rate has been relatively stagnant and recently has turned negative.  There is no reason to believe this
has changed and that we are now on a very different growth trajectory.  The ‘hockey stick’ curve
should be described as a target, or as being conditional on the plan being adopted and
implemented. 

3. Housing Diversity and Affordability

The discussion on p. 6-7 about housing diversity and affordability suggests that the OCP could bring
about changes that would lead to more young adults, families and employees living here.  

As long as housing prices remain around current levels, these kinds of changes may occur on the
margins, but not on any meaningful scale and in any case will be more than offset by out-migration
of this demographic.  Our housing prices are disconnected from incomes, and are driven by instead
by wealth. I don’t think the draft plan makes any mention of this basic driver. 

The draft plan does appropriately address the issue of housing diversity (although I have no idea
what “30% more diverse housing” means).  The problem is that smaller, newer units will still be very
expensive and unaffordable based on incomes.

4. Realistic Expectations

The draft plan focusses on goals and narratives about complete communities, with a diversity of
housing and demographics, access to local jobs that allow people to live in affordable housing and
work here in a vibrant economy, cycle and take transit, etc.  

These goals are laudable but are they realistic on a meaningful scale in WV? By emphasizing them,
the plan may be focussing too much on what may hopefully occur on the margins (positive though
they may be), while downplaying established realities that will dictate a different future for the
majority of residents.  These realities involve the influence of increasing wealth, continued
dominance of single family homes, low levels of reliance on transit, and lack of local jobs filled by
local residents, and new development that is still unaffordable based on incomes.  A more probable
future for most of WV is one that will look similar to the status quo, with a continuation of
established conditions and trends.  The plan does not adequately acknowledge and work with these
underlying realities. 

5. Housing and Neighbourhoods

I strongly endorse the proposals for accommodating increased density and would be happy to see it
go further.  The growth targets are nevertheless ambitious, and therefore need to be better
explained and defended as mentioned above.  
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6. Local Economy

The case for a stronger commercial sector and employment growth seems to cater more to business
owners than residents.  The community has excellent private and public services notwithstanding
the challenges in hiring and retaining low-wage staff, which are not unique to DWV.  It is also a very
wealthy community and it doesn’t have an unemployment problem.

At the same time, WV has very few competitive advantages for any businesses that serve a non-local
clientele and are not related to recreation and tourism.

To the extent that new employment could be brought to WV, it will place additional pressures on
parking and congestion in Ambleside, which is not well located for effective use of transit as it is at
the end of a relatively small finger in the transit network.  WV is well located for commuting to jobs
in the downtown area, but for people coming here to work, continued reliance on travelling by car is
likely, with attendant pressures on limited infrastructure.
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protection zone, etc. Does Eagle Island have this legal status?
Certainly not. If not, why and how can the "small island character" in this sense be the reason for depriving islanders
of their rights to build a coach house? For example, if some people claim that "
maintaining a better environment and keeping the island away from getting crowded" is "small island character",
then the same claim can be made by all communities of West Vancouver residents. Why not prohibit secondary
suites and detached coach houses in all residential communities? This is unfair to Eagle Island property owners.

The unclear or undefined "small island character" concept can easily provide umbrellas for some seemingly
reasonable but essentially unreasonable claims, creating an injustice to the deprived people.
Therefore, we think it is extremely inappropriate to use it as a reason for deprivation of rights in a right deprivation
clause.

2. Municipal service resources can fully support Eagle Island's need for detached secondary suites or detached coach
houses

Since the real reason for the deprivation of rights in section 2.1.11 is that the aforementioned two municipal service
resources (docks and
parking) are limited, we must look to see if the Eagle Island property owners’ demand for the secondary suites or
detached coach houses exceeds what is provided by these resources and if there must be such a ban in Eagle Island.
According to the survey, only 1 per sent property owners in West Vancouver currently have the intention to apply
for a detached coach house.  As for the Eagle Island community, ever since 2014 when the city bylaw provided for
site specific rezoning to allow for coach houses on Eagle Island (RS6 zone), only one application has been filed in
the past four years.  According to the EIRA, 23 owners (72% of the island property owners) support a ban on all
secondary suites for the next 20 years and the other owners
(26%) have not shown any intention to build one. Therefore, the demand is very small, limited to one.  In terms of
municipal resources for Docks and trestles, the city government established a new Dock and trestles system in 2015,
adding six or more new barge spaces, which could have been set aside to meet the demand of 3 or more new
detached secondary suites. If other design options are adopted, more mooring space may be provided.

As for the land parking, practically speaking, there is no space within 100 meters from the dock, but the well known
frequently vacant public parking lots 200 meters away are underutilized and many islanders and their visitors park
there. It is entirely feasible for the municipal government to change the use of several parking spaces there to meet
the the need of detached coach houses. Even if there are problems with other kinds of city services, it is not unique
to Eagle Island. There are also other areas in West Vancouver, which face the same problems as the Eagle Island
does, such as low water pressure, which is not the problem brought about by building a coach house. In some high
areas and at certain times in North Shore, low water pressure problem does exist. Does that mean that coach houses
cannot be allowed in those areas? Therefore, low water pressure cannot be used specifically as a reason to oppose
building a coach house on Eagle Island.  Instead, the city should deal with water pressure problem now if such a
problem exists not only in Eagle Island but also in some other high areas. Therefore, such problems as mooring,
parking and low water pressure do not constitute special restrictions on Eagle Island's detached coach houses. That’s
why the city planning department  gave the green light to the Eagle Island application for

a coach house and stated in Council Reports that an additional 1-3
coach houses could be accommodated. This shows that the municipal service , city service resources and
engineering capabilities and means to meet the demand can fully support Eagle Island's detached suites. There is
absolutely no need to limit such demand through deprivation of rights.

3. Revocating section 2.1.11 is conducive to the implementation of a core goal of the long-term community plan in
West Vancouver, namely, the establishment of a more liveable community

A liveable community needs to achieve many of the values we pursue, such as the comfort of personal and family
life. However, as a city's long-term community plan, it should put some social value in the preferred position, for
example, to achieve social equity.

West Vancouver is a world-class residential area with high quality.
With the rise of real estate prices in recent years, the cost of living in West Vancouver has continued to increase.
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From: David Hawkins
To: Stina Hanson; Maeve Bermingham; Winnie Yip
Subject: FW: Commentary on draft OCP
Date: March-28-18 7:34:01 AM
Attachments: March 26 2018 OCP comments.docx

From: 
Sent: March-27-18 8:26 PM
To: MayorandCouncil <MayorandCouncil@westvancouver.ca>
Cc: Michael Smith <msmith@westvancouver.ca>; Mary-Ann Booth <mbooth@westvancouver.ca>;
Craig Cameron <ccameron@westvancouver.ca>; Christine Cassidy <ccassidy@westvancouver.ca>;
Nora Gambioli <ngambioli@westvancouver.ca>; Peter Lambur <plambur@westvancouver.ca>; Bill
Soprovich <bsoprovich@westvancouver.ca>; David Hawkins <dhawkins@westvancouver.ca>
Subject: Commentary on draft OCP

Dear Mayor and counsellors,

As you may know I care greatly about my community and have spent time reviewing and researching
possible solutions to the housing crisis in our community.

I would very much appreciate your thought and comments on the attached document.

Attached please find my comments on the OCP draft, section A, Housing.

Please contact me if you have any questions. 
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March 2018 
 
 
COMMENTS ON THE WEST VANCOUVER DRAFT OCP 
SECTION A HOUSING 
 
BACKGROUND: 
 
West Vancouver is drafting the current OCP at the peak of the housing price 
and affordability crisis in Toronto and Greater Vancouver with West 
Vancouver experiencing the worst crisis of any district or city. 
 
The price of a typical detached single-family house has increased by 100% 
over the last nine years and is now about $2,500,000 with the average land 
price of approximately $2,300,000 while the recognized affordable housing 
price is $400,000. 
 
This large difference between the affordable price and the very high land 
price have resulted in the following problems in the community, all of which 
have to be addressed and resolved in the Draft OCP.   
 
There is a lack of affordable small houses, partly because purchases of 
existing small houses have been torn down and replaced with maximum 
allowable floor area houses to justify the high land prices. 
 
Three quarters of the people that work in West Van, and a quarter of school 
children, commute daily from other communities due to the fact that the 
average family cannot afford to live in West Van. 
 
This daily commuting and the increasing traffic from Squamish, Whistler, 
Pemberton etc. results in added congestion of roads, highways and bridges. 
 
 
COMMENTS ON DRAFT OCP 
 
The Draft OCP includes a list of options for smaller less expensive housing, 
but does not address whether these options are “affordable”. It also does not 
include information on the criteria for affordability of purchased or rental 
housing. 
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This information is essential to assess whether each option is “affordable” by 
the recognized criteria and also affordable for seniors, young families, and 
people who work in West Van. 
 
As an example, consider the options for sub dividing properties and building 
multi-family housing on the divided strata owned land (townhouses, row 
housing, duplexes and triplexes, strata titled carriages, and lane cottages 
etc.). 
 
From the information provided in the Draft OCP, one would assume that 
these options are affordable. Yet, the recently sales listing of the garden 
cottages on the “Vinson Property” indicates that they would be grossly 
unaffordable. 
 These garden cottages are part of a development where the heritage house 
has been jacked up and three housing units added to the property, increasing 
the housing density by a factor of four. 
 
The two garden cottages have recently been placed on the sales market for 
2.6 million and 2.8 million (approximately 1080 sq. ft. based on the sales 
listing floor area, and approximately 1700 per sq. ft. based on the floor area 
in the District of West Van document which presumably was the areas used 
in the FAR calculations of .59). 
 
These prices are disturbing as the development is larger but similar in 
concept and densification to the multi-family housing options in the Draft 
OCP document. It confirms our own calculations that most of the purchase 
options for multi-family housing will not be affordable for people who work 
in West Van, the typical young family which are the group that West Van 
needs the most. 
 
It confirms that it is essential for the Draft OCP to include information on 
the recognized affordable purchase price based on the average household 
income, and the forecast price of the different options, so that the options 
can be evaluated and prioritized. 
 
The Draft OCP contains little information on the most important, cost 
effective, and desirable option. Namely, the building, and rental of 
apartment buildings on West Van District land, which should be leased at a 
nominal rate to the project.  
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These small apartments would be rented to seniors, people who work in 
West Van, young families, and to individuals with special needs. 
The Draft OCP should include complete information on this option. 

Rental of apartments in mid-rise and high-rise buildings are much more 
affordable than single family housing because they have one third to one 
fifth the floor area, and that the high cost of land is shared by many units. 

The OCP should include details of existing rental for small apartments for 
seniors and larger ones for families to verify whether they meet the 
affordability requirements. 

The OCP draft should include information on what action is planned for the 
billion of dollars that the federal government has assigned to CHMC for the 
provision of affordable housing for the Toronto and Vancouver areas. (See 
Appendix) 

SUMMARY 

1. The Draft OCP should include a “comprehensive long term plan”,
with goals, objectives, and an action plan to achieve them. It should
also address the present housing crisis and possible solutions.

2. The Draft OCP should include:
- The recognized and accepted house price to household income

ratio.
- The average household income for West Van.
- The resulting affordable house price.
- The forecast housing price for the different options.
- The resulting affordability of the options.
- The recognized and acceptable rental affordability as a ratio of

household income.

None of the above is included in the Draft OCP. Without this information, it 
is impossible to assess the affordability and viability of the many options. 
Many of the options listed in the Draft OCP do not meet the affordability 
criteria by a large margin, and therefore their viability is questionable. 

3. The many housing options shown in the Draft OCP for multi-family
housing on subdivided or full lots, do not meet the affordable criteria
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INFORMATION APPENDIX 
 
AFFORDABLE HOUSING 

PURCHASE BY BUYER 
It is generally accepted that an affordable housing price should be 
approximately three to five times the household yearly income. The West 
Vancouver area average household income is $80,000. This results in an 
affordable purchase price of  $400,000. This compares with an average 
purchase price in West Vancouver of detached single-family dwellings of 
over $2,500,000. The average house price to yearly income/ratio throughout 
Canada is 5.4 Many of the smaller cities average ratio is between 3 and 4.  
 
 
RENTAL AFFORDABILITY  

It is recognized that housing rental and associated costs should be 
approximately 30% of household income. Assuming household income of 
$80,000 for young families, this would result in affordable rentals and 
associated costs of $24,000 per year, and correspondingly less for seniors. 
 
 
FEDERAL GOVERNMENT AND CHMC AFFORDABLE HOUSING:   
 
A Globe & Mail article dated March 14, 2018 stated that two weeks ago, the 
Federal Government allocated $1.35 billion of new money to CMHC for 
building rental housing for young Canadian families. The first allocation of 
money is $447 million for the 2018-2019 fiscal year. The primary focus is 
Vancouver and Toronto because the housing has become extremely 
expensive for the average person. The ‘Creative Housing Program’ is to 
build 50,000 units (mostly rental) designed for median households earning 
slightly less than $80,000 per year. The article also stated that that CMHC 
would play a key roll. Its rental construction financing initiative was 
launched a year ago. The article stated as well that the Government boosted 
CMHC’s lending capacity for rental construction by 50% to $3.75 billion 
(error ?) over the next three years. 
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From:
To: OCP Review project
Subject: OCP thoughts for your consideration
Date: March-27-18 10:50:33 AM

To whom it may concern,

I agree with your effort to enable younger generations to afford to buy or rent in West Vancouver. 
children within the community of Gleneagles, 

 shared how much they love where they live. It has been a safe community, with so
much to offer in ways of activities outside, enjoying nature, and growing up amongst other young families.

It is exciting to see the plans for Cypress Village, and it's goal to offer more affordable housing with nature
at your door. This will give young families the ability to raise their children here, young adults affordability
to live here, and seniors the ability to downsize while remaining within the community they know and love.

Cottage homes on larger lots makes sense for families who want to have their family stay in the
community they know, while also having their extended family close by for support. 

I can also understand the benefits of being able to subdivide lots. It would seem that there are areas that
naturally densify because people choose them for convenience of stores, restaurants, transit, etc. There
are also areas that seem to naturally remain less dense due to the inconvenience of them. My only
concern with developers having the ability to subdivide any lot, even lots in areas that are presently
protected from being subdivided, is that communities with large lots will become over packed with homes
developed, and sit empty due to the inconvenience of location for many people. This then could change
the character of these communities, the reasons people choose to live in these more remote areas would
be gone. 

Change is natural and necessary. I support your efforts in trying to maintain the character of all areas of
West Vancouver and protecting the nature we live within. Nature at our door is the reason we choose to
live in West Vancouver, it needs protection from overdevelopment. 

This then leads me to the topic of the Interim Tree Bylaw. We have beautiful views in West Vancouver,
trees are part of that beautiful view. 
I understand why some trees need to be cut down for various reasons. There absolutely needs to be a
very clear bylaw against any property owner, or developer, clear cutting for the purpose of easier building.
The health of trees should be a factor considered before any tree is cut down for the purpose of building.
There are many examples of homes built amongst the healthy trees on a lot vs clear cutting then just
replanting after. West Vancouver absolutely needs to protect it's nature, not just on public but on private
land as well. 
Gone are the days of neighbors being able to trust other neighbors, newcomers and developers to do the
right thing when it comes to trees. 

I strongly support a much more strict bylaw that prevents developers from cutting down trees for the sole
purpose of making construction easier. Nature is a big part of West Vancouver's character, it needs to be
protected. 

Sincerely,
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From: Maeve Bermingham
To: Maeve Bermingham
Subject: FW: Comments on District of West Vancouver Draft OCP
Date: April-30-18 8:02:47 PM
Attachments: 2018 Draft OCP 28March.docx

 

From:   
Sent: March-28-18 1:06 PM
To: Stina Hanson <shanson@westvancouver.ca>
Subject: Comments on District of West Vancouver Draft OCP
 
To: West Vancouver Staff Rep.

Please find attached my comments on DWV’s Draft OCP.

Thank you,

West Vancouver
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March 28, 2018 
 
To: shanson@WestVancouver.ca 
 
From:  
 
Re: Draft OCP - District of West Vancouver 

Comments on Section B: Local Economy (Supporting tourism and visitors) and 
Section A: Housing and Neighbourhoods (Future Neighbourhoods).    

My focus is on Cypress Provincial Park: See key OCP items from Section B below. 
 

• Page 32, #2.3.14: “Support the Province’s operation of Cypress Provincial 
Park as a major regional recreational and natural resource.” 

• Page 32, 2.3.15: Work with key partners, such as local and regional business 
and tourism associations, and Provincial and Federal tourism agencies to 
market West Vancouver as a recreational and cultural destination in Metro 
Vancouver and Sea-to Sky regions.” 

 
Questions: 

1) What does “Support the Province’s operation of Cypress Provincial Park as a 
major regional recreational and nature resource” mean? 

2) Does DWV see the park as a tourist attraction like the Capilano Suspension 
Bridge and therefore an important economic benefit to West Vancouver?  

3) Is DWV interested in helping to ensure that the park’s natural environment is 
adequately protected while supporting appropriate public recreational 
opportunities? 

4) Given the current recreational pressure on the park as described below, 
might DWV consider “supporting the Province’s operation of Cypress 
Provincial Park” by contributing funds for hiring a trail crew for trail 
upgrades? 

 
Comments: 

1) Cypress Provincial Park is already the busiest park in BC Parks’ South Coast 
Region. Its recreational carrying capacity is seriously stretched. 

2) Most of the park’s hiking trails need upgrading.  
3) BCP’s operating budget (at somewhat above $31M) is half or less what it 

should be to provide acceptable management for the province’s 1032 
protected areas, including 643 provincial parks.  

4) The two Vancouver Area Senior Park Rangers and two Auxiliary Rangers 
(this summer) are responsible not just for Cypress, but for nine other 
Vancouver Area parks as well.   

5) Both Sections A and B of the draft OCP mention encouraging recreational use 
of the mountainside above Cypress Village.  See: 
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• Section A: Housing and Neighborhoods  - Page 28: # 2.2.13: “Establish 
Cypress Village as a unique gateway to mountain recreation . . .” and 
2.2.16: “Incorporate recreational and visitor considerations into the 
design and planning of Cypress Village, including trail connectivity to the 
wider mountainside and the potential development of complementary 
non-residential uses above 1200 feet (e.g., visitor accommodation, 
natural wellness, outdoor education.”  

• Section B: Local Economy - Page 31: #2.3.5: “Plan for a range of 
commercial uses in the new Cypress Village to create a successful 
mountain ‘gateway’ village and to support local residents.” 

 
I hope that DWV staff and Council Members will consider my questions and 
comments seriously and will perhaps provide a response. 
 
Sincerely,  

 
 

West Vancouver,  
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From:
To: OCP Review project
Subject: Future plans for West Vancouver community
Date: March-28-18 1:36:34 PM

I moved to West Van for the peace and quiet.  Traffic congestion is already here and to add more
high rises and coach houses will make it more of a disaster.  Ocean views are important to most
residents and to allow high rises to block many views from those who already live here is simply
wrong.  Trees are important and yet it was ok for the city to allow a row of them 

to be destroyed.  If you allow this then you might consider a by law on
private property to have homeowners keep their hedges and trees trimmed so their neighbour still
has the ocean view there once was before the hedges and trees grew so high that the view is now
blocked.  Coach houses are an eyesore to neighbours and will take away  backyard green space.
 Please reconsider the future plans for beautiful West Vancouver.

Sent from Mail for Windows 10
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From:
To: OCP Review project
Subject: comments on draft WV OCP
Date: March-29-18 10:58:16 AM

Dear OCP planners,

I am writing in support of the Draft OCP dated February 13, 2018.  The inclusion of climate change
issues as a Key Trend and its insertion under each section is extremely important – Council approved
the Community Energy Emissions Plan in 2016 and its strong presence in the WV OCP is critical to
the full implementation of recommendations.  Some adjustments have been recommended by the
former Working Group as outlined in our letter dated March 23, 2018, which I support.

The next most important issue is to keep this Draft OCP moving along.  West Vancouver has been
without a current OCP since 2004 – the time is now to get an OCP in place, not a year or two from
now.  WV is slowly dying and we are in critical need of some reenergization and rejuvenation.  Let’s
all continue to work together to make West Vancouver a wonderful place to live for all. 

And, finally, let’s look at how this Draft OCP has been created - over the past two years staff have
lead and responded to extensive and unprecedented resident input.  Opportunities to participate
have been open and welcome.  No one can claim that they have not had enough time to participate. 
It is clear from input at each stage that this Draft OCP represents the majority of WV residents who
have participated in this process.

I urge this current Council and staff to have the courage to move this OCP ahead now – when a new
Council is in place in the Fall of 2018, they will be able to move ahead quickly and confidently with
changes that West Vancouver residents want – a Plan that provides a future for West Vancouver
with a vision, housing for all, improved mobility, and lower energy emissions. 

Sincerely,

 WV
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From:
To: OCP Review project
Subject: OCP Draft review
Date: March-29-18 1:23:09 PM

COMMENTS ON OCP DRAFT

Up to 1200 new units in Ambleside is excessive; will turn Ambleside into a ghetto
Infrastructure e.g. water, sewer and traffic and parking issues need addressing first
Object to bonus density; allows for increased profitability at expense of current residents; we
will end up with endless variance applications for spot zoning
If you build green, you should pay for the added expense up front and recoup the savings over
time; it is not for current citizens to pay for this in their lost of livability, views and property
values.
Views and view corridors are important.  Marketing and prices emphasize views.  Loss of view
is loss of property value, period. 
Height maximums need to be clearly defined
Neighbourhood character is not adequately addressed – monster homes, height restrictions,
sunlight, views etc.
Same with quality of life; we do not need Yaletown here. 
Most jobs in West Vancouver are portable and most are low paying.  Plans to provide
affordable housing are a politically correct pipe dream.  Cost of land is reflected in housing
costs.  As long as West Vancouver land is expensive, so will be housing.  It has been ever thus.
Commuters in and out of West Vancouver commute to all areas of the Lower Mainland. 
Transit improvements along Marine Drive and to Downtown will not significantly reduce
traffic.  It is not economically viable to have good transit across the region.
Our population is aging.  Expecting that more and more people will walk and cycle on our hilly
topography is wishful thinking.
No more Grosvenor monstrosities; was a bad deal for the city and out of character for the
neighbourhood
Retail is affected by on-line shopping e.g. Amazon.  Expecting that 14000 new residents will
save our local retail community is a fallacy.
No hotels.  This is not Whistler.  We are a residential community, not party central.  This will
negatively affect neighbourhood character and livability.
Quality of life is important.  Cramming all development into Ambleside will ruin the character
of the neighbourhood.  IS Ambleside the collateral damage in our agreement to with Metro to
increase development??
NO commercial enterprises e.g. bistros on waterfront.  This should be public land for public
enjoyment.
Increased population is increased costs for services – hospital, community centre, library,
police, fire etc.  The windfall we get in reduced taxes from development fees will not go on
forever and be eaten up by such costs
Has the impact of the Squamish Nation plans been considered?   Might not be our issue, but it
will affect our livability e.g. traffic, parking, community service costs
Concerned that older, rental buildings are considered obsolete and should be razed for new
builds, which appear to be luxury high-rises out of the price range of those residents.  Most
older rentals and condos in West Van. appear to be well maintained and well looked after.
Issue of empty houses and apartment need addressing.  Would probably meet our agreement
to accept increased population without a single development.
Too many urban myths about what people want and why they are selling.  NO data.  People
are downsizing to improve their income/lifestyle and help their children.  They often can’t do
that without leaving the community for cheaper accommodation.  So, they say there is
nothing to their liking in West Van.  Well, there are a lot of new builds, and large suites with
even larger price tags.  Somehow, new and large is still not meeting their needs for diverse
housing.  Better evidence is needed before we justify the OCP.
Current new-builds have reduced affordability, not improved it; this is not a practical or viable
solution
Yes, I live in Ambleside and work in W.V.
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Sent from Mail for Windows 10
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From:
To: OCP Review project
Subject: OCP Survey and Discussion
Date: March-29-18 2:45:51 PM

Thank you for the opportunity to again present my opinions of the draft proposal for the new OCP
for the District.  I have attended many of the public sessions and contributed through surveys and
workbooks, etc.

I reviewed the draft proposal and here are my comments-
Housing affordability is at the forefront of discussion these days, but my experience leads me to
believe that in a free, capitalist society,  controlling this is a difficult task.  I understand that most of
the revenue the district relies on comes from property taxes. Consequently there is a decreased
incentive to build affordable. And, the provincial government relies on the real estate market,
especially the PTT brought in by the Social Credit party    and which has
become a cash cow for all governments since then. So far, all recent developments in West
Vancouver cannot be considered affordable but these developments have received the green light
by the district and are under construction. As far as I can determine, these developments do not
have a social housing component. I attended a recent council meeting at which there was a
discussion of the detached homes 

So, good luck. At this point in West Vancouver sales of detached homes are down considerably. 
Maybe this will result in a drop in value but if that drop results in affordability - doubtful. Many
pundits suggest low supply is the problem. However with the proposed plans being considered for
various sites  - I think that 2 towers have been approved for Park Royal, which I oppose, 

 I refer to the Taylor Way Local Planning Area – Map 7. Will these units be affordable? What
will the community benefit be? Will the developer receive increased density? And, the forever
question about traffic, all this coming along with the Lions Gate Town Centre, etc in North
Vancouver. You know that your aging population (referred to many times) will not all be able to
travel by bike on this topography. In conclusion, I understand why this area is considered optimum
for increased density and development., near all amenities, the bridge, but is there some assurance
that these buyers will be taking public transit? FYI, recent new developments in Vancouver have
seen condos priced at $4000 a s.f. and a parking stall at $95,000  Prices at One
Burrard have increased by 38% in a couple of years from their presale prices and this development
won’t be ready for occupancy for another couple of years. How can local developers compete with
these prices and make condos affordable? Cypress Village will have only multifamily developments I
have been informed, no detached homes, which is in keeping with the district’s vision moving
forward. Affordable?

 I do try to take public transit as often as we can, certainly to sporting events in

Vancouver, and to business meetings that are near transit routes. At the March 12th meeting of
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From:
To: OCP Review project
Cc:
Subject: OFFICIAL COMMUNITY PLAN INPUT
Date: March-29-18 4:02:16 PM

Good afternoon.

Six of our strata property owners reviewed the plan and we would like to provide the
following feedback.

While the plan is focusing on a vision down the road, there are some actions that council and
the business merchants can implement immediately without too much effort that would
improve the “visual” appearance of the Ambleside area.

COUNCIL
========
1/ Enforce existing Bylaws (Bylaw#4499, 2007 part 20) the   block are
littered with sandwich board signs on municipal property  that are there 24/7 whether the
business is open or not. They create a hazard/nuisance/danger and obstruction to pedestrian
traffic, who have to squeeze around these and the numerous cardboard boxes with rotting
fruit on the boulevard in the middle of the   block.

2/ A hand delivered envelope and pictures to the Mayor & Council November 2017 ( we
received acknowledgement of same & it was recorded in council’s Minutes Meeting in Nov)
regarding a   which is an eyesore contravenes
many Bylaws and again we have never heard from anyone since – review your own Meeting
Minutes which will give you all the information – it was referred to the Director of Planning
and Development Services.

3/ Again the Bylaws are very specific where street parking is concerned but on an ongoing
basis our Ambleside Streets are littered with oversized commercial vehicles (clear signage on
them) for days/nites/weekends & each time they are reported to the Bylaw Department a
different explanation is given as to “why they can’t enforce”. An   parked
on  for 3 months – with many complaints from residence – still there.

4/ Have Mayor & Council should be involved in ensuring  that  Blocks are swept
regularly.

5/ A recent decision by Mayor/Council not to intervene in the 2.00 AM closing of Earl’s
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Restaurant was never presented to the residence – whom would be greatly affected – luckily
all our opposition emails to the  have negated Earls proposal. This type of action by
council does not foster trust from residence.

It is very discouraging that concerns/issues from Tax Payers regarding our community do not
even warrant a response!

On a   closing note, while this is NOT specifically referred to in the OCP Plan it would go a long
way to improving the community ASAP without much effort on the Mayor’s or Councils part.

Perhaps the 2 written concerns are on their way to the 14 taxpayers who took the trouble to
contact the District.
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From:
To: OCP Review project
Subject: Comments on the Draft OCP
Date: March-29-18 4:55:15 PM

To whom it may concern,

I was very impressed with draft OCP and the rigorous process that led to its
preparation. I feel that the transportation and mobility section could benefit from a
couple of visionary ideas, so have included a new rapid transit crossing of Burrard
Inlet and a two-way cycleway connecting the Spirit Trail in Ambleside to the north end
of the Lions Gate Bridge which has been proposed by North Shore HUB (see
attached drawing). They are included in the following suggested improvements to
the draft:

1.1 Community Context - page 1

Add Caulfeild Village to the 4th paragraph.

West Vancouver milestones – page 2

Add Centennial Seawalk and Spirit Trail.

1.3 Key Trends - page 5

A section on Transportation challenges is missing, as a key trend even though
there has been a significant increase in traffic congestion in recent years and it
is mentioned on Page 13 in the following sentence: ”What challenges do we
need to overcome? We need to respond to unaffordable and limited housing
options, an aging and declining population, lack of employment opportunities,
transportation challenges, and climate change impacts.”

Climate change - page 8

Replace the 2nd sentence of the 1st paragraph with the following which is based
on wording taken from the IPCC website: “While the scientific understanding
continues to evolve, there is broad agreement that human influence on the
climate system is clear and growing. Furthermore, continued emissions of
greenhouse gases will cause further warming and long-lasting changes in
all components of the climate system. This will increase the likelihood of
widespread and profound impacts affecting all levels of society and the
natural world.”

Planning the new Cypress Village and Cypress West Neighbourhoods – page 28

Modify 2.2.13 as follows: “Establish Cypress Village as a unique gateway to
mountain recreation, with strong transit and active transportation
connections to the rest of the community.”
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Include the remainder of the sentence in 2.2.13 to a new subsection as follows:
“Incorporate distinctive uses and features (such as unique retail, a civic plaza,
community and recreational facilities, and other public amenities) in addition to
commercial and institutional uses that serve the local community.”

Modify 2.2.14 as follows: “Include a range of higher density housing types,
tenures and unit sizes (including rental, non-market, family, and seniors
housing) within the Cypress Village and Cypress West neighbourhoods to meet
the needs of residents of different ages and incomes, and establish maximum
unit sizes for these housing types.”

Encouraging walking & cycling – page 35

Modify 2.4.1 as follows: “Address gaps and complete the pedestrian and
cycling network with integration to transit, Town and Village Centres, community
facilities, parks and trails system (see Map 11).”

Modify 2.4.2 as follows: “Provide attractive alternatives to driving by enhancing
the safety, accessibility and connectivity for pedestrians and cyclists through
measure such as:

• Key new connections such as a two-way cycleway connecting the Spirit
Trail in Ambleside to the north end of the Lions Gate Bridge;

• Wider and weather-protected sidewalks; and

• Protected bike lanes and cycle highways.”

Modify 2.4.6 as follows: “Expand wayfinding features on the cycling and
pedestrian networks, especially in and around centres and key
neighbourhood hubs (e.g. schools, parks, churches and community facilities).”

Due to the lack of bike racks in the commercial districts, add the following sub-
section: 2.4.7 “Expand parking and related destination infrastructure for
cyclists.”

Supporting transit mobility and regional connections – page 35

add the following subsection:

“2.4.12 Work with the other North Shore municipalities and TransLink to plan
for a new rapid transit crossing of Burrard Inlet.”

Enhancing road network accessibility, safety and efficiency – page 36

Modify 2.4.12 as follows: “Maintain the road network for the safety and reliability
of all road users, and seek to expand proposed road connections as
opportunities arise (see Map 12), including:

“• Access roads with protected bike lanes to the proposed Cypress Village
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From:
To: OCP Review project
Subject: Comments on draft OCP
Date: March-29-18 7:30:56 PM
Attachments: OCP 2018.pdf

I am a resident of West Vancouver for  and would like to provide some feed back on the draft
OCP. Please see the attached.

Regards
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Comments on West Vancouver Draft OCP 2018 

I would like to provide some feed back on the draft OCP that has been recently published. 

West Vancouver is truly a unique part of Greater Vancouver.  It provides some of the elements of living 
in a smaller community, access to outdoor activities, while at the same time it is close to a major urban 
center and all that it has to offer.   

Density 

West Vancouver is geographically constrained.  This does put practical limits on how many people can 
live in the area without creating major congestion and livability issues.  I am concerned about the 
proposed increase in density along the Marine Dr. and Taylor way corridors.  These areas are already 
often congested with no easy solutions. The additional density will not improve the situation and the 
suggestion that people will walk or bike to ease this issue is unrealistic. The hills of West Vancouver limit 
the practicality of this option for most people. When considering additional density in these areas 
careful thought must be given to the impact this will have not only on these neighbourhoods but to the 
community that uses the corridors through the neighbourhoods.  For example, the intersection of 
Marine Drive and Taylor Way is often very congested.   

Neighbourhoods 

Map 1 seems to indicate that all areas are to be considered for infill housing of various types regardless 
to the suitability or residential support.  Residents of the current neighborhoods need to be active 
participants in the approval of changes that will affect where they live.  Changes like those to allow for 
less on-site parking will inevitably cause more cars being parked on streets making them less pedestrian 
(very few streets have sidewalks) and biker friendly as well as taking away from the overall livability of 
the neighbourhood. 

The new Cypress Village and Cypress West Neighbourhoods development do provide an opportunity for 
a denser housing development than has been traditionally available in West Vancouver.   This could be a 
community of smaller homes that is keeping with some of the goals of the OCP by providing different 
housing options with a common neighborhood feel.  Done well, this would be an attractive mountain 
community that has been well planned for this type of density.  It would also not cause disruption to 
existing neighbourhoods that were planned for lower density.  

Ageing Population 

The older population is mentioned in the OCP.  West Vancouver does have a number of options for 
people that want to move from their house to some other residence.  Apartments and retirement 
residences are available. The big shortage in this community is long term care. The public facilities that 
are in the community are old and outdated. It is a shame that when people need the most support in 
the community, they have to endure what is provided here or leave to another region if that is even 
possible. 
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Thank you,

West Vancouver, BC
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Comments to Draft 2018 OCP re Section A (Housing and Neighbourhoods) Part 2 
(Respecting Character and protecting Heritage) 

General Comments re Respecting Character and Protecting Heritage 
"Heritage", including built structure and landscape, has been of such importance to 
West Vancouver residents that it features in each OCP and Municipal election.   

We appreciate that Council has been working with the Heritage tools it currently has to 
preserve the heritage resources that exist, but there are still only a small number of the 
buildings on the Heritage Register, and landscapes, that are legally protected; those that 
are protected may still be challenged (eg Binning House); and sadly, buildings that are 
on the Heritage Register continue to be demolished. 

Until relatively recently, there seemed to be a widespread understanding amongst 
residents of the contribution of "heritage" to the attraction and livability of West 
Vancouver.  Further, there was an acceptance both of modest scale of homes, and of 
renovation of existing structures (rather than replacement) as a way of adapting to 
changing needs. As a result, heritage resources survived passively. 

With the more recent changes in both the demographic and business landscape, 
structures on the Register, and landscapes, increasingly have been viewed simply 
through the glasses of  “assets” and “return on investment”.  If the "business case" for 
renovation and retention of such Heritage resources is measured against that for 
replacement (particularly when municipal processes and speed of development are 
factored in), it is not surprising that demolitions are accelerating. 

Further, given the capital, time and effort required by a homeowner to achieve an 
equivalent "asset" via renovation and retention (particularly under an HRA) to that 
resulting from a property sale,  it is little wonder that houses on the Register, most of 
which are  in private hands, are, or will be, under threat, and those that have been 
retained under HRAs, have involved property developers. 

Given that the vast majority of houses on the Register are lived in by their owners, the 
question becomes, “why are they selling and not redeveloping themselves”, or more 
importantly, “how do we encourage Residents to do this” and facilitate them staying in, 
and caring for these houses?  As redevelopment of a property is now for most residents 
a business decision, the answer, in our view, lies in making retention and renovation 
easier and more financially attractive that demolition and replacement. 

Specific Comments 
Para 2.1.8 Ensure that new single-family dwellings respect neighbourhood character  

 agree with the tenets expressed in both of the bullets in the Draft 
 modify the second bullet to read: 

• Applying and updating built-form Guidelines, as relevant, in regards to
neighbourhood context and character, streetscape and natural features,
including giving protection to the “amenities of daily living”;
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Comment: Guidelines in use in large urban environments  (such the Borough of 
Camden in London, England) speak to preserving the “amenities of daily living” 
(privacy, light, sun and sight lines) and ensure that development is done in such a 
way  that the livability and enjoyment of existing houses/properties (many of 
which are older and of modest scale) are not materially impacted;  

suggest adding a third bullet as follows: 

• Development and/or modification of boulevards and laneways should be
coherent within a neighbourhood, and with neighbourhood plans and/or
planning processes where these exist;
Comment:  the public spaces that are boulevards and laneways contribute
significantly to neighbourhood character; while maintenance should remain the
responsibility of residents whose properties they border, development or
modification needs to be done in such a way that streetscapes are preserved or
enhanced, logically in a coherent fashion that fits (or defines) the street and
surrounding neighbourhood, rather than being done piecemeal;

Para 2.1.9 Protect buildings, structures and landscapes on the District’s Heritage 
Register 

 agree with the general tenor of the bullets in the draft 
 would modify the fifth bullet to read: 

• Considering financial incentives (eg the reduction of development fees or
charges, tax incentives, loans, direct grants);
Comment:  as outlined in the General Comments, there is a need to find ways to
make renovation and retention a more compelling business case for motivated
residents of modest means than selling and redeveloping; owners of houses on
the Heritage Register may struggle to pay the taxes and incremental
maintenance costs associated with older houses, and may not easily afford the
costs of renovation, let alone have the capital to build infill units negotiated as
density bonus, and are unlikely to recover their costs until they sell;  further,
Residents throughout West Vancouver benefit from heritage conservation,
whether built or landscape and thus need to have some “skin in the game”, for
instance by absorbing the costs of tax incentives/holidays, or by contributing to a
heritage fund (eg. using levies on new development) that supports direct grants,
interest-free loans, a “TrueColours” program;

 suggest adding an eighth bullet as follows: 

• Streamline municipal processes to support renovation and retention of heritage
resources (eg. moving development permits to the head of the queue;
identifying a “Heritage Planner” to oversee such developments; develop a
“Heritage” working party within the Planning Dept to develop expertise,
coordinate efforts, troubleshoot);
Comment: a key component of renovation and retention being a more
compelling business case than selling and redevelopment involves reducing the
time and effort  of permitting and inspection processes, including finding
alternatives ways of meeting building code standards.

 West Vancouver 
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From:
To: OCP Review project
Subject: My humble comment
Date: March-30-18 3:44:09 AM

Dear Friends

I read the Draft Official Community Plan.  Thank you for the effort invested in its
preparation.  I have a few humble comments:

HOUSING AFFORDABILITY:  West Vancouver should never aim to offer low or lower
cost housing.  The previous administrations have worked hard to create a precious brand that
commands a high price,  These high prices make the tax base greater and enable the City
Administrators to build and maintain a first class city.  A Rolls Royce must never aim to offer
a low cost version of the car. Who are we fooling?  New apartments and townhouses in West
Vancouver will not be affordable: not now, not ever.

COMPOSITION OF DWELLING TYPES: We should maintain our high rate of single-
family dwellings, and slowly replace those ugly apartments constructed in the 1960s and
1970s with mid-rise buildings.  Yes I am proposing a contrarian plan: try to maintain our
population static by making it less affordable to live here.  We need not offer new housing
options "for seniors to downsize, adult children to stay close to their families, or young
families to move into West Vancouver". 

Please compare the number of persons per dwelling for Greater Vancouver versis West
Vancouver.  

2011 2021 2031 2041
Greater Vancouver Population 2,356,000 2788000 3152000 3443000
Greater Vancouver # of Dwellings 890000 1112000 1287000 1423000
Greater Vancouver # of Persons/Dwellings 2.6472 2.5072 2.4491 2.4195

West Vancouver Population 46300 51000 56000 60000
West Vancouver # of Dwellings 18400 20600 23100 24500
West Vancouver # of Persons/Dwellings 2.5163 2.4757 2.4242 2.4490

This OCP aims to make West Vancouver more congested than Greater Vancouver vt 2041. 
That's not right.  I support efforts and legislation to make it easier to share single family homes
by creating legal secondary suites.

POPULATION GROWTH: There is a glaring paradox in the OCP: it states on the one hand:
"limited supply of affordable and diverse housing directly impacts our transportation,
environment, economy and social well-being. Nearly three-quarters of our workforce and
approximately one-quarter of our school students commute into West Vancouver every day.
This contributes to traffic congestion, road maintenance costs, pedestrian safety concerns, and
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions."  The solution the OCP offers is to increase our population
by keeping the residents that we have and bring in more workers to live here!  That's not right
either.

REDUCING CONGESTION: We need to reduce density, permanently ban the construction
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of high rise buildings in West Vancouver and build a world class public transportation system
here using electric smart minivans instead of big busses. 

Thank you.

Best Regards
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DATE: March 28th, 2018.  
TO: David Hawkins – Manager, Community Planning & Sustainability 
CC: Mayor & Council,  Senior Staff,  Engaged Citizens. 
FROM: . 

West Vancouver’s Official Community Plan 

Draft OCP – Comments 

Hello David: 

A. PREAMBLE – Introductory Remarks

1. First of all
Heartiest congratulations to you and your OCP Team for your phenomenal work in obtaining
impressive amounts of excellent Citizen input through opportunities provided by numerous
Workshops, Surveys and Pop-ups.  All of this was well organized and highly professional.

2. Incubation & Reflection
The challenge now is to compile the input material into a coherent whole.
said, “I don’t start serious writing until I get the first proofs back from my printer.”  Thus, opportunity
for reflection and comments (now & later, p. 53) in the OCP’s final stages is essential and welcome.

3. Completion of the OCP must not be delayed by searching for elusive perfection – that would be the
enemy of good enough, done !!  As noted in the Draft (p. 52), “the OCP is a living document ... to be
amended from time to time.”

4. Context for the OCP and EDP
West Vancouver is a Paradise – all who live here drew a lucky number in the Lottery of Life.  Yet at
the same time West Vancouver, despite its good fortune to be well within “the top 1%” in wealth and
talent, does not live up to its capabilities and Vision “to inspire excellence and lead by example”.

The Draft OCP and the Economic Development Plan (EDP) both refer to the challenges facing the
District – declining population & departing businesses while the surrounding region is growing;
affordable housing; transportation constraints; climate & environment.  Progress on meeting these
challenges has been slow.

“we must act to re-invigorate the community, step-up our game, and stop the reports & consultants”. 

B. VISION – An Essential OCP Theme

The Draft OCP and the EDP are well done, containing a wealth of background information and suggestions.  
They are necessary for progress, but not sufficient (per the logic/math concept of “necessary & sufficient” 
for something to happen or be true) to drive community and economic development in future.  

Both documents lack a clear, overarching vision for West Vancouver as a community – a grand concept 
and focal point – to provide a “magnet” for attracting interest and action regarding: 

• The five OCP themes – Housing, Economy, Environment, Social Well-being, Transportation, and;
• The three EPD strategies – Visitors, Commercial Areas, Emerging Opportunities.

At the start of Section 2 (p. 14) it would be desirable to include a section on Vision, to “set the scene” and 
provide a context within which to view and consider the subsequent five OCP themes.  

To boost its effectiveness, the OCP must proceed beyond wishful adjectives like “Vibrant, Resilient, Diverse, 
Engaged, Inclusive, etc.” toward clarity and action, by suggesting specifics as to: ”What?” and ”How?” 
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1. Image
West Vancouver currently has no image, beyond being seen as an expensive residential backwater.
In the past, creating an image via the motto/catchword “The Waterfront Community” was attempted,
but not pursued.  Nevertheless, a water-related image along the lines below would be logical.

2. The Oceanside Community – a “What”

Along the way we discussed the need for West Vancouver to adopt a guiding image or “gestalt” (an
organized whole that is perceived and can function as more than the sum of its parts – two reasons:

• To provide a unifying theme for creating synergy among the many initiatives and activities
undertaken by the District and active community groups, now operating largely in separate silos.

• To project an external image supporting development objectives, such as outlined in OCP and EDP.

The word “oceanside” projects a stronger, broader image than “seaside” (holidays, beaches, a huge 
new luxury cruise ship);  while “waterfront” (industrial) is inappropriate since West-Van has none. 

3. Ambleside, “West Vancouver’s Downtown” – a “What”

While the EDP sees the need to “Establish a clear vision and objectives for the Ambleside Town Centre,”
(p. 14) it offers only to “Continue to consider needs and opportunities for the Ambleside Village Centre”
(p. 58).  So, after decades of non-consequential studies, committees, working groups, two years of
preparing EDP, plus a new Ambleside Planning Process, all we get is “more of the same” – one is
reminded of the legendary Australian Oozlum bird, and its North American Wa-hoo sub-species.

• Let’s have a design competition (with honoraria) to see possibilities for Ambleside revitalization.
Currently it’s largely whatever developers propose.

• A series of models (likely computer-generated images) would produce a great deal of public
interest and go a long way to “re-invigorate the community”.

4. Maritime Hub – a “What”

West Vancouver has considerable maritime assets – so, to “build on strength” is an obvious strategy.
A “Maritime Hub” would provide a focal point (gestalt) and a physical entity supporting “Oceanside”.

• Maritime assets include:
 A “peoples’ sailing club”, currently in a non-optimal location with deteriorating facilities;
 Opportunities for “boating, fishing”, both launching and renting;
 A magnificent Marine Park – beaches, amazing views, rich marine life, a small island, diving

(glass sponges, Giant Pacific Octopus); 
 Fisheries and Oceans research facility, currently undergoing major changes; possible public 

participation in sustainability and educational activities;  
 Active community groups like the Shoreline Preservation Society, Stream-keepers Society and 

Hollyburn Sailing Club; 
 Sea Walk, Spirit Trail, views of the ocean and port activity; 
 Yacht clubs.  

• Located “out of the way” at the east-end of Ambleside Park, incorporated as a non-profit society.
• Potential partners could include:

 Park Royal, Squamish First Nation, Port of Vancouver, West-Van District, North-Van District,
Commercial enterprises, Sponsors, Naming rights. 

5. Leadership – a “How”

The District must undertake to exert strong, focused leadership – it has the resources, responsibility,
and authority to enable and co-ordinate action.
• Community groups would, of course, be active and mutually supporting participants.  They are:
• The Chamber of Commerce, West Vancouver Community Foundation, Ambleside Dundarave

Business Improvement Association;  plus active community groups and resident associations.
• To ensure that OCP/EDP objectives are accomplished, an action oriented “command-post” or a

“war-room” would be desirable, with strong, task-focused leadership.
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C. PLAN MANAGEMENT

Add to the OCP ideas along the following lines, which are not included in Section 3 of the Draft. 

6. Community Engagement – a “How”

A long-standing source of pride and “leading by example” is West Vancouver’s goal and commitment
to community participation in civic governance through Working Groups.  More than 30 have been
completed in the past dozen years, and most produced useful recommendations and analyses.

• A key policy in 2004 directed the District to “engage our citizens in civic decision-making and
empower them to have influence in an effective and inclusive local government process.”

• In 2007, the Community Engagement Committee saw CE as “an integrated approach involving
citizens, elected officials, and municipal staff in policy formulation and decision making,” and
described it as “a three-legged stool”.

• In 2010, the Community Strategic Plan’s vision saw “Collaborative government and a spirit of
personal civic commitment (shaping) our shared future ... the strength of this relationship (being)
the measure of our success as a community.”  The Community Engagement Committee and
Working Groups formed effective 2007 were seen to be the means to this end.

7. Operating Principles – a “How”

The District's operating principles are to:
• Remember West Vancouver’s vision to "inspire excellent and lead by example" in all activities.
• Exhibit strong leadership, undeterred by vocal minorities.
• Actively engage the community in policy formulation and civic decision making.
• Recognize its privileged position of being in the "top 1%" in terms of wealth and talent.
• Strive to be an innovative and pro-active leader in civic governance ... a "test bed" for new ideas.
• Actively manage District operations to be efficient and effective, using the four well established

measures of KPIs:  Output/activity;  Efficiency/cost;  Community impact;  Customer service.
• Recognize that the key for an organization’s success is a positive culture – good modus operandi.

D. OTHER COMMENTS

• Measurable Targets (p. 14)
 Show annual targets, in addition to the 2041 total.
 Report annually on the steps taken, results achieved, and planned next steps.

• In the four Local Area Maps (p. 22-25) – Show existing and proposed land-use designations using
colours – residential (detached, attached, apartment), commercial, industrial, institutional, parks.

• In the Housing section (2.1, 2.2)
 Include guidelines for developers describing the types & designs of buildings West Vancouver

wishes to see built ... beyond technical requirements.   
 Similarly, provide guidelines for the desirable attributes of residential properties ... beyond 

measures like square-foot-ratio, height, set-back.  
 Require that building outlines be shown (with “sticks”) prior to approval, a common practice in 

some jurisdictions, to avoid offensive designs like “huge hotels” among average residences and 
“hostile fortification walls”.   

Comments are Encouraged & Appreciated 
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SECTION IV: OTHER CORRESPONDENCE 

Council Correspondence 
Some residents provided their feedback directly to Council via email, emails received 
by Mayor and Council between February 13 and April 3 and are presented on the next 
page: 
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Other Submissions: 
Some residents provided their feedback directly to staff via phone calls, one on one 
meetings and counter enquiries, between February 13 and April 3, and are presented 
below: 
Support Taylor Way - using Community Amenity Contributions build a tunnel 
underneath for regional traffic and greenway above  
Support for duplex and subdivision 
Support for duplex and subdivision 
Support for smaller houses on smaller lots 
Against apartment forms on Duchess and 11th 
Concern over traffic and parking 
Want to see stronger regulations around parking and coach houses and duplexes 
having at least two parking lots each  
Want to see speed bumps and pavements in the Duchess and 11th area 
Strong support for social well-being policies, recognizing the need to address the risks 
of seniors isolation 
Interest in mixing community uses and housing opportunities, to be a more complete 
community and bring younger people back 
Questions around Ambleside and what is happening here and process 
Town homes allowed in Ambleside 
Wondering heights and densities in Ambleside 
How did we come up with 1200 units 
Wondering where Part 2 is 
Wondering heights and densities in Ambleside 
Wished to ascertain when the OCP will be adopted 
Coach Houses and stratifying 
Where this might occur 
When will this happen 
Support for the plan, but need for greater number of units in Ambleside (concern 
1000-1200 is too few) 
Imperative the plan is moved to adoption this year before the summer – need for a 
plan of action now 
Concern “NIMBY” groups have restricted change in West Vancouver and have too 
much influence 
Confirmation that housing is the most important topic and pressing issue to address 
Appreciation for how easy and convenient the online comment form is to use 
Compliments on how much more readable the draft plan is compared to the 2004 
OCP 
Support for draft plan moving forward 
Desire to see more specific clarity for Taylor Way in the LAP process, and want to see 
the process move forward as quickly as possible 
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Suggest to encourage more low-rise apartments and townhome options on Taylor 
Way 
Wished to be shown where heritage section was 
Discussed how best method of feedback from her immediate community and 
neighbours 
Maintain restrictive covenant in her area 
Does not feel that we have reached the entire community 
Support for the plan, but need for greater number of units in Ambleside (concern 
1000-1200 is too few) 
Imperative the plan is moved to adoption this year before the summer – need for a 
plan of action now 
Concern “NIMBY” groups have restricted change in West Vancouver and have too 
much influence 
Wanted to know what the format of the info booths were - will attend and looking 
forward to talking to someone  
Support Coach House Stratification 
Support Duplex, sub-division 
Support for allowing 3-storey mixed-use development on existing commercial sites in 
places like Dundarave 
Interest in the much greater flexibility being proposed for detached residential lots 
Support for Taylor Way redevelopment and interest in participating in its planning 
process 
Confirmation that housing is the most important topic and pressing issue to address 
Compliments on how much more readable the draft plan is compared to the 2004 
OCP 
Appreciation for how easy and convenient the online comment form is to use 
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SECTION V: INFORMATION BOOTHS 

Phase 4 used an “Information Booth” format to provide the community with opportunities 
to learn about the Draft Plan. A series of 13 “Information Booths” were held across the 
District at various times of day to encourage participation from a broad cross-section of 
the community. At the “Information Booths” residents were able to review a visual 
summary of the Draft Plan and its key policies organized around the five OCP topics: 
Housing & Neighbourhoods, Local Economy, Transportation & Infrastructure, Parks & 
Environment, and Social Well-being. Citizens were able to discuss the Draft Plan with 
Planning staff and get answers to their questions about the Draft Plan. These one on- 
one conversations were recorded by staff and many attendees took this opportunity to 
provide their feedback to staff directly. All questions and comments provided at the 
“Information Booths” are below: 

Thursday, 15 Feb, West Vancouver Community Centre: 4 hours 
Compliments regarding how clearly the draft plan has been laid out and how easy to 
read the display boards are 
Support for allowing duplexes on single family lots and questions around how quickly 
this could be implemented 
Concern about loss of property value if private views are impacted by new 
development 
Appreciation for the engagement process to date and thanks for providing an 
opportunity to discuss further 
Questions around how the District expects to respond to legalization of retail 
recreational marijuana 
Support for the proposed planning area boundaries for the Taylor Way corridor and 
interest in this process advancing 
Questions regarding presumed or anticipated development applications 
Compliments on the display materials, in particular the use of maps and graphics 
Questions regarding the Ambleside Local Area Plan Process and how the built form 
guidelines will be used while that process is ongoing 
Support for the Cypress Village Planning process and its potential to increase 
dedicated park land 
Questions regarding how the OCP addresses transportation and congestion 
Support for using incentives like parking reductions to secure more diverse housing, 
in particular more rental 
Questions about how autonomous vehicles have been considered in relation to 
parking requirements and building design guidelines 
Support for infill options and requests to consider parking relaxations for secondary 
suites, duplexes, triplexes located on local transit routes 
Questions regarding presumed or anticipated development applications 
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Support for the proposed planning area boundaries for Horseshoe Bay Village and an 
interest in that planning process advancing 
Questions regarding the scope of an OCP, what it needs to include and how it is 
implemented 
Support for allowing more supportive housing and affordable housing for lower 
income families 
Support for adopting the OCP and enabling residents to exercise new bylaws 
Support for greater active transport efficiency in particular buses and more frequent 
transit  
Concern around loss of views and maintaining views 
Not in support of any other housing forms in single family neighbourhoods other than 
detached single family housing  
Support for new housing types like townhomes and duplexes in town and villages 
centres 
Support for more rentals and supportive housing 
Support for more affordable housing options to enable downsizing and aging in place 
Support for a more vitality in town centres and villages, with more nightlife and things 
to do 
Support for increasing marina industry and enabling, investing in this market 
Support for diversifying the local economy (support for independent stores) 
Support for a more diverse local economy and services in Horseshoe Bay 
Support for increasing and enhancing marine recreational activities in Horseshoe Bay 
Support for encouraging and enabling entrepreneurship in any form (i.e. food carts, 
coffee carts, studio spaces, art spaces, and marina services) 
Support for allowing light marine industry i.e. another boat lift 
Query on what would it take to make a vibrant marina industry? 
Allow greater height and density to achieve substantial rental and supportive housing 
Support for sensitive infill housing in the form of coach houses, duplexes and triplexes 
Concern over loss of views from development  
Commended on boards and graphics, visual representation is particularly engaging 
and highlights issues and facts  
Support for sustainable development i.e. green buildings and more building efficiency  
Support for stronger policies to enhance and contain recreational activity while also 
protecting sensitive ecological areas (i.e. mountain biking trails)  
Support for capitalizing on mountain biking trails 
Support for more affordable housing options like multifamily housing, mid rises, high 
rises giving the ability to down size  
Support for new transport options including water taxi and ferry to down town 
Vancouver  
Support for stronger environmental policies i.e. electric charge ups in car ports 
Support for stronger policies in new builds concerning parking i.e. restricting parking 
immensely  
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Support for encouraging innovative transport systems i.e. car sharing 
Support for more mixed use buildings i.e. commercial, residential and office spaces or 
art spaces  
Support for separating bikes and cars along Marine Drive 
Concern about wildfire risk and District plan to remove fuel from Upper Lands 
Questions regarding the type of service on Marine-Main rapid transit corridor 
Concern about declining shops and services in community 
Interest in expanding coach house opportunities 
Questions about Grosvenor context 
Encouragement for a passenger ferry connecting Ambleside and Kitsilano 
Concern regarding loss of neighbourhood character through development 
Interest in Taylor Way proceeding and identifying appropriate building forms for the 
area 
Questions about transferring existing regulations to revised OCP 
Concerns about vehicle traffic 
Support for rooftop decks for improve liveability 
Questions about the municipal versus regional direction of land use 
Support for OCP engagement process 
Monday, 19 Feb, West Vancouver Memorial Library: 4 hours 
The Plan should convey a sense of urgency: we need to do something now to keep 
the community from dying 
Supportive of looking at apartments in town centres and increasing all housing options 
in those locations 
Strongly believe we need more density and quickly 
Support for townhouses in hubs along Marine Drive, but questions about if there are 
additional sites (potentially those with larger frontages or corner lots) that could also 
be considered for townhouses/row houses 
Support for duplexes across the District and support for rezoning all single-family 
neighbourhoods to allow duplexes taking the burden off of individual property owners 
to come forward and make an application 
Support for continuing to restrict development above the 1,200 ft contour 
Support for Cypress Village, and a planning process that will prioritize the natural 
environment, in particular the creek corridor of Rodgers Creek 
Support for the Horseshoe Bay Local Area Plan and comments that it will need to 
ensure local services (in particular a grocery store) are provided in the village to 
decrease the need for residents to drive to Caulfield or further afield 
Support for all the housing strategies: in particular townhouses that can be 
appropriate for families 
Suggestions around restoring passenger rail service through West Vancouver, like we 
had in the 1970s and 1980s 
Support for looking at providing more support for ebikes including electric charging 
stations in Ambleside 
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Suggestions regarding looking at intersection timing and if our current streetscapes 
are promoting walking and supporting pedestrians 
Suggestions regarding increasing the width of sidewalks in Ambleside and increased 
maintenance funds to replace sidewalks on an accelerated schedule 
Questions regarding the process of the Marine Drive Local Area Plan and the active 
development applications in the plan area 
Support for economic strategies that support the distinct character of the District’s 
commercial areas, but concern around the continued viability of Ambleside when it 
must compete with Park Royal 
Questions regarding the unit counts and population figures in the Draft Plan 
Questions regarding traffic and congestion and how the draft Plan addresses 
transportation 
Commended on boards being informative and visually pleasing 
Support for diversifying our local economy (i.e. a hotel was suggested) 
Support for reviewing and streamlining development legislation 
Support for greater bus efficiency particularly from North to South 
Support for dedicated bike and vehicle lanes 
Support for smaller buses that run more frequently 
Support for light commercial infrastructure like a boat ramp or recreational marina 
economy (paddle boarding etc.)  
Support for spot rezoning and enabling stratified coach houses allowing more options 
on ones lot to age in place  
Suggested that the plan be adopted and implemented without delay 
Suggested to have more dog waste disposable sights in Ambleside and along the 
seawall  
Praised for being out in the community and reaching a wide and diverse audience 
Praise for a comprehensive engagement process that is focused on the community at 
large and not the minority  
Support for moving forward and enabling missing middle housing types to bring in 
more young families  
Support for allowing bonus density and high rises to accommodate rental and non-
market housing  
Support for Marine Drive revitalisation (i.e. side walk maintenance / redevelopment, 
enhancing public realm and pedestrian orientation)   
Support for decreasing / restricting traffic along Marine Drive in favour of a more 
pedestrian and public realm focused street 
Greater vibrancy and nightlife in Ambleside 
Supportive housing and non-market housing should be a priority, urgency is required 
Increase walkability of Ambleside area 
Separate biking route for recreational cyclists and commuters 
Concern about pedestrian accessibility and sidewalk condition 
Concern that Ambleside waterfront will be developed with building form similar to 
Grosvenor 
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Emphasis on the value of parks and environment 
Value of trees, landscaping and other elements to define the cityscape 
Concern regarding loss of neighbourhood character through development 
Interest in increased cycling infrastructure 
Questions about plans for future British Pacific Properties development 
Questions about Cypress Village extents and access 
Concern about slope stability where tree removal and development 
Interest in consideration of historical tax benefit as a constraint to change use of 
institutional land 
Emphasis on balancing community/institutional use and housing 
Interest in expanding coach house opportunities 
Concern about limited use of cycling infrastructure, aging population and terrain 
Questions about commercial property ownership 
Suggestion that the District should have a more direct role in compelling retail renewal 
along Marine 
Concern about declining shops and services in community 
Tuesday, 20 Feb, West Vancouver Community Centre: 4 hours 
Comments regarding the ambulance service and improving their existing station in 
Ambleside to better integrate with the fire hall. DWV should be pressuring the 
province for reforms to the ambulance service to ensure these first responders have 
the same access to buildings that the fire department has, especially considering 
West Vancouver’s aging population 
Excited for the Ambleside Local Area Plan and want to get involved with that process 
Support for all the infill housing options: West Vancouver needs things like this 
Questions about public art and the process of securing community amenity benefits 
through development 
Support for the “Information Booth” format that feels like coming to Municipal Hall and 
gives all residents a chance to talk to staff 
Support for heritage protection and incentives 
Suggestions that heritage protection incentives should include the ability to sell air 
rights to preserve heritage properties as this can provide both the funds to ensure 
houses can be maintained and protected in perpetuity. Topography, and landscaping 
are such important aspects of heritage properties in West Vancouver. This option 
allows for those to be maintained, as opposed to other incentives which see additional 
buildings added to the property and potentially large changes to these properties that 
we want to protect  
Unsure about what can be done – have been thinking about various examples that 
West Vancouver could follow including Oakridge (in Vancouver), but am still not sure 
what is going to the right option 
Support providing more options for downsizers in Ambleside 
Support the housing options shown for our town and village centres 
Support putting high-rises all along the water 
Questions about the transportation strategies 
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Suggestions for expanding the use of mini-busses on local routes – in particular 
service to Cypress Park Estates, where the bus route should be extended further 
north 
Comments that West Vancouver needs affordable housing urgently 
Support for non-market rental housing 
Glad to see something happening since things have been left for so long: West 
Vancouver absolutely needs to do something to address the housing crisis now 
Support all the housing strategies listed in the revised OCP 
Questions about the OCP Review process and next steps 
Concerns re Ambleside being a "dump" and support for its revitalization 
Comments regarding Council's lack of decision making and are viewed as lazy and 
unjust 
Support for more relatively affordable housing in apartment form that is not a 4million 
condo  
Support for more efficient bus service to decrease single car occupancy drivers 
Suggested mandating charging stations in new developments 
Support for greater and more diverse commercial use of the waterfront 
Stronger tree policies to protect trees 
Encourage social activities in evening time by encouraging growth and development 
of a more diverse local economy  
Suggested Ambleside is a village not a town centre 
Supportive of missing middle housing types including mixed use, mid and high rise 
buildings  
Praised for being out in the community and reaching out to people 
Support for restricting development above 1200ft. 
Support for smaller lot sizes and infill housing in Ambleside 
Support for maintenance of bike trails and monetizing mountain biking 
Concerns re: traffic congestion and questions surrounding how OCP process can 
make positive influence on transportation issues 
Support for car share options 
Support for more intense density in Ambleside in the form of midrise and high rise 
buildings  
Compliments for an involved process that reaches the broad based community 
Support for streamlining development process 
Support for more affordable housing options in Ambleside - missing middle options 
Pro density and sustainable living 
Would like to see CAC used for more child care 
Compliments on boards and how clearly they represent process to date, issues the 
community faces and voice of the majority.  
Suggestion that West Vancouver should not grow and should emulate Carmel, 
California 
Questions about Cypress Village, its extent and development 
Concerns about vehicle traffic 
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Concern that separation between houses is insufficient 
Concerns about safety given the condition of pavement lining and curbs 
Questions about the timing of Cypress Village 
Support for OCP engagement process 
Support for protection of trees and vegetation on private land 
Concern about declining shops and services in community 
Questions about exercise of existing Ambleside guidelines with revised OCP 
Suggestion that transit service should be in place prior to Cypress Village 
development 
Concern that there are too many people in West Vancouver 
Interest in Taylor Way proceeding and the appropriate building forms for the area 
Concern regarding loss of neighbourhood character through development 
Wednesday, 21 Feb, Gleneagles Community Centre 3.5 hours 
Questions about the OCP Review process and the next steps 
Support for the policies to allow subdivisions 
Support for expanding commercial opportunities in Horseshoe Bay and a desire to get 
involved in that Local Area Plan 
Interest in the Horseshoe Bay Local Area Plan and questions about when that 
process will start 
Support for new cycling connections, especially those planned for above the highway 
Questions about the timing of the Spirit Trail and support for its immediate 
implementation 
Questions about the Information Booth Schedule and what other facilities the display 
has been at 
Questions about Coach Houses and the types of incentives proposed 
Concerns over traffic heading through West Vancouver and coming from North 
Vancouver and questions about how the OCP can address these issues 
Support for the Spirit Trail and for making its implementation a priority 
Support for all of the neighbourhood infill options you show 
Excited about Cypress Village and feel it is absolutely necessary 
Support for a range of housing types in Cypress Village to allow residents from 
Horseshoe Bay to downsize and stay in the area 
Need to be thinking about opportunities for the next generation and focused on 
creating opportunities for West Vancouver children to have a future in this community 
otherwise it will continue to decline 
Questions about traffic and transportation and how the OCP can address these issues 
Support for Cypress Village and using the density transfer provision to protect more of 
the hillside 
Support for more services above the highway and concentrated at Cypress Village 
Support for duplexes in neighbourhoods: used to be against this, but I have come 
around to see how they can fit in  
Support for the townhouse strategies and would like to see more of these across the 
District. 
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Support for greater density in village and town centers, particularly midrise buildings 
and subdivision  
Support more green buildings and stronger regulations on building code and 
efficiency  
Support for stronger regulations against vacant homes 
Support for local business development and incentives for business start ups 
Concern over traffic congestion 
Support for better transit efficiency 
Support for smaller lots and subdivision 
Support for a more efficient development permit process 
Support for stronger Council action on sustainability and moving forward 
Support for adoption of OCP and enabling the community 
Comments surrounding the validity of Council decisions and lack of action in the past 
Disillusionment of Council decision process and lack of faith in the bureaucratic 
system and how nothing ever happens  
Comments around lack of faith in the bureaucracy of the development process 
Support for more affordable housing particularly - midrise apartments in commercial 
areas 
Support for density transfer options to save Whyte Lake Park area 
Support for allowing a buffer area above Cypress Village beyond the 1200ft line to 
protect other areas  
Support for subdivision along Marine Drive 
Support for town homes on Marine Drive by Gleneagles Golf Course 
Thursday, 22 Feb, Municipal Hall Atrium 3.5 hours 
Questions about the Local Area Planning process, in particular Horseshoe Bay 
Support for looking at centres and corridors through Local Area Plans 
Suggestions regarding changing the proposed order of Local Area Plans to complete 
Horseshoe Bay faster 
Questions about the objectives and targets included in the Plan and how they were 
determined 
Questions about where bus service will be improved and when the improvements will 
start 
Suggestions about adding more infill options, specifically converting existing houses 
to multi-unit building to make more efficient use of the current building stock 
Support for greater density in village and town centers, particularly mid-rise buildings 
and subdivision  
Support more green buildings and stronger regulations on building code and 
efficiency  
Support for stronger regulations against vacant homes 
Support for local business development and incentives for business start ups 
Concern over traffic congestion and support for greater transit efficiency 
Support for smaller lots and subdivision 
Support for more efficient development permit process 
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Support for stronger council action on sustainability and moving forward 
Support for housing options, especially single-level living options for seniors 
Reflections on the general decline of neighbourhoods and neighbours moving out of 
West Vancouver as they seek for housing options that better meet their needs as they 
age 
Question about Marine Drive Transit Corridor – Desire to see triplex and townhomes 
options elsewhere as well, not just on the corridor 
Specific question about potential for townhome development around a community 
centre 
Support for continual community uses, not just those limited to churches and 
community facilities, but also those of other non-profits and community organizations 
like the sailing club 
Support for more youth programs, and more recreational opportunities for all local 
residents alike 
Compliments on the current OCP process, attendee reflected on the amount of 
engagement that they have seen throughout the year. They liked that the District is 
reaching out to the community and liked that consultation opportunities are brought to 
them. 
Question about the process and remaining timelines, desire for getting the OCP 
completed and implementation as soon as possible 
Support for more townhomes and apartment forms, options for downsizers 
Concern that the District will still not have enough options and the speed of 
implementation may be too slow to address the current housing crisis that is 
worsening 
Desire for more flexible housing, like homes that are designed to allow for 
reconfiguration overtime as life stages change 
Support for smaller homes on smaller lots and duplex options to gently densify all 
single-family neighbourhoods  
Desire to remove any unintended incentives to build overly imposing single-family 
homes  
Support to review single-family size, but need quicker actions and implementations 
Time for new OCP 
Concern over population loss over time, it is impacting the neighbourly feel that was 
experienced years ago 
Need rental options and incentives to support more affordable housing 
Concern for luxury homes everywhere, that is not what the community wants, and 
there is a need to change since the current system is not working 
Support for making housing more affordable, even if it’s not affordable for low-income 
people, they should not be as expensive and exclusive as they are today 
Support for seniors housing options, good to see that there would be incentives to 
create more seniors and supportive living 
Suggestion to look into invasive plants issues on sites, but understand that this may 
be too specific for OCP 
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Support for multi-plex options for existing homes, not just heritage homes if possible. 
Good to see coach houses, maybe duplex + coach house should be allowed in more 
places 
Support for dividing large homes and lots up to smaller rental options 
Suggestion to be less restrictive in housing regulations to allow more flexibility and 
designs 
Suggestion to add Gleneagles Community Centre as blue on the Marine Drive Transit 
Corridor map to reflect existing use 
Saturday, 24 Feb, Heritage Fayre: 3 hours 

Questions about how the OCP can help save heritage buildings and the process 
Support for more regulations and incentives to save heritage buildings 

Support for heritage as a tool for tourism 
Support for promoting WV heritage through events and advertising 
Support for expanding programs and services that facilitate inclusion 
Support for expanding programs and services to assist with residents to age in place 

Support more cultural events that celebrate WV heritage 
Support for wayfinding program of heritage buildings in community 
Support for more cultural and heritage events especially along waterfront 
General questions about OCP and what an OCP is 

Support for more programs and educational programs around WV local heritage 
Support to recognise our diverse community and assist them through programs that 
support their transition into a new community  
Support for more educational programs in parks celebrating LHP and WV beloved 
natural assets  
Support for protecting Hollyburn Cabins through allowing renovations, rentals and 
subdivision  
Wednesday, 28 Feb, West Vancouver Memorial Library: 4 hours 
Questions about Part 2 of the OCP including various questions about the Marine 
Drive Local Area Plan, it’s engagement process and the projects it addresses directly 
Support for the approach to planning for Ambleside and support for maintaining 
existing policy until the new plan is developed 
Statements that West Vancouver needs more rental units 
Interest in opportunities for more rental units presented by the Local Area Planning 
processes. 
Concern over West Vancouver looking like the City of North Vancouver with high-rises 
along the water. 
Supportive of the Draft Plan and its policies. 
Believe the community needs to change. 
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Support the concept of West Vancouver containing a series of charming villages 
(Ambleside, Dundarave, Horseshoe Bay), but revitalization needs to happen for this to 
be successful 
Support for the neighbourhood infill strategies, in particular for projects like Hollyburn 
Mews 
Interested in the Gleneagles golf course: recent improvements to the course by the 
Parks department have been greatly appreciated and would like to see this lovely 
course continue to thrive into the future 
Concern about the lack of playing fields and the condition of certain fields within the 
District: the West Vancouver High track is in need of improvements and this kind of 
collaboration (between the District and the School Board) should be encouraged by 
the OCP. A repaired track will be something that the whole community can use. The 
field inside the track is also in disrepair and if this could be fixed at the same time 
could offer another space for youth soccer, which is rapidly increasing in West 
Vancouver. 
The OCP should champion community collaborations that will produce amenities that 
everyone can enjoy into the future. 
Support revitalization and new public spaces in our centres, particularly in Ambleside. 
These spaces can have a range of programs and activities throughout the year: from 
pop-up ice rinks with warming huts in winter to communal picnic tables in the summer. 
We can’t just have our people heading over to North Vancouver or Vancouver to live 
and play. We need to give them opportunities here. 
Questions about affordability and when potential affordable housing projects could 
come online and how they will be managed. 
Concerns over Ambleside becoming like Yaletown with too much potential 
development and support for revisiting the unit targets 
Questions regarding some of the figures presented (population, percentage of young 
workers and commuting stats) and the demographic projections presented in the Draft 
Plan 
Questions about why the Draft Plan includes three mentions of hotels and where 
support for these policies came from 
Concerns about housing and transportation, adding housing before the transportation 
issues is addressed and skepticism over the connection between land use and 
transportation 
Concerns over the emphasis on active and public transportation, given West 
Vancouver’s topography, demographics and affluence. 
Support for the District taking more action on empty homes 
Support for more neighbourhood infill options including the ability to stratify existing 
homes into multi-unit buildings 
Support for active modes of transport 

Concerns over traffic congestion build up 
Support for innovative transit options including car share services like Evo 
Support for sensitive infill in towns and centers and transition areas 
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Concerns over high rises in village and town centres 
Concerns over loss of views 
Supportive for more housing and affordable housing options particularly row homes 
and town homes for young families 
Support for supportive housing 
Concerns over traffic 
Support for a sky train 

Support for a water taxi 
Suggested another bridge will relieve traffic congestion 
Support for coach houses in eagle harbour 
Support for more effective policies for a diverse range of housing options and a 
simplified development permit process 
Support for a sky train 
Support for allowing a variation past 1200 ft. within Cypress Village area 
Support for traffic calming measures along marine drive (i.e. 30km per hour enforced 
throughout marine drive and widening for a dedicated cycle lane) 
Support for affordable housing i.e. subsidized by DWV and cooperative housing 
options 
Support for public realm enhancement that foster well-being and inclusion for 
community building  
Support for enticing younger families to move into area through offering a variety of 
multi-family housing types in community hubs 
Praise for being here out in the community, praise for succinct boards that depict a 
true representation of West Vancouver  
Support for density transfer to Cypress Village  and saving Whyte Lake park area 
Support for less restrictions on development permits and a more efficient process (i.e. 
less setbacks and smaller lots to subdivide) 
Support for mixed use building at all intersections in HSB 

Support for greater light commercial zoning i.e. breweries 
Support for increase in population and bringing more people into community to tackle 
vacant home lots 
Support for greener building codes 

Support for stronger tree bylaws 
Support for intense densification throughout West Vancouver’s towns and village 
centres   
Compliments on exceptionally informative boards. 

Do not support with high rises and more density or zoning changes in Ambleside 
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Support stratifying coach houses 
Support pets and children in apartment complexes 
Support for townhouses in Ambleside 

Support for allowing basement suits and coach houses on one lot 
Support for vacant property taxes 
Support for row homes in transition areas 
Support for smaller homes for the aging population, care and independent living 
options should be provided in the long term 
Need to be open to transportation innovations, such as self-driving vehicles 
Need to preserve the natural environment, better tree protection 
Support for regulating large homes, they disrupt the character of the neighbourhoods 
Need more attainable and smaller options that is suitable for families, the community 
will degrade overtime if there is no new families who join us 
Concern about impacts to congestion if more people move into the community 
Support for better and new regional travel options like a water-taxi, that can be 
independent of cars 
Need to decrease car occupancy 
Support for draft plan, the overall direction is appropriate and reflective of what the 
individual has heard through past events 
Support for visitor accommodations 
Need to find more options to get people out of cars 
Need more activities and entertainment, like evening activities and marina in 
Ambleside  
Need better regional connections, like a new bridge connection or rail and train 
options to Vancouver 
Need families back to revitalize our neighbourhoods 
Support for the plan, it reflects the necessary big steps that need to happen in West 
Vancouver 
Consider being more aggressive in tackling the housing crisis and economic issues. 
We need to start somewhere. If we don’t, our current issues will only get worse. 
Support for single-level living options and flexible housing that are not imposing to the 
neighbourhood 
No more “monster homes” that destroy character, support for review of existing 
regulations and exemptions that created the “monster home” issue 
Need more and immediate actions, cannot allow people who keep complaining about 
views ruin West Vancouver’s vitality 
Support for plan, especially need to active our local centres and provide more 
commercial spaces 
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Concern about transportation issues from Cypress Village, need to provide 
reasonable and attractive alternatives to driving for the new neighbourhoods, a bus 
every 60 minutes won’t do 
Support for supportive housing incentives, there is increasingly homelessness issues 
and more people are at risk as they age and lose stable income, this needs to be 
addressed in the plan 
Support for protecting 1,200 foot contour and preserving environmentally sensitive 
lands and assets throughout the Upper Lands, also support transferring density to 
create more compact communities if that would protect ecological assets permanently 
Support for higher density in Ambleside 
Desire for new, purpose-built rental high-rise apartments, higher density for rental and 
affordable housing 
Happy to see that the plan addresses emergency preparedness for the homeless 
Concern about traffic 

Appreciate separate area planning process for local areas 
Want to see more regional transportation connections 
Desire for more apartment and townhome options for workforces and students 
Support for health care sector expansion, especially along Taylor Way 
Support for increasing density along Taylor Way, as long as there’s proper 
consideration for traffic  
Support for plan, except that tax payers’ money should be used carefully when it 
comes to incentives 
Concern about any monetary incentives for heritage homes, non-monetary incentives 
are okay 
Disagree with using tax money to purchase vacant lots for protection, should use 
regulation and other tools to restrict uses 
Development should not be constrained to locations with transit, should densify areas 
to establish ridership and get transit to go where people are 
Desire to establish an intra-municipal transit system, especially better connections 
between the north and south of Highway 1 to move people out of cars, right now it 
takes more than 1 hour to get from the British Properties to the Community Centre 
when it only takes 10 minutes to drive.  
Need to explain terminologies, like subdivisions and other terms that are less clear to 
the public 
Concern over adequate infrastructure for Cypress Village, question about the process 
to deal with that 
Suggestion to add duplex as multi-family uses on the north side of Marine Drive by 
Dundarave Park to reflect existing uses 
Suggestion to clarify that uses highlighted on the Marine Dr. map are existing 
Suggestion to clarify on map that all unit estimates projected in the LAP map are for 
2041 
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Thursday, 1 March, Gleneagles Community Centre: 3 hours 

Concerns over traffic congestion 
Support for connector trails particularly biking 

Supporting for redirecting vehicles from Marine Drive 
Support for more efficient TransLink service 
Support for a more varied local economy particularity mixed use buildings in HSB 
Support for ferry service and water taxi service 

Support for a frequent bus service from HSB 
Support for a local economy more focused around marina industry 
Support for saving Whyte Lake Park Area through density transfer 
Questions surrounding density transfer and what exactly it is 

Questions around how fast these can be adopted 
Support for adoption of OCP and enabling the community 
Support for higher density in Cypress Village (as much that needs to happen to save 
other environmentally sensitive areas i.e. Whyte Lake Park) 
Support for higher density and height to gain CAC contributions that meet needs of 
community  
Comments around lack of faith in the bureaucracy of the development process 
Support for more affordable housing particularly - midrise apartments in commercial 
areas 
Questions about the area covered by the Draft Plan, the OCP Review Process and 
the Local Area Planning processes. 
Support for townhouses throughout West Vancouver: particularly in Horseshoe Bay. 
Support for the neighbourhood infill strategies, particularly subdivisions and coach 
houses. 
General support for the Draft Plan and its policies. 
Support for better and more integrated use of District-owned facilities. 
Support for looking at opportunities to provide more services and housing on District 
owned lands. 
Questions about Cypress Village and Rodger’s Creek areas and what is proposed for 
Cypress Village. 
Support for using density transfer at Cypress Village to protect environmentally 
sensitive areas in the western Upper Lands. 
Support for options to better move east to west above the highway using all 
transportation modes. 
Support for increasing recreational activity in the Upper Lands, in particular mountain 
biking through the provision of a mountain bike chairlift that could end in Cypress 
Village. 
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Comments that the Draft Plan looks “robust” 
Support for the heritage protection strategies 
Concern over the continuing construction of “monster homes” and hopes that the 
District will address this 
Suggestions that a development permit requiring the removal of invasive plants be 
implemented to give the District more tools to deal with invasives and property owners 
that have not dealt with these plants on their property 
Support for a more robust tree by bylaw 

Support for townhouses throughout West Vancouver 

Monday, 5 March, Municipal Hall Atrium: 3 hours 
Questions about the Taylor Way and Ambleside Town Centre local area plans 
including timing, unit counts and potential future land uses 
Support for infill housing options, particularly for duplexes and subdivisions 
These policies should be focused on sites that are near transit and amenities, but may 
be just outside the boundaries of the Local Area Plans 
DWV Needs to give people more options for their lots, otherwise we will just continue 
to see the building of larger and larger single family homes 
Policy should be more encouraging for owners of lots that are obvious candidates for 
subdivisions or duplexes 
Support for expanding coach house policy and some suggestions: need to look at a 
coach house policy for lots above the highway where the lots are much larger and 
mostly do not have lanes. These lots need a different approach as it doesn’t make 
sense to build a 1,100 sq. ft. coach house on a 20,000 sq. ft. lot, especially if the goal 
is to allow for smaller houses. These lots could potentially support two full houses 
The Draft OCP seems to only reluctantly call for some modest increases in housing 
options in neighbourhoods, and places the onus on property owners to instigate a 
process, I feel like the plan should be more aggressively promoting these things and 
taking the burden off of individual property owners 
Believe there should be opportunities for larger lots dispersed along transit routes 
(other than Marine Drive) to be considered for more multi-family options on a case by 
case basis. This doesn’t mean that it will work for every site, but the OCP should not 
dismiss the potential of sites beyond just Marine Drive and include criteria that could 
allow them to be considered as well 
Questions about potential locations for new seniors housing 
Concerns regarding the continued replacement of single family dwellings with larger 
homes and support for the upcoming neighbourhood character working group 
Compliments on easy to read and informative boards - suggestion to make them 
available online  
Questions around Town Centre Villages and Marine Drive 
Support for missing middle in transition areas 
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Support for greater density in all forms in Town Centres and Villages to increase 
population  
Suggestion to remove Caulfield Covenant 

Support for stronger incentives for heritage protection 
Questions around heritage process 
Suggested commercial growth and more commercially zoned land in Thunderbird 
Marina 
Questions surrounding population increase statistics 
Questions around unit number increases in certain areas 
Support for completion of Spirit Trail 
Support for revitalization of Ambleside 

Support for getting on with the OCP and implementing new policies 
Comments around lack of Council Direction in the past 
Comments around community needs not being met 
Comments around concerns for aging in place 

Support for buildings with universal accessibility design 
Support for a more commercially viable town centre (Ambleside) i.e. night market, 
more music  and events, more restaurants  
Support for commercially utilizing WV Waterfront with recreational activities and cafés 
bars etc.  
Support for traffic calming procedures 
Support all of the draft OCP, glad to see changes, hope that this will get through to 
Council what we want  
Scepticism that Council are not listening 
Support smaller houses on smaller lots and subdivision 
Move forward 

Tuesday, 6 March, West Vancouver Community Centre: 4 hours 
Support for small homes and infill options 
Concern that BPP land holdings are too large and allow too much development 
Concern about crowding in Ambleside 
Concern about demand for street parking in neighbourhoods 

Concern that good quality homes are being demolished 
Support for coach houses and accessory dwelling units 
Concern about housing affordability 
Support for more job creation in Ambleside 
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Interest in more specific focus on vibrant Ambleside with 
lifestyle/entertainment/nightlife 
Concern about cycling/pedestrian safety, particularly along Marine drive 

Questions about broader provision of cycling/pedestrian connections 
Interest in continuing the Seawall west for pedestrian use 
Questions about timing of Cypress Village 
Questions regarding transit viability in Cypress Village 

Concern about development of Rodgers Creek 
Concern about Upper Lands forest and wilderness loss 
Concern that the presentation of the draft plan was confusing and did not clearly 
reference the existing OCP 
Interest in intensification of blocks between Ambleside and Squamish First Nation 
Questions about existing Ambleside Plan 
Support for up zoning lands to support a vibrant and prosperous community 
Questions about timing of Rodgers Creek buildout 

Questions about new and upcoming developments 
Support for increasing number of townhouses and row houses 
Interest in a 3rd crossing of Burrard Inlet 
Questions about the purpose of an OCP 

Interest in increased Marine Drive development 
Support for encouraging non-market housing provision on church lands 
Good to see long term planning. Encouragement to plan ahead as the community 
ages. 
Expressed that the community cannot stay static and not respond to changes 
happening. Not planning is irresponsible. 
Concerns about blocked views for the individual’s home. 
Desire to see more terraced forms of buildings that complement the shape of the 
mountains and slopes. 
Suggestion to protect and encourage smaller commercial spaces, as they are 
important to support small businesses. Tailoring commercial space sizes for large 
anchor tenants would harm local small businesses. 
Support draft plan and like the info booths. Happy to see things move forward for the 
community. 
Concerns expressed about views and lighting, and construction workers creating 
impacts (e.g., littering, smoking, drinking and excessive noise from talking in the 
morning). Suggest to lower heights of apartments between Marine Dr and waterfront 
to maintain view, and community should give up on renters, seniors and non-market 
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housing so that the apartment heights are lowered or at most maintained during 
redevelopment. 
Suggest to regulate construction processes so that they are faster and buildings get 
finished quicker to reduce construction nuisance. 
Question about the general process and timeline. 
Support for future planning. 
Support for moving process forward and adopting plan according to current timeline. 

Suggests earlier adoption the better in order to implement plan as soon as possible. 
Suggest to see more things for youth, from housing to services. 
Concern that if plan doesn’t get adopted, it means the youths of today won’t have 
housing options 25 years from now and will be forced to leave the community. 
Desire to see apartment and townhome options for the future, especially for the 
attendee’s children who will grow up and have their own housing needs. 
Suggestion for more consolidated townhome development around the District, not just 
restricted to Marine Dr and locations close to amenities and schools. 
Suggestion to active townhome and low-rise apartment development near Highway 
#1 where there is quick access off the Highway. 
Support for small homes on smaller lots, and review of subdivision standards. 
Expressed that these are much needed to give people more options than simply to 
build a big house on a large lot. 
Support for townhomes and apartments to provide options for young families. 
Encourage stronger housing policies to attract young families and workers to support 
businesses. 
Suggest to increase options to downsize in Sentinel Hill area. 
Support for allowing exemptions for rental coach house. Coach houses aren’t 
economic today because they compete with the main building and is costlier to build. 
Support for 2 houses on 1 large lot, this should have been allowed before but it’s 
taking too long. Expressed that no one needs a large home but current policies don’t 
support them to build anything other than a large home on a large lot. 
Support to see the OCP to move forward and draft policies to be adopted. 

Support for Local Area Planning process to move forward as quickly as possible. 
Support for increased density in general, this means that it will increase the values of 
land, but at the same time provide more housing options and allow more people to 
live on the same land area. 
Support for draft plan, feel that it will be good for the community and help revitalize the 
declining neighbourhoods. 
Expressed that population decrease is a huge risk for the community, we cannot let 
this trend continue or else the community will eventually die and become abandoned 
town. 
Currently losing our sense of community at the moment with the declining 
neighbourhoods, action needs to be implemented quickly. 
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Support for smaller units, like apartments and other single-level living options for 
seniors who don’t want to live in a house with high maintenance effort and costs. 
Suggest stronger options to support young people, including more incentives like 
bonus densities to support rental units. 
Suggest more young worker housing; expressed that there should be enough demand 
from Downtown workers who would want to live in West Vancouver with easy transit 
and bike access to Downtown, if only the District provides the smaller, apartment 
living and townhome options for these demographics. 
Suggest for stronger rental and non-market housing support to combat income 
disparity and segregation amongst the community. 
Suggest to increase densities in areas further away from Marine Drive, so that the 
community and property owners have full options going forward. 
Maintain Village like Character of West Vancouver 

Keep mid-rise scale along Marine Drive 
Like the small scale Commercial stores 
Compliments on boards and placement of information, and seems like we have 
captured so many of the community and listened 
Concern over lighting and street lighting if density increases, also should have 
environmentally friendly lighting throughout West Vancouver and be following in 
dark.org footsteps  
Support for Coach houses and stratifying 
Concern over traffic 
Questions surrounding CV when will it occur, traffic and how to add density. 

Move forward and implement plan 
Appreciation for review and moving forward with plan 
People like to have options and the ability to think about the future 
Dedicate Whyte Cliff Park areas as Park Land 

Support for Cypress Village and implementing a sustainable transport plan 
Support commercial and mixed use buildings 
More community gatherings and events 
Artists support our economy, we need to fix the traffic with a ferry and build 
sustainably  
Stratify Coach Houses 
Use surplus owned lands to meet community objectives 
Community Pot lucks and food as a tool to integrate the community and build 
community spirit and values  
Bring a boat ramp back 
More young families would be nice 
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Put the boards online 
Reinstate railway for commuters 
Allow incentives for commercial businesses to thrive and therefore the local economy 
to grow, give people the opportunity to earn a living  
Thursday, 8 March, Gleneagles Community Centre: 3 hours 

Agree with all heritage policies - protect and preserve our heritage 
Praise for being out in the community, and boards are a great representation of our 
community and what we want  
Allow Stratification 
Feedback has been unanimous and it is time to move forward to address the 
challenges that this community faces  
Praise for being out in the community 
Support for a separate green bike path 
More bike lanes are required 
Ambleside to have a separate green bike path 

Questions about OCP review process and the LAP for Horseshoe Bay 
Support for the Spirit Trail and more cycling options 
Support for Cypress Village and more services close to western residents 
Support for considering duplexes across the District and expanding the boundaries of 
the existing duplex zones 
Support for bold leadership from Council when considering the OCP 
Against all policies related to infill options in neighbourhoods and particular concern 
that these policies include Gleneagles. Belief that these policies will change 
neighbourhood character and that there should only be one single family dwelling 
allowed per lot (against coach houses and secondary suites) 
Support for heritage preservation and the proposed incentives to protect heritage 
properties 
Support for increased and expanded bus service 
Support for coach house incentives, specifically strata titling 

Monday, 12 March, West Vancouver Memorial Library: 4 hours 
Declining population and too many people commuting, fully support density increases 
in any form to tackle these issues  
Job opportunities and having enterprises in West Vancouver is the number one 
attractant for young people  
We need lower income housing to help young people stay and give downsizers 
options  
West Vancouver Council needs to enable its people 
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Use incentives to attract enterprises and top 100 companies into West Vancouver 
Do not agree with the Cypress Village buffer 
Fully agree with this entire plan and its long term solutions to our issues 
We need to ensure we have parking by the waterfront for people who require easier 
access 
Allow subdivision 
We should do everything in our power to reduce traffic and car dependency 
I do not agree with any of this - I don’t want change or any more people moving here, 
leave it the way it is  
Stop chopping down trees 
Another bridge is the only answer 
We should where possible acquire monster homes and turn them into supportive 
housing, mixed use and co-operative housing units  
Stronger regulations to decrease and deter monster homes is urgently required 
Stronger requirements for Tree Bylaws and saving as many trees as possible 

We need to hire people who are trained in trail management and maintenance 
What is environmental art? 2.7.6 - this makes no sense and should not be in the plan 
Concerns over traffic and more density - do not build until we have more infrastructure 
Cypress is the busiest park in the province our trails are really under pressure 
Nice idea to collaborate with BC Parks etc. but you are not able to do this justice as 
there is no funding  
Great Plan - thank you for being out in the community 
Save our heritage and architecture 

Fully agree with infill housing to save our heritage buildings 
Traffic is terrible we need a bridge, or a ferry 
We require a commercial node in the Upper Lands 
Better bus service for the Upper Lands 

We need more Parks 
Housing affordability is the most important thing in the plan 
We need to take action now to provide more housing for young people 
My biggest transportation concern is with access to Park Royal: work with the 
Squamish Nation to improve access and limit the ability of cars to use the bus priority 
lane to cut in front of cars waiting at the Taylor Way/Marine Drive intersection 
Questions about the Taylor Way Local Area Plan and how traffic will be dealt with as 
part of that Local Area Planning process 
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Questions about the timing and schedule of each Local Area Plan 
Questions about the Hollyburn Cabin Community and support for policies geared 
towards protecting and supporting the continued maintenance of the existing heritage 
cabins and the Hollyburn Ridge Association 
Support for new arts and culture facilities at Cypress Village 
Support for economic development policies that support local, independent 
businesses 
Support for developing arts and culture facilities across West Vancouver to create a 
distinct “artist district” that will act as a regional and international tourist draw 
Support for the Ambleside Local Area Plan and adding new housing units and 
housing types to Ambleside 
Concern that what the Draft Plan proposes is not going to help the community: 
Neighbourhoods have already started hollowing out and the community has already 
been lost. This plan is about 25 years too late. 
Support for townhouses and duplexes 
Concern about adding high rises 
Support for a boutique hotel in Ambleside and at Park Royal 

Concerns regarding traffic currently throughout the District 
Concerns that new development should not happen until the traffic situation has been 
improved 
Support for maintaining the Silk Purse art gallery and against the removal of the 
parking along Argyle Avenue 
Concerns that it will be difficult to secure afford rental housing going forward 
Support for the expansion of public transit across the District 
Support for the creation or expansion of rapid transit across the North Shore including 
sky train or light rail 
Support for building more affordable housing, but you need to make sure the 
infrastructure is in place to move the new people 
The region needs a new and expanded tax base to fund transit improvements 

Tuesday, 13 March, West Vancouver Community Centre: 4 hours 
Support for coach houses and questions about when some of the proposed incentives 
will be implemented 
Questions about the Horseshoe Bay Local Area Plan 
Concern that the unit estimates for Horseshoe Bay are too high and don’t take into 
account the traffic issues and the need for additional policing  
Concerns about Horseshoe Bay being in a state of transition 
Support for the neighbourhood character policies and recent action to form a new 
working group addressing housing bulk 
Support for the heritage protection policies and the formation of a new Heritage 
Advisory Committee 
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Questions about Rodgers Creek development and whether the development is as 
environmentally friendly as it was proposed to be 
Support for changing the development patterns above the highway with a mixed-use 
Cypress Village 
Cypress Village planning must include consideration of potential downstream traffic 
impacts and the provision of public transit 
Support the idea of connecting land use with transportation in practice, need to 
ensure public transportation system supports this 
Support for the Horseshoe Bay Local Area Plan and adding more housing and 
amenities in HSB village 
Excited about the plan – in particular support for the housing policies as we need to 
be providing more housing all across the District, but particularly in areas that are 
close to transit and amenities 
West Vancouver is part of one of the major metropolitan regions in Canada: traffic is 
simply a fact of living in this context and is much better than in the two other major 
metropolitan regions (Toronto and Montreal) 
Improved connections between Bowen Island and HSB, in particular later ferries 
going both ways 
The District needs to consider who they are accepting donations from and naming 
facilities after 
Support for more townhouses and the expansion of areas where townhouses can be 
supported, in particular sites close to schools and local bus routes or on existing large 
lots within neighbourhoods 
Questions about Ambleside and the its LAP process 
Concerns that the unit estimates for the Ambleside Town Centre LAP are too high 
Support for more coach houses and the incentives that would allow for coach houses 
to  be strata titled 
Support for considering subdivision standards that could allow coach houses to be 
subdivided  
Support for allowing more subdivisions and reviewing the subdivisions standards 
across the District and the belief that this will protect neighbourhood character while 
allowing for more people to stay in the community and potentially allow new families 
to buy into existing neighbourhoods 
Support for duplexes and all infill housing strategies’ 
Questions about how the infill housing strategies will be implemented and the 
potential timelines for each 
Concerns that the Draft Plan will negatively impact their quality of life 

Concerns regarding traffic impacts that will be created by the Draft Plan 
Against any development at all and any changes within the District 
Believe more people add increased safety concerns 
Concerns there was not enough engagement throughout the OCP Review process 
and that residents were not adequately informed of the process 
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The boards provide a number of very good points and are very informative 
Support for all the housing policies 
Suggestion to work with Park Royal to close the main street in the Village to traffic 
and create a pedestrian mall/promenade 
Support for four plexes in existing multifamily zones (where there are currently 
duplexes) as this could create more appropriate transition zones between our centres 
(particularly between Park Royal and Ambleside and Ambleside and Dundarave) 
Support for locating additional density near transit services 
Questions regarding the age of rental buildings in West Vancouver and why so little 
rental has been built in the District in recent years 
Support for the District to continue advocating at the federal and provincial levels for 
additional funding to support affordable and rental housing 
Interest in transit scheduling and routes 
Interest in a 3rd crossing of Burrard Inlet 
Concern about crowding in Ambleside 
Interest in increased Marine Drive development 

Support for up zoning lands to increase housing capacity 
Questions about Ambleside Plan 
Interest in increased mixed use building forms 
Concern about tax implications of land use change 

Concern about struggling local businesses 
Interest in coach houses 
Support for greater provision of accessory rental units 
Support for B-Line to Dundarave 

Questions about the purpose of an OCP 
Support for increasing number of townhouses and row houses 
Questions about new and upcoming developments 
Questions about timing of Rodgers Creek buildout 

Questions about timing of Cypress Village 
Questions about broader provision of cycling/pedestrian connections 
Concern about housing affordability 
Support for more job creation in Ambleside 

Support for coach houses and accessory dwelling units 
Support for separate LAP process to allow for dedicated discussions for local centres 
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Happy to see support for health sector under local economy, suggest to consider and 
encourage cosmetic industry like those of Korea instead of just focusing on tourism 
and visitors 
Support for the OCP in general 
Support for housing options that are smaller and open up more possibilities for 
younger people. 
Comment on the need to open up doors and create housing that welcomes new 
people into the community – the history of blocking people from coming in led to the 
decline of our neighbourhoods. 
Support for increasing housing as means to increase in transit ridership potential and 
better leverage to argue for more transit services in West Van. 
Support for strong support for businesses and housing to bring in new vitality and 
regular customers for businesses, and generally regenerate the local community. 
Support for more options to use land. Comment that enabling more housing options to 
be built on the same piece of land would help support achieving the best land uses, 
and support not only people who may live there but also property owners. 
Comment on dilemma in a history of subdivisions applications being rejected, which 
led to property owners selling and builders flipping large properties into monster 
homes, and in return hearing complaints from the same community which rejected the 
subdivision to now complain about large imposing homes being built. 
Support for appropriate subdivisions that would result in smaller homes being built. 

Support for protecting lands above 1200’ foot contour from further development 
Support for the OCP in general, excited to see positive changes rather than a decline 
of neighbourhoods as the status quo 
Desire to see more happening in the community, including events, evening 
entertainment, and social gathering places 
Support for transferring currently allowed residential development potential from 
sensitive ecosystems in the Upper Lands to Cypress Village and concentrating the 
development there with amenities to serve that population 
Comment on that the Cypress Village with its amenities can alleviate traffic 
contributed by residents on BPPs lands needing to travel to Ambleside and Park 
Royal for their needs 
Support for townhome options 
Suggestion to enable townhomes around all schools 
Comment on the need to address bridge traffic, but understand that it’s under 
Provincial jurisdiction 
Support for Cypress Village vision and the potential it would create in alleviating traffic 
pressures off the highway and southwards in the community once residents have 
options to shop above the Highway 
Support the plan, express desire to see it implementing quicker 
Support for creating housing options that are more attainable for younger people, and 
incentivizing rental options for those who cannot afford to own. 
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Support for duplex and townhome options across neighbourhoods to give people 
options to downsize 
Support for protecting lands west of Eagle Creek for the long term and for future 
generations to enjoy and preserve 
Support for apartment options in centres, want to see more mixed-use and 
apartments that allow more people with walkable access to amenities and their needs 
Support for long term planning to meet changing community and the challenges 
before us as best as possible 
Support for townhomes, want to see more assemblies that would lead to more 
housing units, rather than a giant view home, argue that more people should be 
enjoying the opportunity to live in West Vancouver and not just preserving the way of 
life for existing residents 
Concern that the government is just allowing builders to do whatever they want, 
desire for more regulations and enforcement of better regulations 
Desire to see more areas pre-zoned to allow for townhomes, including the Rena 
Crescent area just off the highway 
Desire for a far better transit service, more routes and more efficient timeline 
Agree with the entire Draft plan however has concerns that this will have negative 
impacts on traffic 
Support for townhouses in areas that are close to services and amenities 
Complete the Spirit Trail - we desperately need separated bike routes 
Fear that the OCP will increase rents in commercial area, opposed to OCP if this will 
be the outcome  
Allow duplexes in transition areas 
Ambleside needs more rental units and at lower costs - both housing and commercial 
spaces  
Do not agree with ATC boundary and would like to see this lowered to Inglewood 
Questions on process and the %'s that will be mandated to rental units, potentially 
using a step phased approach could be helpful  
Praised for being out in the community 
Agree with all these housing options and like that I will have more options especially 
for the future  
Against the draft plan unless we get better infrastructure and address traffic 
congestion issues  
Against draft plan and do not want to see any change 
Agree with duplexes and want to see more zoning for duplexes 
Against having duplexes and suites and basements and coach houses 
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SECTION VI: YOUTH STAKEHOLDERS 

Phase 4 included 6 youth stakeholder meetings with the Youth Advisory Committee, the 
Whatever Youth Committee, the Student Work and Advisory Team, the Preteen 
Advisory Committee, the Library’s Teen Advisory Group and a drop-in session at the 
Ambleside Youth Centre. The sessions included a presentation on the Draft Plan and 
how it relates to previous youth input, discussion, and a brainstorming session on the 
OCP and youth. Results of the youth events are reported below: 
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Enjoy safe schools, a safe community and a good place to 
raise a family 
Walk everywhere 
Enjoy the beach 
Enjoy outdoor recreation, hiking and trails 
Enjoy the Spirit Trail 
Move around quickly on transit 
Learn more (lifelong learning that includes programs for youth 
and young adults) 
Keep using community facilities 
Work in our facilities as a youth 
Take more programs through the school board 

Whatever Youth 
Committee 
1 – March – 18  

Better collaboration between schools and community 
Encourage youth to open businesses 
live in affordable housing as a young adult 
Get around without a car 
Open a Business 
Find work as a young adult 
Entertainment, like movie theatres for all ages or a theatre like 
the Commodore 
Accessible clinics (better hours, make it easier for youth to get 
help) 
access busses better, maybe with a larger transit hub 
Access sexual health clinics 
Transition housing, for youth aging out of provincial care 
take more arts programs (like the Vancouver Music Academy) 
Learn more life skills (like finances, job applications) through 
partnerships with the school board 
Lifelong learning for all ages, including youth 

Student Work and 
Advisory Team  
8 – March - 18 

Have job opportunities 
Hang out with friends 
Go to entertainment options like movie theatres and escape 
rooms 
Move through the North Shore easier with more busses and 
new bus lanes 
Use busses with better frequency of service 
Have chances for car free living 
Play at a water park 
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Get out on new trails 
Have better access to trails and better connections to existing 
trails 
Use more small neighbourhood parks 
Be safe out at night with well-lit public spaces 
Use designated fire pits at the beach 
Go to more restaurants (X2) 
Access more services near Sentinel High School 
Get to Sentinel high school easier (with better transit service) 
Go to an all ages movie theater 
More apartments 
More rental housing options 
A range of different unit sizes 
Live in a green or a natural building 
Live in an hobbit building like an earth ship 
Use outdoor badminton courts 

Ambleside Youth Centre 
Drop In Session  
9 – March - 18 

Use more parks across the District 
Affordable housing 
Densification - small lots and coach houses \ 
Live in a stratified coach house or a small subdivision 
More entertainment 
Use small busses that run hourly 
Seabus to Dundarave (environmentally friendly like the 
Aquabus) 
Stores that offer student discounts 
School bus service - Run from all the high schools to 
Ambleside and Park Royal 
Use more multicultural services and programs 
More public washrooms to accompany new public spaces 
Public washrooms open later (like Jericho Beach in 
Vancouver) 
More rental housing 
Affordable housing 
Office spaces need youth to drive creative industries 
Youth needed to drive tech hubs and a tech community 
More activities in the evenings - especially in summer 
More variety of stores 
Stores that are open later 
Need to make it easier to move across the District 
Need to lessen commute times 
Need to allow for more workers to live here 
Especially in Town Centre 
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Composting should be available in all parks 
District should be offering soft plastic recycling across the 
district and in Parks 

Youth Advisory 
Committee 
14 – March - 18 

Keep on supporting Park Royal 
Need to keep having a range of community spaces across the 
District 
Need to have retail hubs across the District 
Need to have redevelopment and rezoning 
Support for more affordable housing 
Most important things for youth are housing 
Support for services above the highway 
Support for a Caulfeild Village in the Hollyburn area 
Need more services near Sentinel School 
Need better bus service and connections to Sentinel School 
Support for mixed use in Cypress Village 
More opportunities for local small-scale villages 
Civic space in Horseshoe Bay Village for Youth - could work 
with BC Ferries 
Better development and more things near schools 
Mulgrave School needs to be serviced by bus 
Cypress Mountain should have a bus 
Things open later - need to have something (maybe Park 
Royal) open later 
Extended library hours maybe until 1:00-2:00 am - Students 
need more places to work 
More study spaces in the library 
Potential to use available space in other District facilities as 
temporary study spaces 
24 hour Starbucks 
Night club (some kind of entertainment open a night) 
Millennial Social Hub 
More rental housing 
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